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Q DOVE. YOUR SONG IS CAUSE FOR TEARS

O dove, your song is cause for tears.
My heart is lifeless after it.

You have drawn tears from my eye.
Pity you were not silent.

The great rooms of O Roigh's house 
abandoned to you alone 

- is it this that fired your soul 
so your voice will not be checked?

Or the pain that troubles you, 
beloved dove, is this the cause: 
you see no more the noble lady 

who nurtured you each day?

It is clear you are not from here, 
gentle dove that came from Spain, 

here where we behold you 
and see but you alone,

Tonight the walls are lonely 
where we once heard harps and poets, 

ample feasting round the wine, 
guestmasters about their duties,

sounds of soldiers sharpening weapons, 
sounds of cattle in times of plunder, 
the sound of oars entering harbour, 

the sound of gulls in the sea-cave,

the sounds of f i thchea l l  fought hard, 
wise men's voices over old books, 

sweet word-murmur of gentle women 
(they would understand our grief) ...

Domhnall's daughter distracted me 
and set my senses wild, 

that she has neither heir nor offspring 
- have I not full cause for tears?

Dove of the doleful music there on the fortress, 
sad is that splendid Rome powerless below you: 

stately Tulach Ui Roigh, of towering walls, 
without ale or the music of sails or blades flexing.

(Anonymous 17th-century Irish poem translated and included as Poem 11, on pages 
21 to 23 of Sean O Tuama and Thomas Kilsella, An Duanaire 1600-1900: Poems nf the. 

1981, Dolmen Books, Portlaoise)
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE GAZETTEERfáu »»aa

The gazetteer included in this volume of the thesis contains the results of a field 
survey o f all tower houses in County Limerick. The field survey took place in the 
spring and summer months of 1989 and 1990. There are 176 sites of tower houses and 
castles included in the gazetteer. While the majority of the text concentrates on 
standing tower houses or those buildings where substantial masonry survives, the 
most cursory of readings will indicate that there are a number o f entries which 
record examples of both demolished tower houses and demolished castles which may 
have been tower houses. In each case, however, the site of the demolished building 
on the landscape is still known. It was decided to include all available information on 
these 'lost' buildings in the gazetteer so that their locations will be recorded for 
future generations.

Westropp's paper survey on the castellated ruins o f the county (1906-7) was used as 
the foundation for the field study. The location of each site included in Westropp's 
work was checked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch maps prepared for the county in 
1840 and revised in 1923-4. Where a 'castle' was marked on a six-inch map sheet, the 
relevant section of the Ordnance Survey six-inch map was photocopied and this was 
then used to establish the exact location of the castle during field work. Where the 
ruins of a tower house survived, permission to survey was sought from the 
landowner. At each site a written and photographic survey was undertaken and 
measured floor plans were drawn. Since the ruined tower houses throughout the 
entire county had to be surveyed in two summers, the maximum amount of time 
expended at any one building had to be restricted to a single days work. In all, 68 sets 
of plans were executed in the field and the completed work is included in this volume. 
A selection of photographs are also contained in the volume. Some of the photgraphs 
show individual buildings while others illustrate specific architectural features 
found at the tower houses. No formal surveys were undertaken at the three sites 
which were still inhabited (Gazetteer Site No. 54, Castle Garde: Gazetteer Site No. 57, 
Castle Matrix: Gazetteer Site No. 157, 'The Turret'), though sketch plans are supplied 
for the former two buildings. Measured floor plans were not executed in the upper 
floor levels in a building which was considered too dangerous to work in. However, 
sketch plans were completed for some damaged upper levels (eg: Ballyallinan, 
Gazetteer Site No. 14 and Plan 6).

Each entry begins with the relevant gazetteer number and the name (or names) by 
which the castle is known. The barony, parish and townland in which the tower 
house is located is then provided. The vast majority of the sites (170) were included in 
Westropp's survey (1906-7) and the relevant 'Site Number' from that corpus is 
supplied. Hasson (1989) surveyed 18 sites for her undergraduate dissertation; where 
applicable, the site number used in Hasson's work is included in the gazetteer entry. 
The relevant Ordnance Survey six-inch and half-inch map sheet numbers are 
provided, along with national grid co-ordinates and the SMR Monument Number 
(kindly supplied by the OPW). Where applicable, plan and photograph numbers are 
listed. The group number for both the state of preservation (Appendix 3) and the 
typological corpus (Appendix 4) for each individual building is also provided. Finally, 
the date when the building was surveyed is included. This is recorded in terms of the 
actual week or period when fieldwork occurred rather than the actual day when the 
survey took place.

Each entry begins with a compilation of references to the castle culled from historic
documents, such as The Desmond Survey (McEnery, no date) or The Civil Survey
(Simington, 1938). Past descriptions of the building are also presented; this 
information is usually obtained from Westropp's work (1906-7 or 1907a), O'Donovan's 
Ordnance Survey Letters of 1840 or the works of other antiquarians or local
historians, from Fitzgerald and MacGregor (1826-7) to Spellissey and O'Brien (1989).
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The results of the field survey are then presented. In each case the description o f the 
building commences with external information before proceeding to describe the 
interior from ground floor upwards.
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7 ABBREVIATIONS USED IN GAZETTEER

There are three main abbreviations used in the pages of the gazetteer.

m This is an abbreviation used to denote 'metre' or 'metres'.

WWCV This is an abbreviation used instead of 'wicker work centred
vault' or 'wicker work centred vaulting'.

SSCR This is an abbreviation used intead of 'stone slab corbelled roof or
'stone slab corbelled roofing'. The corbelled slabs are usually found 
laid horizontally, covering either a mural passage, a mural 
chamber, a wall stair or a window embrasure, and the roof can be 
either 'stepped' or 'flat' (for further information see Appendix 1: 
G lossary).
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T INVENTORY OF GAZHTEER SITES

SITE No SITE NAME Westropp Site No SMR No

1 AMOGANMORE /AMOGAN /KNOCKAN 328 29:43
2 ASHFORT /ANNAGHROSTY 138 13:77
3 AUGHINISH 381 10:20
4 BAGGOTSTOWN 217 40:12
5 BALLINACOURTY 270 56:48
6 BALLINAGARDE 46 22:51
7 B ALLINAHINCH /CLOHEEN /DUNMOON 272 48:20
8 B ALLIN AMONABEG 222 32:95/1
9 BALLINARD /CAHERHUSSOK 231 32:90
10 BALLINAROOGA 348 37:32
11 BALLINGARRY /LACY’S CASTLE 335 29:106
12 BALLINOE 366 37:50
13 BALLINVEALA 136 22:55
14 BALL Y ALLIN AN 319 29:55
15 BALLYBRICKEN /SOUTH COURT 52 23:36
16 BALLYCAHANE 130 22:75
17 BALLYCULLEN 300 19:59
18 BALLYDUFF 276 57:5
19 BALLYEGNYBEG /BALLYEGNY 311 28:20
20 BALLYGRENNAN /CASTLE PARK 10 5:10
21 BALLYGRENNAN 188 40:7
22 BALLYGUILLEATAGGLE 343 38:60
23 BALLYMACSHANEBOY 264 55:16
24 BALLYNANTYMORE 20 5:13
25 BALLYNASH 294 10:52
26 BALLYNEETY /WHITESTOWN 39 14:61
27 BALLYNEETY /SARSFIELD'S ROCK 103 33:40/2
28 BALLYTRASNA 101 24:39
29 BALLYVOGHAN 395 28:12
30 BALLYVORNEEN 68 23:26
31 BALLYWILLIAM 321 29:129
32 BEAGH 141 3:2
33 BLOSSOMS GATE, KILMALLOCK Town Gate No.5 47:22
34 BOLANE 163 12:7
35 BOURCHIER'S CASTLE, LOUGH GUR /C. DOON 210 32:22/34
36 BOURKE'S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY (L .l) 5:17
37 BRICKFIELD /KILBIGLEY 261 55:8
38 BRUFF 186 32:115
39 BRUREE, BALLYNOE 355 39:102/1
40 BULGADEN EADY 256 40:93
41 CAHERCONLISH 61 14:79
42 CAHERELLY EAST /BLACK CASTLE 51 23:40
43 CAHERELLY WEST 50 23:83
44 CAHERGUILLEAMORE 208 31:41/15
45 CAPPAGH 308 20:77
46 CARRIGANEA 154 11:25
47 CARRIGAREELY 72 14:33
48 CARRIGKITTLE 235 33:22
49 CASTLE CLUGGIN 95 24:81
50 CASTI JE COMFORT 81 14:17/2
51 CASTLE COOIE 254 47:21/2
52 CASTLE CREAGH 280 49:83
53 CASTLE ERKIN 70 14:88/2
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54 CASTLE GARDE 97 15:36
55 CASTLE HEWSON /BALLYENGLAND 296 11:104
56 CASTLE MAHON /MAHOONAGH 368 36:170
57 CASTLE MATRIX 314 29:21
58 CASTLE MUNGRET 123 13:6
59 CASTLE OLIVER /CLOGHNODFOY 268 56:34/2
60 CASTLE RAG 337 29:107/3
61 CASTLE ROBERT 169 21:37
62 CASTLE TROY 30 6:17
63 CASTLETOWN WALLER 144 3:8/1
64 CLOGH, EAST 324 20:118
65 CLOUGHATACKA 121 12:43
66 CLOGHNAROLD /DOONDONNELL /CLONARLA 309 29:126
67 CLONSHIRE 329 20:94
68 COONAGH, LIMERICK CITY SUBURBS 19 5:1/1
69 CORGRIG 380 10:7
70 COURT 162 12:42
71 COURTBROWNE 293 11:1
72 CRAGGARD 393 19:120
73 CREGGANE /HAKMYS 189 47:29
74 CREW ALLY /BALLYCLOGH 128 13:45
75 CROAGH 322 20:123
76 CULLAM 164 12:41
77 CURRAGOWER, LIMERICK CITY 9 5:19
78 DERREEN 153 11:80
79 DROMARD /MOUNTBROWNE 318 29:130
80 DROMBANNY, CAHERAVALLY 43 13:56
81 DROMBANNY, DONAGHMORE 42 13:53
82 DROMLARA 98 24:101
83 DUNGROT 278 50:4/2
84 DUNNAMAN /TROSTANY 175 30:12
85 DYSERT /DYSERTMORGAN 384 10:77
86 FANNING'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY (L.2) 5:17
87 FANNINGSTOWN, FEDAMORE 203 22:38/l& 2
88 FANTSTOWN 257 48:4
89 FARRANSHORE /CASTLE BLAKE 11 5:16/2
90 FEDAMORE 198 22:140
91 FFILKIN'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY 6 5:17
92 FINNITTERSTOWN 334 21:71
93 FORTWILLIAM /BEALDUROGY (L.3) /
94 G ALB ALT. Y /AHERLOE 277 49:86
95 GALWEY'S CASTLE /IRETON'S HOUSE 8 5:1
96 GARDENFIELD /MUSKRYNOONAN 351 45:88
97 GARRAUNBOY 331 21:70
98 GARROD'S ISLAND, LOUGH GUR 212 32:18
99 GARRYELLAN 201 22:87
100 GLEBE CASTLE, RATHKEALE 315 29:26
101 GLENN AHAGLISH 275 49:180
102 GLENQUIN 372 44:35
103 GLIN 374 17:22
104 GORMANSTOWN 219 40:66/3
105 GORTNETUBBRID /SPRINGFIELD 370 54:5
106 GRANGE, LOUGH GUR 209 32:1/2
107 GREENAN /GRENAN 65 14:68
108 HOLLY PARK /BALLYGLEAGAN 145 11:72
109 KENMARE /HOSPITAL 225 32:147/5
110 KILBALLYOWEN (L.4) 32:124
111 KILBEHENEY 281 58:4
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112 KILCOSGRAVE 392 19:109
113 KILCULLANE 229 32:77
114 KILDUFF 99 24:50
115 KILFINNANE /CASTLEFIELD 265 48:57
116 KILFINNY 332 30:48
117 KILLACOLLA (L5) 18:5
118 KILLEEDY 371 44:99/2
119 KILMACOW 342 30:92
120 KING’S CASTLE, KILMALLOCK 236 47:22
121 KNOCKANEY, DESMOND /BLACK /E. COURT 215 32:141
122 KNOCKANEY, WHITE CASTLE 216 32:141
123 KNOCKFENNELL 213 32:174
124 KNOCKLONG 271 41:4/5
125 KNOCKMONYE 226 32:148
126 KNOCKROE MASON 54 23:103
127 KNOCKSHANECASHLANE 62 14:39
128 LEAGANE /TOBORNEA 195 47:73/2
129 LICKADOON 44 13:104
130 LISMAKEERY 299 19:66
131 LISNACULLIA /WOODFORT 310 28:65
132 LISSAMOTA 341 29:118/1
133 LONGFORD 91 25:10
134 LUDDENMORE 57 23:6
135 MAIDSTOWN /BALLYVENOGE 187 39:74
136 MAYNE 369 45:1
137 MIT J .MOUNT 263 47:26/2
138 MILLTOWN, ASKEATON 302 20:4/2
139 MONYMOYHILL 390 18:89/2
140 MORGANS 298 10:30
141 MOUNT BLAKENEY 258 47:39
142 NEWCASTLE, CLANWILLIAM /ROCHE’S CASTLE 33 5:25
143 NICKER /CONIGER 102 24:46
144 OOLA /SHANACLOGH 92 33A:8/2
145 PORTRINARD 373 4 2 /1
146 PULLAGH 178 30:107/2
147 RAHEEN /CAHERAVALLY 45 13:101/3
148 RATH (L6) 15:12
149 RATHCANNON 183 39:27/2
150 RATHKEALE 313 29:31
151 RATHMORE 205 31:19
152 RATHNASAER 307 29:61
153 RATHURD 41 13:23
154 RAWLEYSTOWN COURT 230 23:80
155 ROBERTSTOWN 382 10:13
156 ROCKSTOWN 49 22:108
157 RYLAAN'S /THE TURRET, B ALLIN GARRY 339 29:109
158 RYVES /BALLYSCADDANE /CASTLE JANE 274 41:21
159 ST. JOHN'S GATE, LIMERICK CITY 3 5:17
160 ST. MARY'S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY 4 5:17
161 SARSFIELD'S HOUSE, KILMALLOCK 243 47:22
162 SHAMBLES, LIMERICK CITY 5 5:17
163 SHANPALLAS /KENRY 159 12:1
164 SHANID, LOWER 388 19:80
165 SKOOL 204 22:106
166 STRITCHE'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY 7 5:17
167 TANKARDSTOWN, NORTH 191 47:9
168 THOM CORE, LIMERICK CITY 2 5:17
169 TOMDEELY 297 10:48/3
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170 TOOREEN 59 14:1
171 TULLABRACKY 184 31:78
172 TULLERBOY /CASTLE IE VERS 180 31:88
173 TULLOVIN 179 31:48
174 WESTWATERGATE,LIMERICK CITY Town Gate No. 11 5:17
175 WILLIAMSTOWN 47 22:53
176 WOODSTOCK /BUNASTOIGH /BONISTOE 340 29:117
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1

1. AMOGANMORE / AMOGAN / KNOCK AN / AMIGAN

Barony —- Connello Lower 
Parish —  Croagh 
Townland — Amogan More 
Westropp Site No 328 
Hasson Site No 4
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13968/14131 
SMR MN: 29:43 
Plan 1
Photograph 1
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 1; D
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990 / 22nd May 1991

The tower house is in a very good state of preservation since it was still dwelt in 20-30 
years ago. At present the ground floor is being used as a byre (hence the concrete 
and stone wall that blocks the entrance to the staircase), while the first floor is a 
general dumping area for junk. The Civil Survey states that the property consisted of 
'3 plowlands and 20 acres with a Castle and a smale bawne, and with great tatch houses 
on it' (Simington, 1938, 292). The present owners are the Hastings family, who live 
close by. From an elderly woman in the family I obtained some recent history 
concerning the building. 100-160 years ago a horse belonging to a priest clambered 
up the wall stair to the first floor, and a hole had to be knocked through the east wall 
to allow her to be rescued. The hole is presumably the one in the east wall recorded on 
Plan 1; b.

The upper levels of the castle above second floor level were removed to provide stone 
for the construction of farm sheds in the neighbouring farmyard. The tower house is 
also reputed to have been visited by James II, who stayed there for a night after 
his defeat at the Battle o f the Boyne, 1690. O'Donovan and Westropp both relate this 
local tradition (1840, Vol 1, 133-4; 1906-7, 218-9), while Spellissy and O'Brien (1989,
134) also mention it. Lewis was also aware of the story but he did not believe it certain 
that James came further south than Waterford (1837, Vol 1, 434).

GROUND FLOOR: There is a slight base batter on all external walls to a height of 2.10 m 
and a latrine chute exit on the external face of the south wall. Farm buildings have 
been constructed against south and east wall faces. The walls are of crudely fashioned 
blocks of masonry with gaps between filled with smaller stones in a bed of mortar.
The entrance is in the north wall near the north-west corner; the east jamb of the 
peck decorated arched doorway survives, but the west jamb has been replaced with 
stones set in concrete. Also in the eastern jamb is the guide-hole for a yett, with an 
angled funnel operated from the northern wall of the staircase lobby, and now 
blocked with concrete. There is no murder hole over the main ground floor lobby and 
the roof of the lobby is a WWCV running from north to south. To the east side of the 
entrance lobby is a flat lintelled doorway into a staircase lobby, with a door rebate 
and crude hanging eye both on the northern wall. The doorway is semi-blocked with 
a modern concrete wall. The staircase lobby connects to a straight wall stair running 
up the north wall to the north-east corner where it turns into a spiral staircase at 
first floor level. The roof of this staircase is a flat SSCR. The wall stair is lit by a 
narrow loop.

Returning to the lobby, one proceeds southwards through a peck decorated arched 
doorway into the ground floor main chamber. To the west side of this doorway is a 
draw bar channel (now blocked). No hanging eye survives. The main chamber is 
under a WWCV running from east to west. There is no first floor proper under this
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vault since no doorway leads to such a chamber from the wall stair. However, it is 
possible that there was a loft at ground floor level, since there are sockets present in 
the corners of the room (see Plan 1; a). Alternatively, it is also possible that these 
sockets were in place to support the framework or scaffolding used to centre the vault 
during its construction, since there are another two sockets, one in each of the west 
and east walls, located at the apex of the vault (not shown on Plan 1; a).

Pieces of the original wickerwork mats were still in position on the under-surface of 
the ground floor vault. Some samples of these were obtained, and they were identified 
by Dr Dave Weir (now of English Heritage) and Professor Mike Bailie of the 
Paleoecology Centre, QUB, as being rods of hazel (see Appendix 2).

West wall: Door rebate; narrow embrasured loop with SSCR.
South wall: Large cupboard.
East wall: Narrow embrasured loop, with SSCR; loop blocked with concrete 
North wall: Cupboard; collapsed section o f the north wall, opening 
onto the wall stair.

Main ground floor chamber 2.80 m wide from north to south by 5.00 m long from east 
to west.
North wall - 2.20 m thick South wall - 1.70 m thick
East wall - 1.90 m thick West wall - 1.70 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: A rather irregularly formed spiral staircase begins in the north-east
corner, lit by a narrow loop. After a one-quarter turn this reaches the doorway to a 
lobby with flat SSCR. There is a damaged light in the east wall; to the west is a damaged 
peck decorated arched doorway. The northern jamb of the doorway is missing. To the 
south side of the doorway is a small draw bar channel. The main chamber was under a 
wooden roof, since there are a series of sockets present along the north and south 
walls (see Plan 1: b) 2.05 m to 2.10 m above floor level.

North wall: Two narrow lights; these are at differing heights to one another. The loop 
nearest the doorway is 1.70 m above floor level and is 1.05 m in height. The second 
loop is 0.20 m above floor level and 1.25 m in height. Both have flat SSCR.
West wall: Two cupboards.
South wall: SSCR embrasure with narrow light; the light has dressed stone jambs and 
windowhead. Large fireplace with collapsed chimney-piece. This appears to have 
been a later addition to the room since the jambs that supported the hood have been 
inserted into the wall face, while the flue cuts through the spring of the vault at 
second floor level. The flue is lined with mortar and faced, as if in an attempt to 
smooth the rough edges formed when it was smashed through.
East wall: Large cupboard.

Main first floor chamber 4.25 m wide from north to south by 5.60 m long from east to 
west.
North wall - 1.00 m thick South wall - 1.05 m thick
East wall - 1.75 m thick West wall - 0.90 m thick

SECOND FLOOR: There is a narrow light, now blocked, in the north wall of the 
stairwell. The lobby is reached from the spiral staircase and has a flat SSCR; to the east 
side is a narrow light and on the west is a large gap in the wall where a doorway into 
the main second floor area may have been positioned. Directly to the south o f the 
lobby is a garderobe in the south-east corner of the building (see Plan 1; c). The floor 
of the mural passage leading to it has fallen away, while the room itself is full of 
trash and junk; therefore, no accurate measurements could be made. There is a loop 
in the east wall of the garderobe chamber.
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The main second floor area lies under a WWCV running from east to west. There are 
very few architectural features present in this chamber, with the exception of a 
narrow light with a flat SSCR embrasure in the west wall. Also of note is the flue cut 
into the spring of the vault in the south wall above the first floor fireplace. Due to the 
lack of architectural features (and the very real possibility that there may not have 
been a doorway into this level of the building from the staircase / garderobe lobby 
area), this second floor level may have been a gallery or loft; if this were so, then the 
sockets recorded along the north and south walls at first floor level may actually have 
been supporting the framework for a gallery, and not the timber floor previously 
suggested.

THIRD FLOOR: The spiral stairway terminates at a peck decorated doorway leading into 
the third floor of the building. This level is now open to the elements, and the walls 
survive only to an approximate height of 1 m. The walls and floor are covered in 
grass. There is a large hole in the floor next the south wall where the flue for the 
fireplace at first floor was knocked through.

North wall: The remnants of an embrasure with a narrow opening and slop stone (the 
windowhead and jambs have been demolished); the remnants of a wide, roofless 
em brasure.
West wall: A wide, roofless embrasure.
South wall: A wide roofless embrasure with window seats; there is a box-like pit in the 
thickness of the wall. It does not have an opening in its floor and is, therefore, not a 
latrine chute.
East wall: The remnants o f a wall stair leading up to the fourth floor level of the tower 
house, which is now demolished.

2. ASHFORT / ANNAGHROSTY

Barony —  Pubblebrian
Parish — Crecora
Townland —  Ashfort
Westropp Site No 138
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15477/15010 
SMR MN: 13:77
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

No trace of this castle exists; indeed, it is only Westropp's assembled documentary 
evidence (1906-7, 154), local folk tradition, and the fact that the first edition O rdnance 
Survey six-inch map marks the site as 'Castle Field' which enables this site to be 
included in the gazetteer.
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3. AUGHINISH

Barony —  Shanid
Parish —  Robertstown
Townland — Aughinish East
Westropp Site No 381
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 10 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12847/15321
SMR MN: 10:20
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Westropp describes this site as 'a long building about 65 feet by 28 feet wide, with 
three rooms and the remains o f a fourth and western.' (1906-7, 241-2). This 
information is of little benefit in attempts to classify the building into any definite
typological group with the exception of Group 10. The castle was situated on 
Aughinish Island, which is now the scene of a large scale industrial development by 
Aughinish Alumina. Prior to the construction of this industrial plant, there was 
extensive excavation on all sites of archaeological interest on the island, since these
would all be obliterated by the subsequent industrial activity.

Excavation of the castle site took place in 1974 under Dr Ann Lynch. Legal reasons
prevented the investigation of the tower house itself, but the excavation within the
bawn produced some interesting results. It is intended that these results will be 
reported in detail in NM A T (Lynch, pers comm, 1990). A brief summary report on 
the excavation appeared in Excavations 1974 (Lynch, 1975, 22). The castle 'appeared to 
be set in a roughly circular enclosure, indicated by a low ridge showing in the grass' 
(ibid). The base of the bawn wall on the northern side of the site was on average 2.20 
m in thickness and was built directly on the limestone bedrock (ibid).

The bawn wall 'was roughly circular in plan, with no evidence o f towers. An 
entrance to the bawn area was found on the southern side... about 3.50 m wide, and 
well cobbled with small, rounded stones’ (ibid). An eastern portion of the bawn wall 
seemed to have been constructed on an artifical platform, approximately 1.50 m high, 
of loose stones and earth, which was necessary to make this area level with the
adjacent field. There was no evidence of a ditch outside the bawn wall (ibid).

A possible domed oven, 'of the type found on medieval sites' (ibid), was uncovered 
within the bawn. Also o f note was the discovery of 31 skeletons, 30 of which were 
concentrated in a small area to the immediate north of the castle; the majority of 
these skeletons were of young children and babies (ibid). Finds recovered included 
sherds of late and post-medieval pottery; animal bones; a variety of iron objects; ' clay 
pipe fragments; a blue glass bead; a bronze disc headed pin and an Irish half penny 
dating to the reign of Charles II [1683]' (ibid).

The earliest documentary references to a castle at this site are from the late 16th
century, as recorded in Westropp (1906-7, 241-2). 'There are no descriptions of the
tower house remains in the 20th century subsequent to Westropp's account. However, 
according to local tradition, one o f the tower house walls (probably the northern 
one) stood to a considerable height until the 1930s, at which stage it was deemed 
unsafe and demolished. The only visible remains of the tower house which survived
in 1974 were masonry fragments incorporated in [a] modern garden wall' (A Lynch,
pers comm, 1990).
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4. BAGGOTSTOWN

Barony — Small County
Parish — Knockainy
Townland — Baggotstown West
Westropp Site No 217
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 40 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16620/13347 
SMR MN: 40:12
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The tower house was demolished in 1947 to make the foundation fill for a new road
nearby. All that survives today is a mound in a field, where the castle once stood.
Fortunately, O'Donovan's Ordnance Survey Letters for the county include a relatively 
detailed written summary describing the building - 'a singular object when viewed 
from a distance' (Lewis, 1837, Vol 1, 28) - together with an excellent sketch of the 
structure (see Illustration 2.1).

'The east and south walls remain; the north and west ones have been entirely 
destroyed. It was thirty three feet by twenty three and at its north-east corner stands 
a square tower, equal in height with the rest of the building and measuring fourteen 
and a half feet by thirteen and a half feet. The first stone arch [vault] remains on this
tower. This castle was five stories high; the walls are about sixty feet high and six feet
eight inches thick. All the windows are quadrangular and built with well chiselled 
lime stones. This structure rested on oak beams, two of which are still seen. On the 
floor of the tower lies a stone (Fitzgerald says it belonged to one of the chimneys) 
which was built in the west wall until it fell to utter ruin, having the date 1019 
inscribed on it [see Illustration 2.2] . It is more than improbable this date was 
intended for 1619' (1840, Vol 1, 81-2).

It is certain that Baggotstown was an example of a late tower house. The sketch shows 
the building's east and south walls, since the north and west walls had been entirely 
demolished. There was a gable surviving on the south wall, with similar gables on the 
north, east and south walls of the north-east corner tower. The tower and main block 
were of one build and the tower was not a later addition. As such it makes this the
only known tower house in the county with an L-shaped plan.

Fitzgerald and MacGregor (1826-7, Vol 1, 308) provide a description of the chimney 
stacks which are visible in the later sketch. They were five in number (although 
only four can be seen in the sketch - each crowning one of the four surviving gables 
of the building; presumably the fifth stood on the north wall which may have been 
standing in 1826 but may have collapsed by 1840). They were made 'of polished stone 
in the shape of a hexagon, and the top of each is so formed as to have the appearance 
of an inverted cone' (ibid). They were therefore not directly similar to the style of 
chimney pots found at Jacobean castles such as Derryhivenny, Co Galway (Leask, 
1938-9, 72-6), but ornate examples, possibly copied from earlier medieval clay
chimney pots, or else independently designed to enhance the appearance o f the
castle.

The sketch also shows the hood moulds, the 'well-chiselled lime stone' mullioned 
windows (O'Donovan, 1840, 81-2) and the 'bartizans' [tourelles] which Westropp 
referred to (1906-7, 183). The latter may be classified as corner machicolations, with 
one set on the south-east corner of the main block of the building at second floor 
level, and the other at the third floor level of the north-east corner o f the corner 
tower. The general form of these corner machicolations and their supporting corbels
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Illustration 2.1 A sketch of Baggotstown (Gazetteer Site No. 4) from 
O'Donovan's Ordnance Survey Letters for County Limerick (1840, Vol 1, 
80-2).



A

C

3

A 1 foot 10 inches (circa 56 cm)
B 1 foot 10 inches (circa 56 cm)
C 1 foot 2 inches (circa 35.5 cm)
D 1 foot 2 inches (circa 35.5 cm)

Illustration 2.2 A sketch of the datestone found at Baggotstown 
(Gazetteer Site No. 4) from O'Donovan's Ordnance Survey Letters for County 
Limerick (1840, Vol 1, 80-2).



are similar to those at Ballyallinan (Gazetteer Site No. 14), Caherelly West (Gazetteer 
Site No. 43) and the other late tower house at Kilduff (Gazetteer Site No. 114). The 
castle at Baggotstown may be considered as a building with direct architectural 
similarities to the other late tower houses in the county, such as Gortnetubbrid 
(Gazetteer Site No. 105), Oola (Gazetteer Site No. 144) and the previously mentioned 
Kilduff. However, these castles had rectangular plans, and one must look outside the 
county to find a similar L-shaped tower. A probable example is Ballycowan, Co Offaly, 
built in 1626 by the Herbert family. It has tall clustered Jacobean chimney stacks, a 
ground floor vault and hood moulded, mullioned windows (Craig, 1982, 131-2). A major 
difference between the two sites is the staircase arrangements: Baggotstown has a 
spiral staircase located in a corner tower, while the upper levels of Ballycowan were 
served by a wall stair in the thickness of the south wall.

Westropp (1906-7, 183) refers to the date stone recorded in O'Donovan's Ordnance 
finrve.v Letters (1840, Vol 1, 81-2) but the tradition seems to have originated in 
Fitzgerald and MacGregor's work (1826-7, Vol 1, 309). A rough sketch of the stone, 
including its dimensions, is included by O'Donovan [see Illustration 2.2], The stone was 
apparently built into the west wall, possibly in one of the chimney stacks. The stone 
had the date '1019' carved on it in high relief. It has generally been assumed that this
was actually '1619', but that it was misinterpreted and an earlier date included in
Fitzgerald and MacGregor's work. This provides the stone with an appropriate 17th 
century date, as one would expect from a date stone in an example of a late tower 
house. However, surely the place for such a date stone would be over a window,
entrance or chimney-piece at a level where it could be read and not set high up on a
chimney. The possibility does exist that this was the work o f a youth, an apprentice or 
a simple workman and that it was inserted into a chimney without authorisation, but 
this ignores the fact that the sketch included in O'Donovan's work shows a date that is 
clearly '1019' and not '1619'. The carving has no element of Jacobean style and is not a 
misformed '1619*. It may either have been reused from an earlier building or it may 
be a forgery designed to give the castle a false antiquity.

Westropp mentions an incident from the life of the castle; between the two sieges of 
Limerick City in 1690-1 this castle and Duntrileague were the only two in the county 
which held out for the Williamite interest. Hugh Massey, the owner's son, found 
Duntrileague partly burned by the Jacobites and garrisoned the building. He then 
occupied Baggotstown.

5. BALLINACOURTY / BALLYNACOURTY

Barony — Coshlea
Parish —- Darragh
Townland —  Ballynacourty
Westropp Site No 270
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 56 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 
National grid co-ordinate: 17109/11816 
SMR MN: 56:48
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Westropp states that 'only a heap of stones remained in 1840' (1906-7, 195). Spellissy 
and O'Brien add to this with the information that 'it was then so ruined that it's 
dimensions could not be measured' (1989, 179). Both take their information from 
O'Donovan who dismissed the castle as having been 'now reduced to a heap of rubbish, 
its dimensions cannot be taken' (1840, Vol 2, 32). By the 16th century it was a ruin, 
since it is described in The Desmond Survey as 'the broken castle of Ballynacortie'
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(McEnery, no date, f8, paragraph 412) while The Civil Survey describes it as 'a But of 
an old Castle' (Simington, 1938, 245).

6. BALLINAGARDE / BALLYNEGUARD / BALLYNAGARDE

Barony — Clanwilliam  
Parish —  Caheravally 
Townland —  Ballynagarde 
Westropp Site No 46
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16160/14807 
SMR MN: 22:51
State o f preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8

Described in The Civil Survey as 'a Castle Bawe, two stone houses and a mill there unto'
(Simington, 1938, 82), Dineley relates the tale of how a daughter of the Bourke family
leaped out of one of the windows '16 yards high' to avoid an arranged marriage. She 
survived the jump and afterwards married the man 'she so avoided' (1864-7, 197). 
Dineley also sketched the tower house. It was four stories high with a pitched roof 
and chimney, and adjoining it on one side was a single storey house with pitched roof
and two chimneys. At the end of the single storey building is what appears to be
either a corner machicolation or a tourelle. To the other side of the tower house was 
another single storey building, again under a pitched roof. The building has an 
arched doorway and connects with a one storey wing set at right-angles to the main 
body of the castle (ibid, 196). O'Donovan states that 'the fine seat of Edward Croker 
Esq' was built on the site of an old castle' (1840, Vol 2, 106). The house in question, ’ 
Ballinagarde House, is 'a two-storey house over a high basement, built in 1774' 
(Bence-Jones, 1990, 25) and is itself now a ruin (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 128) 
Mention of the Bourkes of Ballinagarde is made in Barry's tale of romance at 
Caherelly (1905-8, 134-8).

7. BALLINAHINCH / BALLYNAHINCH / CLOHEEN / DUNMOON

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Knocklong
Townland —  Ballynahinch
Westropp Site No 272
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 48 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17075/12802 
SMR MN: 48:20 
Plan 2
Photograph 2
State o f preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 1; B 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The tower house is in a reasonable state o f preservation, despite the previous owner 
removing the staircase and other stone for filling drains in his fields. There are two 
aistinct periods o f construction work visible in the ruins; the original structure and
In*  T d,lflCati0nS t0 this using fallen stone and red brick (for further discussion see 

r Information'). It stands to third floor / attic level and has base battered walls.
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GROUND FLOOR: The original doorway in the east wall and is now blocked, although 
the jambs and lintel o f the peck decorated arched doorway are still in position. Above 
the doorway is a small square insert, presumably at one time housing an heraldic 
emblem or a date stone. A narrow light has been set in the blocked doorway. A later 
doorway was inserted in the north wall where a latrine chute had been in place.

To either side of the original doorway are shot holes (these are not yett chain guide
holes since they are not set in the jambs o f the doorway); the northern example has
been blocked. The original entrance lobby lies under a flat SSCR and there is a 
murder hole and shot hole in the roof. On the north side o f the lobby is a damaged 
doorway leading to a spiral staircase set in the building's north-east corner. The peck 
decorated arched doorway is missing its eastern jamb. To the south side of the main 
lobby is another similar doorway which leads into a subsidiary chamber under a 
WWCV running from east to west. Corbels and put-log holes present in the walls of the 
chamber probably either supported the centering of the vault during its
construction phase or else supported a small loft. The west wall of the room has
collapsed. The east wall contains an embrasure with a narrow loop and the operating 
position for the shot hole guarding the south side of the original doorway. The 
chamber is 2.50 m wide from north to south by 3.15 m long from east to west. The wall 
between the entrance lobby and main ground floor chamber has collapsed.

The spiral staircase lobby has a narrow loop in the north wall; the stone steps have
been ripped out. The east wall has a shot hole protecting the north side o f the original
doorway. To the west is a peck decorated arched doorway into the main chamber and 
to the south side o f the doorway is a draw bar channel. The passage way into the main 
chamber has a plank centred roof. The main chamber was under a wooden floor set 
on a series o f sockets and corbels on the north and south walls, indicating that it was 
roofed by means o f timber beams running across from the north wall to the south 
wall.

North wall: Collapsed embrasure with evidence of rebuilding using red brick and 
stone; a doorway inserted (framed with red brick and stone) where the latrine chute 
had been in position. The latrine chute reused as a crude murderhole; embrasure - 
original; embrasure - eastern side wall rebuilt with brickwork.
West wall: A large section of the wall face has been stone robbed; window with
delightful, small, 'Romanesque-style' windowhead - double splayed; small cupboard. 
South wall: Window embrasure; large area rebuilt with brick and stone - 
chronologically confused area, with original windows possibly rebuilt using brick.

Main chamber 7.05 m wide from north to south by 8.60 m long from east to west.
North wall - 1.75 m thick South wall - 1.60 m thick
West wall - 1.70 m thick East wall (in subsidiary chamber) - 1.80 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: When the tower house was renovated there were a number o f fireplaces 
inserted in the west wall at first, second and third floor/attic levels. The insertion of 
these fireplaces required that the windows and their embrasures in this wall had to 
be sacrificed for added warmth in the building. The floors and roofs of the 
embrasures at second and third floor were knocked through and lined with red brick 
to provide a flue for a fireplace inserted in an embrasure at first floor level. The 
windows themselves were blocked on the- outside with stones; this blocking is very
noticable from the outside, since the hood moulds of the windows and their jambs and
windowheads are still visible. The original builders provisioned the subsidiary 
chambers to the east of the building with fireplaces, and there were original 
fireplaces in the first floor north wall and second floor south wall. The east and west
gables of the tower house are topped with red brick chimneys of later date than the
original building phase.
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The entrance to the first floor level is from the spiral staircase in the north-east 
corner; The lobby area was under a (now collapsed) plank centred roof. To the south 
side of the lobby is the doorway into the subsidiary chamber; The chamber has a 
splayed embrasure in the east wall and a similar embrasure in the south wall - both 
with hood moulds. In east wall next the south-east corner is a plain but substantial 
firep lace.

To the north side of the lobby is a doorway into a mural passage built in the thickness 
of the north wall. The south side of this flat SSCR passage has collapsed; it leads to the 
latrine that is reused as a murderhole over the inserted doorway at ground floor level
below. There is a narrow loop in the north side wall of the passage. The main
chamber was entered through a door to the west of the lobby.

North wall: Large original fireplace; large embrasure with narrow light.
West wall: Cupboard; a fireplace inserted into an embrasure. The window has been 
blocked up and the roof of embrasure quarried through and modified for use as a flue. 
South wall: Two large embrasures with broken lights.

SECOND FLOOR: This floor level is reached from the spiral staircase in the north-east 
corner. A peck decorated arched doorway to the south side of the lobby leads into the 
subsidiary chamber, originally under a wooden floor. There is a light in the east wall 
and a second in the south wall. A fireplace in the east wall has been relined with red 
brick. The west wall of the chamber has collapsed. The main chamber is entered from 
a peck decorated arched doorway (now damaged) to the west of the spiral staircase.
The chamber was under a wooden floor with the timber beams set on corbels and put
log holes on the north and south walls, and running across the chamber from the 
north wall to the south wall.

North wall: Two wide embrasures with mullioned windows; hood moulds present 
outside; the west half of the second mullioned window has been blocked with red 
brick.
West wall: Two cupboards and an inserted red brick fireplace. The original window 
was blocked on the outside and its embrasure made into the red brick lined flue for 
the first floor inserted fireplace.
South wall: A large fireplace with decorated chimney piece; a narrow embrasure with 
light and a wide embrasure with mullioned window, the western half o f which has 
been blocked up.

THIRD FLOOR / ATTIC: This floor level is entered from north-east corner staircase. It 
consists of a single chamber which was under a pitched roof which ran from east to 
west; the east gable has a blocked fireplace. The west gable has a blocked cupboard 
and a red brick fireplace inserted into an original embrasure, the window of which 
has been blocked on the outside wall face. The embrasure also houses the red brick 
flue for the first floor fireplace.

OTHER INFORMATION: This building is of note due to the staggered lobby system at 
ground floor; the only other Limerick tower house similar in plan is Fantstown 
(Gazetteer Site No. 88). The site is recorded as 'a Castle, Bawne and a mill' in The Civil 
&Urvey. (Simington, 1938, 234). Craig recognised the importance of the renovations at 
this building and regarded them as an attempt by the owners to update an older 
structure to a more modern style, so as to 'put on a pretty good imitation of a house'
(1982, 100). Hence the change in the position of the doorway to the middle of one of
the long sides (in this case the north wall). He also cites gables at each end as 
evidence o f this action. A second case that he gives for this is Garruragh, Co Clare
(near Tulla) (ibid). It is evident that the building had been remodelled prior to 1840
since O'Donovan states that 'bricks are in several parts of the walls on the inside' (Vol
2, 83).
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While agreeing with Craig, it should be noted that this was a late tower house; it is 
devoid of vaults over the main chambers, using timber floors in similarity with other 
late castles in the county, such as Oola (Gazetteer Site No. 144) and Kilduff (Gazetteer 
Site No. 114) and Derryhivenny, Co Galway. Other late features include the provision 
of gun defences, the mullioned windows, the hood moulds over windows, the fact that 
the building was already provided with large, decorated fireplaces and, finally, the 
panel above the original doorway on the east wall. It is also unlikely that the tower 
house was cut down 'a storey or two' (Craig, 1982, 100), although gables on the north 
and south walls (with chimneys for the fireplaces in each wall) may have been
removed to give the altered building a more house-like appearance. The building may 
have originally had a cruciform roof, similar to those present at Oola, Knockgraffon 
(Appendix 6, T54) and Loughlohery (Appendix 6, T58). The gables on the east and west 
walls are almost certainly original, since windows were blocked from first to third
floor levels on the west wall to provide for additional fireplaces being inserted, while 
there were fireplaces in place in the east wall for the subsidiary chambers. It is 
possible that the tower house was used as a school of some sort in the last century; I
was informed of this by the present owner, Mr M O’Reilly.

8. BALLINAMONABEG / BALLYNAMONABEG 

Barony — Small County
Parish — Ballinamonabeg / Ballynamcnabeg 
Townland -— Ballynamona 
Westropp Site No 222
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16909/13853
SMR MN: 32:95/1 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

All that remains o f this castle is a huge lump of mortared masonry lying in a field 
next a ruined church. The site is recorded on O'Connor's distribution map of lost 
villages in the county, which marked abandoned castle / church sites as the centres 
for now abandoned villages, thereby illustrating the settlement discontinuity 
suffered in the county after the events o f the late 16th century and early 17 th 
century (1987, 33-5, Figure 2.5). The Desmond Survey refers to 'two other small old 
and broken castles called Ballymonybegg' (McEnery, no date, f67, paragraph 644), 
presumably one o f which was this castle, the other presumably Site 223 in Westropp's 
survey, Ballynamonamore (1906-7, 185).

9. BALLINARD / CAHERHUSSOK

Barony — Small County 
Parish — Ballinard 
Townland —- Ballinard 
Westropp Site No 231 
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked] 

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16869/14143 
SMR MN: 32:90
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10
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The Desmond Survey states that ’William McShane [is free tenant] of Ballynard, with a 
castle there' (McEnery, no date, f33, paragraph 546). The castle is recorded by 
Fitzgerald and MacGregor: 'On the hill of Ballinard are the ruins of an old church; and 
north of the church are the walls of a castle, formerly the residence of the 
Fitzgeralds of Ballinard, the last of whom was William Fitzgerald, Esq High Sheriff of 
the county in 1778, and Mayor of Limerick in 1786' (1826-7, Vol 1, 306). Lewis, writing 
in 1837, noted that the remains of the castle stood on a hill top (Vol 1, 158). However, 
by 1840 the castle ruins had been demolished: 'About half a furlong north of the old 
grave yard stood Ballinard Castle, but not a vestige of it now remains' (O'Donovan,
1840, Vol 2, 46).

10. BALLINAROOGA

Barony — Connello Upper
Parish —  Cloncagh
Townland --- Ballynarooga More South
Westropp Site No 348
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 37 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13995/13369 
SMR MN: 37:32
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Westropp states that the castle was levelled at some date after 1840 (1906-7, 227).

11. BALLINGARRY / LACY CASTLE, Knightstreet.

Barony — Connello Upper
Parish —  Drehidtarsna
Townland —  Knightstreet
Westropp Site No 335
OS Map (6” to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14121/13602 
SMR MN: 29:106 
Plan 3
Photograph 3
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 2 
Date of visit: 6th-22nd June 1990

A large red sandstone building, Ballingarry is in an excellent state o f preservation 
and has been spared the attentions of stone robbers. The ground floor is still in use as 
a byre. Due to the various renovations that have taken place at the castle, the walls 
inside are generally masked in plaster. There are no arched doorways like those to be 
found at other tower houses in the county. There is a base batter on all external wall 
faces. See Diagram 1 for a schematic section through the building, and Plan 3 
for floor plans.

HISTORY: In the siege o f 1569 the garrison of 40 men were massacred by the English 
forces (Molony, 1905, 262). In 1583 its owner John de Lacy was attained after the 
defeat of the Earl of Desmond and the castle forfeited. Later de Lacy was reinstated and 
pardoned for his part in the rebellion (de Breffny, 1977, 38). Following the division of 
the Barony o f Connello into seigniories the castle and lands were surrendered by
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John de Lacy to the Adventurer Richard Boyle, First Earl of Cork, in 1607, although 
the de Lacy family seem to have remained in residence (ibid). In 1641 the castle was 
owned by John Massey (Molony, 1905, 262), but the de Lacy family were still in 
residence in that year since The Civil Survey records William Lacie, an Irish papist, 
as the proprietor (Simington, 1938, 281). In 1667 the castle and lands were awarded to 
Major John Odell, 'who had suffered losses elsewhere in the county in the rising of 
1641. He came to live at the castle with his wife and children, serving as High Sherrif 
of the county in 1678-79' (ibid). The government refused him financial aid to help 
with the costs o f renovating and fortifying the building (Spellissy and O’Brien 1989

In 1683 Odell moved to a newly-built mansion in the village called 'The Turret' 
(Gazetteer Site No. 157). The castle may have been damaged in an attack on the village 
by Jacobite forces in 1691. In 1823 the building was restored as the residence for the 
Church of Ireland minister, the Reverend Thomas Gibbings, while Glebe House was 
under construction (Molony, 1905, 262). As a consequence the castle became known

I in the district as 'The Parson's Castle' (Spellissy and O’Brien, 1989, 112-3). O'Donovan 
records that an old fireplace or chimney piece was taken from a house in Kilmallock 
by Mr Gibbons [Gibbings] 'who at one period fitted up this castle as a dwelling place' 
(1840, Vol 2, 24). and that it was placed in the third floor [second floor?] room (ibid) 
The chimney piece was inscribed with 'SH 16 (IHS) 38 EH'. This was probably Symon 
Hurly, registered as a resident of Kilmallock in The Civil Survey Later the chimney 
piece was moved to the banqueting hall at Newcastle West (de Breffny and ffolliott, 
1975, 37). In 1822 the castle was used as a barrack for the 42nd Regiment during the 
'Rockite' disturbances in the area. By the mid-19th century Dr Robert Odell and family 
were living in the castle (Spellissy and O’Brien, 1989, 112-3). 'The anniversary of New 
Years Day [1858] was celebrated in Ballingarry by a ball given in the fine old ruin of 
Delacy's Castle' (Lenihan, 1866, 520, footnote).

GROUND FLOOR: The original doorway is in the north-east wall and consists of a 
narrow entrance with a segmental arched head of sandstone. The doorway and 
entrance lobby are not protected by either machicolation or murder-hole. The roof 
over the entrance lobby was presumably originally vaulted but it is now relined with
red brick and plastered. The doorway to the main chamber has been blocked with
stone. To the south-east side of the lobby is a doorway to a narrow spiral staircase in 
the east corner of the building that rises up to second floor level. The main chamber 
has a narrow embrasure in the south-west wall and a second embrasure in the north
west wall which has been blocked with stone. This embrasure appears to have been 
remodelled and widened prior to having been blocked. It has an iron grid (modern) 
placed in front o f it. The south-east embrasure has been modified into the doorway
w w ™  b,yre' The r00fs 0f aI1 embrasures are badly damaged but appear to have been 

/ V  ;• the north-east wall is a cupboard and the narrow doorway into the
subsidiary room (now blocked with stone). The chamber had a WWCV running from
south-east to north-west. The south-east wall of this small room had a door rebate and
a narrow loop guarding the external wall face o f the north-east wall where the
original doorway is positioned. This is the only defensive feature covering the 
doorway. The north-west wall of the chamber is collapsed, but originally had a corbel 
rooted loop. The main portion o f the turret at ground floor houses the latrine chute 

e latrine exit opening is on the north-west side o f the turret.

The main chamber was originally under a wooden floor set on corbels along the 
south-east and north-west walls. At present it is under a rotten wooden floor which
oes not utilise these corbels; two large timber beams run from south-east to north

west and on top o f these are cross beams running from south-west to north-east.

Main chamber 5.25 m wide from south-east to north-west by 7.60 m long from south
west to north-east
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Subsidiary chamber 1.75 m wide from south-west to north-east by 2.40 m long from 
south-east to north-west.
North-east wall - 2.20 m thick South-west wall - 1.70 m thick
South-east wall - 1.55 m thick North-west wall - 1.90 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: The doorway from the staircase in the east corner of the main block
leads into the main chamber (the doorway is now blocked with stone to stop people
entering a room with a rotten floor). The main chamber is under a WWCV running 
from north-east to south-west. Access could not be gained to this room so the survey
of this floor level relies on information recorded from external viewing. In the
south-west wall is a rebuilt lancet window of a similar general style to those inserted 
into King s Castle, Kilmallock (Gazetteer Site No. 120). There are no windows present 
in either the south-east or the north-west wall but there is a subsidiary chamber 
located in the turret. Access to this chamber must have been from a doorway in the 
north-east wall of the main chamber since no doorway is located on the staircase. The 
first floor lobby area had a flat SSCR and a wide window in the north-east wall set 
directly opposite the blocked main chamber doorway.

MEZZANINE: A full turn o f the spiral staircase brings one to the mezzanine between 
first and second floor levels. To the top inner north-east side of the doorway is a 
hanging eye. There is a small lobby under a WWCV running south-east to north-west; 
a second doorway is then entered, with draw bar channel in its north-east jamb. The 
room is built in the turret but there is a squinch running from the north-east wall of
the main block to the south-east wall of the turret which allows added space at this
level in the building. This is the first level in the building to benefit from the added 
space provided by this squinch.

There is a window in the squinch wall and a second in the north-west wall, both with 
flat SSCR embrasures. The room is under a WWCV running from south-east to north
west; the room turns to the left into a small nook under a WWCV running south-west 
to north-east; the south-west wall of this small nook is damaged. The nook is not a 
separate chamber but linked directly to the main part o f the mezzanine room.

SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase in the east corner of the building terminates at the 
doorway into the second floor main chamber. This doorway is flat lintelled and 
similar to those found at Amogan (Gazetteer Site No. 1) and Knockainey, White Castle 
(Gazetter Site No. 122).
South-east wall: Rebate for door to open into. Wide embrasure with WWCV roof, double
ogee headed light, side seats and hood mould.
South-west wall: Two rebuilt embrasures, possibly inserted where earlier embrasures 
and windows had been in place; Fireplace, presumably the position where the 
Kilmallock" fireplace and chimney piece had been inserted and then removed later 

to Newcastle West (see 'History').
North-west wall: Wide embrasure with WWCV roof, side seats, hood mould and double
ogee headed light with central mullion missing. Rebate in the wall with loop and s I o d
stone. F
North-east wall: Large recess with fine ogee headed window and hood mould. Roof of 
recess has been plastered over, presumably WWCV originally. In the south-east side 
wall is a cupboard and a stoup. The north-east side wall of the recess has two small 
cupboards on either side of the ogee headed window. Almost chapel-like in 
appearance. Doorway to turret and subsidiary chamber also in this north-east wall.

Main chamber 5.90 m wide from south-east to north-west by 7.60 m long from south
west to north-east
South-west wall - 1.20 m thick North-west wall - 1.20 m thick
North-east wall - 2.20 m thick South-east wall - 1.10 m thick
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Also of note is a badly eroded stone gargoyle or human head set along the external 
face of the north-west wall, above and to the right of the main chamber window in 
this level o f the building.

Subsidiary chamber: The chamber is entered from the main chamber. There is a draw 
bar channel in south-east jamb of doorway and the door leads into a passage that 
turns and runs in a south-east direction. A narrow light is present in the north-west 
wall. The passage (which is under a flat SSCR) then turns to the north-east to enter a 
lobby that gives access to a narrow spiral staircase built on the squinch, plus a 
doorway into the subsidiary chamber in the turret. There is a door rebate in the 
south-west wall of this room. In the north-west wall is a cupboard and in the east 
corner is a narrow loop. This chamber was evidently a latrine since a large hole still 
exists in the floor of the room. The room is under a WWCV running south-east to 
n orth -w est.

MAIN BLOCK PARAPET / ATTIC LEVEL: A pitched roof ran from a gable on the south
west wall to abutt against the inner face of the north-east wall o f the main chamber ; 
the roof raggle of this roof is still visible. Also in the south-west wall is a small 
fireplace with red brick lining (it may have been an original feature, an insert or a 
rebuild). There is a wall walk along the south-east and north-west walls, with stepped 
merlons still in place. There are 12 rainwater spouts visible along the south-east wall 
which allow rainwater to escape from the wall walk. Another series o f rainwater 
spouts are present along the north-west stretch o f parapet wall walk.

THIRD FLOOR OF TURRET: Proceed up the squinch spiral staircase to a lobby. To the 
north-west side of the lobby is a doorway to a subsidiary chamber under a WWCV 
running from north-west to south-east. There is a pivot hole to the top inner south
west side of the doorway, and draw bar channel in the doorway's north-east jamb. The
chamber contains a cupboard in the south-west wall. This wall also has a small square
window looking into the attic space of the main block. There are narrow lights in the 
north-west and north-east walls. To the south-east side of the lobby is a doorway to a 
second subsidiary room. The doorway is now blocked with stone since the east corner
of this room has collapsed and it is in a dangerous condition. The room was originally
under a WWCV running from south-west to north-east. This room is not built in the 
turret but is constructed over the stair well in the east corner of the main block. 
Therefore it is a smaller room than the main subsidiary chamber at this level. To the 
top inner north-east side of the doorway is a pivot hole. A small square window in the 
south-west wall looks through into the main block's attic space. The lobby area is 
under a flat SSCR.

FOURTH FLOOR OF TURRET: Proceed up the squinch spiral staircase to a lobby. To the 
south-east side o f the lobby is a doorway into a (now collapsed) wall passage / room in 
the east corner of the main block. To the top inner south-west side of the doorway is a 
hanging eye and there is a draw bar channel to the inner north-east side. There may 
have been a doorway in the passage / room’s south-west wall connecting to the south
east wall parapet wall walk o f the main block. To the north-west side o f the lobby is 
the doorway into the subsidiary chamber located in the turret. There is a hanging eye 
to the top inner south-west side and a draw bar channel to the inner north-east side 
of the doorway. A door rebate is present in the south-west wall of the room while 
there is a narrow light in the north-west wall. Single arcades present on the north
west and south-west sides of the room support the wall walk of the parapet level above 
this chamber. The chamber was under a pitched roof. A doorway in the north-east 
wall leads to a mural passage under a flat SSCR. The passage contains a latrine and this 
is the last latrine recorded in the building. There is an ogee headed light in the 
north-east wall of the passage.

PARAPET OF TURRET: Access to the parapet is reached by proceeding up the squinch 
spiral staircase to a narrow doorway with a pivot hole to the top south-east side and a
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draw bar channel in the north-west side. The door leads through to a lobby which is 
under a damaged flat SSCR. To the south-east side of the lobby is a narrow light while 
to the north-west is a passage out onto the turret wall walk. The wall walk has Irish 
stepped merlons still in position. On the north-east side of the lobby is a very narrow 
wall stair which leads up to a platform built over the roof of the turret's parapet level 
lobby. This is the highest point in the building and provides splendid views over the 
surrounding countryside

Illustration 2.3; Schematic section of Ballingarrv floor ievels

Parapet /  Attic 

4th floor

Parapet / Attic (no plan) 3rd floor (no plan)

2nd floor 2nd floor

++++•!• I I i t M ezzan ine

1st floor (no plan) 1st floor (no plan)

Grd floor Grd floor

MAIN BLOCK TURRET

12. BALLINOE / BALLYNOE

Barony — Glenquin 
Parish — Clonelty 
Townland —  Ballynoe 
Westropp Site No 366 
Hasson Site No 13
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 37 [marked]

( 1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13527/13245 
SMR MN: 37:50 
Plan 4
Photograph 4
State o f preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 6-22nd June 1990

This 'old ruinous castle', as it is described in The Civil Survey. (Simington, 1938, 255), 
is now in use as a shed in a farm yard. O'Donovan noted that the castle was 'lately 
much destroyed but I could learn nothing of its history on the spot' (1840, Vol 1, 51). 
The building has been cut down to a level which is slightly higher than what would 
have been first floor height, and a zinc roof covers part of the structure. Wooden 
cow-stalls have been placed along the ground floor north wall and a waste water 
track has been cut through the south wall. The windows have been widened and the 
doorway in the south wall is a later insertion. The archway head and the east jamb 
have been rebuilt in red brick. The west wall has been largely rebuilt using stone 
rubble and a garden wall joins the building at the south-east corner. The tower house 
lacks any quality stone work (quoins etc) and the walls are of coarse stone rubble in
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mortar. It is an attractive but rough little castle with ivy clinging to the upper wall 
levels. No evidence for stair facilities of any type could be traced. There was no 
evidence of latrines, subsidiary chambers or fireplaces. This may indicate that the
building was some form of small hall house rather than tower house. The building,
however, has been subjected to severe alteration and it is impossible to make any 
definitive statement on what type of structure it may originally have been.

GROUND FLOOR: The north-west corner is damaged and the rebuilt brick arched 
doorway is in the south wall. It is possible that this was the location of the original 
doorway. Most o f the west wall has been rebuilt with rubble and a light which 
survives in the original section of the wall is the only one in the building which 
seems not to have been widened. It has, however, been altered, since the embrasure's
southern side wall was rebuilt when the west wall was reconstructed. The north wall
contains an embrasure and light. The light has been widened and rebuilt in stone and 
cement. The light in the east wall was widened to allow a wooden framed window to be 
inserted. The wastewater track has been knocked through the south wall and the 
window in this wall was totally rebuilt, presumably where an original light was once 
positioned. The roofs of all the embrasures show signs of having been flat SSCRs but 
all are in such a damaged or altered state that it is impossible to be sure. The ground 
floor is under a wooden floor (not original) and the insertion of this floor and the 
cattle stalls has eradicated all evidence to show how the original wooden floor was 
supported. A series o f corresponding sockets may have been set along the north and 
south walls as this is the method used to support the present floor. An offset exists 
along the east wall and the remains of a second offset could be seen along the 
surviving stretch o f the original portion o f the west wall. Both offsets may have been 
involved in the original flooring of the chamber.

Ground floor: 4.10 m wide from north to south by 7.55 m long from east to west 
North wall - 1.50 m thick East wall - 1.45 m thick
South wall - 1.65 m thick West wall - 1. 25 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: There is no route of access to the first floor level. It is under a WWCV 
running from east to west The western end of this vault is broken and collapsed and 
has been replaced with a zinc roof set on iron beams which run from north to south. 
Windows are visible in the west and east ends o f the building but are evidently rebuilt 
to some degree since they have embrasure roofs of red brick. A flat SSCR embrasure 
with narrow light is situated along the north wall, semi-blocked with stone on the 
inside and ivy clad on the outside.

13. BALLINVEALA

Barony --- Pubblebrian
Parish —  Crecora
Townland —  Ballinveala
Westropp Site No 136
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15301/14595 
SMR MN: 22:55 
Plan 5
Photograph 5
State o f preservation: Group 2
Typological corpus: Group 1; A
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990/ 21st May 1991

Ih e Civil Survey records a stump of a castle and a small orchard (Simington, 1938, 
377), so we may assume that the castle was derelict at an early period of its existence.
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Like the remains at Tullovin (Gazetteer Site No. 173), this building consists o f the 
surviving section of staircase and subsidiary chamber from a two-section tower 
house [for an example of a complete tower house of this type see Bourchier's Castle, 
Lough Gur (Gazetteer Site No. 35) and Illustration 2.6 (a)]. O'Donovan states that there 
was a building joined to the west side of the castle 'which was commonly called a 
"Court", the quoin stones o f which are seen projecting out of the walls of the tower on 
both sides, being the only remnant belonging to it that is now visible' (1840, Vol 2, 
112). This suggests that a chamber block was at one time situated here, perhaps of 
later date than the main staircase / subsidiary chamber block, and that this building 
was like Tullovin or Leamanagh, Co Clare. However, all the doorways to the "Court" on 
the west side of the staircase /subsidiary chamber block were blocked with stone and
mortar at each floor level and a two storey house constructed to the north-east of the
castle - itself now in ruins - may have been a replacement dwelling for the "Court". 
From the evidence of two lines o f roof raggle on the east wall face o f the tower house
it is clear that a structure had been built up against the castle, which was
subsequently demolished.

The tower house stands four storeys high and is of an extremely good standard of 
workmanship. The windowheads, door jambs and lintels, staircase and hanging eyes 
are all of the finest cut stone with peck decorated surfaces. The outer walls have a 
slight, prolonged batter. The west wall shows clear evidence of how the two sections 
of a tower house constructed in this style were bonded together. To the right and left 
hand sides of the wall, rising up layer by layer to fourth floor level, were nine double 
rows of stone slabs at uniform height - 'through stones' (Barry, 1903, 197), each 
approximately 1.50 m in length and now projecting out from the wall face. The 
implication is that the two sections of the building were built upwards in step with 
each other, and that it was not a case of one section being built prior to the other.

GROUND FLOOR: The semicircular arched, peck decorated, doorway is in east wall; 
there is an apex aperture in the rebated arch o f the doorway which was operated 
from a wall recess in the the east wall of the first floor subsidiary chamber. To the 
south side o f the doorway is a yett chain guide hole and funnel. The entrance lobby is
under a WWCV running from east to west with a murderhole in the roof of this vault,
operated from the first floor subsidiary chamber. To the south side o f the entrance
lobby is a narrow, peck decorated, arched doorway into a subsidiary chamber under a
WWCV running from east to west. To the west side of the doorway is a draw bar 
channel. There is a narrow light with peck decorated jambs and windowhead in the 
south wall and a narrow light in the east wall - now blocked with concrete. The 
embrasures o f both loops have flat SSCR. The east wall also contains the yett chain 
funnel. To the north side o f the entrance lobby is a peck decorated arched doorway
which leads into the spiral staircase. To the top inner east side of the doorway is a well
carved hanging eye, peck decorated, and also a draw bar channel. The staircase is 
wide and well built with a narrow light with a flat SSCR embrasure in the north wall. 
At the west end of the entrance lobby is another peck decorated arched doorway with 
a hanging eye (of similar type to that recorded above) to the top inner north side. 
There is a draw bar channel to the north side of the doorway. The doorway led 
through to the ground floor main chamber in the castle but is now blocked with stone 
and mortar.

Subidiary chamber 2.60 m long from east to west by 1.50 m wide from north to south
South wall of subsidiary chamber - 0.95 m thick
East wall of subsidiary chamber - 0.85 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: There is a narrow light with a flat SSCR embrasure set in east wall of the 
staircase. A narrow peck decorated arched doorway on the staircase leads into 
subsidiary chamber. There is a crude hanging eye to top inner west side of the 
doorway and the passage into the room is under a WWCV running north to south. The 
chamber was under a wooden floor - Westropp states that 'the wooden floors remained
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in 1874' (1906-7, 154). Five sockets or put-log holes along the east wall and an offset 
running along the length of the west wall indicate the positioning o f the beams that 
supported this floor.

South wall: Narrow light with flat SSCR embrasure; corner loop with flat SSCR 
embrasure set in the south-east corner of the room; narrow loop in the east wall. The 
operating point for apex aperture in the ground floor entrance to the building is 
positioned in a small wall recess in the east wall. Small cupboard in the north wall.
The murder hole operating point in the floor of the chamber has been covered over 
with a large stone slab.

A second peck decorated arched doorway leads from the staircase into a WWCV 
passage. To the top inner south side of the doorway is a crude hanging eye. This 
passage led to the first floor main chamber and was under a WWCV. The west end of 
the passage is now blocked with stone and mortar and there is a small loop built in 
this later blocking.

SECOND FLOOR: (no plan) Proceeding up the spiral staircase there is a narrow light 
with slop stone in the north wall and a gunloop set in the north-east corner. A 
narrow light in the east wall o f the staircase is blocked with stone and cement, the 
embrasures for all these lights are under flat SSCRs. A peck decorated arched doorway 
leads off from the staircase into the subsidiary chamber. To top inner east side is a 
crude hanging eye while there is a draw bar channel to the inner west side. The room 
was under a wooden floor set upon wooden beams running from five put-log holes 
along the east wall to a corresponding five put-log holes along the west wall. The east 
wall contains a cupboard and a narrow light while the south wall has a damaged
embrasure and light. There is a small cupboard in the west wall near to the north
west corner of the room. A second peck decorated arched doorway on the staircase 
leads into a WWCV passage which connected with the main chamber. The west end of 
the passage is now blocked. There is a crude hanging eye to the top inner south side 
of the doorway, with a draw bar channel to the inner north side. The blocked end of 
the passage contains a narrow light, similar to that recorded at the same location at 
first floor level. The fact that these features are unmistakedly loops would suggest 
that the renovations and blockings took place at a time when the castle's defensive 
capabilities could still need to be called upon and, once the old main chamber section 
of the castle was demolished, the west face of the building was made strong by 
blocking up of the old passages that had allowed access between the two sections of 
the tower house.

THIRD FLOOR: (no plan) The spiral staircase steps are in a damaged condition at third
floor level, but the stair case originally continuing on up to what was the fourth floor
level. The stairwell is now open to the elements. There is a decorated light in the
north wall on the staircase and a blocked light in the staircase's east wall. A peck
decorated arched doorway on the staircase leads into the subsidiary chamber. The 
doorway has a crude hanging eye to the inner top east side and the room is under a 
WWCV running from north to south. The. south wall contains a flat SSCR embrasure 
with narrow light and there is a second example in the east wall and a cupboard in 
the north wall. The arched doorway from the staircase to the passage which 
connected with the now demolished main chamber is open to the elements, but the 
actual arch o f the doorway is still set precariously in position, with a crude hanging 
eye to the top inner south side. The west end o f the passage has not been blocked with 
stone and mortar.
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14. B ALLY ALLIN AN

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish — Rathkeale 
Townland —- Ballyallinan North 
Westropp Site No 319 
Hasson Site No 18
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13475/13766 
SMR MN: 29:55 
Plan 6
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 6th-22nd June 1990

Fitzgerald and MacGregor state that the building was constructed on the east bank of 
the River Deel by the O’Hallinan family. 'In the year 1600, Dermod O'Connor having, 
in concert with Sir George Carew, treacherously seized on James Fitzgerald, the 
pretending Earl of Desmond [the Sugan Earl], and having conveyed him together with 
Thomas Oge of Kerry and two brothers of the Sheehys, prisoners to Castleishen, took 
Ballyallinan Castle from Rory MacSheehy, father of the two brothers above 
mentioned, and settled himself; in this castle Dermod was besieged a few days after 
and forced to surrender on conditions' (1826-7, Vol 1, 357). The MacSheehy family had 
been introduced to the area as gallowglasses by James Fitzgerald, the 7th Earl of 
Desmond, in the year 1420 and another of their castles in the region was Lisnacullia 
(Gazetteer Site No. 131).

No other tower house in the county has a similar ground floor plan to that found at 
Ballyallinan. However, basic ideas noted at Typological corpus Group 1, Type C tower 
houses (the location of a spiral staircase in the corner of the building connecting 
directly with the entrance lobby and no subsidiary chamber at ground floor level) 
and Typological corpus Group 1, Type D tower houses (the main ground floor entrance 
positioned along one of the long sides of the building) can be seen in this 
construction. It is also the case that the actual architectural details of the building are 
the same as those found at other Limerick tower houses. The building is constructed 
of red sandstone and has suffered heavily from stone robbing and general neglect. 
The present owners look on the structure as an insurance liability and its future 
looks uncertain. The external wall face of the ground floor west end has been 
particularly robbed of stone leaving the upper levels of the building in a very 
dangerous state. A later range of buildings have been set against the east wall and a 
later wall is built up against the south wall near the south-east corner, probably 
blocking the latrine exit in the process. Base batter runs around the building to a 
height of approximately 2.20 m. As can be seen from the accompanying plan (Plan 6) 
the castle does not stand on an exact compass alignment. However, for the benefit of 
the following descriptive survey the side nearest in alignment to the northern 
compass point will be referred to as 'north'.

GROUND FLOOR: The original entrance is set in the north wall. The western jamb of 
the peck decorated arched doorway has been replaced with a concrete jamb. The 
entrance lobby has a murderhole in its roof. On the east side of the lobby is a second 
peck decorated arched doorway which is in good condition and this leads to a spiral 
stairway set in the north-east corner of the building. The doorway is now closed off 
with an iron door. The stairway at this level is lit by two narrow lights, one in each of 
the north and east walls and both now blocked. Both have flat SSCR embrasures. To 
the south of the lobby is another peck decorated arched doorway leading into the 
main ground floor chamber. To the west side of this doorway is a draw bar channel.
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North wall: The inner wall face has been strengthened with additional layer of 
masonry, some 40 cm thick, probably at a time in the active life of the tower house 
when a fault was detected in the WWCV over the first floor chamber above. In the 
process a spacious embrasure and corresponding loop were filled in.
West wall: A large WWCV embrasure with original loop now replaced by a window. 
South wall: A large WWCV embrasure blocked on the inside. The original wall and loop 
have been demolished on the outside. A second large WWCV embrasure has been 
modified into a modern ground floor entrance.

Two-thirds of the ground floor lay under a wooden floor supported on stone corbels 
along the south and west walls with beam sockets along the north wall. The other 
third of this floor level (in the east section of the building) was under two parallel 
WWCVs with a now demolished central dividing wall. Both vaults run from east to 
west. In the east wall of the more northernly of the chambers a narrow light, now 
blocked, survives, with a flat SSCR embrasure. The east wall of the southernly 
chamber has been knocked through to provide a second modern entrance into the 
b u ild in g .

Ground floor originally 5.95 m wide from north to south by 10.50 m long from east to 
w est
North wall (originally) 1.50 m thick South wall (originally) 1.75 m thick
East wall (originally) 0.85 m thick West wall (originally) 1.70 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: No accurate plans were made of this or subsequent floor levels since the
building was considered to be in too dangerous a condition to work in. Sketch plans
have been included. A peck decorated arched doorway from the spiral staircase in the 
north-east corner of the building leads up into the first floor subsidiary chamber
which is under a WWCV running from north to south. This chamber is lit by two
narrow loops in the east wall, the more northernly of which has been blocked. The 
west wall (dividing this chamber from the main chamber next door) has largely been
removed by stone robbing. A second peck decorated arched doorway on the staircase
leads into the first floor main chamber which is under a WWCV running from east to
west.

North wall: A doorway leads into a mural chamber with corbel roof where the 
murderhole is located. A small cupboard lies in the north wall of this mural chamber 
and there is a blocked area where a loop may have been positioned. There was a
murder hole in the roof of this mural chamber directly above the first floor murder
hole, allowing a defender to drop objects down onto intruders from first and second 
floor levels - a defensive feature rare among the surviving tower houses in the 
county. Near the north-west corner of the main chamber was a narrow embrasure
with narrow light and WWCV roof.
West wall: Blocked embrasure and loop.
South wall: Two narrow embrasures with WWCV roofs and narrow loops.

SECOND FLOOR: There is a peck decorated light in the north wall of the staircase next a 
blocked corner loop. Both have flat SSCR embrasures. A doorway from the staircase 
leads into a subsidiary chamber with an east wall that has a blocked embrasure and a 
gaping hole where a second embrasure once existed. In the south wall is a latrine
chute, perhaps originally served from this room. However, the wall has been heavily
stone robbed at this point. The west wall of the room has been nearly demolished by 
stone robbing. Two corbels and corresponding sockets along both the east and west 
walls show that this room was once under a wooden floor. A second peck decorated 
arched doorway on the staircase leads into the main chamber at second floor level.
The doorway is in a damaged condition but a peck decorated hanging eye is still in 
place to the top inner north side of the doorway.
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North wall: Murder hole in the floor of the more eastern embrasure. The embrasure 
has a flat SSCR and a narrow light. A fireplace and a second embrasure (with loop) 
also present along this wall but both very badly robbed. There is also a small 
cupboard .
West wall: The wall has largely collapsed in the central area where an embrasure was 
originally positioned.
South wall: A damaged and blocked embrasure, and a cupboard.

The main chamber lay under a wooden floor set upon stone corbels along the north 
wall (of which three survive out of a possible four) and the south wall (of which all 
four are still in position). Corresponding beam sockets survive in the east and west 
w alls.

THIRD FLOOR: The stone steps of the staircase have been demolished after second floor 
level. There is a peck decorated narrow loop with flat SSCR embrasure in the north 
wall and a similar loop in the east wall but with a very fine and delicate ogee head. A 
broken arched doorway leads into the main chamber at third floor level. This
chamber lies under a WWCV running from east to west. There may have been a
fireplace in the north wall but the entire- flue has collapsed at this region from the 
fourth floor downwards. The west wall has largely collapsed. No architectural 
features survive along the south wall. The east wall has a broken peck-decorated 
arched doorway leading into the subsidiary chamber. This chamber is under a WWCV 
running from north to south. There is no access to the latrine chute in this room so 
presumably it was served from the subsidiary chamber at fourth floor level. The 
south wall contains a cupboard, while the east wall has a narrow embrasure with flat 
SSCR and ogee headed loop, the jambs of which are missing.

FOURTH FLOOR: The removal of the stone steps in the stairwell above third floor
height prevents access to the fourth floor.

EXTERNAL INFORMATION: At fourth floor height at the south-east and north-west 
corners of the building are corner machicolations. The example on the south-east
wall face is in good condition, but the north-west example is near-demolished, with 
only the five supporting corbels surviving to indicate where it once was positioned. 
The south-east corner machicolation is of similar type to those found at Caherelly 
West (Gazetteer Site No. 43), Fantstown (Gazetteer Site No. 88) and Kilduff (Gazetteer 
Site No. 114), with the same class of suporting corbels. A slop stone is positioned to the 
north of the south-east corner machicolation along the east wall. A string course
above the fourth floor level runs a circuit around the building until it reaches the
north wall where it proceeds for a third of the way along the wall from the north
east corner and then terminates.
East wall: Ogee headed loops are visible at second and fourth floor levels in the 
subsidiary chambers. At parapet level there are seven rainwater spouts present 
(three in a broken state).
South wall: Two windows at fourth floor, giving light to the main chamber. The more 
western example is broken but the other is in good condition and has an ogee headed 
lig h t.
West wall: Ogee headed loop at fourth floor level. At parapet level five rainwater 
spouts survive, spaced at irregular intervals (all in poor state of preservation).
North wall: At parapet level the corbels or supporting brackets for a box 
machicolation survive directly above the original ground floor entrance into the 
castle. A rainwater spout is visible to the east of the box machicolation and (like so 
many others of its kind at this castle) is in a damaged state.
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15. BALLYBRICKEN / 'THE COURT’ / OLD COURT

Barony Clanwilliam
Parish Caherelly
Townland — Ballybricken South
Westropp Site No 52
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 23 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16532/14590 
SMR MN: 23:36 
Plan 7
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 1; A 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

Ballybricken is in a very poor condition. O’Donovan records that the building was 
four stories high in the 1840s, the lowest under a vault (1840, Vol 2, 100-1) while a 
footnote in Fitzgerald and MacGregor informs us that 'this castle is still in good 
repair' (1826-7, Vol 1, 289). It is shown in The Down Survey as a four storey building 
with battlements and chimneys and with a three storey building adjoining it 
(Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 65). The Civil Survey states that the property consisted 
of 'a castle bawen orchard. Dovehouse and a fishpond' (Simington, 1938, 77). The 
tower house stands in the middle of a field, with a variety of earthworks surrounding 
it which suggest that these are the remnants of the other buildings in the complex 
referred to in the Cromwellian document. The building survives to a height of two 
stories, much defaced, and the surviving two main chambers lie under a damaged 
WWCV running from east to west.

Approximately 30 years ago the present owner, Mr Ryan, was forced to remove the 
upper levels o f the castle with explosives since they threatened to collapse. For
decades previous to that time the walls had been used as a stone quarry for local 
enterprises. Both of these factors have left the remaining structure unstable. Mr 
Ryan stated that when the upper floors were blasted the masonry collapsed in large
solid lumps which were nearly impossible to break-up for carrying away. Two of the
solid blocks are still present in the vicinity of the castle. The rubble which could be 
carried off was later used in drainage schemes in surrounding fields. Mr Ryan stated 
that the tower house was in a ruinous condition during his childhood, but there were 
the remains of gables and chimneys. He played in the ground floor area and the 
second floor of the building.

A stream ran near to the tower house, cutting near the east and south walls. This 
stream has since been filled in but the track where it flowed can still be traced. Mr 
Ryan could remember machicolation corbels or brackets being present on the west
and east wall faces. Only one of these has survived, at first floor level on the west wall 
near the south-west corner. Since it is unlikely that there was a second doorway into 
the building in the west wall it is more probable that this corbel belonged to a corner 
machicolation. The corbel is similar in shape and decoration to those which support a 
corner machicolation at the north-east corner of nearby Caherelly West (Gazetteer 
Site No. 43).

The evidence for a main doorway at ground floor is to be found at the badly damaged 
east end of the building. A door jamb and hanging eye are still (miraculously) in 
position on the north side. From the fragmentary remains at this end of the building 
a basic ground plan can still be determined. To the north of the now destroyed 
entrance lobby was a small chamber under a WWCV running from north to south. The 
chamber had no lights or cupboards and is filled with rubble and clay. It is 
approximately 2.20 m long by 2.30 m wide. On the south of the lobby was an access to
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the main spiral staircase in the building. Only the semicircular wall face of the stair 
well and a near demolished peck decorated arched door jamb (belonging to the 
doorway into the main chamber at first floor level) survives. Access to the main 
chamber at ground floor level would have been through a doorway to the west of the
lobby, but this area now lies buried in rubble and dense overgrowth.

Mr Ryan remembered the tower house having been divided up, floor by floor, into 
main and subsidiary chambers. Internal features of the building have been severely 
damaged by stone robbing. In the ground floor there was probably an embrasure and 
light in the west wall, but no evidence for loops in the north or south walls, although 
there are two wall recesses, possible embrasures, in each wall. The embrasures in the 
first floor main chamber had vaulted roofs and the imprint of the wicker mats used in
construction are still visible in the plaster. No lights have survived in the building -
the embrasures openings have each been stone robbed; the openings might indicate 
where the lights had once been. The ground floor main chamber lay under a wooden 
roof, but no put-log holes or stone corbels have survived the stone robbing. One final 
feature of note was located in the north wall recess in the ground floor main 
chamber. A small cubby hole existed at head height and continued to rise upwards 
into the thickness of the north wall. Its purpose is unknown but it is a similar feature 
to the square hole recorded in the third floor south wall at Amogan (Gazetteer Site No.

16. BALLYCAHANE

Barony — Pubblebrian
Parish — Ballycahane
Townland — Ballycahan Upper
Westropp Site No 130
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15479/14453 
SMR MN: 22:75 
Photograph 6
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 2 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

Described as 'the broken castle and bawen of Ballychane' in The Civil Survey
(Simington, 1938, 374), the building is now surrounded on all sides by farm sheds.
There was no obvious entrance visible at ground floor, although there are two 
blocked small openings along the east wall (possibly windows or loops). At first floor 
along the east wall was a semicircular arched opening, large enough to plausibly 
suggest that this was the original doorway into the building.

Access could not be gained to the inside of the building, but Westropp, quoting the
Qrdnançe Survey Letters of 1840, states that the building was '40 feet high, with walls
4 feet thick, and had three stories, the lowest vaulted, 27 feet by 18 feet. At the north
west angle [was] a turret 52 feet high' (1906-7, 152; quoting from O’Donovan, 1840, Vol 
2, 110). The source does not state if the turret or corner tower held a spiral staircase, 
or whether there was a wall stair in the building. The second floor of the building is 
really a gabled attic, with a narrow loop present in the north wall gable.

Spellissy and O'Brien state that the castle was built by the O'Grady family in 1496 
(1989, 156), but they do not provide their source of reference for this information; 
nor does Westropp record this event in the compilation of historical documentation 
relevant to the castle. The castle may well be of an earlier date than 1496 since it is of
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basic construction, devoid of architectural features, and it does not conform to the 
typical tower house styles of the county. It may be considered more a hall house than 
a tower house.

17. BALLYCULLEN

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish — Lismakeery 
Townland --- Ballycullen 
Westropp Site No 300
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 19 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13177/14879 
SMR MN: 19:59
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

A castle and 'ruined bawen’ is recorded in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 308). 
'Ballycullen House ... is said to occupy the site of another castle which was destroyed 
in the year 1740 when the present house was built of its stones' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 
1, 140). Westropp adds that 'the lower part, a wall, with battered base, is embodied in 
the house, which was built out of the castle in about 1740' (Westropp, 1906-7, 208). 
Evidently the new house was constructed from the castle stones - a three storey house 
with 'a tripartite fanlighted doorway' and plasterwork of mid 18th-century type in 
the hall ceiling. In recent years the house has been restored (Bence Jones, 1990, 20), 
and was still occupied when I visited in the Summer of 1989. It was this fact that 
prevented me from investigating the 'curious cellar with wooden pillars' that 
Westropp referred to (1906-7, 208).

18. BALLYDUFF

Barony —- Coshlea
Parish —- Ballylanders
Townland — Ballyduff
Westropp Site No 276
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 57 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 
National grid co-ordinate: 17918/12108 
SMR MN: 57:5
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The site of the castle is marked on the first edition Ordnance S u rvey  six-inch map 
sheet, but Westropp recorded no historical documentation for the castle (1906-7, 196), 
except that an unnamed castle was shown in this parish in The Down Survey  
(Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 74). The Civil Survey, however, makes no reference to 
the castle (Simington, 1938, 232).
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19. BALLYEGNYBEG

Barony —- Connello Lower
Parish — Clonagh
Townland — Ballyegny Beg
Westropp Site No 311
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 28 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12816/14213 
SMR MN: 28:20 
Plan 8
Photograph 7
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 1; D
Date of visit: 6-22nd June 1990

Mentioned in The Civil Survey as being a 'smale castle’ (Simington, 1938, 314), 
Ballyegnybeg is in a good general state of repair; in 1840 O’Donovan reported that the 
'spiral stair case leads to the top, which is in a good state of preservation' (Vol 1, 49).
If we interpret this to mean that the upper levels of the castle were at that time in a
good state of preservation then it would appear that sometime in the intervening 
period the building has been lowered from its original height by at least a storey 
since the spiral staircase only begins at first floor level and rises up to a third floor 
chamber that is in anything but 'a good state of preservation'. However, the tower 
house has been spared the attentions of stone robbers. The walls of the building are 
constructed of close knitting, crudely hewn, squared blocks of masonry, with the 
gaps between filled in with smaller stones; the corners have well cut quoins. There is 
a base batter and a latrine chute exit on the south-west wall near the south corner at 
ground floor level. The entrance, at ground floor, has been semi-blocked with huge 
bou lders .

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance area in the north-east wall face is damaged although 
fortunately the peck decorated arched doorway has survived. To the inner south-east 
side is a draw bar channel. The roof of the entrance lobby is a WWCV running from 
north-east to south-west; there is a murder hole in the roof, operated from a mural 
chamber above. The murder hole guards the inner doorway on the south-west side of 
the lobby that leads into the ground floor main chamber. On the south-east side of the 
lobby is another peck decorated arched doorway that leads to a wall stair built in the 
thickness of the north-east wall and lit by two narrow lights. The wall stair has a flat 
SSCR.

The doorway into the main chamber is peck decorated and arched. The south-east
jamb is damaged and there is a draw bar channel to the inner north-west side. The 
main chamber was originally under a wooden floor supported on beams running 
from the north-east to south-west walls and housed in sockets or put-log holes; some 
of these sockets may have been original while others may belong to a period of 
reflooring since they have been inserted into the wall fabric. There are two double 
splayed flat SSCR embrasures with narrow lights, one in the south-west wall and the 
other in the south-east wall. The latter example has been narrowed, and a corbel
inserted into the blocking. This suggests that the blocking was undertaken at the
same time as the level was refloored (the corbel providing the new floor with 
support) and hence when the castle was still inhabited.

Main chamber: 6.20 m long from north-west to south-east by 4.00 m wide from north
east to south-west.
North-east wall - 2.45 m thick North-west wall - 2.35 m thick 
South-east wall - 2.15 m thick South-west wall - 2.25 m thick
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FIRST FLOOR: The wall stair rises to first floor level where the first floor main
chamber is entered from a doorway in the wall stair near the east corner, prior to the
point were the wall stair connects with a narrow spiral staircase set in the east 
corner of the building. There is a rebate in the south-east wall to house the open door
and a draw bar channel to the inner south-east side of the doorway. The doorway 
lacks a hanging eye but there is a small pivot hole in the lintel to the top south-east 
side. The entrance area lies under a corbel roof.

North-east wall: A large WWCV embrasure with a narrow light with peck decorated 
jambs and flat windowhead. The north-west side wall contains a narrow flat lintelled 
doorway into the small mural chamber where the murderhole was operated. To the 
top inner north-east side of the doorway is a small crude hanging eye. There is a 
narrrow, undecorated light in the mural chamber's north-east wall and the chamber 
is under a WWCV running from north-east to south-west.
North-west wall: Traces of the original wall plaster still adhere to the wall face. There 
is a large WWCV embrasure with a narrow loop which has peck decorated jambs and a 
flat windowhead. The floor of the embrasure is slightly damaged.
South-west wall: Similar embrasure and loop to those recorded in the north-east and 
north-west walls; a fireplace was inserted into the fabric of the wall. The inserted 
flue is brick lined on its south-east side and rises up through the springing line of 
the WWCV over the second floor level.
South-east wall: Two steps lead up to a doorway into a mural chamber with flat SSCR. 
The chamber has a narrow light in the south-east wall and turns to the south-west 
into a narrow passage leading to a latrine in the south corner of the building. The 
south-east wall of the passage contains a narrow light with a slop stone projecting 
from beneath it (now broken off). There is also a narrow light in the south-west wall. 
The external wall face of the latrine chute has been broken away between ground 
and first floor levels to reveal the chute.

Main chamber 6.30 m long from north-west to south-east by 4.10 m wide from south
west to north-east.
North-east wall - 1.75 m thick North-west wall - 1.75 m thick 
South-east wall - 1.65 m thick South-west wall - 1.55 m thick

SECOND FLOOR (LOFT/ GALLERY): A flat SSCR embrasure with a narrow light in the 
north-west wall (directly above the first floor example), plus some traces of put-log 
holes along the north-east wall suggest that there may have been some form of floor 
set above the first floor main chamber. However, there is no doorway into the area 
from the spiral staircase in the east corner of the building, so if such a level existed it 
must have been accessible from the first floor main chamber; this might have been a 
wooden stair or ladder leading up to a gallery or loft - the second floor level in the
building - which was under a WWCV running from north-west to south-east. The first
floor fireplace flue continues to rise up through the south-west wall, cutting through 
the springing line of the vault, to third floor level.

The spiral staircase that began at first floor level in the east corner of the building
ascends to reach a doorway to a mural passage built in the thickness of the south-east
wall at a mezzanine level between first and third floor levels. The passage has a flat 
SSCR and rises up five steps until it reaches a WWCV mural chamber in the south 
corner of the building. The chamber contains a latrine. A cupboard in the south-west 
wall of this mural chamber was cut through when the fire flue was inserted (no 
doubt leaving the latrine chamber very smokey!). There were two narrow loops in 
the south-east wall to light the passage leading to the latrine chamber.

The spiral staircase continues to rise up to a demolished third floor chamber built 
over the second floor WWCV; the summit is now covered in grass.
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20. BALLYGRENNAN / CASTLE PARK

Barony — North Liberties (Limerick City)
Parish — St Munchin's 
Townland — Ballygrennan 
Westropp Site No 10
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [marked 'on site of castle']

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15600/15983 
SMR MN: 5:10
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

The stump of a tower house is supposedly incorporated into a later pavilion or 
summer-house. O'Donovan reported that a castle in the Parish of St Munchin's, in the 
townland of 'Ballygenan', had been 'converted into a dwelling house by Mr Deimage, 
the present proprietor, who remodelled all its original features' (1840, Vol 1, 19). The 
site is referred to in the following works: The Knight of Glin (1967, 28), de Breffney 
and ffolliott (1975, 135), Bence-Jones (1990, 74) and Spellissy and O'Brien (1989, 79).
The country house is 'a two storey, five bay, mid 18th-century house, regarded by the
Knight of Glin as possibly by Francis Bindon' [1690-1765] (Bence-Jones, 1990, 74). It 
was built for Edward Ormsby and then leased to a Limerick solicitor, Nicholas Smith, 
and then sold to Christopher Delmege [1785-1863] (Spellissy and O’Brien, 1989, 79). All 
the buildings had battlements added in the 19th century, and it may have been at this
time that Delmege incorporated part of an earlier castle into the complex as a pavilion
or summer-house, de Breffny and ffolliott, Bence-Jones, and Spellissy and O'Brien all 
state that the main 18th-century house was connected to the pavilion by a screen 
wall.

It is to be assumed that the pavilion is the two storey tower that lies to the east of the 
main house since this is indeed connected to the latter by a stepped battlemented 
screen wall. The three sources noted above, however, are indefinite as to the exact 
location of the pavilion. The present owner certainly believes that the two storey 
tower can be the only candidate. However, he does not believe that the pavilion is 
built on a foundation or stump of a tower house.

The first references I could trace for the advent of the tradition that a tower house 
stump was used in the construction of the pavilion was de Breffny and ffolliott. No 
information concerning the matter is to be found in the Knight of Glin's account of 
the life of Bindon (1967, 28). de Breffny and ffolliott are therefore either making the 
judgement themselves or else they may have heard some local tradition in the area 
that the castle was reused in the pavilion - perhaps originating from the account 
included in O'Donovan's Ordnance Survey Letters. It is very possible that the tower 
could be a flanker reused in the later building - this apparently occurred at 'The 
Turret', Ballingarry (Gazetteer Site No. 157) - since it lacks a base batter and has thin 
walls (approximately 70 cm thick).

The other possibility (remembering O'Donovan's comments and the fact that the 
house is marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map as being on the site of a castle) 
is that the house was built out of the rubble of a demolished castle and, while knowing 
that there was a castle here at one time, the pavilion was mistaken as having been 
built with a tower house in its core, rather than as a later, new construction in its 
own right.
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21. BALLYGRENNAN

Barony —- Coshmagh 
Parish — Uregare 
Townland — Ballygrennan 
Westropp Site No 188 
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 40 [marked] - 

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16343/13500 
SMR MN: 40:7 
Plan 9
Photograph 8
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 5
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989 / 23rd May 1991

By Limerick standards this is a relatively well known tower house site, in a good state 
of preservation, but with some threatening signs that it may soon follow the path of 
Caherelly West (Gazetteer Site No. 43) unless some drastic and well needed repair work 
is not carried out on the south-west corner of the building and also to the vault above 
the first floor main chamber. The value of the site should be appreciated when one 
considers that it is not just an isolated tower house standing by itself in a field, but
consists of a series of buildings of different phases, surrounded by a major bawn. In
The Civil Survey it is recorded as a castle with 'fishing weare' and orchard 
(Simington, 1938, 133), and these two elements should help us to remember that the 
tower house had a very definite economic and domestic role to play in late medieval 
society, as well as that of a defensive structure.

Originally held by Gerald, Earl of Kildare* the castle was given to the Ffoxe family in 
1583 after the Desmond rebellion. Between 1621 and 1657 it was in the ownership of
Dr. Melcalfe and a Mr. Jones, but reverted back to Ffoxe control after 1657, before
being sold to the Evans family in the latter half of the 17th century (Spellissy and 
O'Brien, 1989, 119). Parker visited the castle in 1858 and, calling it 'Ballygruffan 
Castle', stated that it 'consists of the ruins of a large fortified tower of the 16th
century, with a square tower in the centre, which is more perfect that the rest. There
are bartizans both to the tower and the outer walls; with corbels in imitation of the 
earlier examples, and single-light windows, with sloping sides and trefoil-heads, but 
all evidently imitation work of the 16th century' (1860, 169-70). It is evident that he 
did not realise that the tower house was of an earlier date than the other buildings in
the complex; he believed the entire complex was of one build.

THE CASTLE COMPLEX: The tower house is surrounded on all sides by a complex of 
courtyards or bawns, with substantial proportions of their walls still surviving. The 
bawn walls were defended on the ground level and from wall walks with gun loops 
and there were machicolations at the corners (e.g. the south-west corner). There
were gateways into the complex in the north wall and in the west wall. The latter has 
an arched doorway with an apex aperture and a yett chain guide hole in the north 
jamb. The tower house acted as a pivot around which the complex operated, with the 
internal space of the bawn being divided into two clear courtyards, one to the north 
and one to the south, each courtyard served by it's own gateway, with the earlier 
tower house acting as a central defensive point and manorial hall. The location of the 
two Elizabethan or 17th-century houses in the southern courtyard suggests that there
was an inner and and outer courtyard, one more private than the other.

Improvements were made to the tower house to give it a more residential appeal, with 
loops blocked at second floor level at the north-east corner and large mullioned 
windows inserted into earlier embrasures at second and third floor levels. The tower
house lacked base batter, except along the west side, and there was no trace found of a
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latrine chute exit. The building remains standing to third floor height, with an attic / 
parapet level above this. O'Donovan states that 'the second floor is destroyed; the third 
is arched [vaulted]. There was another floor over this, but it is now destroyed' (1840, 
Vol 2, 38). The removal of the steps from the spiral staircase means that access to any 
height above first floor is not possible. A pitched gable survives at the west end of the
building, with a tourelles at the north-east corner and a second at the south-west
corners. It would seem that the tourelles were operated from the parapet. There are 
two chimneys on the north wall. The positioning of the west gable indicates that the 
building was under a pitched roof that ran from east to west. A series of rainwater 
spouts are present along the north and south walls at parapet level. Ogee headed 
lights are visible at second and third floor in the west wall of the subsidiary 
chambers, one per floor level.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance to the building is in the south wall, although the 
doorway has been damaged and the lintel stones and most of the jamb stones have 
been removed. However, the lowest jamb stone on the west side of the doorway
survives. This stone contains the bottom section of a yett chain guide hole; the funnel
also survives. The roof of the entrance lobby is severely damaged but it may have 
contained a murder hole since there is a mural recess above the lobby at first floor 
level and this may have been the operating point for a murder hole. To the west side 
of the entrance lobby is the doorway into the staircase lobby, the stone steps of which 
have all been removed. The stair well at this level was lit by two narrow loops with 
flat SSCR embrasures. On the north side of the staircase lobby is a narrow doorway 
into a narrow passage that turns to the west and terminates with a narrow loop at the 
west wall. The passage is under a WWCV and may have been a guardroom or a cubby 
hole. The main chamber was under a wooden floor supported by sockets or put-log 
holes set along the north and south walls of the room. There is a cupboard and a 
double splayed loop in the south wall and a broken loop in the east wall - both loops 
having flat SSCR embrasures. The north wall contains a window that was inserted into 
a blocked doorway. The doorway is not an original feature and had been inserted into 
the wall at this point. Finally, to the west of the room was a narrow passage under a 
WWCV. The end wall of the passage had been demolished and a doorway with red brick 
jambs inserted in its place.

Main chamber 7.65 m long from east to west by 4.90 m wide from north to south 
North wall 1.55 m thick / South wall 1.35 m thick / East wall 1.60 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: The staircase is lit by two narrow loops. The subsidiary chamber is 
entered from the staircase. There is a light with broken jambs in the west wall and a 
doorway with red brick jambs inserted into the north wall. This doorway connect the 
tower house with the later houses lying to the north. The east wall of the chamber 
has collapsed and the chamber is under a WWCV running from north to south. A 
corbelled roofed passage connects the spiral staircase with the main chamber. The 
north wall contains two narrow loops with flat SSCR embrasures and a fireplace with 
some red brick lining the east side wall. There is an embrasure with a broken light in 
the east wall. The northern jamb has been rebuilt with red brick. A red brick lined 
cupboard is set in the south wall. This wall also contains a doorway into a mural recess 
that is positioned above the entrance lobby - probably where a murder hole was 
operated, although the evidence for this is lacking since the floor of the chamber has 
largely collapsed. There is a loop in the south wall of this mural recess, but the west 
jamb has been destroyed. This mural chamber was under a flat SSCR, while the main 
first floor chamber was under a WWCV running from east to west and is now in a 
precarious condition. Essential repairs are needed at this tower house if the vault is to 
be prevented from collapsing.

Main chamber 7.80 m long from east to west by 4.90 m wide from north to south. 
Subsidiary chamber (at greatest dimensions) 3.00 m long from north to south by 2.30 
m wide from east to west.
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Main chamber: North wall - 1.45 m thick / South wall - 1.35 m thick / East wall - 
1.60 m thick.

22. BALLYGUILLEATAGGLE

Barony — Connello Upper
Parish — Drehidtarsna
Townland --- Ballyguileataggle
Westropp Site No 343
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 38 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14604/13276 
SMR MN: 38:60 
Plan 10 
Photograph 9
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 1; E 
Date of visit: 6th-22nd June 1990

Molony (1905, 263) states that the castle was owned by John Lacy of Ballingarry in 
1583 and Westropp (1906-7, 226) records the building was granted to William Lacy in 
1612. Other than these two references the building and its history have been 
forgotten. Molony does mention that it is a 'truncated tower' and that 'farm buildings 
replace some of the ancient fabric' (1905, 263). Not much has changed here since the 
first decade of the 20th century. The castle is in the middle of a working farm and is 
used as a byre. It is still a free standing structure and not surrounded by farm sheds 
as was the case at Ballycahane (Gazetteer Site No. 16). It has been reduced in height so 
that nothing survives above first floor level.

Some embrasures and corners have been damaged by stone robbing but the structure 
is still sound since concrete repairs have been carried out at a number of points.
There is a base batter and the latrine chute exit is along the external face of the 
ground floor north wall, although it is now blocked by a farmshed built against this 
w all.

GROUND FLOOR: The original entrance into the tower house is in the east wall. The 
doorway has been rebuilt with a concrete lintel and jambs and it is assumed that the 
original entrance was framed by a peck decorated arched doorway similar to those 
found elsewhere in the building. The roof of the entrance lobby was a WWCV
running from east to west and no murder hole was recorded. To the south side of the
lobby is a doorway into the straight mural passage, with steps leading to a spiral 
staircase in the south-east corner of the building at first floor level. Illustration 2.4
shows the type of corbelling used in the roof of the mural passage which has only
been found at one other tower house in the county, Ballyvoghan (Gazetteer Site No. 
29), but is also recorded by Cairns at Dromenahane in Co Tipperary (1984, Vol 2, Fig 2). 
To the north side of the lobby is the broken doorway into the subsidiary chamber. The 
entrance has been replaced by a concrete wall, approximately 1.40 m in height. There 
is a narrow loop in the east wall of this chamber, with a small cupboard or nook set 
above this (but not shown on Plan 10a). The loop has a flat SSCR while the roof of the 
chamber itself is a WWCV running from east to west. The north wall of the room has 
been demolished, revealing the latrine chute in the wall thickness.

The doorway from the lobby to the main chamber has had a concrete lintel inserted.
In the south wall is a large embrasure, now nearly blocked up with concrete, and also 
a cupboard. In the west wall is an embrasure with narrow loop flanked on either side 
by large recesses. The dividing walls between the two recesses and the west 
embrasure have been removed, although a later concrete wall has been added to
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Illustration 2.4 A corbel-supported stepped stone slab corbelled roof, as 
found at Ballyguilleataggle (Gazetteer Site No. 22) and Ballyvoghan 
(Gazetteer Site No. 29).

Not to scale



replace the southern dividing wall. All the embrasures in the chamber have WWCV 
roofs, as do the two recesses in the west wall. Running along the north side of the 
chamber is a cattle manger, filled by the farmer from a doorway that has been
inserted into the WWCV embrasure in this wall. There is also a cupboard in the wall
and a damaged example in the east wall of the room. The presence of three cupboards 
and two wall recesses suggests that this chamber was well equiped for storage 
p u rp o ses .

The chamber was under a timber floor that was set upon timber beams running from 
the north wall to south wall, the ends of which were housed in sockets or put-log 
holes. A section has been removed from the north wall external face by stone 
robbing at the point between the inserted modern doorway to the cattle manger and 
the farm-shed.

Main chamber 5.65 m long from east to west by 4.40 m wide from north to south.
North wall - 1.95 m thick South wall - 2.05 m thick 
West wall - 1.90 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: The spiral staircase (lit by a narrow light in the south wall) begins at
this floor level. It completes a quarter-turn to reach the peck decorated arched 
doorway into the first floor main chamber. The chamber is under a WWCV running 
from east to west. There is a cupboard and WWCV embrasure with blocked loop and 
damaged floor in the south wall. Two cupboards, one on either side of a WWCV 
embrasure, are present in the west wall. The roof of the embrasure has been cut 
through indicating that it may have been reused as a fireplace and a flue. The floor of 
the embrasure has also been damaged. There is a similar WWCV embrasure in the 
north wall, with damaged floor and blocked loop. Another quarter turn of the stair 
leads to a second peck decorated arched doorway through which access is gained to 
the subsidiary chamber. There is a crude hanging eye to the top inner east side of the
doorway and a drawbar channel to the inner west side. The room is under a WWCV
running from north to south and there are two cupboards in the west wall and a
cupboard and damaged opening with flat SSCR embrasure in the east wall. The
staircase continues to rise up to the demolished second floor level. There is a light in 
the east wall of the stairwell (lacking its jambs and lintel) and the remnants of the 
floor of a second example in the south wall.

23. BALLYMACSHANEBOY

Barony —- Coshlea
Parish — Kilquaine
Townland — Ballymacshaneboy
Westropp Site No 264
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 55 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 
National grid co-ordinate: 15918/12057 
SMR MN: 55:16
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

'There was a castle in a valley in the townland of Ballymacshaneboy about half a mile 
north-west of the old church above described [Kilquaine]. Part of the arch [vault] 
belonging to this building is still remaining’ (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 92). No trace of 
the 'arch' could be found in the field where the castle once stood. In The Civil Survey  
it is mentioned as 'an old ruinous castle' (Simington, 1938, 241).
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24. BALLYNANTYMORE

Barony — North Liberties (Limerick City)
Parish — Killeely
Townland — Ballynanty More
Westropp Site No 20
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15877/15904 
SMR MN: 5:13
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

O'Dowd states that 'near the railway bridge on the road to Castle Park [Gazetteer Site 
No. 20] there was formerly a castle, which is marked on the Ordnance maps but it 
requires a close scrutiny now to detect any trace of its foundations' (1890, 111).
The site of this castle is now buried under a modern housing estate.

25. BALLYNASH

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish —- Askeaton 
Townland — Ballynash 
Westropp Site No 294
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 10-11 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13314/15324 
SMR MN: 10:52
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

A castle is recorded in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 306).

26. BALLYNEETY / WHITESTOWN

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish —- Cahernarry
Townland — Ballyneety
Westropp Site No 39
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16288/15007 
SMR MN: 14:61
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8

The Civil Survey records that 'Lawrence Comyn of Whitestowne, Irish Papist' held the 
property with 'a Castle a lardge bawen & an orchard' (Simington, 1938, 83).
Whitestown is named after the family White: 'Helenus White, Esq. J P of Limerick 
possesses a pedigree on illuminated vellum, which shows that Richard White, the first 
of the family, came from England to Limerick, in AD 1418, and acquired great honour 
and reputation. He settled at Ballyneety, so called from his name (Whitestown) in the 
county of Limerick, says the pedigree, and afterwards acquired the estate of 
Ballynanty in said county. From this Richard White of Ballyneaty [sic] descended 
several families of the name. Richard built the Castle and Church of Ballyneaty [sic] ,
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and began the building of the Church of Ballynanty, which after his death was 
finished by his son and heir, who acquired the estate of of Tullabrackey, where he 
also built a church' (Lenihan, 1866, 140). The 1923 edition Ordnance Survey  six-inch 
map marks Ballyneety House as the site of the castle.

27. BALLYNEETY / SARSFEELD’S ROCK

Barony — Coonagh
Parish — Templebredon
Townland Ballyneety North
Westropp Site No 103
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 33 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17816/14054 
SMR MN: 33:40/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

Confused with Oola by Spellissy and O'Brien (1989, 238), this was the location for the 
successful night attack of 11-12th August 1690 upon a Williamite siege train on its 
way to Limerick City by the Earl of Lucan, Patrick Sarsfield, and a force of some 600 
Jacobites. The castle stood on the summit of a rocky knoll. The area has now been 
landscaped by the 'Sarsfield Memorial Committee' under the guidance of the Very Rev 
PJ Canon Lee, PP 1958-77, who was the driving force behind the 'renovating' of this 
'historic rock'. This information is recorded on a plaque at the site, erected in memory 
of the priest. On the summit is a short stretch of foundation coursing, 1.10 m thick and 
3.30 m long. Two or three courses of stone survive in places to a height of c 80 cm.

28. BALLYTRASNA

Barony — Coonagh
Parish — Grean
Townland —  Ballytrasna
Westropp Site No 101
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 24 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17424/14534 
SMR MN: 24:39
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

In 1600 the castle was held by the O'Briens against the advancing forces of Carew who 
viewed it as a strong building only to be won by the use of cannon. However, the 
O'Briens fled as Carew approached, leaving behind them a large supply of grain 
(Lynch, 1896, 345). 'The next day the army marched to a castle called Ballitrarsny, 
belonging to Moroughe Kewghe, one of the Brians, which stood near a great fastness, 
being very commodious, both to open the passage from Limerick to Cashel, and to 
hinder the rebels from coming out of Kilquige into Conniloghe. The rebels of the 
ward, as soon as they saw the army draw towards them, quitted the castle, which was 
not to be won but by the cannon; and therein was found great plenty of grain, 
whereof some was largely bestowed amongst the troops of horse, some sent to 
Limerick by the soldiers, and yet enough left to suffice the ward for one whole year' 
(O'Grady, 1896, Vol 1, 62-3). O'Donovan recorded that 'the foundation stones and small 
portions of the walls of an old castle remain but they are very much broken and 
disfigured. The length of this castle was about 55 feet and its breadth about 24 feet'
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(1840, Vol 2, 41). Lynch reported that the castle site was haunted (according to local 
tradition) and that it must be 'a very eerie place' (ibid).

29. BALLYVOGHAN

Barony — Shanid 
Parish — Rathronan 
Townland — Ballyvoghan 
Westropp Site No 395 
Hasson Site No 12 [Cahermoyle]
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 28 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12752/14067 
SMR MN: 28:12 
Plan 11
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 2 
Date of visit: 6th-22nd June 1990

The walls of this castle are of roughly cut blocks of rubble of crude appearance and,
with the exception of one surviving door jamb within the building, the structure 
lacks any of the well cut and peck decorated features found so often at other Limerick 
tower houses. There is a corner tower to the south side of the building, of the same 
date as the rest of the castle, containing a latrine chute operated from the first and 
(now obliterated) second floor levels which empties at ground floor. The external wall 
faces are base battered. The castle has farm buildings built up against its east wall and 
is set on the boundary between two farms. The walls of the castle are covered in ivy 
and the area to the west of the building is overgrown. This made it difficult to 
interpret the architecture of the building on the outside. The corners of the building 
have all suffered some degree of damage and stone removal.

GROUND FLOOR: The doorway into the castle is in the north wall, although the opening
has been widened to allow the use of the building for agricultural purposes at a later
date; this later doorway may have been positioned where the original doorway into
the castle existed. The ground floor consists of a single large room under a wooden
floor that was supported on timber beams running from the north to south walls, the
beam ends housed in sockets or put-log holes. There were also offsets along the west
and east walls that were also involved in supporting the floor over this chamber. In
the north wall of the building was a double splayed loop. The embrasure floor has
been damaged, with a WWCV over the embrasure. In the east wall was a second
embrasure that has been blocked up and all evidence of roofing and the position of 
the loop now destroyed.

The west wall of the chamber has been damaged slightly, but enough has survived in
the south-west corner to be able to suggest how the castle functioned in this area.
There is a recess on the west wall face and the recess lies under a relieving arch. To 
the south of the recess is the west jamb of a destroyed arched doorway which gave 
access to a lobby under a WWCV. To the east side of the lobby is the entrance to a wall 
stair along the south wall. The northern side wall of the wall stair passage has been 
severely damaged and the stone steps removed. The wall stair ascends to the first floor
of the building. There are no loops in the wall to give light to the stairs and the
passage itself is under a corbel supported stepped SSCR of similar kind as found at 
Ballyguilleataggle (Gazetteer Site No. 22 & Illustration 2.4).

Main chamber 7.15 m long from east to west by 5.15 m wide from north to south 
North wall - 2.00 m thick East wall - 2.35 m thick
West wall - 2.30 m thick South wall - 2,75 m thick
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FIRST FLOOR: The main chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west with a 
series of sockets or put-log holes along the north and south walls indicating where 
the vault centring was postioned. There are no architectural features in the north or 
south walls of the room; perhaps the builders did not wish to weaken the springing 
line of the vault. In the east wall is an embrasure with WWCV and damaged opening. 
There is a similar embrasure and loop in the west wall, again with WWCV and damaged 
opening. In the southern side wall of the west wall embrasure is a doorway into a 
mural passage that runs along the west wall to the south-west corner of the building; 
access could not be gained to this mural passage, and no loops could be seen from 
outside due to the presence of ivy covering the external wall face of this area.

The wall stair in the south wall continues up to a lobby area in the east wall of the 
tower house. The northern wall of the staircase has been demolished. It is probable 
that there was a doorway at this point on the northern wall of the staircase that gave 
access to the main chamber. To the south side of the lobby is a narrow flat lintelled 
doorway into the corner tower; a latrine is located in this tower. There is a crude 
hanging eye to the top inner eastern side of the doorway. The latrine chamber is 
under a WWCV roof running from north to south and there is a light with flat SSCR
embrasure in the east wall. A second example is set in the west wall. The latrine chute
is quite large (it may have been a two-person latrine).

The wall stair turns northwards at the lobby and runs upward through the thickness 
of the east wall to what was originally the second floor area of the building which is 
now demolished. It has a corbel supported stepped SSCR and one loop with flat SSCR
has survived in the east wall.

First floor main chamber 7.15 m long from east to west by 5.15 m wide from north to 
sou th
North wall - 1.65 m thick South wall - 2.55 m thick
East wall - 2.00 m thick West wall - 2.00 m thick

DISCUSSION: The corner tower, the positioning of the wall stair, the corbel supported 
stepped SSCR, and the lack of good quality stone work at this tower house all add up to 
make this a unique site. Westropp found no date for the site earlier than 1582 (1906-7, 
246). This does not mean that the castle was of late 16th-century date, but it shows that 
there is no documentary evidence to support an earlier date for the building. It is as 
if the castle was constructed either by inexperienced masons or else by a family with 
limited resources. There was no evidence to suggest that a doorway into the building 
was positioned in the west wall leading into the staircase lobby; if we assume that the
original doorway into the tower house was located where the present altered doorway
is positioned, then the plan of this site is different from other tower houses in the 
county since the staircase is not located near to the main entrance. A visitor wishing 
to reach the upper floor levels would have had to enter the ground floor main 
chamber by the doorway in the north wall, then cross the ground floor main
chamber to the doorway into the staircase lobby in the south-west corner and then
proceed up the wall stair situated in the south wall.
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30. BALLYVORNEEN

Barony Clanwilliam 
Parish —- Caherconlish 
Townland — Ballyvorneen 
Westropp Site No 68
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 23 [marked on 1928 Edition]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16997/14696 
SMR MN: 23:26 
Photograph 10
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

A castle, bawn and orchard are recorded in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 68) and 
Lynch recounts that this MacClancy castle and Caherelly West (Gazetteer Site No. 43) 
were the only two castles in the barony of Clanwilliam that were not owned by the 
Burke family (1896, 348). The building is of great importance since it is an example of 
a tower house converted into a dwelling house for servants. The modifications carried 
out as a result of this mean that Irish vernacular and tower house architecture are 
combined together in the one building. It was still occupied until ten years ago when 
its owner, Mr O'Riordan, built a new bungalow across the farmyard. It is now falling
rapidly into poor condition and the owner did not wish me to go upstairs since the
wooden floors are near to collapse.

At ground floor level some elements of the original tower house architecture have 
survived: a later living room and hall were added to the south side of the castle 
ground floor, but the original doorway into the tower house continued in use as the 
main entrance into the farmhouse. It is a peck decorated arched doorway of the type 
found at other castles in the county, but it has been whitewashed over countless 
times. The tower house base batter has also survived along the south wall, as too has 
an embrasure and narrow light. The light has been blocked up but above the 
embrasure is a stone corbel, of the type used to support the timber beams of a floor in 
a tower house. A blocked up large embrasure is present in the east wall with a later 
window inserted into it. In the north wall of the room was a large fireplace, some 2.25 
m wide.

Since it was unoccupied the building has been used as a junk store; if this was 
removed and the wallpaper and whitewash taken off the inside walls, then more 
information could be gathered concerning the architecture and chronological 
development of the building. The owner's mother told me that it had been a three 
story building with thatched roof, but that it was taken down a story and a slate roof 
added. Across the yard where cattle sheds now stand, was located the 'Big House' that 
replaced the tower house as a dwelling place. As previously noted, the renovated 
castle became the residence for servants; this was also the case at Rathurd (Gazetteer 
Site No. 153). It was not possible to ascertain if it was only the ground floor 
foundations of the tower house that were incorporated into the renovated structure. A 
medieval carved head has been inserted on the external face of the north wall. 
Externally, the length of the tower house section of the building was some 11.50 m 
with a width of approximately 9 m. The future of this site looks bleak, since the longer 
it is unoccupied the more dangerous it will become. It is very probable that the whole 
structure will be pulled down in the interests of safety. A full survey of this 
important site is urgently required.
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31. BALL Y WILLI AM

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish — Rathkeale 
Townland --- Ballywilliam 
Westropp Site No 321
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: unavailable 
SMR MN: 29:129 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

'There was a castle on Ballywilliam West Townland, of which only a confused heap of 
ruins now remains. Its dimensions could not be taken' (O’Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 63).
The exact location of the castle is not certain. The SMR, therefore, have not included a 
national grid reference for the site.

32. BEAGH / IVERUSS

Barony — Kenry 
Parish —- Iveruss 
Townland — Beagh 
Westropp Site No 141 
Hasson Site No 17
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 3 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13577/15700 
SMR MN: 3:2 
Plan 12 
Photograph 11
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 1; C 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Set picturesquely on the bank of the Shannon, this was once the location for a ferry 
crossing point across the river to Co Clare (Westropp, 1906-7, 155). The castle was 
described as being in a ruinous condition in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 359). 
The doorway and lower windows have been gridded to prevent children getting into 
the building, since it is in a dangerous condition above first floor level. There is no 
base batter, and one sees here what Dysert (Gazetteer Site No. 85), the other 
Typological corpus Group 1, Type C tower house, probably looked like before a base 
batter was added to its walls. The castle was built with uneven courses of stone blocks 
with fine quoin stones at the corners, although these have been subject to stone 
r o b b i n g .

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the east wall. The doorway is very plain, with a 
relieving arch over it. The doorway's north jamb is still in place. There are traces of 
timber beam planking above the entrance lobby which seem to be original. To either 
side of the entrance doorway are draw bar channels and there is a murder hole in the 
roof of the small lobby. On the south side of the lobby is a doorway into the spiral 
staircase. To the west side of the doorway is a draw bar channel, and to the top inner 
western side is a hanging eye. The steps of the stairs were often made of two slabs 
placed together to form one step. A narrow loop in the south wall lit the staircase. The 
light, like many set in the stairwell at all levels in the building, had been damaged.
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The main chamber is entered from a doorway on the west side of the entrance lobby.
There is a draw bar channel on the inner north side of the doorway. The main
chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west, and there is no subsidiary 
chamber at this floor level. In the south wall is a cupboard, with a second example set 
in the west wall. The north wall contains a WWCV embrasure with blocked light.
There is a damaged area along the north wall that has been robbed of stone. There 
had been a latrine chute exit point along the external face of the north wall near to 
the north-east corner of the building, but this had been blocked up. Originally, the 
positioning of this chute would have allowed waste matter to be jettisoned into the 
Shannon since the north side of the castle lies next to the river. To the west side of 
the tower house adjoins a building with three parallel ground floor vaults. The vaults 
run from north to south; this is the building that O'Donovan in 1840 recorded as being 
the 'Battery' [gun emplacement] (O'Corrbui, 1975, 40). The Battery is built of a stone 
slabs with some red brick within its walls. The vaults are not wickerwork centred but
have been centred using long wooden planks. The Battery was located here to defend
the Shannon.

Main chamber 5.50 m long from east to west by 4.00 m wide from north to south
North wall - 2.20 m thick South wall - 2.40 m thick
East wall - 2.40 m thick West wall - 2.20 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: A peck decorated arched doorway leads from the staircase to the first 
floor lobby. Directly to the north of the doorway, in the floor of the lobby, is the 
operating point for the murder hole. To the north side of the lobby is a doorway (with 
hanging eye to the top inner western side) that leads into a flat SSCR mural passage
in the thickness of the east wall. The passage leads to a latrine in the north-east
corner. There are five steps (now demolished) rising up to the north-east corner of 
the building where the latrine is located (the chute is now blocked). There were three 
loops in the east wall of the mural passage, which had been modified for use as 
gunloops.

The first floor main chamber is entered from the west side of the entrance lobby. The 
chamber has a large, damaged fireplace in the south wall and a badly damaged 
embrasure in the north wall. There are two cupboards in the west wall and a third 
example in the south wall. A large WWCV embrasure in the west wall has also been 
severely damaged. Three corbels and a put-log hole along the north wall and two 
corbels along the south wall indicate that there was a wooden floor over this
chamber. The space between the wooden floor and the collapsed WWCV (running
from east to west) which covered the main chamber may have been occupied by a loft 
which was reached by a wooden staircase or ladder from the first floor main chamber 
since there is no doorway into this level from the spiral staircase. The loft was lit by a 
WWCV embrasure in the west wall and there is a damaged fireplace in the south wall.

Main chamber: 6.70 m long from east to west by 5.10 m wide from north to south 
North wall - 1.50 m thick South wall - 1.90 m thick
West wall - 1.90 m thick East wall - 1.85 m thick

SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase continues up to the second floor level, where a 
mural passage in the east wall leads to the latrine in the north wall. The main 
chamber lacks a fireplace and the only architectural feature to survive is an 
embrasure with double ogee headed loop in the north wall. The remnants of a WWCV 
survive over the chamber. Due to the dangerous condition of the building at this level 
it was not possible to make a floor plan.
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33. BLOSSOM'S GATE, KILMALLOCK

Barony — Killmallock
Parish — St Peter's & St Paul's
Townland — Abbeyfarm
Westropp Site No: Kilmallock Town Gate No 5
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16084/12786 
SMR MN: 47:22 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 3 
Date of visit: 6-14th July 1989

While it is true to say that Blossom’s Gate in Emmet Street, once Blossom Street, is not a 
'tower house', it is included in this Gazetteer as an excellently preserved example of a 
late medieval town gate. A view of the west side of the building is given in Seoighe's 
booklet (1988, 5) and it shows that the building has an architectural style to King's 
Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 120) in Sarsfield Street.

This may be due to the fact that the latter building was possibly a town gate that was 
reused as a central defensive position after the expansion of the medieval town 
northwards along Sheares Street. This necessitated the extension of the town walls to 
encompass the new developments and the construction of another town gate, St.
John's Gate, which has now been demolished (Seoighe, 1988, 2).

The ground floor of the building was pierced by an archway through which access
was gained to and from the town. To the south of this archway was a staircase leading
to the first floor where there is a small room over the archway lit by ogee headed
loops in the west and east walls. The staircase continues up to a second / parapet level. 
There are three narrow loops on the west wall at each floor level giving light to the 
staircase. Access could not be obtained to view the inside of the building.

34. BOLANE

Barony — Kenry 
Parish — Kildimo 
Townland — Bolane 
Westropp Site No 163 
Hasson Site No 15
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 12 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14429/15337 
SMR MN: 12:7 
Plan 13
Photograph 12
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

The tower house 'stands on a low rock overlooking the Maigue valley and northwards 
into Clare' (Westropp, 1906-7, 162). 'William Cham McRichard McWilliam is free tenant 
of the castle and land of Beolane' (McEnery, no date, f33d, paragraph 555). It was 
destroyed or slighted by Sir William Waller for Parliament in 1651 (O'Corrbui, 1975, 41; 
63). The building is in a state of preservation similar to Garraunboy (Gazetteer Site No. 
97) and Cragg, Co Tipperary (Appendix 6, T34), since the north front, containing the 
entrance area, staircase and subsidiary chambers, has been demolished from ground
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floor up. The walls of the structure are of courses of squared blocks of masonry with 
fine cut ashlar quoins and windowheads and there is a base batter. Near the north
east corner on the east wall at ground floor level is a latrine chute exit.

GROUND FLOOR: The original entrance to the building was in the north wall. Only the 
east wall of the entrance lobby is still intact. The floor over the entrance lobby has 
been destroyed. To the west side of the lobby was a doorway which led to a passage 
connecting to the spiral staircase in the north-west corner of the building - now 
totally destroyed. The doorway from the entrance lobby to the main chamber has 
been damaged and the west jamb is demolished. However, a draw bar channel has
survived. The main chamber was under a wooden floor supported on irregular, crude
corbels along the west and east walls, with put-log holes in the south wall. There are 
two large WWCV embrasures along the west wall, both of which have had their lights 
blocked with concrete. There is a similar embrasure in the east wall and another in 
the south wall. The embrasure floors are damaged but the splayed lights are still open. 
In the north-west and south-west corners of the room were corner loops with flat 
SSCR embrasures. The south-west example is blocked with concrete. The north-west 
example ran beneath the spiral staircase and would have originally opened out onto
the north wall face near the north-west corner of the building.

Main chamber 5.40 m long from north to south by 4.45 m wide from east to west 
South wall - 1.50 m thick / East wall - 2.10 m thick / West wall - 1.85 m thick

LOFT OVER GROUND FLOOR LEVEL: The area over the ground floor main chamber lies 
under a WWCV running from north to south. There was no entrance into this room
from the spiral staircase, which suggests that it was a loft reached by means of either
a wooden staircase or ladder from the ground floor main chamber. There is a WWCV 
embrasure in the south wall with narrow light. The room lacks any other 
architectural features. There are certain similarities between the floor plan at this
level and that at Minard in Co Kerry (see Cuppage, 1986, 375-8).

To the north of the building, at a corresponding level to the loft, is a narrow mural
passage over the entrance lobby. The area is severely damaged but enough masonry 
survives to allow us to hypothesise its original plan. The lack of evidence of a stone 
floor at the east end of the passage, directly over the entrance lobby, may indicate 
that there was a murder hole positioned here, now destroyed. It is, however, more 
probable that the passage had a wooden floor set on an offset ledge present along the 
south face of the passage. Access to the mural passage would have been from the 
spiral staircase, although no doorway survives (such is the level of damage caused to
the north wall face of the building). Only a section of stairwell (minus stone steps)
survives. It was estimated that the steps themselves had a radius of c90 cm.

FIRST FLOOR: Since there is now no staircase, the only way to get to the first floor of 
the building was to climb up the building's shattered north face. This proved to 
dangerous to contemplate. The south and parts of the east and west walls survive, and 
the first floor main chamber was originally under a WWCV running from north to 
south, only a meagre portion of which is still in place. Nothing remains of the
staircase and subsidiary chamber in the northern part of the building. The location
of the subsidiary chamber is suggested by a latrine chute in the east wall near the 
north-east corner of the building. Access to the latrine may have been from a mural 
passage along the east wall, or else from a mural passage in the north wall which 
connected with the spiral staircase in the north-west corner. On the south-west 
corner of the main chamber is a narrow corner loop with peck decorated flat jambs 
and windowhead.

UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: Above the first floor level was the second floor level, only the 
south wall of which survives. There is an embrasure with a mullioned window (the 
mullion has been removed) and a hood mould. The stone-work of this window is of the
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finest quality. A string course runs around the external face of the south wall and
south-east and south-west corners above the second floor level. This aesthetically 
pleasing feature is set just below the parapet level of the building, and no doubt it 
originally proceeded around the entire circuit of the tower house, protecting the 
walls from staining by rain water. Above the second floor level is the parapet level of
the building. No evidence survives to indicate how the building was roofed. A raised
portion of wall at the south-west corner which may be the remnants of a guard room 
or turret, with narrow loops present in the south and west walls near to the south
west corner itself. No crenellation has survived.

35. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE, LOUGH GUR / CASTLE DOON

Barony —- Small County
Parish — Knockainy
Townland — Lough Gur
Westropp Site No 210
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-odinate: 16475/14105 
SMR MN: 32:22/34 
Plan 14
Photographs 13, 14 & 15 
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 1; A

A fine example of a 15th-century tower house (Leask, 1951, 158), Bourchier's Castle is 
situated near the shores of Lough Gur, a small lake set among limestone hills and 
roughly 'C' shaped. 'The rocky peninsula of Knockadoon is set within the arms of the 
C, the lake being to the north, west, and south and there is a marshy area to the east' 
(O'Kelly and O'Kelly, 1978, 9). In Illustration 2.5 the tower house can be seen to be 
located at the northern side of Knockadoon.

The documentary evidence compiled in Westropp (1906-7, 179) would suggest that the 
present structure is perhaps 'a re edification of an earlier castle' on the same site 
(O'Kelly and O'Kelly, 1978, 11). Contrary to what Cleary states (1982b, 97), Westropp 
does not give the building a date of 1285 for construction (Westropp, 1906-7, 179). 
Rather, he records that the date of 1287 for de Clare holding the dun at Lough Gur and
states that 'the castles [Bourchier's and the neighbouring Black Castle] were built in
the 15th century and held by the Earls of Desmond as one of their chief seats' (ibid).
While it is debatable whether such a date may be ascribed to the Black Castle (one of
13th century is suggested by the O'Kellys - 1978, 17), Westropp is correct to say that 
the tower house was probably built after 1450 (1907a, 40). Indeed, contrary to Leask's 
opinion (1951, 158), the architecture would indicate a 16th century construction date, 
since gun loops were incorporated in the building.

The water level of Lough Gur has decreased since post famine drainage schemes in
1847 'and its extent diminished from 232 statute acres to 184 statute acres' (Cleary, 
1982a, 20). Prior to the afore mentioned drainage schemes the area to the east of 
Knockadoon was under water (see Illustration 2.5). This area is now a marsh, and at 
each end of this marsh is a 'nearly solid strip of land connecting with the hill'
(O'Kelly and O'Kelly, 1978, 9). It was on these two solid strips that the castles were 
constructed, Bourchiers at the north end and the Black Castle at the south end. With 
Knockadoon virtually an island, the castles would have guarded the only two land 
passages onto the hill, rendering it a strong defensive position. At the Black Castle the 
main route of access was via an artificial stone causeway (Cleary, 1982b, 97).
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Illustration 2.5 Lough Gur (after Cleary, 1982a, 14, Figure 13).
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Illustration 2.6 (a) Hypothetical reconstruction of a two-section 
tower house.
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(b) Dineley's sketch of Bourchier's Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 35).
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From contemporary accounts it is clear that the hill was regarded as an island. In 
1536 Lord Grey described Bourchier's Castle as standing 'very pleasantly upon the foot 
of an Iland, containing 80 acres ... warded more by nature than by man's hand' 
(Westropp, 1906-7, 179). The Desmond Survey also suggests that the castle stood on an 
island (see quotation below) and during the 1642 siege the defenders state that the day 
after St. Patrick day their 'Iland was besieged' (Welply, 1919, 80; see also Appendix 8).

The history of the tower house confirms the strategic importance of the site. T h e
Desmond__Survey states that it was 'a large and very fine castle in good condition and
repair which was the chief house of the late Earl with an iron door at the entrance 
and very strongly situated at the foot of a round mountain (one part of which is 
stony) towards the east: the castle and mountain shut in a fishery otherwise called a 
lough, full of fish: the castle contains nine sleeping rooms and two reception rooms: a 
barbican of stone surrounds it having a small round tower built at every corner for 
defence. There are two entrances to the castle one on the east side by a narrow 
causeway and two gates, the other on the south-west of the castle where there is 
another small castle or peel with drawbridge and there within the said island as 
thereof and near the castle on the north side are an orchard and garden. To the same 
castle belong divers other buildings or cottages with gardens adjacent and belonging 
to them built near said castle where dwell divers tenants' (McEnery, no date, f5, 
paragraph 388).

After the Desmond rebellion it was granted to Sir George Bourchier and in 1600 Carew
was able to take the castle without resorting to an assault after the Desmond
'governour' proved 'accessible to a bribe and surrendered the fortress for sixty
pounds' (Westropp, 1907a, 156). The survey of 1622 states that the castle 'of Logher is
covered, and there hath been little cost bestowed upon it; but it is intended that it 
shortly be well repaired and a strong bawn built to it' (Dunlop, 1924, 130). The plan to 
construct a 'strong bawn' is of interest considering The Desmond Survey recorded 
that the castle already had a 'barbican of stone' surrounding it. Perhaps it was felt
that this did not have sufficient defensive strength. In 1641, as has been previously
noted above, the castle was besieged by the Confederates for a period of 24 weeks,
after which time the defenders surrendered. An account of the siege given by two of
the castle's constables has survived (Welply, 1919; see Appendix 8). In the 
Cromwellian period the castle was used as one in a series of garrison points for the 
purpose of keeping the eastern border of the county secure and the road from 
Limerick to Kilmallock, Emly and Cashel open. Other castles used in the series were 
Galbally, Greenan, Ballyvoreen, Brittas, Tough and Kilmallock (Westropp, 1907a, 164).

The documentary evidence shows that the tower house was not an isolated feature on 
the landscape. The passage quoted from The Desmond Survey lists a number of other 
buildings, while the 1642 account of the siege makes reference in passing to a brew 
house, a pidgeon house, a stable, and a kitchen adjoining the tower house - the latter 
being used as a cemetery during the worst stages of the conflict (Welply, 1919, 80; see 
Appendix 8). Dineley made a sketch of the castle (a portion of which has been 
redrawn in Illustration 2.6). The sketch shows Bourchier's Castle, the ruins of the 
Black Castle and Rathcannon in the distance, the gatehouse, the New Church, barns, 
stables and a pigeon house. It also shows 'the Long bridge with drawbridges'. The 
lough appears to encircle the entire mountain and in his accompanying text he states 
that the castle is situated 'in an island of about a mile in circumference encompass'd 
with a large and deep Lough or Poole' (1864-7, 195).

Since the publication of Grene Barry's article in 1903 certain renovations have been 
carried out on the castle. A photograph of the building included with the article 
shows a damaged roof top / parapet level. The castle now has a flat concrete roof and 
has been plastered with cement within. A fireplace and flue were added, rising 
through the floor levels of the main chamber and built of concrete blocks. Doors
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were hung in certain chambers and new panes of glass inserted in rebuilt
embrasures. At fourth floor level on the staircase the date of 9th July 1930 was
inscribed in the cement plastering. Since the building was used by various 
archaeologists as a base during excavations (pers. comm: Mr. J. Daly), then the 
renovations may date to that time. However, the late Sean P. O'Riordain did not begin
his famed excavations at Lough Gur until 1936 (O'Kelly and O'Kelly, 1978, 7), so it is
more likely that the building was restored by the then owners, the de Salis family. It 
is probably because of this work that the tower house is in such a good state of 
preservation. At the time of writing there are plans afoot to restore and open the 
building to the public as a further tourist amenity for the area. I should finally like to 
thank Mr. J. Daly (the caretaker of the castle) for surrendering a day of his holiday 
in the summer of 1989 to allow me to carry out my survey of the building.

EXTERNAL INFORMATION: This is an example of a two-section tower house (see 
Photograph 14 & Illustration 2.6). The castle is built of coursed, squared blocks of 
stone, with fine dressed quoin stones at the corners. There is a base batter which runs 
around the building and a latrine chute exit in the external face of the north wall at 
ground floor level. There are ogee headed lights and large mullioned windows with 
fine hood moulds together with plain narrow loops with flat lintelled windowheads 
(particularly concentrated on the upper levels of the north wall, lighting the 
staircase and latrine mural passageway).

The original doorway is in the east wall. The doorway is peck decorated and has an 
arched head. There is an outer rebate to house a yett, and a yett chain guide hole in 
the south jamb. The provision of a yett has supporting evidence in the documentation 
of the castle, where The Desmond Survey makes mention of an 'iron door' at the 
entrance (see quotation above).

The tower house is unique in that it has still got a wooden door hanging at the 
entrance (see Photograph 15), and one of obvious antiquity with one small, round 
shot hole near its centre. The door is constructed of five planks of wood held together 
at the back with cross planks. The outer surface has been studded with iron nails. The 
bottom third of the door has been repaired with planks.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance doorway has an apex aperture. In the WWCV roof of the 
entrance lobby is a murder hole. On the south side of the lobby is an arched doorway 
with a hanging eye to the top inner western side of the door. This is the entrance to
the subsidiary chamber, in the floor of which is a basement (or possibly a dungeon),
with no evident form of access down to it. The subsidiary chamber had a wooden floor 
(now removed) and lies under a WWCV running from north to south. There is a 
cupboard in the west wall, a narrow loop with a shot hole in the south wall and a loop
in the east wall. The east wall also contains an original fireplace and the yett chain
funnel. In the northern side wall of the lobby is a cupboard and an arched doorway 
leading to the spiral staircase in the north-east corner of the building. To the top 
inner eastern side of the doorway is a hanging eye. The staircase is lit by a narrow 
loop with a shot hole.

An arched doorway to the west side of the entrance lobby leads through to the main 
chamber. There is a hanging eye the top inner northern side of the doorway. The 
chamber is under a wooden floor. A series of stone corbels ran along the north and 
south walls, supporting timber beams that ran along the north and south walls and 
the ends of which were housed in put-log holes in the west and east walls. A second 
series of timber beams then lay on top of these beams and spanned the room from 
north to south, each end of the six beams being housed in put-log holes along the 
north and south walls. Finally, on top of these six timber beams were placed timber 
planks running from east to west.
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In the north wall was a WWCV embrasure that has been damaged and blocked. This 
wall also contains a cupboard. In the west wall was a similar WWCV embrasure with 
blocked light. In the south wall was a cupboard and a WWCV embrasure that has been 
broken through to form a large, barn-like, doorway. In the east wall is an inserted 
fireplace, built of concrete blocks.

Subsidiary chamber 3.95 m long from north to south by 3.05 m wide from east to west 
Main chamber 8.15 m long from east to west by 6.35 m wide from north to south 
North wall - 2.45 m thick / South wall - 2.00 m thick / West wall - 1.85 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: There is a narrow light in east wall of the stairwell. An arched doorway 
leads from the spiral staircase into the subsidiary chamber. This room has been 
plastered with cement and was originally under a wooden floor set on stone corbels 
along the east and west walls. The north wall contains a small cupboard and there is 
an original fireplace and cupboard in the west wall. The south wall contains a SSCR 
embrasure with a narrow light with ogee head. There is another ogee headed light 
with hood mould in the east wall, plus a cupboard and a wall recess near to the door. 
The wall recess may have been the operating point for the apex aperture in the 
ground floor doorway's external rebate; a similar arrangement was found at 
Ballinveala (Gazetteer Site No. 13) and Tullovin (Gazetteer Site No. 173). In the floor of 
the chamber is the operating position for the murderhole which guards the entrance 
lobby below.

A second arched doorway on the west side of the stairwell leads into a flat SSCR 
passage which provides access to the main chamber. There is a hanging eye to the top 
inner northern side of the doorway. The main chamber is under a WWCV running 
from east to west. There is a modern fireplace flue of concrete blocks present on the 
east wall of the room. The north, south and west walls each contain one large WWCV
embrasure with ogee headed light. The southern side wall of the west wall embrasure
is damaged. There is a very narrow splayed SSCR embrasure/loop in the north wall 
near to the doorway.

SECOND FLOOR: Narrow flat headed loops in the north and east walls light the staircase. 
In the southern side wall of the stairwell is an arched doorway which leads into a flat 
SSCR lobby, with a narrow flat headed light in the east wall. An arched doorway on 
the south side of the lobby leads into the subsidiary chamber. The chamber is under a 
wooden floor set on corbels along the east and west walls. There is an original
fireplace in the west wall with a small cupboard set near it. The south wall contains a
flat headed window with hood mould. There is a double mullioned window with hood 
mould in the east wall. This wall also contains a small cupboard. To the north side of 
the lobby passage is the entrance to a mural passage in the thickness of the north 
wall. The passage has a flat SSCR and contains a latrine. A degree of privacy is 
suggested by the provision of a hanging eye to the top inner southern side of the 
entrance to the latrine. The passage is lit by two plain loops, the more eastern of 
which has a broken slop stone.

An arched doorway leads into the main chamber. To the top inner north side of the
doorway is a hanging eye - like all the rest of the hanging eyes in the building this 
one is well dressed with peck decoration and is similar to those found at Caherelly 
West (Gazetteer Site No. 43), Castle Troy (Gazetteer Site No. 62) and Rockstown 
(Gazetteer Site No. 156). The main chamber was under a wooden floor (the one in 
place at the moment is in poor condition) set on a series of corbels running along the 
north and south walls. In the south-west and north-west corners of the room are flat 
SSCR embrasures with narrow loops. In the south wall is a large original fireplace
with decorated lintel. The modern concrete flue continues to rise through the
building along the east wall of the chamber. The embrasures in each of the north, 
south and west walls have been renovated and their side walls and roofs are plastered.
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It is probable that they have WWCV roofs. The windows in each of these embrasures 
were double mullioned and hood moulded.

(Restrictions on the time allowed to the writer to carry out his survey of this building 
prevented a third or fourth floor plan being executed. What follows is based on a 
brief and rushed written survey of the remaining floor levels.)

THIRD FLOOR: Subsidiary chamber - walls plastered with cement; fireplace in west 
wall; mullioned and transomed double ogee headed window with hood mould window 
in the east wall and a flat headed mullioned window in the south wall; cupboard in
west wall; room under a wooden floor. Main chamber - under a wooden floor;
renovated windows in the north, south and west walls; west wall example narrowed by 
modern alterations; all windows plastered with cement. Cupboard in west wall; 
modern concrete fireplace in east wall, reusing antique chimneypiece.

FOURTH FLOOR: Subsidiary chamber - under a WWCV running from north to south; 
vault and walls plastered. East wall has narrow flat headed loop; single ogee headed 
light in south wall. Entrance to the main chamber is via a doorway in the west wall of 
this room, indicating the private nature of the fourth floor main chamber. Main 
chamber - under a WWCV running from east to west; a large window in the west wall.

MEZZANINE LEVEL: There is a flat SSCR passageway at a mezzanine level between the 
fourth and fifth storeys of the building which is reached from a doorway on the
spiral staircase. The mural passage is in the thickness of the north wall and leads to a
latrine. The staircase terminates at the fifth floor of the building which is open to the 
elements and has been modified and given a concrete block cap-house and concrete 
floor. As previously noted, Grene Barry included a photograph in his article which 
shows the fifth floor area to have been in a derelict condition at the turn of this 
century (1903, 196).

EXCAVATIONS AT LOUGH GUR, 1977-78: The excavations were carried out by R M Cleary 
in advance of tourist developments to the north-east shoreline of the lake. They 
produced evidence of medieval occupation of the area due-east of Bourchier's Castle 
in the form of a 13th-century house (Cleary, 1982b, 84) and a late 13th-century or 
early 14th-century house (Cleary, 1983, 63). A yard enclosure was recorded to the 
south-east side of the latter house and it was found to have disturbed part of the 
earlier house (Cleary, 1983, 77). Also possibly contemporaneous with the second house 
and the yard were a stone built hearth and a possible corn drying kiln (ibid). A 
paved area on the south-west of the excavation was interpreted as a trackway leading 
towards Bourchier's Castle. 'The 13th - 14th century pottery from the top of the paved 
areas suggests that the paving had been laid before this period. Post-medieval 
pottery, which also occurred on top of the paving, indicates a long period of use' 
(Cleary, 1982b, 89). If Bourchier's Castle were built on the site of an earlier castle 
then this paving is of sufficient date to have been laid and used by the occupants of 
that building. As Barry stated, 'it is possible that these two houses were part of a 
village clustered around the 13th-century Fitzgerald Castle which is thought to lie 
underneath the later Bourchier's Castle' (1987, 81-2).

Post-medieval stone walls were also uncovered, and these may have been part of a 
series of outer defences for the tower house (Cleary, 1983, 72-73). Two young male 
skeletons in hastily dug graves with no coffins were discovered, with some evidence 
for a third burial. Cleary suggested that these may have been victims from the siege 
of the tower house and associated buildings in 1642 (1983, 72).
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36. BOURKE'S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Limerick Site 1
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within the boundaries of ’Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 4 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

Westropp omits this site from his comprehensive survey (1906-7); it is located in 
Athlunkard Street, which was constructed in 1824 to allow greater communication 
between Newtownpery, Englishtown and the countryside northwards towards Co.
Clare (Dowd, 1890, 96-98). The New Bridge (now Matthew Bridge) connected 
Newtownpery to Englishtown. Quay Lane became Bridge Street and connected to the 
New Bridge. Athlunkard Street was opened by cutting directly through the properties 
owned by the Bourke family as recorded in The Civil Survey (Claire Lane, pers comm, 
1990), and through the line of the old city walls. The street continued out to Park 
Bridge (now O'Dwyer Bridge), over the Abbey River, through Corbally, via the 
Corbally Road, to Athlunkard Bridge (completed in 1830), and crossed the River 
Shannon into Co. Clare.

When the road was being pushed through in 1824, it pierced through the urban tower 
house known as Bourke's House leaving only one wall standing to a height of circa 7 
m and 12.50 m wide, incomplete at both ends (Bradley et al, 1989, 258-59). This wall 
stands on the north side of the street near to the junction with Mary Street; 'in the
centre of the facade, at ground level, is a modern pointed recess containing a
drinking fountain; this possibly occupies the site of an earlier door' (ibid, 258). The 
fountain was inserted in 1860 as a presentation to the people of Limerick by the 
Malcolmson family, founders of the Limerick Shipping Company. The inscription 
reads 'protect what is erected for your benefit'. It is now out of commission (Spellissy 
and O'Brien, 1989, 32). 'A large concave moulding runs across most of the facade some 
2 m above ground level. Above the drinking fountain, circa 3 m above ground level, 
is another pointed recess occupying the site of a fireplace with chimney flue rising 
above it. To the west of the fireplace is a small wall cupboard. Above the fireplace, 
circa 6 m above ground level, the wall is thickened inwards by 40 cm and is supported
on a row of flat lintels resting on pyramidal corbels. Above each lintel is a relieving
arch' (Bradley et al, 1989, 258-59). The building was also known as the Castle Friary, 
because Franciscan friars lived here from 1732 to 1766 (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 
32).

37. BRICKFIELD / KILBIGLEY

Barony — Coshlea 
Parish — Effin 
Townland Brickfield 
Westropp Site No 261 
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 55 [marked] 

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 
National grid co-ordinate: 16013/12263 
SMR MN: 55:8
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989
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The building has been totally destroyed since the 1840 Ordnance Survey Letters 
recorded the ruins of an old castle in the south-west sector of the townland. 'The west 
wall and portions of the north and south ones are all that now remain. The greatest 
height of this building is at present 50 feet. The thickness of the walls is five and a 
half feet' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 97). No trace could be found of the castle - only a 
raised mound in a field. However, a local inhabitant informed me that the field is still 
referred to as the 'Castle Field'.

38. BRUFF

Barony — Coshmagh
Parish — Bruff
Townland — Bruff
Westropp Site No 186
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16266/13596 
SMR MN: 32:115/1&2 
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The land belonged to the daughters of Sir Thomas Standish at the time of The Civil 
S u rv e y , and there was a castle, a bawn, an orchard, tucking mill, grist mill, a fishing 
weir and two fairs every year with a patent for a market (Simington, 1938, 128). In 
1600 Pierce Lacy blew up his castle at Bruff to prevent it falling into the hands of 
Carew (Fitzgibbon and MacGregor, 1826-7, Vol 2, 195-6).

O'Donovan gives a full description of the structure: 'The ruins of the old castle of 
Bruff, formerly the residence of Sir Henry Hartstonge, and after him his widow, Lady 
Hartstonge, are situated on the north bank of the River immediately to the west of the 
bridge and near the Church of Bruff. It measures 35 feet from north to south outside 
and 18 feet 6 inches from east to west. The doorway, which is quadrangular, is placed 
on the eastern side and is at present (the threshold is raised with stone work) but 4 
feet 10 inches high, 2 feet 2 inches in width at the top and at the bottom 2 feet three 
and a half inches. Over the ground floor there is a stone arch which springs from the 
ground. The highest part of the walls now remaining is not more than about 24 feet 
in height; the greatest portion of them is little higher than the first arch. The only 
place I could measure the thickness of the walls is at the doorway and where the arch 
springs; here the thickness is 3 feet. The features on the upper part of the walls are 
all destroyed. The first or ground floor of this castle is now inhabited by a poor family 
of the town of Bruff. To the north-east of the castle is a quadrangular building called 
the Court, which measures 27 feet 6 inches in length on the outside but its breadth 
could not be determined. It is now thatched with straw and its features closed up with 
stone work' (1840, Vol 2, 36-7). Of interest in this description is the reference to a 
square door with inclined jambs leading into the castle. This doorway would appear to 
be different to any surviving doorway at any other castle in the county.

Westropp states that the castle, situated on the banks of the Morningstar River, was 
levelled after 1840 (Westropp, 1906-7, 171). However, it must have still stood in 1858 
when Parker visited the site and stated that: 'Bruff Castle is a mere ruin of a house of 
the 15th century, but the vaulted lower storey remains, and in the wall of it is a 
doorway with sloping sides and a flat lintel, exactly like those in the round towers' 
(1860, 170). Both the tower house and the 'Court' are marked on the Ordnance Survey 
six-inch map sheet and both have been given Monument Numbers by the SMR.
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39. BRUREE, BALLYNOE

Barony — Connello Upper
Parish — Bruree
Townland --- Ballynoe
Westropp Site No 355
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 39 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
Natinal grid co-ordinate: 15495/13031 
SMR MN: 39:102/1 
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

Set in the grounds of a graveyard and near to a Church of Ireland church, the castle 
is now closed to the public (all possible entrances having been blocked with stone) 
and shrouded in ivy. It is the south-east corner of the building which has collapsed, 
and not the north-west corner as the Ordnance Survey Letters record and Westropp 
reaffirms (1906-7, 230). There may have been a latrine chute in the east wall next the 
south-east corner, and the doorway may have been in the north wall. Westropp 
records a spiral staircase and a vault over the third of five stories in the building. 
Looking into the building through a double splayed loop in the west wall at ground 
floor level it would appear that the WWCV was over the second floor, running from 
east to west; there is a relieving arcade on the east wall at ground floor level inside 
the building. This is similar to the double relieving arcade in the ground floor south
east wall of Ardmayle, Co Tipperary (Appendix 6, T2). There were windows at first 
floor level in the east and west walls.

External length: east to west approximately 10.60 m 
External width : north to south approximately 7.70 m

40. BULGADENEADY

Barony — Coshlea
Parish —- Kilbreedy Major
Townland — Bulgaden Eady
Westropp Site No 256
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 40 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16417/13022 
SMR MN: 40:93 
Plan 15
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 1; D 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The tower house is in a very poor condition and has been heavily stone-robbed. The 
entrance is in the south wall. To the west side of the entrance lobby is a wall stair 
which runs up through the thickness of the west wall. O'Donovan refers to 'winding 
stone stairs' running up the castle 'to the left as one enters by the doorway' (1840, Vol 
2, 78). At first, one may suppose that he has been misled; however, when one 
considers the Type D castles of Amogan (Gazetteer Site No. 1) and Castle Hewson 
(Gazetteer Site No. 55) the wall stair in each castle rises up a long wall from ground to 
first floor levels and then terminates at a spiral staircase. At this castle a similar 
arrangement may have existed prior to the destruction of all floor levels above the 
ground floor. However, he then goes on to state that 'only one floor, which is arched
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[vaulted] beneath remains over the ground one in this ruin. It is covered on the 
upper surface with green sod; the remainder of the building over this arched floor 
has been destroyed' (ibid). It would therefore seem that the castle was in its present 
state of preservation pre-1840.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the south wall near to the south-west corner. The
doorway has been obliterated, though a drawbar channel survives to the inner east
side. There are the traces of a murder hole in the WWCV roof of the entrance lobby. A
doorway to the west of the entrance lobby leads to the wall stair running upwards to
first floor height in the thickness of the west wall. There was no evidence of a yett 
having been in use at the entrance. A doorway to the north of the lobby leads to the 
main ground floor chamber. There is no subsidiary chamber at this level in the
castle .

To the inner west side of the west wall is a rebate to house an opened door. The west 
wall also contains a cupboard. On the east wall is a cupboard and a double splayed loop 
with WWCV embrasure. The south wall is broken away to reveal a latrine chute, next 
to a second double splayed loop with WWCV embrasure. Put-log holes in the north and 
south walls testify to a second level over, the main ground floor level and under a 
WWCV running from north to south; since there was no doorway into this 'loft' from 
the wall stair in the west wall, it is not likely that this was a floor level in its own 
right, but similar to the loft at Amogan (Gazetteer Site No. 1) and probably entered by 
ladder. The only feature of note at this attic level was a possible mural passage in the 
south wall leading possibly to the latrine in the south-east corner of the building, but
the stone-robbers have destroyed much of the masonry at this area.
Main chamber: 6.95 m from north to south by 5.50 m from east to west 
North wall - 1.90 m thick East wall - 1.80 m thick
South wall - 2.30 m thick West wall - 2.15 m thick

41. CAHERCONLISH

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Caherconlish
Townland — Caherconlish
Westropp Site No 61
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16787/14931 
SMR MN: 14:79 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

There were no masonry remains at this site. All that remains is a grassy knoll. 
Dineley’s sketch showed a four storey building with a bartizan (Westropp, 1906-7, 93-
4), which may suggest a late building similar to Oola (Gazetteer Site No. 144). However,
the line sketches of Dineley are rather basic and a definite identification as a late 
tower house could not rest solely on this as evidence. Lynch relates that this was the 
Wilson residence until they had to move during the late 18th century since 'the castle
one day suddenly split from top to bottom, and soon became a complete ruin' (1896,
355). The family moved to a new home named Caherconlish House which is itself now 
demolished (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 126). The County Limerick SMR records 
Monument Number 14:77 on Control Map Sheet 14 as the location of this castle 
(Kirwan et al, 1991, 45). However, this is the site of Caherconlish House. The castle site 
is marked on the 1923 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map (Sheet 14) within the 
boundaries of the village of Caherconlish. Therefore, I have provided the castle with
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the national grid co-ordinate and SMR Monument Number of the 'Historic Town' 
(14:79).

42. CAHERELLY EAST / THE BLACK CASTLE

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Caherelly
Townland — Caherelly East
Westropp Site No 51
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 23 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16694/14416 
SMR MN: 23:40 
Photograph 16
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

Westropp states that this O'Heynes property had been repaired by Mr Hannan prior to 
1826 but had been demolished by 1840 (1906-7, 91). This is, however, incorrect. 
Fitzgerald and MacGregor state that the castle in the eastern part of the townland [ie: 
this site] is 'much dilapidated', but that the castle 'situated in the West of the parish 
[ie: Gazetteer Site No. 43] has been lately handsomely fitted up by Mr Hannan of 
Cahirelly, who lives near it, surrounded by some fine plantations' (1826-7, Vol 1, 290). 
That said, the eastern castle had evidently been destroyed by 1840 since Lewis stated 
that 'the Black Castle has lately fallen to the ground' (1837, Vol 1, 241) and O'Donovan 
reported that 'it is now razed to the ground' (1840, Vol 2, 100). The only trace left in 
the landscape is a raised platform in the corner of the field. However, one of the ogee 
loopheads still exists, cemented into the gable wall of an outhouse at a nearby farm 
(see Photograph 16) and is of similar type to those found at the neighbouring castle 
in Caherelly West. Mr John Hunt reported the discovery of a broken 'Sheela-na-gig' 
in the townland of Caherelly East a few hundred yards from the site of the castle 
(1947, 158-9). The limestone slab on which the figure had been carved in flat relief 
had been incorporated into a culvert carrying the road over a small stream. Hunt 
believed that the now demolished castle seemed 'a very probable quarry from which 
the carving might have come' (Ibid, 159). In The Civil Survey the castle is mentioned 
as belonging to Daniel Heynes and had a bawn, mill seat and a marble quarry 
(Simington, 1938, 76).

43. CAHERELLY WEST

Barony — Clanwilliam 
Parish —- Caherelly 
Townland — Caherelly West 
Westropp Site No 50 
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 23 [marked] 

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16585/14382 
SMR MN: 23:83 
Plan 16
Photographs 17 & 18 
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 1; A 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989
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The tower house is situated in the grounds of the house owned by Mr A McCarthy and 
until recently it stood intact. Grene Barry states that the castle 'was built on a gentle 
slope over what was formerly a small lake' and that it was repaired and reroofed by 
'the late Mr Michael Furnell, DL, some 60 years ago, and is still in a good state of
preservation' (1905-8, 138). O'Donovan also comments on the good preservation of the
castle and the fact that it retained its roof (1840, Vol 2, 100). Sometime during the last 
50 years the west and south walls collapsed, bringing down all the vaults with them. 
Prior to the disaster the building had been in use as a barn. The threat of further 
collapse is very real since a huge crack has appeared on the external face of the east 
wall. In The Civil Survey the castle, bawn, mill seate and marble quarry were owned 
by Teige Heyne (Simington, 1938, 76).

The entrance to the castle was through a doorway in the centre of the now collapsed
west wall at ground level, since the spiral staircase is located in the north-west 
corner of the building. A window in the east wall has been rebuilt - possibly by 
Furnell in the last century. There is a corner machicolation at fourth floor height on 
the north-east corner. Along the east and north walls at parapet level can be seen 
small square holes which acted as rainwater outlets for the wallwalk.

The windows of the tower house have finely decorated arched heads. There is a pair of 
ogee headed lights with hood moulds on the north wall and a single ogee headed loop 
on the east wall. Other decorated stone windowheads which had been removed from 
the debris of the collapsed south and west walls have been placed in the farmhouse 
garden and were of similar type to those found in the upstanding section of the castle. 
At second floor level at the south-east angle of the tower house was a loop with an 
interlace motif carved above a windowhead (see Photograph 18). A similar motif can 
be seen at Hore Abbey, Co Tipperary (see Figure 6 in Stalley, 1987, 43). The motif there 
is described as a mason's mark. However, the very fact that these motifs 'were meant 
to be visible in the completed building' (ibid) may suggest that although possibly 
'emblems or personal memorials, designed to record for posterity the achievement of 
the masons who worked the stone' (ibid) they may have simply been carved for 
purely aesthetic reasons.

The external face of the surviving length of south wall near the south-east corner at 
ground floor level has been rendered. This rendering continues onto an adjoining 
garden wall of modern date and the rendering is probably 19th-century in origin.
The internal area of the tower house is filled to first floor level with rubble and 
earth. The building was not safe to work in and only a ground floor plan was 
executed. While the spiral staircase was still extant to parapet level no attempt was 
made to climb it.

The internal wall faces of the building had rendering still attached to them - again, 
probably of 19th-century date. A stone corbel at the north-east corner above a wall 
cupboard in the north wall indicates that the ground floor main chamber was under a 
wooden floor, with a WWCV over the first floor main chamber. The vault has 
collapsed. The second floor was under a wooden floor and the third floor under 
another vault, also collapsed.

A fireplace is present in the north wall at second floor level and is the only fireplace 
visible in the surviving section of the building. In the south-east corner at this level 
is a mural passage, presumably leading to the corner loop with the interlace 
decorated windowhead. A second mural passage in the same corner at third floor level
is visible in the thickness of the now largely collapsed south wall. This may have led
to a latrine situated in the collapsed south-west section of the tower house.

Entry to the spiral staircase was a ground floor through a peck decorated arched
doorway, positioned to the north side of the entrance lobby (itself now totally
demolished). There is a hanging eye to the top inner east side of the doorway. After a
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half turn the staircase reaches a second peck decorated arched doorway giving access 
to the first floor main chamber. The hanging eye here is to the top inner north side 
of the doorway.

Ground floor 4.65 m wide from north to south by 5.50 m long from east to west.
North wall - 1.50 m thick / West wall - 1.30 m thick / South wall - 1.70 m thick

The castle is the setting for a highly entertaining story recounted by Grene Barry
(1905-8, 134-8). The story is of interest since it appears to be rooted in some fact and
describes a cattle raid of 16th-century date. The story tells how three old men, a boy 
and a poor scholar, Teige O’Heyne, stopped seven Fitzgerald men from Lough Gur from 
stealing Bourke cattle while the Bourke menfolk were away helping their kinsfolk at 
Castleconnell in a quarrel with the O'Briens of Thomond.

Three Fitzgerald men were killed and a fourth was wounded in the skirmish that 
ensued. The returning Bourkes were both impressed and indebted to Teige who had 
led the resistance and they accepted him as one of the family at the castle. However, 
Bourke's daughter (his only child) and Teige 'became great friends, and used to take 
walks together along the river and through the woods and learned many things that 
were not to be found in the scholar's books, so that in time they became lovers' (ibid, 
137). Despite parental objections and efforts to marry her off to a Bourke at 
Ballinagarde (Gazetteer Site No. 6), the couple were eventually married. It was in this 
way that the Caherelly estates passed from Bourke to O'Heyne hands and remained so
until the troubles of the 17th century.

Moving from the folk story to historical fact, the various documentation collected by
Westropp shows one Teige or Tadeus O’Heyne, who died in 1599, as an owner of the 
castle and mentions one William Bourke as the owner in the Desmond Rolls of 1583 
(1906-7, 91). It may be the case that O'Heyne was Bourke's tenant or that he was given 
the castle in the aftermath of the Desmond rebellion and that the story was created to 
cover up any suggestion that the family obtained their property in an underhand
manner. However, other Bourke families in the direct vicinity continued to hold their 
lands after the revolt, so perhaps there is some truth in the story. The actual number 
of Fitzgerald men involved in the raid is small - seven men on horseback in a 
lightning raid in the early morning. The tale was told to Grene Barry by John Hynes 
(a descendant of O'Heynes with special reason to remember such a story?) who was 
then in his 80s. It had been told to him by his father. The story was therefore well 
over 100 to 150 years old at the turn of this century and yet there was no attempt to 
exagerate the number of raiders to over-emphasis the bravery of Teige. This makes 
the story all the more believable and perhaps gives us a rare insight into raiding 
practices in late 16th-century Limerick.

44. CAHERGUILLEAMORE

Barony — Small County 
Parish — Glenogra 
Townland --- Caherguillamore 
Westropp Site No 208
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 31 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16132/13958 
SMR MN: 31:41/15 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

This townland is more famed for the medieval houses of 14th- to 16th-century date 
excavated by S P O'Riordain and J Hunt (1942) than for its demolished castle. The
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Qxdnance Survey Letters suggest that the stones for the castle were used to construct 
a stone ring to the east in 1835 (Westropp, 1906-7, 179), but O'Riordain and Hunt point 
out that O'Donovan was suspicious of this information (1942, 61-2). Considering the 
rich variety of archaeological remains in the Caherguilleamore/Lough Gur region, 
the stone ring referred to in the Ordnance Survey Letters may have been a genuine 
prehistoric  monument.

45. CAPPAGH

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish — Cappagh
Townland — Cappagh
Westropp Site No 308
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 20 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13902/14514 
SMR MN: 20:77 
Plan 17
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 1; A 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

The tower house is in a poor state of preservation, with only the north wall and parts 
of the east and west walls surviving. It is situated in a bawn with inner and outer 
courtyards which give protection to the north, south and east sides of the castle 
complex, while the west side is defended by a precipice. In the north-east corner of 
the outer bawn wall is a round flanker and in the south-east corner of the outer bawn 
is the entrance to the complex. The walls of the outer bawn and the inner bawn are 
peppered with shot holes and gun loops which suggests a late date for their 
construction. The entrance into the inner bawn has now been destroyed.

In The Civil Survey the castle and its great bawn and quarry were in a ruinous 
condition (Simington, 1938, 294). Since it was taken by the Confederate forces in 1642, 
this destruction and the present state of the tower house may have been the result of 
deliberate slighting by Sir Hardress Waller after the castle was retaken for 
Parliament in 1651 (O'Corrbui, 1975, 63). Waller was responsible for dismantling 
Shanpallas (Gazetteer Site No. 163) in 1650. The visitor must agree with O'Donovan 
when he states this was 'a truly magnificent structure when perfect' (1840, Vol 1,
135). The northern side of the outer courtyard was used as a handball court during 
the 19th century and a cement floor was laid there in 1917. 'It remained in use for 
that purpose until 1969 when the handball club moved to new quarters' (Spellissy and 
O'Brien, 1989, 131).

The tower house is extremely well built with walls of ashlar coursing and fine quoin 
stones. When new this would have been as handsome a tower house as Bourchier's 
Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 35), Carrigareely (Gazetteer Site No. 47) or Rockstown 
(Gazetteer Site No. 156). It stands five stories high with the first, third and fourth 
floor main chambers all under WWCV. Above the fourth floor may have been a fifth 
floor level or a parapet. The foundations are clearly visible for those walls which 
have been removed. It is clear from the ground plan that the building was divided up 
into a main chamber and a subsidiary chamber at this level.

The entrance into the building was in the east wall since a draw bar channel survives 
in the thickness of this wall. To the north side of the now destroyed entrance lobby 
was the subsidiary chamber, half of which survives under a collapsed WWCV running 
from east to west. The architectural similarities that it betrays with the three castles
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mentioned above, together with the previous information, allows us to class this as a 
Typological corpus Group 1 Type A tower house. The walls of the building had a base 
batter to above ground floor height. There is a latrine chute exit in the external face 
of the north wall and all the embrasures in the building are under WWCV roofs. The 
lights or windows are flat windowheaded at ground floor level but have fine ogee 
heads at first, second and third floor levels, with a double ogee headed window 
present at fourth floor.

GROUND FLOOR: Main chamber: The west wall has a cupboard, traces of a WWCV 
embrasure and a put-log hole next the north-west corner. The north wall has two 
large WWCV embrasures with flat lintelled lights and a stone corbel. The east wall has 
a put-log hole next the north-east corner. The main chamber was under a wooden 
floor set on beams supported by stone corbels with their ends housed in put-log holes. 
Subsidiary chamber: The chamber was under a WWCV (now collapsed) running from 
east to west and the north wall contains three put-log holes which may have been 
used to support the vault centering during its construction. The east wall has a draw 
bar channel in the thickness of the wall.

Main chamber 7.30 m long from east to west by 5.75 m wide (approximately) from 
north to south.
North wall - 1.80 m thick West wall - 1.65 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: Main chamber: The north wall has a WWCV embrasure with an ogee 
headed light and a small cupboard in the embrasure's western side wall. The main 
chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west (now collapsed). Subsidiary 
chamber: The chamber was under a WWCV running from north to south (now 
collapsed) and there is a cupboard in the north wall.

SECOND FLOOR: Main chamber: The north wall has a large WWCV embrasure, 
fireplaces, two stone corbels and a broken mural passage built in the thickness of the 
east wall and leading to a latrine which has an ogee headed light with slop stone. The 
main chamber was under a wooden floor set on stone corbels. Subsidiary chamber: 
Only a portion of the north wall stands at this level but a cupboard survives. The 
chamber was under a wooden floor set on an offset along the north wall with 
presumably a second offset along the now destroyed south wall of the room.

THIRD FLOOR: Main chamber: The west wall has a cupboard and a broken embrasure. 
The north wall has a WWCV embrasure with an ogee headed light. The east wall has a 
possible cupboard or wall seat. The main chamber was under a (now collapsed) WWCV 
running from east to west. No remains of the subsidiary chamber survived at this 
level.

FOURTH FLOOR: Main chamber: The west wall has a broken WWCV embrasure. The 
north wall contains a cupboard and a WWCV embrasure with double ogee headed 
lights. The main chamber was under a WWCV running from east to west and the 
remnants of the vault springing line can be seen on the north wall's internal face.
No remains of the subsidiary chamber survived at this level.
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46. CARRIGANEA

Barony — Kenry
Parish —  Kilcornan
Townland Ballyshonickbane
Westropp Site No 154
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 11 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14102/15404 - 
SMR MN: 11:25 
Plan 18
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

The fragmentry remains of this building stand on the summit of a rocky knoll of 
limestone surrounded by marsh. O'Donovan stated that the castle 'stands on a 
limestone rock which is surrounded by a bog which rendered it not easy of access. 
Parts of its north and south walls to the height of about 18 feet are standing but even 
the foundations of the other walls cannot be traced, which renders it impossible to 
determine its original extent, which however was not very considerable as the 
distance between the walls remaining is only 16 feet' (1840, Vol 1, 23). Westropp 
records a wide fosse to the north, around the base of the rock (1906-7, 158-9).
However, dense vegetation surrounds and covers the hillock and the fosse could not
be seen.

There appears to have been one single building on the summit, now nearly 
demolished except for two sections of wall and the outline of foundation courses. The 
walls are heavily shrouded in vegetation. The surviving section of south wall has a
cupboard and a window embrasure. There is a cupboard also present in the remains of 
the north wall. It is possible that a vault- was in place over the ground floor chamber 
since a slope in the wall at head height near the south-west corner of the south wall 
may have been part of a springing line. The standing masonry does not survive to
first floor level. There was no evidence as to where the entrance into the building 
may have been located or to suggest that the ground floor room had been divided into 
more than one chamber. Since the foundation courses are still visible the full extent 
of the building is known.

Ground floor 7.00 m long from east to west by 5.00 m wide from north to south.
North wall - 1.40 m thick South wall - 1.40 m thick

47. CARRIGAREELY

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Caherconlish
Townland — Carrigarreely
Westropp Site No 72
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16659/15036 
SMR MN: 14:33 
Plan 19
Photographs 19 & 20
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 1; A
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989 / 21st May 1991
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The site is in a good state of preservation and is to be found down a long country lane. 
It is situated on top of a rocky knoll and its north and west sides are built on the very 
edge of the rock face. Lynch records that the site is near to a large earthen fort to the 
south of the castle and that there was 'some tradition in the district of the castle being 
taken by storm and the last Burke owner being slain' (1896, 448). This may be Theo. 
Bourke who died in possession of the castle in 1576 (Westropp, 1906-7, 96). The
structure which survives may be divided into two separate phases of building
activity. There is the tower house and a later hall adjoining it to the south. Since the 
tower house occupies the entire summit of the knoll the hall was built at a lower 
ground level and the ground floor level of the tower house corresponds with the first 
floor level of the hall. The walls of the hall at first floor level are in a damaged state
and what remains are covered in ivy. Therefore, no plan was made of the first floor
level of the hall.

The doorway into the tower house is in the south wall at the building's ground floor 
level but some form of ladder, staircase or forework must have stood at this point 
since the doorway is positioned approximately 1.50 m above the ground level outside. 
When the hall was added access to the tower house continued through this doorway
but entry was made from the first floor level in the hall. On all sides the tower house 
is surrounded by vegetation. It was impossible to get external measurments of the 
north or west walls since along these sides the ground fell away to a sheer drop with 
the rock face. Somewhere along the external face of the west wall at ground floor 
level is a latrine chute exit operated from a latrine at second floor level inside the 
tower house.

THE HALL: The west and south walls of the hall still survive, though heavily covered 
with ivy. At ground floor level there is a large, wide window in the west wall next the 
south west corner. A second window in this wall is dry-stone blocked. Both 
embrasures have been plank centred and are similar to those seen at Carriganea 
(Gazetteer Site No. 46), Newcastle Clanwilliam (Gazetteer Site No. 142) and Tooreen 
(Gazetteer Site No. 170). In the south wall at ground floor level is a large opening 
which may have been a doorway. This wall also contains a heavily stone-robbed 
fireplace with a second fireplace set above it at first floor level. The ground floor 
chamber was under a timber floor set on timber beams running from east to west. The 
beam ends of which were housed in put-log holes, five of which survive along the 
internal west wall face.

The timber floor may also have received some support from stone corbels present on 
the external face of the tower house's south wall. The corbels have been inserted into 
the wall fabric after the tower house's initial construction. The corbels were at a level 
beneath that of the doorway into the tower house. There is nothing to suggest that the 
thin walls of the hall stood any higher than first floor level. There may have been a 
pitched roof with attic space above the first floor but this is speculation. There was no 
clear line of roof raggle visible on the external face of the tower house's south wall to 
show where the roof of the hall might have been attached to the older building.

THE TOWER HOUSE: External information: The north wall at ground floor level has a 
narrow light, with first and second floor lights which are now destroyed. There was a
third floor opening which may have held a window or light but it has been destroyed
with the rest of this floor level. The west and east walls are ivy clad and no
architectural features were visible. The south wall has a light in the second floor 
subsidiary chamber and a narrow loop with slop stone lighting the spiral staircase.
On the third floor there is another ogee headed light in the subsidiary chamber and a
light on the staircase. On the fourth floor there is an ogee headed light in the 
subsidiary chamber and a narrow light on the staircase. Two machicolation stone 
corbels at parapet level indicate where a box machicolation was positioned, 
protecting the doorway directly below at ground floor level.
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GROUND FLOOR: Set under a relieving arch, the doorway in the south wall is of the 
arched variety with a three-piece lintel and an external rebate (see Photograph 20). 
An apex aperture has been cut directly through the central lintel piece. There is a 
yett chain guide hole (now blocked) and funnel in the west jamb of the doorway and a 
hinge slot for the yett hinge in the east jamb approximately 1.30 m above the present 
ground level at the entrance. The east side of the doorway also houses a draw bar 
channel. The entrance lobby is under a WWCV and there is a murder hole in the roof 
which is operated from the first floor subsidiary chamber. An arched doorway 
leading to the spiral staircase is present on the west side of the entrance lobby and 
the staircase is in a perfect state of preservation to second floor level. There is a 
narrow loop in the south wall lighting the passage leading to the staircase and
another light is set in the west wall of the stairwell. An arched doorway leads into the
subsidiary chamber on east side of the entrance lobby. The doorway has a drawbar 
channel to the south side. The subsidiary chamber is under a WWCV running from 
east to west. There are narrow loops in the east and south walls and a corner loop in 
the south-east corner.

To the north of the entrance lobby is the main chamber, with three large WWCV 
embrasures with narrow lights, one in the north wall, another in the east wall and a 
third example in the west wall. The east wall example has been damaged. There is a 
corner loop with SSCR in the north-east corner. Two cupboards and an original 
fireplace are set in the west wall (an unusual feature to find in a tower house at this 
level in the building). The room was under a wooden floor set on timber beams 
running from east to west, the ends of which were housed in put-log holes along the 
east and west walls.

Main chamber 5.70 m long from north to south by 4.30 m wide from east to west.
North wall - 1.75 m thick / East wall - 2.10 m thick / West wall 2.35 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: Main chamber: The entrance to the main chamber is from an arched 
doorway on the spiral staircase. There are three WWCV embrasures with narrow
lights, one in the west wall, another in the north wall and a third in the east wall. The
north wall embrasure is damaged and has a small cupboard in the embrasure's 
eastern side wall. There are two other cupboards, one in the north wall and the other 
in the east wall. There is a fireplace with peck decorated chimneypiece in the west 
wall. The chamber was under a wooden floor set on timber beams running from east 
to west with their ends housed in put-log holes along the east and west walls.
Subsidiary chamber: The chamber is entered from an arched doorway on the east side
of the stairwell. The murder hole is operated from the floor of this room. There is a
cupboard in the north wall and narrow lights in the south and east walls. The 
chamber was under a wooden floor set on three timber beams running from north to 
south, the ends of which were housed in put-log holes along the north and south 
w alls.

Main chamber 5.85 m long from north to south by 4.40 m wide from east to west.

SECOND FLOOR: There is a mural passage set in the thickness of the west wall and
entered by a narrow doorway on the north side of the stairwell. It has a flat SSCR and
is lit by a narrow loop. At the end of the passage is a latrine. The north end wall of the
passage has been damaged to reveal the flue of the ground and first floor fireplaces. 
The main chamber is entered by an arched doorway on the staircase and the only 
surviving hanging eye in the building is to be found to the top inner western side of 
the doorway. There is a damaged WWCV embrasure in the north wall with red brick 
patching indicating that it was rebuilt at some time. There is a WWCV embrasure with 
narrow loop in the west wall and the whole chamber lies under a WWCV running 
from north to south. The subsidiary chamber is also entered from a doorway on the 
staircase. There is a cupboard in the north wall and a loop in the west wall and 
another on the south wall. The room is under a WWCV running from east to west. The
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staircase is lit by a narrow loop in the west wall and another in the south wall. The 
south wall example was previously noted for having a slop stone. The staircase ends at 
this point and access could not be gained to the ruined third floor level of the 
b u ild in g .

Main chamber 5.80 m long from north to south by 4.40 m wide from east to west.

48. CARRIGKITTLE / CARRICKITTLE

Barony — Small County
Parish — Kilteely
Townland —- Carrickittle
Westropp Site No 235
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 33 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17435/14049 
SMR MN: 33:22
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Although well represented in the documentary evidence compiled by Westropp (1906- 
7, 188-9), the foundation courses of the castle have been destroyed (along with the 
limestone outcrop on which they stood) by quarrying (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 
188). The historic records suggest a castle here by 1199 (Westropp, 1906-7, 188-9). * 
O'Donovan described this as a 'remarkable rock ... on which the Lord Chief Justice of 
Ireland erected a castle in the year 1510, as we learn from the Annals of the Four 
Masters ... The castle of Carrickittle in this Parish is shewn on the engraved map from 
the Down Survey [Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 68] and the people have a tradition 
that a castle formerly stood on the summit of the Rock so called, but there is no part of 
it now visible nor are its foundations traceable' (1840, Vol 1, 127-8).

49. CASTLE CLUGGIN

Barony — Coonagh
Parish — Toughcluggin
Townland — Castlecluggin
Westropp Site No 95
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 24 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 18034/14383
SMR MN: 24:81
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

With virtually no documentary references, Westropp believed that this castle (whose
site is marked on the Qrdnançe_Survey six-inch map) and an unmarked, 'lost' castle in
the adjoining townland of Ballyvalode (which had numerous historical references)
were one and the same (1906-7, 104). O'Donovan was shown the site of the castle 
during his travels (1840, Vol 1, 130).
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50. CASTLE COMFORT

Barony — Owneybeg
Parish — Abingdon
Townland — Farnane
Westropp Site No 81
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17201/15466 
SMR MN: 14:17/2 
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8

'Situated in the south-east corner of Farnane townland is Castle Comfort ... which was 
built in 1824 at the expense of about £800. It occupies an eminence which, it is said, 
was the site of an old castle, from which the name Castle Comfort has been retained in 
the above modern residence' (O’Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 127). There was a castle in the 
adjoining townland of Aghacore or Boynagh whose location is now lost but it has 
documentary references. Westropp suggested that it and Castle Comfort may be one 
and the same 'and "core" may have been taken for "cobhair", assistance, relief or (in 
the old sense) "comfort" (1906-7, 99-100).

51. CASTLE COOTE

Barony — Kilmallock
Parish — St Peter's & St Paul's
Townland — Ash Hill
Westropp Site No 254
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16057/12732 
SMR MN: 47:21/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The site is marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map but Westropp could find no 
documentary documentary evidence for the castle (1906-7, 191).

52. CASTLE CREAGH

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Galbally
Townland — Castlecreagh
Westropp Site No 280
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 49 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17883/12883 
SMR MN: 49:83
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Recorded as a ruin in the early 19th century (Fitzgerald and MacGregor, 1826-7, Vol 1, 
385), there are now no physical remains at the site.
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53. CASTLE ERKIN

Barony --- Clanwilliam
Parish — Caherconlish
Townland — Castle-erkin South
Westropp Site No 70
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17072/14891 
SMR MN: 14:88/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Lynch stated that the castle stood not far from an 'old fort which lies beside the old 
graveyard of Templemurry’ (1896, 447). The site is marked on the 1923 edition 
Ordnance Survey six-inch map.

54. CASTLE GARDE

Barony — Coonagh
Parish — Doon
Townland — Castlegarde
Westropp Site No 97
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 15 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17923/14949 
SMR MN: 15:36 
Plan 20a 
Photograph 21
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 6 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

The tower house is one of only three that are still inhabited in the county. Its owner, 
Mr Thompson, has taken great care of it since inheriting it from his cousin, the 9th 
Viscount Guillamore, in 1955. It stands five stories tall under a pitched roof running 
from north to south and has retained múch of its original splendour despite having 
had windows inserted in the original fabric in the 19th century. In the 1820s Waller 
O'Grady, son of the lawyer Standish O'Grady (afterwards 1st Viscount Guillamore) had 
a two-storey castellated wing added to the east of the tower house and restored the old 
building so that its rooms 'could be conveniently used with those of the 
communicating addition' (de Breffny, 1977, 74). At the same time the old bawn walls 
were crenellated and an elaborate castellated gateway built (Bence Jones, 1990, 69). It 
is possible that the new work was the design of James (1779-1877) and George Richard 
(1793-1838) Pain. They had set up their own practice in Ireland and James was living 
in County Limerick (de Breffny and ffolliott, 1975, 193-4). They were responsible for 
renovations at Williamstown (Gazetteer Site No. 175) (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 162 
citing Lewis 1837).

The tower house is still fully furnished and no plans were executed since the rooms 
are still very much in use. However, Plan 20a is a sketch of the ground floor level. 
There are no documentary references to the castle prior to 1586 (Westropp, 1906-7, 
104). The doorway into the building from the courtyard in front of the house has 
been inserted into the ground floor south wall and is not original (see ’a' in Plan 20a). 
The ground floor was divided into a main chamber and subsidiary chamber with a 
spiral staircase in the north-east corner. In the east wall near the staircase was the 
original doorway into the building (see 'b' in Plan 20a) with hanging eye still intact
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('c') to the top inner side side of the doorway. The doorway now leads to a room in the 
1820s wing of the house. A second doorway was cut through the east wall next to the 
original entrance and this communicates with a corridor in the 1820s wing ('d'). If 
the spiral staircase is indeed medieval then this is a unique floor plan. The staircase 
and entrance lobby act as a pivot between the main and subsidiary chamber at 
ground floor level.

55. CASTLE HEWSON / BALLYENGLAND

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish —- Askeaton
Townland --- Ballyengland Upper
Westropp Site No 296
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 11 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13708/14973 
SMR MN: 11:104 
Plan 21
Photograph 22
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 1; D 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Still in a good state of repair, the tower house is set in the yard of an 18th-century 
mansion. The site is mentioned in The Desmond Survey (McEnery, no date, f23, 
paragraph 482). The house lies to the south of the tower house and there is a range of 
stables to the north which have been converted into a dwelling house by the present 
owner, Mr D Hewson. Information on the architecture of the 18th century house can 
be found in Bence Jones (1990, 70). There is a base batter surrounding the tower 
house .

GROUND FLOOR: The original entrance is in the south wall, reached by a flight of 
stone steps. There is an arched doorway with a draw bar channel to the inner west
side and a second to the inner east side. There is also a hanging eye to the top inner
west side. The entrance lobby is under a WWCV with a murder hole (now blocked) set 
in the roof. To the east of the lobby is the doorway to a wall stair with flat SSCR built 
in the thickness of the south wall and rising to first floor level. It is lit by two narrow
lights, the upper one at first floor level altered for use as a gunloop. An arched
doorway to the north of the entrance lobby leads to the ground floor main chamber.
To the inner west side is a draw bar channel and to the top inner western side is a 
hanging eye.

The main chamber was under a wooden floor with timber beams set on corbels along
the north and south walls and the beam ends housed in put-log holes in the east and
west walls. In the north wall is a doorway into a mural chamber with draw bar 
channel to the inner west side. The chamber is corbel roofed and on the eastern side 
there is a latrine. To the western side is a short flight of steps possibly leading down
to a cellar which is now filled in. The area where the steps led to has been obliterated.
Mr Hewson informed me that his brother rented the property to an American who
decided to have an 'excavation' in the hope of finding treasure. A huge hole was dug 
into the area where the cellar may have been and the hole still lies open. The mural 
passage was lit by a light in the north wall (now blocked by the construction of the
stable range to the north of the tower house). The location of the latrine chute exit
has also been hidden by the adjoining stable range. In the east wall the corbel roofed
embrasure was made into a secondary entrance to the building from the forecourt of
the 18th-century house. The corbel roofed embrasure in the west wall remains intact 
although the opening has been rebuilt and narrowed.
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Ground floor 7.90 m long from east to west by 4.80 m wide from north to south.
North wall - 1.90 m thick South wall - 2.10 m thick
East wall - 2.10 m thick West wall - 2.00 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: A doorway from the wall stair in the thickness of the south wall leads
into the first floor main chamber. A SSCR embrasure in the south wall is located 
directly above the entrance lobby and it was from here that the murder hole was 
operated. In the north-west corner is a mural chamber with a SSCR, light by a narrow 
loop in the west wall. In the north wall is a SSCR embrasure which has had its light
blocked by the stable range. In the east wall is a similar embrasure, a cupboard and a
mural chamber in the north-west corner leading to a latrine in the north wall. There
may have been a loft or gallery above the first floor chamber since put-log holes in
the north and south walls indicate where some form of wooden structure was in place. 
The loft / gallery lacked an access from the wall stair. In the east and west walls of
this mezzanine floor level are WWCV embrasures with lights, one in each wall. The
loft / gallery was under a WWCV running from east to west.

1st floor main chamber 7.80 m long from east to west by 4.80 m wide from north to 
so u th
North wall - 1.55 m thick South wall - 1.75 m thick
East wall - 1.75 m thick West wall - 1.65 m thick

The wall stair makes a turn to the north and continues up through the thickness of 
the east wall to reach the second floor level. The second floor was removed c l750 to 
create a flower garden (Westropp, 1906-7, 105-6).

56. CASTLE MAHON / MAHOONAGH

Barony — Glenquin
Parish — Mahoonagh
Townland — Mahoonagh More
Westropp Site No 368
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 36 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13183/13109 - 
SMR MN: 36:170 
Plan 20c 
Photograph 62
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

The tower house has been gutted internally and the building made into a byre using 
the internal wall faces as supports for lean-too sheds. Architectural features 
(doorways, embrasures) and evidence for chamber sub-divisions have been destroyed 
by stone robbing and plastering. The doorways have been blocked and embrasures / 
fireplaces transformed into entrances. The castle does not appear to have been in any 
better condition in 1840 since O'Donovan reports that 'it appears to have had no 
arched floors in it. Its windows are all broken and disfigured, with the exception of 
one on the west end, which is pointed and formed of cut lime stone' (Vol 2, 19). Across 
the yard is a two-storey farmhouse, now abandoned in favour of a bungalow. The 
farmhouse was supposed to have been built out of the castle stables. A painting of the 
tower house in the posession of the present owner shows the 'hanging tower' near to 
the south-west corner of the tower house. The structure is now demolished but Lewis 
stated that: 'Near it [the castle] is a curious circular building, with a high conical roof 
of stone' (1837, Vol 2, 336). This small tower was a cylindrical flanker of the type 
surviving at Gortnetubbrid (Gazetteer Site. No. 105). The tower house survives to
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second floor height but stood another storey taller until 30 or 40 years ago. The
history of this castle tells how a strong building could be captured by treachery [see
Appendix 8].

EXTERNAL INFORMATION: The north wall at ground floor level has an inserted double 
doorway (certainly a later feature) and a loop modified for use with a gun (see Plan 
20c and Photograph 62). There is also a second embrasure, now blocked. The base
batter is 1 m to 1.50 m in height. At first floor level there is a narrow loop. In the east
wall at ground floor level the cut stone jambs and lintel of the original arched 
doorway are visible, although the doorway has been blocked. The south-east corner of 
the building has been damaged. There is a narrow loop. At first floor level there is a
second doorway with cut stone jambs and lintel. This too has been blocked and it is not
possible to distinguish which of the two doorways into the building are the earlier. 
There is a narrow loop and a second loop, now blocked, near to the north-east corner. 
At second floor level there are two wide and damaged embrasures. On the south wall at 
ground floor level there are two blocked embrasures. The upper levels of the south 
wall are shrouded in ivy. The west wall at ground floor level has had a doorway 
knocked through where a fireplace had been (another example of a ground floor
fireplace in a tower house - see Carrigareely, Gazetteer Site No. 47). There are no
architectural features at first floor level along this wall but at second floor level 
there are two wide embrasures.

INTERNAL INFORMATION: The double doorway in the north wall at ground floor level 
was inserted where a WWCV embrasure had been. The spiral staircase was in the 
north-east corner of the building and the- ground floor light converted for use as a 
gun loop was on the north side of the stairwell. The fireplaces all ran into the same 
flue in the west wall and were located at ground floor, first floor and second floor 
levels. There is a dovecot inserted into the south-east corner of the south wall at first 
floor level. The location of the staircase and the original ground floor doorway into 
the building would suggest that the subsidiary chambers (if any existed) would have
been in the eastern section of the castle. The embrasures in the building are under
WWCV. The north wall at ground floor is 1.50 m thick (including base batter)
West wall at ground floor 1.50 m thick (including base batter)
Width of building from internal face of north wall to internal face of south wall 7.75 
m

Length of building from internal face of east wall to internal face of west wall 10.75 
m

57. CASTLE MATRIX / MATTRESS

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish — Rathkeale
Townland — Castlematrix
Westropp Site No 314
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13513/14123 
SMR MN: 29:21 
Plan 20b 
Photograph 23
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 6 
Date of visit: 6-22 June 1990

Another of the three tower houses still inhabited, Castle Matrix (at the time of my 
visit) was owned by Sean O'Driscoll who renovated the building during the 1960s. I 
have since learnt that Colonel O'Driscoll has passed away. The castle was the residence
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of Mr John Southwell Brown in 1837. He renovated the structure and had a two-storey 
castellated wing added to the north side. This wing extended to the edge of the River 
Deel (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 62-3; Bence-Jones, 1990, 73; de Breffny, 1977, 82). It lay 
unoccupied for 30 years, from 1931 until the Colonel bought it. During the summer 
months the castle is open to the public and the Colonel must be praised for the 
devotion and care he bestowed on this historic monument.

The chambers have been restored and fitted with authentic reproduction and original 
medieval furniture and their appearance calls to mind Sir Hardress Waller's list of 
belongings seized from his castle by the Confederates (see Gazetteer Site No. 63) than 
the more prosaic description of tower house furnishings recorded by Boullaye le Gouz 
in 1644 (Westropp, 1898-1900, 359-60). The date for the foundation of the castle is 
given as circa 1410 in once source (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 250) but it is not 
recorded where this information was obtained. The first reference in Westropp's 
work is to 1487 when James, the 9th Earl of Desmond, was murdered by has servants in 
'Cashlan Mattras' (1906-7, 214). The 19th-century renovations have altered the 
windows but a mid to late 15th century date can safely be given to the building.

It was besieged by the Confederates in 1641 and the owner, Mr Edmund Southwell, had 
to surrender after the Irish built a series of forts around his property (Westropp, 
1907a, 161). In The Civil Survey the castle, orchard, grist mill and tucking mill are 
recorded (Simington, 1938, 300). A sketch plan of the ground floor was made (see Plan 
20b). The positioning of the original entrance into the building is in some doubt. The 
Colonel considered it possible that the doorway was at first floor level on the east wall, 
entering near to where the spiral staircase begins. This is possible but there is no 
visible trace of a change in masonry style or fabric along the external face of the 
east wall at this level to indicate were a doorway had once been positioned. A large 
mullioned window was inserted in the east wall at first floor level in the 19th century 
and it could be argued that this replaced the doorway. Doorways at first floor level 
were identified at only three sites in the county: Ballycahane (Gazetteer Site No. 16), 
Castle Mahon (Gazetteer Site No. 56) and Woodstock (Gazetteer Site No. 176). In the 
latter two cases there were doorways also present at ground floor levels while the 
structure at Ballycahane cannot be considered as a typical tower house and has 
similarities with hall houses like Athenry, Co Galway or Roosca, Co Tipperary 
(Appendix 6, T68). Certainly none of the major tower houses in the county have first 
floor entrances, although this is not to say that Castle Matrix may not have been an 
excep tion .

At ground floor level on the east wall is a large inserted 19th century window. The 
tower house would conform to typological corpus Group 1; Type E if the doorway had
been located here. However, the evidence for a change in the fabric of the masonry
that could indicate the presence of a blocked doorway was not evident. The tower 
house, like Castle Garde (Gazetteer Site No. 54) may have been unique in floor plan.
The doorway may have been in the north wall at ground floor and reused as the 
entrance to the adjoining 19th-century wing.

The spiral staircase begins at first floor level in the south-east corner and runs to 
parapet level. From first floor to parapet level the building is divided into main and 
subsidiary chambers. The Colonel installed galleries at first and third floor levels in 
the main chamber block, each overlooking the floor level below. This is probably not 
historically accurate since the loss of floor space at two levels in a self-contained 
building would have been wasteful of space. The fact that there is a cupboard in the 
north wall at third floor level which is not reached by the modern gallery indicates 
that this was an inhabited chamber in medieval times.

The Irish stepped battlements survive in splendour at parapet level and there are 
square bartizans at the north-east and south-west corners operated directly from the 
parapet and acting as machicolation boxes. The Colonel believed that the parapet area
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survived the centuries because the castle had not been slighted after the Cromwellian 
Settlement. However, it would seem more probable that repairs have been carried out 
on their fabric over the last 350 years and that this is the reason why they are still in 
pristine condition.

58. CASTLE MUNGRET

Barony —  Pubblebrian
Parish — Mungret
Townland —- Castlemungret
Westropp Site No 123
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15374/15440 
SMR MN: 13:6
State of preservation: Group 5
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

There is some confusion as to the state of this ruin in the 19th century created by 
conflicting accounts in the sources. In 1840 the ruins of a small castle called
Castlemungret were reported: 'only the arch [vault] over the ground floor and one
wall of it remain' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 1, 12). However, Lenihan states that it was in 
good condition until 1860 when it lost some '10 or 12 feet of its original proportions' to 
be used in the building of a mansion (1866, 542). Dowd's account ties in with
Lenihan's since he says that the castle was destroyed 30 years previously [c l860] and
that nothing survived (1890, 111). Spellissy and O'Brien state that part of the
basement of a castle survives beneath a farmhouse (1989, 222).

Upon visiting the site marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map (now the 
location of a working farm) I was informed by the owner - a grandfather- that he 
had never known of the remains of any castle in the vicinity. Could Spellissy and 
O'Brien have interpreted the Lenihan passage incorrectly? The latter had stated that 
the upper levels of the castle were torn down by the tenant of the Protestant Bishop
'wishing to make it available for a mansion house' (1866, 542). This would suggest that
he did not cut down the building to incorporate its lower levels into a mansion house 
but that he used the stone from the demolished building for use in the construction of 
the mansion house.

59. CASTLE OLIVER / CLOGHNODFOY

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Particles
Townland — Castleoliver
Westropp Site No 268
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 56 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 
National grid co-ordinate: 16705/12005 
SMR MN: 56:34/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-30 May 1990

This was a ruined stone house and bawn with stable, orchard and garden at the time 
when The Civil Survey was compiled (Simington, 1938, 245). From the sketch in T he
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Down__Survey of 1655 it appears to have been an enclosure castle similar to
Ballyculhane (Non-Tower House Castle No. Ill), with flankers at each corner of a 
square bawn (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 74). However, the reference to a stone 
house recorded within The Civil Survey indicates that some form of fortified building, 
not necessarily a tower house, existed inside the bawn.

The castle continued to be dwelt in until 1812 when 'Richard Oliver changed his name 
to Gascoigne on inheriting with his wife the estates of her step-father Sir Thomas 
Gascoigne at Parlington' in England (de Breffny, 1977, 84). The adventuress Marie 
Gilbert was born in this house (Bence Jones, 1990, 73; see also Roval Flash by George 
MacDonald Fraser). By 1837 the old castle was in ruins and it was replaced by a large 
castle of red sandstone in Scottish Baronial style which is now delapidated. This was 
built by Ms Mary and Elizabeth Oliver-Gascoigne in the 1850s to give employment to 
the local inhabitants in the aftermath of the Great Famine (Bence Jones, 1990, 13-4).

60. CASTLE RAG

Barony — Connello Upper 
Parish —  Ballingarry 
Townland — Cloontemple 
Westropp Site No 337
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14140/13617 
SMR MN: 29:107/3 
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8

The townland of Cloontemple occupies the southern sector of the village of 
Ballingarry. The castle 'stood near Ballingarry Church; a house had replaced it in 
1840' (Westropp, 1906-7, 224). This information is based on that provided by
O'Donovan: 'The inhabitants say that there was formerly a castle called Castle Rag, the
site of which is now occupied by a modern house in the village of Ballingarry
immediately adjoining the Protestant church' (1840, Vol 2, 24).

61. CASTLE ROBERT

Barony — Coshmagh
Parish — Adare
Townland — Castleroberts
Westropp Site No 169
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14837/14384 
SMR MN: 21:37
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

A castle and bawn are recorded in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 147). Lady 
Dunraven states that a small house was built on the site of the castle 'incorporating 
within its walls what remained of the old castle, of which no features are now 
externally visible' (Wyndham-Quin, 1865, 64). The castle and an ancient church were 
demolished so that the fabric could be used in the construction of a bridge in the 
townland (Westropp, 1906-7, 165).



62. CASTLE TROY

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Kilmurry
Townland — Castletroy
Westropp Site No 30
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 6 [marked]

(1/2" toi mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16269/15853 
SMR MN: 6:17 
Plan 22
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 3 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

Lenihan mentions that the castle was originally erected in the time of Henry III 
(reigned 1216-72) by one of the O'Briens (1866, 752). No doubt he obtained this 
information from Lewis (1837), since O'Dowd refers to the information originating in
Lewis, but with no source cited to support it (1890, 116). Clearly, the architecture 
belongs to the late 15th century or early 16th century, while Westropp's first direct 
historical reference to the site is for 1583 when it is mentioned in passing in T h e
Desmond__Survey (1906-7, 86: McEnery, no date, f37, paragraph 584). In The Civil
Survey it is reported as 'Callagh Itroy one plowland and 3 qrter meeres having a 
ruined castle an orchard & an Eele weare' (Simington, 1938, 465). In 1840 its east and 
north sides were 'in tolerable preservation, but the other two are nearly destroyed,
only 10 feet of the west and 6 feet of the south wall remaining' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 
1, 7).

The tower house is situated next a tributary stream of the Shannon. The water is 
sluggish and the surrounding landscape waterlogged. However, there is good pasture
in fields to the south which adjoin the paddock in which the tower house stands. The
tower house has been heavily damaged, and two walls (the south and the west) have
collapsed. All internal features (vaults, floors and roofs) have been subject to decay. 
But enough masonry survives to be able to identify this as a unique building with 
definite tower house architectural features. It is the only tower house in the county
to have five sides. The east side of the building has north-east and south-east walls,
leaving the building pentagon-shaped. -

From first floor level up the castle is divided into two chambers per floor; a large 
rectangular main chamber running from east to west, set beside a subsidiary 
chamber running from north to south. The ground floor consists of a large main 
chamber. The walls of the tower house are all regular coursed, with good quality 
quoins. There is a base batter, which terminates approximately 1.50 m above ground 
level.

GROUND FLOOR: The original entrance and entrance lobby in the south-east wall had 
been severely damaged by stone robbing, with none of the original fabric of the 
doorway surviving except for a draw bar channel to the inner north-east face. The 
lobby is under a WWCV and there is a mural passage to its south-west side, lit by a 
narrow light in the south-east side wall and with a cupboard in the south-west end 
wall. On the north-east side of the lobby is the spiral staircase, the lower steps of 
which have been removed. The entrance to the staircase has also been damaged. To 
the north-west side of the entrance lobby is the doorway into the ground floor main 
chamber; the doorway area has been totally destroyed. The chamber was under a 
WWCV, running from east to west, but now collapsed. There was no architectual 
features present in the section of west wall that survived.
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In the north wall is a large WWCV embrasure, badly damaged, and a second splayed 
embrasure with a collapsed WWCV roof. On the external wall face was the latrine 
chute exit. In the north-east wall was another large embrasure with collapsed WWCV 
roof. The eastern side wall of a large embrasure is visible in the remaining stretch of 
the south wall.

MEZZANINE: A quarter turn of the staircase leads to a doorway into a SSCR mural 
passage set in the thickness of the north-east wall. The passage floor has collapsed 
where the roof of the ground floor embrasure beneath has fallen away. The passage 
is lit by a narrow splayed loop. The passage turns westward and proceeds through the 
thickness of the north wall. The floor of the passage has collapsed where the roof of 
the north wall's ground floor splayed embrasure has been removed. At the end of the 
passage is a latrine.

FIRST FLOOR: The staircase is lit by two small splayed loops. A doorway on the south
west side of the stairwell leads into a SSCR mural passage in the thickness of the 
south-east wall. A large hole in the passage's south-east side wall may indicate where 
some form of defensive feature was in place above the doorway into the building at 
ground floor level. On the external wall face directly above this hole was an offset
section of walling that gently sloped outwards from the south-east wall. This may
have belonged to a stone hood which was set over a defensive feature.

Three stone steps in the passage lead to a turn to the west into the thickness of the 
south wall where the passage terminates where the wall has collapsed. It is to be 
assumed that a doorway led off from the sector of the passage which is now collapsed 
into the main chamber at this level.

The main chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west but now collapsed. In 
the north wall of the chamber is a splayed WWCV embrasure and a fireplace. The 
stubs of the demolished dividing wall at the east end of the main chamber which 
partitioned it from the subsidiary chamber are still in place. The subsidiary chamber
is under a WWCV running from north to south and there is no doorway from the 
chamber onto the staircase, indicating a degree of privacy. In the north wall is a 
splayed WWCV embrasure and there is a large WWCV embrasure with narrow loop in 
the north-east wall. However, for a room that may have been designed for privacy, it 
lacks both latrine and fireplace.

UPPER LEVELS: Survey work on the upper levels of the tower house were hampered
by their dangerous condition. The building continued to third floor and parapet
levels, still served by the spiral staircase. The second floor subsidiary chamber is 
entered directly from the staircase, but there is a mural passage in the thickness of 
the south-east / south wall probably leading to a doorway into the main chamber. The 
second floor subsidiary chamber was under a WWCV running from north to south.
The arched doorway into the third floor subsidiary chamber is in a poor condition, 
but the north-east jamb and a lintel section survive to show that this was of a high 
standard of craftsmanship. At the top inner north-east side of the doorway is a
hanging eye. The third floor subsidiary chamber was under a wooden roof, possibly
pitched, and above this was the parapet of the tower house. At third floor level a 
series of five machicolation corbels survive along the south-east / south corner of 
the building, positioned to overlook the area to the west of the entrance to the castle 
at ground floor level.
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63. CASTLETOWN WALLER

Barony — Kenry 
Parish — Kilcornan 
Townland —- Castletown 
Westropp Site No 144
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 3 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13921/15543 
SMR MN: 3:8/1
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8

The Georgian house - Castletown Manor - (Bence Jones, 1990, 78) was built on the site 
of the castle (Westropp, 1906-7, 157) and was demolished in 1935 (O'Corrbui, 1975, 43). 
The castle was mentioned in the survey of 1622 as having been 'well repaired and 
made a good sufficient dwellinghouse and there have been beside about 40 good 
convenient dwellinghouses built upon this- Seignory' (Dunlop, 1924, 133). It was later 
owned by Sir Hardress Waller and was attacked on 26th March 1642 during the 
rebellion, when Sir Hardress was in England seeking supplies for Lord Inchquin. His 
wife, Lady Elizabeth, led the defence against the attack and held out until May, when 
the castle had to be surrendered for want of water. The defenders were allowed to 
leave in safety (O'Corrbui, 1975, 58-59).

Sir Hardress submitted to Parliament a long list of losses incurred due to the fall of his 
castle. The list included clothes, tapestries, hangings and curtains for windows, 
household linen, beds and bedclothes, chairs and cushions, carpets, pewter dishes, 
pewter and brass candlesticks, chamber pots, stills and flagons, earthenware vessels, 
books, tables, furniture, an English clock and 20 muskets, fowling pieces, callivers 
and a harquebus - all to the value of just over £700 (for a detailed description and list 
of items with their individual value see O’Corrbui, 1975, 59-62 or St John Seymour, 
1909-11, 255-8). A further £500 was claimed for damages to the lands surrounding his 
property. Even allowing for exaggeration, the list is of great interest in illustrating 
the 'high degree of domestic comfort for this period in Ireland' (de Breffny and 
ffolliott, 1975, 51) amongst the planters in Munster. The castle is recorded as ruinous 
in The Civil Survey, and 16 cottages, a pigeon house, and orchard and a weir seat are 
recorded on the property (Simington, 1938, 353).

64. CLOGH EAST

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish —- Croagh
Townland — Clogh East
Westropp Site No 324
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 20 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13944/14399 
SMR MN: 20:118 
Plan 23
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

Marked as a castle in ruins on the 1923 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map, this 
very dilapidated structure may have been a late fortified stone strong house rather 
than a tower house. It is named as a castle by O'Donovan who states that 'its walls are
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in good preservation and even its chimney is perfect’ (1840, Vol 1, 134). Now severely 
stone robbed, the surviving remains are in two sections.

To the west is a square room (4.85 m by 5.60 m) with walls 1.10 m to 1.25 m in
thickness. The walls here are more substantial than those of the east section, which 
are 95 cm to 1.15 m in thickness. The walls of the east section abut those of the west
section indicating that the former was added to the latter at a later date in the history
of the house. The east section is divided into two chambers. In the east wall of the east 
section is a badly damaged fireplace, and this is the only architectural feature that 
survives within the building. Westropp states that the east wall was intact in 1840 and 
that it had a chimney (1906-7, 217-18). Some sections of wall do survive to above 
ground floor level, but they are shrouded in ivy. There was no evidence for the use of 
vaults; it may have been the case that the floors were of timber. However, the corbels 
and put-log holes required to support timber floors were not present; however, they 
may have been destroyed by the stone robbers.

65. CLOGHATACKA / THE FERRY CASTLE

Barony — Pubblebrian
Parish -— Corcamore
Townland — Cloghatacka
Westropp Site No 121
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 12 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14837/15215 
SMR MN: 12:43
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The castle was reduced to a stump by the 1650s (Simington, 1938, 383) and this site, set 
tactically near the ferry crossing over the Maigue (Westropp, 1906-7, 149), is an 
example of a castle that did not survive the turmoil of the mid-17th century. This is 
possibly the 'Ferry Castle’ that Sir George Carew had built on the east side of the river
to guard the crossing (Lewis, 1837, Vol 2, 101). However, Westropp provided
documentary evidence for a castle in this townland during the late 16th century and 
does not make any reference to Carew's associations with the site (1906-7, 149). Local 
tradition records that it was demolished to provide stone for the construction of a 
three arched bridge over the Maigue in 1792 (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 193), but it 
might be the case that some of the castle still survived into the 19th century, for
Lewis states that 'The Lord Protector Carew built a tower to protect the ferry, which is
still called the Ferry Castle' (1837, Vol 2, 101), which suggests that he is talking of a 
building which was still erect. The site of the castle is marked on the east side of the 
river and in very close proximity to Ferrybridge.

66. CLOGHNAROLD / DOONDONNELL / CLONARLA

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish — Doondonnell 
Townland — Cloghanarold 
Westropp Site No 309
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13441/14181 
SMR MN: 29:126 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10
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In The Civil Survey 'a castle, a grist mill, a mill seate and fishing weare and an 
orchard' are recorded on the property (Simington, 1938, 301). It was demolished in 
the 1830s to be replaced by a new mansion on the site, built by T Fitzgerald Massey 
(Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 260). However, in 1840 O'Donovan was shown 'some old 
ruins of a building near this place which may be supposed to be the remnants of a 
castle. It is said this is part of the original dun [the dun which gave its name to the 
Parish] but to state so is all nonsense' (1840, Vol 2, 59).

67. CLONSHIRE / CLOONSHEER

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish — Clonshire 
Townland Clonshire More 
Westropp Site No 329 
Hasson Site No 5
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 20 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14236/14466 
SMR MN: 20:94 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town']
Plan 24
Photograph 24
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 2 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

The castle is not referred to in The Civil Survey account of the property (Simington, 
1938, 294). 'Cloonsheer old castle ... had three stories, of which the one next above the 
ground floor was arched [vaulted]. The walls are forty feet high and four and a half 
feet thick. It has a square tower at the north end in which ascend the stairs. This has 
five stories and its walls are five feet thick. This castle was a firm building and stands 
on low ground' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 75). A view of the castle is included in 
Westropp's survey (1906-7, Plate XVI). The building is situated at the south-west side of 
a deserted farmyard. It consists of four sections; an original four story high main
block onto the north-west side of which was added a five story stair tower and a three
story lean-too structure. A three story high extension was added to the south-east side 
of the original main block. Only the stair tower has base battered walls.
GROUND FLOOR: A peck decorated and arched doorway with rebated frame and apex 
aperture in the north-west wall leads into the stair turret. There is a pivot hole to the 
top inner south-west side of the doorway and a yett chain guide hole and funnel to 
the north-east side. On the external wall face above the doorway is a recess which 
probably held a date stone or heraldic emblem. The entrance lobby is under a plank 
centred vault. To the north-east side of the entrance lobby is a doorway onto the
spiral staircase and a cupboard, while on the south-west side of the lobby is a doorway
into the lean-too structure.

There is a clear break in the masonry between the the spiral staircase and the main
block. The two structures are connected by a doorway in the south-east side of the
lobby which was driven through the original wall fabric, perhaps at the location of 
an embrasure. The main chamber of the main block is under a WWCV running from
north-west to south-east. In the west corner is a spiral staircase which is in a poor
state of preservation. The south-east wall contains a splayed embrasure with damaged 
loop and the north-east wall contains a recess which has been damaged and rebuilt. 
This wall also contains a badly damaged embrasure.
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There is a large hole in the south-east wall which may have been the location for a 
doorway into the south-east extension. The south-west wall of the extension is down 
and the north-east wall is in a poor state. A corbel on the north-west side of the room 
and a ledge on the south-east wall indicate that the extension chamber was under a 
wooden floor set on these supports. The external face of the north-east wall has 
disused farm sheds built against it. There is another farm shed built up against the 
south-east wall's external face. The lean-too structure was located at the external 
junction where the stair tower and the main block meet. As was previously 
mentioned, the lean-too was entered from the stair tower entrance lobby. All of its 
walls at this level have been demolished.

Main block 6.85 m long from north-west to south-east by 4.20 m wide from south-west 
to north-east.
South-west wall - 1.20 m thick / North-east wall - 1.20 m thick / South-east wall - 1.30 
m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The spiral staircase in the stair tower leads up to a doorway inserted into 
an embrasure in the north-west wall of the main block. A second doorway, on the 
south-west side of the staircase, leads into the lean-too structure. There is a narrow 
loop on the north-west side of the staircase. The main chamber of the main block was 
under a wooden floor set on corbels along the north-east and south-west walls. The 
north-east wall contains two large plank centred openings while the south-west wall 
houses another large plank centred opening, a fireplace which was inserted into the 
original fabric and a cupboard. A doorway in the north-west wall led into the lean-too 
structure. The main block spiral staircase terminates in the west corner of the 
chamber. There is a doorway in the south-east wall which leads into the south-east 
extension. The south-west wall of the extension is largely collapsed but a corbel in the 
remnant of the wall and three others along the north-east wall show that the room 
was under a wooden floor. There is a splayed embrasure with blocked opening in the 
north-east wall. A second embrasure in this wall has had its north-west side wall 
re b u ilt .

Main block 7.30 m long from north-west to south-east by 4.50 m wide from south-west 
to north-east.
South-west wall - 1.10 m thick / North-east wall - 1.10 m thick / South-east wall - 1.10 
m thick.

SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase in the stair tower is lit by a narrow loop in each of 
the south-west, north-west and north-east walls. A doorway in the south-east side of 
the staircase leads into the main block main chamber. The chamber was under a
wooden floor supported on timber beams running from the south-west wall to the
north-east wall with the beam ends housed in put-log holes. There are two large 
openings in the north-east wall and a mullioned, double ogee headed window with 
side seats in the south-west wall. This wall also contains a brick lined fireplace and a 
doorway leading into the now demolished lean-too structure. The south-east wall has a 
doorway into the extension. The walls of - the extension room are badly damaged and 
the south-west wall is dov/n. There is a damaged embrasure in the north-east wall and 
an ogee headed light in the south-east wall. The chamber was under a pitched roof
with a gable crowning the south-east wall.

THIRD FLOOR: The spiral staircase in the stair tower is lit by a narrow loop in the 
north-east wall. A flat lintelled doorway on the south-east side of the staircase leads 
into the main block. The main chamber in the main block was under a wooden floor 
set on three timber beams which ran from the north-west wall to the south-east wall 
and had their ends housed in put-log holes in both these walls. There is an embrasure 
in the north-east wall and an ogee headed light in the south-east wall. The south-west 
wall contains an embrasure with a flat lintelled light, and a fireplace, the latter 
inserted into the original wall fabric.
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FOURTH FLOOR: The spiral staircase in the stair tower terminates with a caphouse. A 
loop in the north-west wall has a hood mould. There is an ogee headed loop in the 
south-east wall. This wall of the stair tower also acts as the gable wall of the main 
block. There are two doorways leaving the stair tower. The first is badly damaged but 
it led out onto the south-west wall of the main block. This was the south-west wall 
walk. The second doorway is in a better state of preservation. It is flat lintelled and 
leads out to the wall walk on the north-east side of the main block. The raggle line of 
a pitched roof can be traced on the south-east face of the stair tower. The pitched roof 
covered the main block and ran in a north-west to south-east direction to a pitched 
gable on the main block's south-east wall. There were rainwater spouts along the 
south-west and north-east wall walks to remove the water from the parapet.

68. COONAGH / COREEN / CORRIN

Barony — North Liberties (Limerick City)
Parish — Killeely
Townland — Coonagh West
Westropp Site No 19
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15312/15705 
SMR MN: 5:1/1
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

In 1840 the ruins of a castle called Corrin were reported in this townland. 'All the
walls are destroyed except a part of the west wall which is 18 feet in height and only 2 
feet 6 inches in thickness. The extent of the foundations of this castle cannot be
determined, as trace of the other walls is not visible and potatoes now grow on the
space occupied by their foundations' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 1, 20). Nothing now 
survives of this site. The farmer who owns the field did not know that a castle had 
been present on his property.

69. CORGRIG

Barony --- Shanid
Parish — Robertstown
Townland — Corgrig
Westropp Site No 380
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 10 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12558/15110 
SMR MN: 10:7
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Westropp states that 'the lower part of a very well-built tower, hardly 10 feet high in 
parts' remained on a low rock (1906-7, 241). All that survives now are two large fallen 
fragments of masonry lying on their sides. Some corbels are visible; the south
fragment is 5 m in length by 4 m in height, with a width of 4.50 m. The ruins are
situated in a farmyard next a stream. The present owners moved here in the 1950s and
the castle was in this condition when they arrived. The Desmond Survey states that it 
was 'a large and very fine castle ... with a fishery and good marsh lands there' 
(McEnery, no date, f lId , paragraph 429). Carew marched to the castle of 'Corgroge' in 
1600, 'belonging to Master Trenchard, the undertaker, and of strength sufficient to
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hold out against any force except the cannon. But the example of the Glyn [see 
Appendix 8] was so fearful to the rebels, that upon the first summons they yielded the 
same with safety of their lives. And the President gave the custody of it unto Oliver 
Stevenson' (O’Grady, 1896, Vol 1, 97). In 1622 it is stated that: 'The Castle of Cockgraig, 
being a fair and strong castle, is well repaired at the charge of Francis Trenchard, 
which cost him, as we are informed, £200' (Dunlop, 1924, 132). In 1655 the castle was 
described as being in a ruinous condition (Simington, 1938, 327).

70. COURT

Barony — Kenry 
Parish — Kildimo 
Townland — Court 
Westropp Site No 162 
Hasson Site No 8
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 12 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14753/15266 
SMR MN: 12:42 
Plan 25
Photographs 25 & 61 
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 3 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

The unique, crude little tower house of Court is situated on the west bank of the River 
Maigue, less than a mile away from Cullam (Gazetteer Site No. 76) and near to the site
of the demolished Cloghatacka (Gazetteer Site No. 65) on the eastern side of the River.

The statement in The Desmond Survey that 'Garrett mac Gibbon mac Reynode' held the 
castle of Court mac Reynode suggested to Westropp that the castle may have been built 
by the named gentleman (1906-07, 161). If  this is so, then the tower house is of a late 
date; this point is of importance to those who would assume that the equation 'crude = 
early' always holds true. Here we have a very basic little building (albeit unique in
plan) with an unknown date for its construction.

EXTERNAL INFORMATION: The base battered north wall contains the entrance with a 
crude arched doorway. There is a solid stone projection present along the east wall 
face and a smaller one on the west wall. A plan of the building included in Salter's
work suggests that the western projection is not part of the castle (1993, 133) but this
is not so. Both projections are incorporated into the fabric of the tower house and 
neither are of a different build from the tower house or associated with any other 
structure other than the tower house. There is a pronounced base batter present on 
the east wall but absent from the west wall. Between the east and west turrets the 
south wall is curved or convex in appearance. The walls are built of rough, uncut 
stone masonry in mortar and this lends the structure an air of rawness. The north
east corner has been stone robbed.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the north wall. There is a draw bar channel 
present to the inner east side of the doorway. The entrance lobby lies under a WWCV 
but the roof does not contain a murder hole. To the east side of the lobby is a doorway
leading into curving SSCR wall stair which runs up to the second floor level. The
stone steps on the wall stair have been removed. The wall stair is lit by a splayed loop 
in the north wall. To the south of the lobby is a passage which leads through to the 
main chamber. To the top inner east side of the doorway is a very crude hanging eye. 
This is the only chamber in the building at ground floor level. There is a large 
splayed loop in the south wall and a large recess in the west wall. The walls have
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suffered from stone robbing. Five put-log holes along the west wall and a further 
three (surviving) along the east wall indicate that there was a wooden floor over this 
chamber set on timber beams spanning from east to west. Two stone offset ledges 
(marked on the first floor plan to prevent confusion in the ground floor plan) on the
north and south walls were also used to support the floor over the ground floor
c h am b e r.

Main chamber 3 m from north to south by 3 m from east to west

FIRST FLOOR: A doorway in the south-west side wall of the curving wall stair leads into 
a damaged lobby area. To the south is a narrow SSCR passage leading to the first floor 
subsidiary chamber which is built in the thickness of the eastern projection and is
under a WWCV roof. There was no evidence for a doorway at the entrance to the
chamber. There are two narrow loops; a double splayed example in the east wall and a 
further example in the south wall. A second doorway from the wall stair and lobby 
leads into the main chamber at this level.' It is under a WWCV running from north to
south and there is a large splayed loop in the west wall, with crude peck decorated
jambs and lintel. The south wall has been damaged, and the opening blocked with 
rubble. A doorway in the north wall of the main chamber leads into a second 
subsidiary chamber with a crude hanging eye to the top inner western side of the 
doorway (similar in style to the example at ground floor level) and a draw bar 
channel on the inner east side. The chamber is under a WWCV running from east to
west and is lit by a narrow splayed loop in the north wall.

Main chamber 3.40 m long from north to south by 3 m wide from east to west

SECOND FLOOR: The wall stair continues to curve up until it terminates at the entrance 
to the second floor level. The entrance is situated in the eastern projection. The
second floor is open to the elements and the walls are all broken and covered in ivy
and shrubs. There were no visible architectural features, but the absence of evidence 
for any internal dividing walls suggests that this was a single large room. The 
termination of the wall stair and the lack of evidence for a second staircase present 
in the second floor chamber may mean that the building was never any more than 
three stories in height. There may have been a parapet level as well, although there
is no surviving physical evidence to support this.

71. COURTBROWNE

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish — Askeaton
Townland — Courtbrown
Westropp Site No 293
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 11 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13350/15419 
SMR MN: 11:1
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Nothing remained of the castle in the field marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch 
map of the area. A local inhabitant informed me that he did not know of any castle in 
the district, but that the field was known locally as 'Castle Hill'.
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72. CRAGGARD

Barony Shanid 
Parish — Shanagolden 
Townland Craggard 
Westropp Site No 393
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 19 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12827/14604 
SMR MN: 19:120 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Marked on a map of 1750 as being located on Fox Covert Hill (Westropp, 1906-7, 245). 
No remains could be found during fieldwork.

73. CREGGANE / HAKMYS / GREGAUN

Barony — Cosmagh
Parish — Hakmys
Townland — Creggane
Westropp Site No 189
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15332/12587 
SMR MN: 47:29
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

O'Donovan states that the 'old castle of Gregaun, sited on a small hill in the townland 
of the same name, has been lowered and newly roofed by Mr Hutchins, to whose 
dwelling house it is attached ... It now contains but three stories. The floor over the 
ground one is arched [vaulted]' (1840, Vol 2, 31). The tower house was demolished this
century by Mr F Kelly, now deceased. His son informed me that the building was
dangerous and blocked out all light to the nearby farmhouse. Ropes were attached to 
the gables and the building torn down by tractors. The masonry was then broken up
to be used in the construction of a silo.

Some lengths of what may remain of the bawn wall survive in the farmyard. A date 
stone of 1837 in the wall of a row of out-houses is of interest since it may indicate that 
the farmyard was improved at the same period as the tower house was repaired. In 
The Civil Survey a castle and bawn, out of repair, and an orchard are recorded on the 
premises (Simington, 1938, 129).
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74. CREW ALLY / BALLYCLOGH

Barony — Pubblebrian 
Parish —  Knocknagall 
Townland — Ballyclogh 
Westropp Site No 128
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15775/15229 
SMR MN: 13:45
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

O'Donovan states that 'Ballyclogh House, the residence of Edmond Morony, Esq, is built 
on the site of a castle, part of the walls of which, being about 8 feet thick, remain 
quite perfect in the north end of the house' (1840, Vol 2, 113). However, Westropp 
misquotes O'Donovan and states that 'A fragment 8 feet thick to north of the house 
stood 1840' (1906-7, 151). However, he corrects himself on page 251 and states that 'one 
wall of the castle was embodied in the modern house'. The present house is of late 18th 
century date, with two stories, five bays and an eaved roof and projecting porch 
(Bence Jones, 1990, 20).

75. CROAGH

Barony —- Connello Lower 
Parish —  Croagh 
Townland — Croagh 
Westropp Site No 322
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 20 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14094/14288 
SMR MN: 20:123 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town'] 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

No masonry remains of this castle survive.

76. CULLAM

Barony — Kenry 
Parish — Kildimo 
Townland --- Court 
Westropp Site No 164 
Hasson Site No 7
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 12 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14747/15204 
SMR MN: 12:41 
Plan 26
Photograph 26
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 1; D 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Situated in direct view of Court (Gazetteer Site No. 70) and the now demolished 
Cloghatacka (Gazetteer Site No. 65), the tower house was besieged by Sir Hardress
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Waller for Parliament in 1651. The defenders, led by Captain T Burke, surrendered 
after a few shots from sakers had been fired towards the castle. However, the men in 
the tower house did not know of the surrender, and as the Parliamentarians entered 
the bawn walls two soldiers were shot dead and Waller was wounded. Much to his 
credit, Waller held an inquiry into the incident, and when he was satisfied that a 
genuine mistake had been made, he observed the original terms of the surrender 
(Westropp, 1907a, 163-64). By 1655 the castle was a ruin (Simington, 1938, 349).

The north-east corner of the tower house is all that survives. The masonry reaches up 
to second floor height, with some scant traces of the third floor level above this. All 
that remains of the bawn are grass covered foundation courses, some 27 m (north 
bawn wall) by some 18 m (west bawn wall), with an approximate wall width of some 
2.50 m to 3 m. The tower house stood in the north-east corner of the bawn. Substantial 
amounts of freshly disturbed masonry are scattered in and around the area of the 
tower house, suggesting that stone has been removed from the site. Whether this 
stone had collapsed due to neglect, or if it had been 'persuaded' to collapse could not 
be determined.

The ground floor had been under a WWCV, with the vault running from north to 
south in direction. Its springing line can be seen in the north-east corner. A wall 
stair is present in the thickness of the east wall, leading up to the first floor. The wall 
stair has a SSCR and is lit by two narrow splayed loops in the east wall. The more 
southern of the two has had its south side wall demolished. Another narrow splayed 
light is present at the top of the staircase in the north wall next the north-east 
corner. There was a wall rebate in the internal face of the north wall, on the north 
side of the entrance to the first floor level. The rebate housed the opened door into 
the chamber, although no hanging eye or draw bar channel was present and the 
doorway had been robbed of its jambs. The first floor has some put-log holes present 
that indicate that there was a timber floor over this chamber. At second floor level a 
stone corbel survived to indicate where a wooden floor was set over this chamber. In 
the east wall of the first floor chamber were the remnants of a cupboard and the 
northern side wall of an embrasure.

77. CURRAGOWER, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 9
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15763/15761 
SMR MN: 5:19 [listed as the site of a watermill]
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

In l iie  Civil Survey the property is recorded as 'the stone house or castle of 
Curragowre with two mills therein seated’ (Simington, 1938, 442). It was located in the 
Shannon and connected by a causeway or bridge to the island of Englishtown, in the 
area that is now the Civic Offices for the City. In the 16th and 17th centuries this was 
the area between the Dean's House and Gardens and the King John's Castle, later to be 
used as the site of the Old City Gaol. It is shown on a map of the City circa 1590 (The 
Hardiman Atlas, TCD, MS 1209, Map No. 57) as two buildings - the Queen's Mill and 
Thomas Arthur's Mill - at either end of a crenellated causeway or bridge with two
arches. (My thanks to Ms Celie O Rahilly of Limerick Corporation for supplying me
with this information).
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78. DERREEN

Barony — Kenry
Parish — Kilcornan
Townland —- Derreen
Westropp Site No 153
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 11 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14212/15245 
SMR MN: 11:80
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Westropp found no historical records for a castle under this name and suggested that 
the historical documentation for Sites 146-152 in his survey (the locations of all of 
which have been lost) may have contained references to this site (1906-7, 158). 
O'Donovan reported that the castle 'was of considerable extent measuring about 50 
feet from east to west and 20 feet in the other direction. The side walls are nearly 
destroyed but the gables are in good preservation' (1840, Vol 1, 23).

The remains of the building were demolished 24 years ago. The present owners of the 
site built a bungalow over the top of the old foundations of the castle. At that time one 
of the gables was still standing and they had wished to incorporate this into their new
home. It stood to first floor level and had two small windows (loops?). They had
received the land from the wife's father but they were not eligible for financial
assistance from a government grant if the old building was included in the plans for
the new house. Therefore, the gable was demolished. Since doing this, they have 
regretted their decision and now wish that they had incorporated the old wall into 
their bungalow.

79. DROMARD / MOUNTBROWNE

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish —- Rathkeale
Townland — Dromard Demesne
Westropp Site No 318
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: Listed as 'Unlocated Site'
SMR MN: 29:130
State of preservation: Group 7
Typological corpus: Group 10

It is described as 'the old castle of Dromarde' in The Desmond S n r v e .v  (MacEnery, no 
date, f28d, paragraph 515). The site is not marked on the 1923 edition Ordnance Survey 
six-inch map but local tradition states that it was in the vicinity of Dromard House.
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Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Caheravally
Townland --- Drombanny
Westropp Site No 43
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16087/15196 
SMR MN: 13:56
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

Westropp places the two Drombanny castles in sequence in his text, and combines 
historical documentation and fabric reports for the two sites into one account (1906-7, 
89). O'Donovan states that 'there are scarcely any traces remaining with the 
exception of about 10 feet in height of the south wall. The length or breadth could not 
be determined' (1840, Vol 2, 56). I was informed by a local elderly man that the 
remains of the castle were demolished some 20 years ago. Ropes were attached to the 
walls and a lorry used to pull them down. Within the deserted farmyard, one section of 
wall had survived. This stands some 4 m in height and 6 m in length and is 75 cm 
thick. A blocked ground floor window was identified, but no other architectural 
features survived. Also of interest was a columbarium in an adjacent field which 
survives in excellent condition. This is the third dovecot known to the writer in Co 
Limerick - the other two are at Adare and at the Monastery of St. Catherine de O'Conyl, 
Foynes.

80. DROMBANNY, CAHERAVALLY / POWER’S CASTLE

81. DROMBANNY, DONAGHMORE / CREAGH'S CASTLE

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish --- Donaghmore
Townland — Drombanny
Westropp Site No 42
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16044/15277 
SMR MN: 13:53
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

This is an example used by Westropp to illustrate how a later castle could be built 
within an earlier earthwork (1907a, 26-27). He records that the castle stood in a large 
irregular double earthwork (1906-7, 89). The type of 'castle', however, is not 
apparent. It is possible that the historical documentation of the 16th and 17th
centuries may belong totally to Gazetteer Site No. 80 rather than this site. The
earthwork still survives, but no masonry remains could be identified within it. All 
that was visible were two small derelict stone cottages. If it is accepted that a later 
castle was built within this earthwork, then this site may be similar to that of Raheen
(Gazetteer Site No. 147) in that the earlier structure was reutilised to provide defence
for the later settlement.
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82. DROMLARA

Barony — Coonagh 
Parish —- Doon 
Townland --- Dromlara 
Westropp Site No 98
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 24 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: Listed as an 'Unlocated Site'
SMR MN: 24:101
State of preservation: Group 5
Typological corpus: Group 8

Westropp states that the castle was incorporated into the modern house at the site 
(1906-7, 104), but unfortunately he does not give the name of the 'modern house'. It 
may be Sunville which is located in the same townland. The SMR does not give the site 
a location.

83. DUNGROT

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Galbally
Townland --- Knockanebrack
Westropp Site No 278
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 50 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 18434/12712 
SMR MN: 50:4/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

This is another example of a site where a later castle was built within an earlier 
earthwork (Westropp, 1907a, 26-27). There is a reference to a fort here in 1002 
(Westropp, 1906-7, 197). In The Civil Survey a castle, grist mill and tucking mill are all 
recorded on the property (Simington, 1938, 229).

84. DUNNAMAN / TROSTANY

Barony — Coshmagh
Parish --- Croom
Townland — Dunnaman
Westropp Site No 175
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 30 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinates: 14721/14208 
SMR MN 30:12 
Plan 27
Photographs 27 & 28
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 1; A
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989 / 22nd May 1991

The property was granted to George Thornton in 1587; he had served in the English 
army in Ireland during the Desmond Rebellion and died in 1605 (Westropp, 1906-7, 
167; MacCarthy-Morrogh, 1986, 69). In the 1622 survey the lands are mentioned



(Dunlop, 1924, 133) and in The Civil Survey 'The Castle towne and lands of Doone 
Meane' belong to the Irish Papist George Thornton (Simington, 1938, 148), evidently a 
descendant of the Elizabethan soldier. O'Donovan described it as a building 'about 
seventy feet in height' with a chimney standing 'near its south angle' (1840, Vol 1,
58). The building was included in the Countess of Dunraven's book on the Adare 
Manor (Wyndham-Quin, 1865). This was the first comprehensive survey of a Limerick 
tower house carried out by an antiquarian, complete with plans and illustrations.

The building stands in a farmyard and is used as a junk store. It has base battered 
walls, survives to second floor level and has a latrine chute exit in the external face 
of the west wall. In 1865 it was 'surrounded by a wall now nearly destroyed' 
(Wyndham-Quin, 1865, 198). This may be interpreted as a reference to a bawn wall but 
an illustration of the east side of the castle shows a small unpretentious wall and 
gateway set in front of the building and it is more likely that it is this that the 
Countess is referring to (ibid, 202). There is a ruined medieval church located 400 m 
to the north-east of the castle [SMR Monument No. 30:13/1&2].

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the east wall. The arched and rebated doorway has 
an apex aperture and a yett chain guide hole and funnel in the south jamb. The 
mouth of the yett chain guide hole has been rebated, perhaps to house an iron hoop 
as was the case at tower houses in Co Tipperary [Appendix 6: T58, Loghlohery, and T69, 
Shanballyduff]. The north jamb has three hinge slots. To the top inner north side is a 
hanging eye and to the inner north side is a draw bar channel. The jambs 'are
ornamented with punch work, the pattern on one side [the north jamb] being in
squares like a chess board' (ibid, 199: see Photograph 28).

The entrance lobby is under a WWCV (running from east to west) with a murder hole 
set in it. To the south side of the lobby is the entrance to a spiral staircase in the
south-east corner. The arched doorway has a hanging eye to the top inner west side.
The newel of the staircase has a carved base with two sets of finely moulded torus and 
scotia, as was also found at Tullovin [Gazetteer Site No. 173]. The staircase is lit with a 
splayed loop in the south wall. The staircase has been destroyed above first floor 
level. To the north side of the lobby is a damaged entrance into a small subsidiary 
chamber under a WWCV running from east to west. There is a splayed embrasure and
narrow loop in the north wall and a cupboard in the west wall.

The main chamber was under a wooden floor set on timber beams placed on stone
corbels along the south and north walls, with the ends of the beams housed in put-log
holes in the east and west walls. There is a cupboard and a large splayed WWCV 
embrasure in the south wall. The west wall contains a similar embrasure and the 
north wall has a third example and a cupboard.

Main chamber 7.20 m long from east to west by 5.10 m wide from north to south.
Subsidiary chamber 3 m long from east to west by 1.20 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 2.50 m thick / South wall - 2.50 m thick / West wall - 2.60 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The spiral staircase continues up to the arched doorway leading into the
main chamber. There is a draw bar channel to the inner south side of the doorway.
The main chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west. There is a large
splayed embrasure in the south wall and a second example in the west wall. This wall
also contains a cupboard. A second doorway on the staircase leads into the subsidiary 
chamber. The chamber was under a wooden floor supported on timber beams set on 
corbels along the east and west walls.

There is a small splayed window in the east wall. The ogee headed light has a hood 
mould with ornamented ends. Craig comments that there is 'occasionally a little
ornamentation' at the ends of hood moulds, 'though seldom so elaborate as that at
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Dunnaman' (1982, 103). An illustration of the hood mould is included in T he 
Memorials of Adare (1865, 201) and in Westropp’s survey (1906-7, Plate XVII). The 
south end of the hoodmould tapers to a point. At the end of the hoodmould is a rose
like carving. The north end similarly tapers to a point, but it joins a carving with 
four leaves. A similarly styled decoration can be seen at the ends of the hood mould 
over entrance into the nave of the Franciscan friary at Dromahair (Creevelea), Co 
Leitrim which was founded in 1508 (Harbison, 1992, 211). The staircase is lit by a 
narrow loop in the east wall. After this level the stone steps have been removed but 
the stairwell continues up to second floor level.

Main chamber 7.25 m long from east to west by 5.20 m wide from north to south. 
Subsidiary chamber 3.95 m long from north to south by 2.50 m wide from east to west.

North wall - 2 m thick / South wall - 2 m thick / West wall 2.05 m thick / East wall - 
1.30 m thick.

SECOND FLOOR: This level of the building is in a poor state of preservation and lies 
open to the elements. The main chamber was entered from the staircase but 'no trace 
of the construction of the roof remains' (Wyndham-Quin, 1865, 200). The Countess was
of the opinion that the building was only three stories high, hence this comment. It
would seem that this is unlikely since it would have been a very stunted tower house 
without at least another level above second floor and a parapet above this. Besides, 
the stairwell continues up to a third floor level.

There was a fireplace and splayed embrasure with ogee headed light in the north 
wall. The west wall has a similar embrasure. The south wall's splayed embrasure has 
an entrance in its western side wall leading into a mural passage in the thickness of 
the wall. The passage runs into the south-west corner and communicates with a 
latrine in the west wall. The Countess states that 'there is a square hole on the summit
of the western wall, in the centre of its breadth, which communicates with the
garderobe shaft below, and was apparently constructed for the purpose of flushing it 
from above' (ibid). It is more probable that this is the latrine chute from a latrine 
originally situated in the west wall at the now demolished third floor level.

An illustration of the east front included in the 1865 volume shows the north wall of 
the castle crowned by a tall square chimney. The chimney is still in situ (see 
Photograph 28) but is now shrouded in ivy. The continuation of the stairwell to a now 
demolished third floor level and the presence of a latrine chute in the west wall fed at 
what was third floor level both argue that the building was originally at least one 
storey higher than it stands today. The chimney on the north wall can not, therefore, 
be an original feature. It is more probable that it belongs to the period of building 
activity which saw the tower house upper levels demolished. The chimney is similar 
to that found at Ireton's Castle [Appendix 6: T47], a known 17th century building. This 
indicates that renovations at Dunnaman possibly occurred during the 17th century.

In the north-east corner of the main chamber is a doorway leading through to the 
subsidiary chamber. The walls are damaged and it is not possible to state how the 
room was floored. There was a narrow embrasure with ogee headed light in the north 
wall and an embrasure with ogee headed light in the east wall. Like the example in 
the same wall at first floor level, there is an ornamented hood mould. The south end of 
the hood mould tapers into a point, at the end of which is a fern-like carving. The 
north end of the hood mould tapers into a point which twists around on itself.

'Inserted in the [east] wall near one of these windows [to the south of the window just 
described] is an example of that class of sculptured stones, so strange in their 
character, representing the female figure in the most repulsive way' (ibid, 200-1).
The Sheela-na-gig to which she is referring to is only one of two examples in situ in
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the county - the other is at Tullovin [Gazetteer Site No. 173] (Cherry, 1992, 4-5). A 
third was discovered incorporated into a culvert carrying the road over a stream in 
the townland of Caherelly East [see Gazetteer Site No. 42] (Hunt, 1947, 158). The 
Countess was the first academic to record the existence of the Sheela-na-gig at 
Dunnaman, but it was also mentioned with the Tullovin example in a brief article 
published in 1874 (Norman, 1874, 17). It is included in all subsequent surveys (G T S, 
1894, 80; Guest, 1936, 112 & Plate X; Andersen, 1977; Weir and Jerman, 1986, 126 & Plate 
66). The figure is on a stone panel now nearly obscured by ivy; it stands upright and 
belongs to Type I in Weir and Jerman's classification (1986, Figure 2a & 126).

85. DYSERT / DYSERTMORGAN

Barony — Shanid 
Parish — Robertstown 
Townland — Dysert 
Westropp Site No 384 
Hasson Site No 10
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 10 [marked]

(1/2” to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinates: 12858/15054 
SMR MN: 10:77 
Plan 28
Photograph 29
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 1; C 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

The Civil Survey records that Sir Edward Wingfield held 'Craige and Dissarte wih a 
castle' (Simington, 1938, 327). The tower house is located near to where the 
Robertstown River ran into a creek on the Shannon. In the 19th century six acres of
land were reclaimed by constructing a sluice which changed the course of the river.
The castle had a bawn which is now demolished, and rock outcrops around the 
building were quarried away to provide stone fill for the construction of the alumina 
factory on Aughinish Island. The building is in a very fine state of preservation, 
standing four stories tall, although it was struck by lightning in 1960-61 and this left 
a large crack in the upper levels of the east wall and damaged the vault over the 
second floor main chamber. For safety reasons the building was not surveyed above
second floor level.

At some stage in its history the castle walls had been strengthened at ground floor 
level by the addition of a base batter, some 75 to 85 cm thick, to the original 
structure's north, south and east external wall faces, which were originally circa 1 m
thick and lacking base batter. Some of the architectural features at this floor level 
were subsequently altered by the addition of the base batter. The original splayed 
WWCV embrasure openings were in danger of being closed over by the addition of 
the base batter. To prevent this each splayed embrasure was given a splayed opening 
which cut through the thickness of the base batter, thereby forming double splayed 
embrasures. The original latine chute exit in the south wall near the south-east 
corner was blocked and a new latine chute was added in a side turret along the south 
wall near the south-west corner. The latrine chute turret rises up to fourth floor 
level. The building has no fireplaces at ground, first and second floor levels. There is 
an instep in the masonry on the external face of the west wall.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the west wall. There is an assommoir in the flat 
SSCR roof of the lobby. To the north side of the lobby is a doorway into a mural 
passage leading to a spiral staircase in the north-west corner which rises up to 
fourth floor level. There is a crude hanging eye to the top inner east side of the
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mural passage doorway. There is no subsidiary chamber at this level and an entrance 
to the east side of the lobby leads through to the main chamber which is under a 
WWCV running from east to west. There Is a splayed WWCV embrasure in the north 
wall which had been transformed into a double splayed opening at the time when the 
base batter was added. There is a similar embrasure in the east wall and a third 
example in the south wall.

Main chamber 5.85 m long from east to west by 3.90 m wide from north to south.
North wall - 1.85 m thick / South wall - 1.85 m thick / East wall - 2.10 m thick / West 
wall - 2 m  thick (all measurements of wall thickness include added base batter where 
ap p licab le ).

FIRST FLOOR: A doorway on the spiral staircase opens into the main chamber. The 
chamber was under a wooden floor set on beams supported by corbels along the 
north and south walls. There is a splayed flat SSCR embrasure in the north wall with a 
damaged flat lintelled light and a second example is located in the south wall. The 
SSCR embrasure in the east wall has a small light and a doorway in its south sidewall 
which leads into a narrow flat SSCR mural passage. There is a small hanging eye to 
the top inner west side of the doorway. The passage turns in the south-east corner 
and proceeds through the thickness of the south wall to a redundant latrine (its exit 
was blocked by the addition of the base batter at ground floor level). A narrow 
doorway in the main chamber's west wall leads into a small mural chamber with flat 
SSCR where the assommoir was operated. There is no access to the latrine turret at 
this floor level.

Main chamber 5.50 m long from east to west by 3.45 m wide from north to south. 
Subsidiary mural chamber 2.50 m long from north to south by 80 cm wide from east to 
west.

North wall - 1.20 m thick / South wall - 1.15 m thick / East wall - 1.30 m thick / West
wall (in subsidiary mural chamber) - 50 cm thick.

SECOND FLOOR: A doorway from the spiral staircase leads into the main chamber 
which is under a WWCV running from east to west. A section of the vault has 
collapsed and there is a crack running along the apex of the vault's arch. There is a 
splayed WWCV embrasure in the north wall with a flat lintelled light and a second 
example in the south wall. The east wall contains a WWCV embrasure with ogee 
headed light. In the west wall is the entrance to a small flat SSCR mural chamber 
which has a small splayed light in its west wall. There is no access to the latrine 
turret at this floor level.

Main chamber 5.45 m long from east to west by 3.45 m wide from north to south. 
Subsidiary mural chamber 2.45 m long from north to south by 90 cm wide from east to 
west.

North wall - 1.30 m thick / South wall - 1.20 m thick / East wall - 1.30 m thick / West
wall (in subsidiary mural chamber) - 60 cm thick.

UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: At third floor level there is a damaged double window in the 
north wall and a single ogee headed light in the south wall. There is a damaged 
window in the east wall.
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86. FANNING’S CASTLE/ SARSFIELD’S CASTLE/ WHITAMORE’S CASTLE/ THE CASTLE OF 
LIMERICK, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Limerick Site 2
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinates: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
Plan 29
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 4 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

The ruins of this five storey urban tower house are set in the grounds of the 
Technical Institute at Barrington's Quay. The castle is not referred to directly in T he
Civil Survey, but from its location between Creagh Lane and High Street [now Mary's
Street] and the work carried out on the -property divisions recorded in the 
Cromwellian survey by Clare Lane and Celie O'Rahilly it is probably one of the stone 
houses listed in this area which were owned by the Fanning family (personal
communication, 1990) perhaps, as Hill states, the 'stone house' belonging to
'Domnicke ffaning deceased Irish Papist' (Simington, 1938, 422; Hill, 1991, 40).

Dineley described the houses of Limerick City as tall buildings 'with black unpolisht 
marble with partition walls some 5 foot thick, and have Battlements on the top, and 
the best Cellars, for so many, of any city in England or Ireland' (Dineley, 1864-7, 443), 
a description which could fit this building. By the 19th-century it had become known 
as Whitamore's Castle. 'This ruin, which is concealed by the houses, is nearly in the 
centre of Mary Street, opposite the old city jail [the Thosel]. Perhaps it was so called 
from Francis Whitamore, proprietor of the Globe Tavern, which Dineley, in his tour 
through Ireland, in the time of Charles II, who visited Limerick about the time that 
Whitamore was mayor, in 1681, says it was famous for its excellent draughts of claret, 
described by him as "better, but not so great as in most taverns of London" ... Sarsfield 
is said to have resided for a time in Whitamore's Castle, which is sometimes called 
Sarsfield's Castle, and the Castle of Limerick' (Lenihan, 1866, 760).

'Whittamore's Castle, between Mary Street and the river, is a striking example of the
old fortified residences, strongly built of cut limestone and apparently constructed so
as to stand a siege. The wall towards the river is still standing almost entire and the 
doors and windows are in very good preservation. It is popularly called the Castle of 
Limerick and also Sarsfield's Castle, from a tradition that it was occupied by that 
distinguished general during the last two sieges' (Dowd, 1890, 88). Since the building 
was evidently well known it is with surprise that we find it not included in 
Westropp's survey of 1906-7. It was one of the city's monuments listed by Harbison in 
the 1970 edition of his guide to the Republic of Ireland's national monuments (1970,
152) but was omitted from the 1992 edition. In 1990 it was under the protection of the
Office of Public Works and the Limerick Civic Trust.

GROUND FLOOR: 'It is in a poor state of preservation; only the south wall (c. 11.5 m
high) being completely intact, the east wall is largely intact but with modern
modifications, the south return of the west wall survives and the north wall is
completely missing ... the present ground level is built up, c. 2 -3 m higher than in 
gardens to the west, and covers most of the ground floor. This may have been barrell 
[sic] vaulted as a broad (3.75 m) segmental arch, most of the keystones of which are 
modern replacements, is visible just above present ground level in the south wall
(internally) and another protrudes c 75 cm above external ground level at the rear 
(north). No features of the ground plan are visible internally but externally the
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south wall has a round headed doorway and a rectangular window/door both of which 
are now blocked' (Bradley et al, 1989, 259-60). Two put-log holes are present, one in 
the south-east corner and one in the south-west corner, indicating that the chamber 
was under a wooden floor set on timber beams running from the east to west walls 
with their ends housed in put-log holes.

FIRST FLOOR: There is a large fireplace with damaged flue in the east wall with a 
cupboard set beside it. A rectangular doorway in this wall, near the south-east 
corner, leads into a flat SSCR mural passage. The OPW Urban Survey stated that 'this 
may have formed a stair turret with spiral stairs to upper floor but now is partly 
rebuilt and no trace of the stairs is evident' (ibid, 260). The turret is present in an 
extension of the east wall from the main building and the building's fabric has 
indeed been 'partly rebuilt'. However, the passage has a flat floor and no evident 
signs that it ever connected with or contained a staircase. It is possible that this is a 
latrine turret but there is no evidence for a latrine or latrine chute exit which could 
support such a theory. The internal face of the east wall extension contains a door 
recess. The extension continues up to second floor level. The south wall has a large
mullioned window with side seats and an embrasure under a five-piece stone arch.
There is also a semicircular arched doorway in this wall. 'This must have led to an 
external wooden stairs or balcony, supported on corbels which are now missing, 
although some survive on the upper floors' (ibid). The building may have had some 
form of balcony similar to that envisaged by Leask at Sarsfield's House [see Gazetteer 
Site No. 161].

SECOND FLOOR: The east wall contains a fireplace with damaged flue, a cupboard and a 
rectangular doorway into the enigmatic flat SSCR mural passage in the south-east 
corner. The south wall contains a large double ogee headed window with side seats 
and an embrasure under a segmental stone arch. Beside this window is a semicircular 
arched doorway. 'Two corbels are visible externally just below the door to the east and 
possibly another to the west which may have supported a balcony/stairs' (ibid). The 
west wall contains a blocked and modified flat lintelled doorway. The chamber was 
presumably under a wooden floor but no architectural features survive to suggest the
technique employed.

THIRD FLOOR: The east wall contains a fireplace with damaged flue, a cupboard and a 
rectangular doorway into the south-east corner flat SSCR mural passage. The south 
wall contains a large double ogee headed window with side seats and an embrasure 
under a segmental stone arch. Beside this is a semicircular arched doorway. 'No 
definite corbels to support stairs or balcony are visible on this level externally 
although there is a projecting stone on the west side of the second floor door just 
below the arch and another projecting stone on the west side of the third floor door 
itself. Just above the door, to the west is a drainage chute' (ibid, 261). It is probable 
that the chamber was under a wooden floor but, again, no architectural features 
survive to suggest the technique employed.

FOURTH FLOOR: 'Externally the south wall rises uniformly (ie there is no gable) to a 
height of 11.5 m but internally there is a stepped flat topped gable built against the 
outer wall' (ibid). The building was under a pitched roof running from north to south
and there is a put-log hole to either side of the semicircular arched window and 
segmental arched embrasure in this wall. The holes would have held the ends of 
beams used to support the roof of the building. The 'stepped flat topped gable' is also 
to be seen utilised in the county at the gable end of the chancel at the Collegiate 
Church in Kilmallock. It would have provided a route of access from the east wall 
walk to its counterpart on the west wall.
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Barony — Small County
Parish —- Fedamore
Townland — Fanningstown
Westropp Site No 203
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinates: 15844/14786 & 15841/14784 
SMR MN: 22: 38/1 & 2 
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The Civil Survey records that 'ffaningstowne' had 'on it an oulde Ruinous castle & Six 
Cabbins' (Simington, 1938, 106). The Ordnance Survey Letters of 1840 mention that
the castle had fallen nearly into utter ruin. It was 56 feet long by 28 feet wide but
only stood some 6 feet in height (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 108). There were no standing
remains at the site in 1989.

87. FANNINGSTOWN, FEDAMORE

88. FANTSTOWN / BALLINANTIE / YSBARDSTOWN

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Kilbreedy Major
Townland —- Fantstown
Westropp Site No 257
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 48 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16493/12792 
SMR MN: 48:4 
Plan 30
Photograph 30
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 1; B 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989 / 23rd May 1991

Ih.e Civil Survey records that in the two ploughlands of Fantstown and Kilbreedy 
'stands a Castle & Gristmill with six Cabbyns' (Simington, 1938, 237). In 1860 the tower 
house was described as dating to 'the 15th or early part of the 16th century, with two 
vaults and three stories over the upper one, six in all; with a fireplace and garderobe 
on each floor, and two fireplaces in the upper chamber. There are bartizans at two 
corners of the chief apartment over the vault, but not at the top of the tower; these 
are furnished with loopholes, and small round holes for muskets' (Parker, 1860, 169).

The tower house is located in a farmyard and has been in use for many years as a 
byre. However, Free State troops were garrisoned here during the Irish Civil War. 
There had been a bawn and other buildings but these have been demolished in the 
recent past. The owners keep the building free from the threat posed by ivy and they 
informed me of a local tradition that states that the castle was rebuilt during the 17th 
century. The tradition may well be true for there is a line of change in the masonry 
on the external wall fabric above first floor level and the second fllor, third floor, 
and parapet have architectural features of a later date than those at ground and first 
floor levels. The building was originally a two-section tower house, but the line 
dividing the two sections (which is very clear on the south wall) does not proceed 
higher than second floor level - further evidence to suggest that the castle



underwent rebuilding at third floor and parapet level. The building has base battered
walls and a latrine chute exit on the external face of the south wall.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the east wall. An assommoir guards the doorway; 
this defensive feature is operated from the subsidiary chamber at first floor level.
The arched doorway has been coated in numerous layers of white wash and it is not
possible to say if it was peck decorated although O'Donovan states that the doorway
was built of 'chiselled lime stone' (1840, Vol 2, 78). There is a yett chain guide hole and
funnel in the northern jamb. The entrance lobby is under a WWCV with a murder
hole positioned in the roof.

The building has a staggered lobby. An arched doorway to the north side of the lobby 
leads into the spiral staircase in the north-east corner of the building. The staircase 
is lit with two splayed loops, one in the north wall and the other in the east wall. 
O'Donovan referred to a 'door of iron bars' which 'gives admittance to the foot of the 
stairs running to the top of the castle' (ibid). Could this have been a yett situated 
Within the tower house? To the west side of the spiral staircase is an arched doorway 
which was the original route of access into the main chamber, although it is now 
blocked. To the south side of the lobby is an arched doorway leading into a subsidiary 
chamber. The chamber is under a WWCV and there is a blocked loop in the east wall 
and a damaged loop in the south wall. The west end wall of the lobby passage has been
demolished and this now acts as the entrance to the main chamber.

The eastern quarter of the main chamber is under a WWCV arch. The remainder of 
the chamber was under a wooden floor supported on beams which had their ends 
housed in put-log holes along the north and south walls. Each beam end housed in a 
put-log hole received further support from a corbel set under the level of the put-log 
hole. The south wall contains a splayed WWCV embrasure and a cupboard. The WWCV 
embrasure in the west wall has been widened to allow cattle into the building. The 
north wall also contains a splayed WWCV embrasure and a cupboard.

Main chamber 7.20 m long from east to west by 5.25 m wide from north to south.
Subsidiary chamber 2.55 m long from east to west by 2.05 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 2 m thick / South wall - 2.10 m thick / West wall - 2 m thick / East wall 
(in subsidiary chamber) - 80 cm thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The spiral staircase is lit by a splayed loop in the north wall and another 
example is set in the east wall. An arched doorway on the south side of the staircase 
provides access to the subsidiary chamber. The chamber was under a wooden floor set 
on corbels along the east and west walls. The floor of the room has been concreted 
and the operating point for the murder hole has been filled in. The assommoir over
the ground floor entrance below is operated from a wall recess in the east wall. The
east wall also contains a cupboard and a splayed embrasure with narrow loop. Each 
side wall of the embrasure holds a narrow gun loop. The south wall has an identical 
embrasure with a flat lintelled light, complete with shot holes in either side wall.

A second arched doorway on the west side of the staircase leads into a flat SSCR lobby. 
There is a pivot hole to the top inner northern side of the doorway. The lobby 
connects with a flat SSCR passage running across the building from north to south. 
The passage is built over the WWCV arch in the main chamber at ground floor level.
At the south end of the passage is a latrine, with a small latrine niche in the west 
wall. The north end is lit by a narrow loop. A doorway midway along the west wall of 
the passage leads into the main chamber which is under a WWCV running from east 
to west. There is an embrasure with a small, narrow, flat lintelled light in the south
wall, a second example in the west wall and a bricked-up example in the north wall.
The building at this floor level is very similar to the first floor of Fiddaun Castle, Co
Galway (see plan in Craig, 1982, 102).
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Main chamber 5.80 m long from east to west by 5.10 m wide from north to south.
Subsidiary chamber 3.80 m long from east to west by 2.45 m wide from north to south.

SECOND FLOOR: The main chamber is reached from the spiral staircase through an
arched doorway. The chamber was under a wooden floor (although no evidence
survives to show how the floor was supported) and there is a large fireplace with fine 
chimney piece in the north wall. This wall also holds a blocked embrasure with 
window and a splayed embrasure with a narrow, flat lintelled and hood moulded light 
which has a cupboard in the eastern side wall. The west wall contains three 
cupboards. The south wall has a blocked embrasure and a splayed embrasure with 
narrow loop. A doorway in the east wall leads into the subsidiary chamber which is 
under a WWCV running from north to south. A flat SSCR mural passage in the 
thickness of the south wall is entered from this chamber and the passage connects 
with a latrine. The south wall has a narrow flat lintelled and hood moulded light and 
the east wall has a cupboard and light.

THIRD FLOOR: A doorway on the spiral staircase leads into the third floor level which 
constitutes a single chamber. The staircase is lit by a narrow loop. The north wall of
the chamber has two blocked embrasures. In the north-west corner is a doorway into
a corner machicolation. The west wall holds a double mullioned window and the south 
wall contains a cupboard, two blocked embrasures with hood moulded windows still in 
place, and a fireplace. There is a second corner machicolation in the south-east 
corner and a fireplace in the east wall. The chamber was under a wooden floor. The 
corner machicolations are mentioned in O'Donovan's survey of the building: 'Near 
the top on [the] outside are two sentry boxes’ (1840, Vol 2, 78). The blocked windows 
each have hood moulds.

FOURTH FLOOR: An arched doorway on the west side of the spiral staircase leads into 
this floor level. The floor level comprises of one chamber, open to the elements.
There are two windows in the south wall. The more western example is damaged; both
have hood moulds. There is a fireplace in the west wall, a corner-loop in the north
west corner, a window in the north wall and a blocked window in the east wall. The 
upper wall courses have been cut down since 1840 when O'Donovan reported that 
'three of its chimneys still remain. It may be supposed to have had four' (ibid). Ninety 
years ago the east gable collapsed into the tower house and the danger posed by 
further collapse was removed by demolishing the remaining gables. There is no 
surviving evidence to suggest how the building was roofed but if each wall was 
crowned by a gable and chimney it may be the case that the upper level of the tower 
house resembled those at Kilduff (Gazetteer Site No. 114) or Oola (Gazetteer Site No.
144). However, the location of a series of rainwater spouts on the north and south 
walls at parapet level might suggest that the building was under a pitched roof with 
gables on the west and east walls. The spouts would, therefore, mark the run of the 
parapet wall walks.
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89. FARRANSHORE / CASTLE BLAKE

Limerick Municipal Borough
Westropp Site No 11
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15734/15769 
SMR MN: 5:16/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

In The Civil Survey the property of 'ffarrinshone' is owned by 'Nicholas Arthur' but 
there is no reference to a castle (Simington, 1938, 453). It is not included in Petty's 
Down Survey (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 63) but its location was remembered and 
its site was marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet.

90. FEDAMORE

Barony — Small County
Parish — Fedamore
Townland — Castlequarter
Westropp Site No 198
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15972/14409 
SMR MN: 22:140 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Westropp provides historical documentation from the 16th-century Desmond Survey 
and Patent Rolls which both refer to an 'old castle' in this townland (1906-7, 175; see 
also McEnery, no date, f5d, paragraph 390). In 1622 the 'Seignory of Feadamore' did 
not contain any new buildings 'besides the old castle' (Dunlop, 1924, 131). However, 
while 'a Courte leete & Court Baron' are recorded as belonging 'to the mannor of 
ffeadamor' in The Civil Survey, the castle is not mentioned (Simington, 1938, 106). The 
castle site is marked in the townland of Castlequarter on the Ordnance Survey six- 
inch map sheet.

91. FFILKIN'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 6
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5: 17 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The Urban Survey states that the castle was located 'near St Marie's Church in High 
Street' (Bradley et al, 1989, 262) - information originally obtained from Westropp 
(1906-7, 80) who was quoting from The Civil Survey. 'The next [property] southward is 
one Castle, now in the occupation of Mr ffilkins, a small Garden and backe house 
Eastward to the Towne wale, A little Cabin north upon the same'. The property had 
belonged to 'William Stritch' (Simington, 1938, 435).



92. FINNITTERSTOWN

Barony —- Connello Upper
Parish — Drehidtarsna
Townland — Finniterstown
Westropp Site No 334
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14427/14239 
SMR MN: 21:71 
Plan 31
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990

The 'ruined Castle and a Bawne' are recorded as the property of 'John fiz Gerrald'
[FitzGerald] in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 289). 'There was a castle in
Finnitterstown, some remains of which are still visible. The east and south walls are
still standing and six feet of the height of the west one ... it had four stories, the lower
of which were arched [vaulted] underneath' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 73). The south 
and east walls still stand, although the west wall has now been totally removed. The 
building has base battered walls and a latrine chute exit in the external face of the 
east wall at ground floor level, with a relieving arch over its opening. The broken 
remnants of the bawn wall are connected to the external face of the south wall at 
ground floor level. There was a farmshed built against the external east side of the 
building. The bawn is situated to the south-east/east side of the tower house. A lime 
kiln built of stone and red brick stands in break on the east stretch of wall. The wall 
is approximately 3.50 m high with base battered walls 1.50 m thick. The south-east 
stretch of wall runs for approximately 13 m and the connecting east stretch for 6 m. 
There is a splayed gun loop in the south-east wall.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance was in the west wall. The south jamb of the doorway 
survives and there is a draw bar channel to the inner south side. There is no surving 
evidence for an entrance lobby but there is a roofless passage to the south of the 
entrance area which may have held a wall stair leading up to the south-west corner 
at first floor level. It is now overgrown and filled with rubble. The main chamber was 
under a WWCV, now collapsed. A damaged peck decorated and arched doorway in the 
main chamber south wall leads into a subsidiary chamber under a WWCV running
from east to west. The entrance to this chamber has a draw bar channel on the inner
east side but the chamber does not have any windows or loops.

Main chamber 6 m long from north to south by 4.35 m wide from east to west.
Subsidiary chamber 3.75 m long from east to west by 1.80 m wide from north to south.

North wall - approximately 2 m thick / South wall (in subsidiary chamber) - 1.30 m 
thick / West wall (in main chamber) - 80 cm thick / East wall - 3 m  thick.

FIRST FLOOR: Stretches of the south and east walls survive at this level. Presumably 
the entrance to this floor level was from the wall stair in the south-west corner.
There is no surviving evidence for the staircase which would have connected the 
first floor level with the upper levels of the building; such a staircase was 
presumably in either the demolished west or north sides of the tower house. The first 
floor area was under a wooden floor. A put-log hole survives in the east wall next the 
south-east corner. There is a blocked shot hole and embrasure in the south wall. The 
east wall contains two mural passages. The southern example has a flat SSCR and 
latrine. There is a stoup in the west wall of the passage while the east wall contains 
two narrow loops, one of which was damaged by the insertion of a beam to support 
the roof of the lean-too farmshed located along the external face of the east wall. The
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northern mural passage in the east wall has been damaged and it lacks its north and 
west walls. However the east jamb and flat lintel of a doorway still survives in what 
was the chamber's south wall. The room may have been larger than the other mural 
passage and it is under a WWCV running from north to south. The location of a draw 
bar channel in the inner east side of the doorway may indicate that this was a 
subsidiary chamber. The chamber had a flat headed loop in the east wall.

South wall - 95 cm thick / East wall (in section containing mural passage) - 1.80 m
th ick .

UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: Part of the south wall, the south-east corner and the east wall 
still stand to sixth floor level. At second floor level the south wall has a fine hood 
moulded, transomed and mullioned window, but there are no architectural features 
visible on the ivy-shrouded east wall. The third floor level was under a WWCV 
running from north to south; the vault springing line can be seen on the east wall. 
There is a mural chamber in the south-east corner at fourth floor level. The
chamber has a flat SSCR and a narrow loop in the east wall. This may have been a
latrine chamber. At fifth floor there are the remnants of an embrasure in the south 
wall and a doorway in the east wall leads into a mural chamber in the south-east 
corner. The chamber is under a flat SSCR. The sixth floor would appear to have been 
the parapet level in the building since a wall walk survives on the south wall with 
rainwater chutes. There is a corner embrasure with damaged battlements in the 
south-east corner at this level.

93. FORTWILLIAM / BEALDUROGY

Barony — Connello Upper 
Parish —  Drehidtarsna 
Townland —- Bealduvroga 
Limerick Site 3
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
The site is not included in the SMR for the county and no national grid co-ordinate is 
availab le .
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 6-22nd June 1990

Descendants of Major John Odell, builder of 'The Turret' (Gazetteer Site No. 157), 'lived 
in the old tower house and its additions at Bealdurogy, the ruins of which with its 
stout bawn and stables still stand beside the house named Fortwilliam' (de Breffny and 
ffolliott, 1975, 172). Major William Odell left the building and moved to a new house 
called 'The Grove' near Ballingarry in the latter part of the 18th century. Fortwilliam 
is a 19th-century one storey "gentleman's residence" 'built just outside the bawn'
(ibid, 202). No trace survives of a tower house at the site but there is a narrow square 
building (renovated with red brick inserts) at the north-west corner of a 
neigbouring paddock which may be a bawn flanker. The owner of Fortwilliam 
informed me that the 'tower' had been a further storey high but that the top level 
had collapsed.

There is a large doorway which has been knocked through the north wall at ground 
floor level and some windows have been blocked. The walls are 60 cm thick and 
internally the building measures some 3.80 m from north to south by 3.80 m from east 
to west. It connects on the east side with a slim stone wall which has a brick lined 
inner face. A flight of stone steps on the south side lead up to the first floor room. The 
room has a sloping roof - added after the upper levels collapsed and the building was 
refurbished. No features survive which might help to date the building and the
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upper level is shrouded in ivy. However, it is similar in general form to other 
'known' flankers in the county and is probably genuine.

94. GALBALLY / AHERLOE

Barony — Coshlea 
Parish — Galbally
Townlands — Galbally, Killinane and Park
Westropp Site No 277
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 49 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 18020/12772 
SMR MN: 49:86 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typlogical corpus: Group 10

The castle has a history of use as an important stronghold. In 1569 it was burned and
in 1601 it was the musterplace for Carew's Irish soldiers from Cork in the war with
the Sugan Earl (Westropp, 1906-7, 196-7). It was used to house a garrison during the 
Cromwellian era (Westropp, 1907a, 164). By the 19th century the castle had fallen into 
abject ruin. O'Donovan wrote that 'small traces of Galbally Castle' were visible in 1840 
but that 'they are too indistinct to give any measurements of them' (Vol 1, 67). The
site is marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet.

95. GALWEY'S CASTLE / IRETON'S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 8
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Built sometime in the late 16th or early 17th century by Geoffrey Galwey, a lawyer 
and the Mayor of Limerick City in 1600, this urban tower house had a long and varied 
life before its demolition in 1894. The Civil Survey records 'a great stone house with a 
wast plot of Ground Southwards of the last mentioned [properties owned by Thomas 
Power and Christopher Sexten], butting upon the high street on the west, and the
Langable on the east, whereout was to issue yearely unto Barthol Stacpoll, ten pounds.
It owed 6d yearely langable Rent' and was the property of 'Sir Geoffry Galway, Irish 
Papist' (Simington, 1938, 403). Westropp states that the Account Rolls for the Limerick 
district, 1650-58 records that Thomas White paid £20 for work to be done to preserve 
'Jeoffrey Gallowaye's House' between 1650-54 (1906-7, 80).

It may have been during this period of renovation that the castle received its brick 
curvilinear and pedimented front gable 'of the type known to architectural 
historians as "Holborn" gables, and traditionally called in Dublin "dutch billies'"
(Craig, 1892, 157-8, Illustrations 117 & 118), although the type was not restricted to
Dublin 'since examples are known from Cork and Waterford, from Limerick ... and 
from Newry' (ibid). The gables are also called "Dutch gables" since they are of a style 
which flourishing in Holland during the 17th century (de Breffny and ffolliott, 1975, 
58). 'This fashion may have been imported by Flemish and Huguenot immigrants 
some of whom had come to Ireland long before the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes
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[The Edict of Nantes, by which the Huguenots were permitted to exercise their own 
religion, was published on 15th April 1598 by Henry IV of France. Its revocation on 
24th October 1685, by Louis XIV, drove many of the Protestants into exile]. But there 
were also Dutch settlers in Ireland many years before those who arrived in the train 
of Wiliam III, and one such gable was built in Co. Limerick as early as 1683 [Gazetteer 
Site No. 157]’ (ibid).

The building was well known to the 19th-century writers. Lenihan describes it as 'an 
old very high Dutch gabled house, No 3, Nicholas Street' adding that it was 'pointed 
out to this day as the Castle House, in which Geoffry Galway is said to have resided. It 
is also said to have been the house in which Ireton, Cromwell's son-in-law, died. An 
ancient arched doorway forms an entrance into it from Gridiron Lane, which divides 
it from the Exchange; in front is a baker's shop (Lenihan, 1866, 127, footnote). 
Twenty-four years later and Dowd reported the following information: 'The most 
remarkable of the private residences which have lasted down to the present day is 
without doubt that at the corner of Nicholas Street, near where the Exchange stood 
till quite recently ... Subsequently it was known as the Gridiron Hotel, but is now let 
in tenements and rapidly falling into decay' (Dowd, 1890, 88). This passage indicates 
that the building was falling into a decline, a victim of the changes occurring within 
the city at that time. The large houses in Englishtown and Irishtown were all falling 
into decay in the 19th century because the merchant class who had resided in them 
had now moved out to areas such as Newtown Pery 'and the poor were left without the 
resources to make repairs to what had become old houses' (Hill, 1991, 65). Four years 
later James G Barry was to write an article describing the building and relating its 
d estru c tio n .

'It was a large stone structure with pointed gables in the Elizabethan style, with stone 
mullioned windows, and a round headed stone-arched doorway leading into Gridiron- 
lane, which separated it from St Mary's churchyard and the old Exchange. Its high 
Dutch gable front of red brick, evidently, an insertion of later date, facing Nicholas-
street - the main street of the English town - gave one a good idea of the houses of old
Limerick. This front of imported Dutch brick was, according to local tradition, the 
first brick fronted house erected in Limerick' (1894, 386-7). Sir Geoffrey Galwey died 
in 1636 and it was his grandson Geoffrey who was executed by the Cromwellians in 
1651. Of the tradition connecting the castle with Cromwell's son-in-law, Barry wrote:
'I cannot find sufficient evidence to satisfy me that Ireton ever resided in this house 
... it is far more probable that General Ireton ... took up his quarters in the townhouse 
of Lord Thormond, which was situated close to King John's Castle' (ibid, 388-9).

A photograph included with the article shows the brick fronted, Dutch gabled house 
on Nicholas Street with the Exchange beside it. The building's ground floor contained 
a shop front, and there were four regularly placed sash windows at first floor level, 
three at second floor level, three at third floor level and two lighting the attic room 
behind the curvilinear gable. The building was under a pitched roof and there is a 
tall chimney on the side wall. An illustration (ibid, 387) shows the back of the 
building. It had a semicircular arched doorway, hood moulded windows and a general
architectural appearance similar to that of other urban tower houses (eg: Fanning's 
Castle [Gazetteer Site No. 86] or Sarsfield's Castle [Gazetteer Site No. 161]).
The Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral purchased the house and other houses 
adjoining it. They then applied to the Corporation for a presentment to close Gridiron
Lane which separated the houses from the cathedral. Barry wrote to the Mayor in
1893 stating that he was 'anxious that the house, commonly known as "Ireton's",
should, as far as possible, be preserved from decay, and remain as an example of the 
ancient castellated mansions of old Limerick' (1894, 389). He argued that the house 
should be 'left in our midst as a memorial of an eminent citizen [Sir Geoffrey Galwey] 
who, when Mayor of Limerick upheld the dignity and privileges of his office' (ibid). 
'The City Fathers, however, in their wisdom, took a narrow-minded view of the
question, and, in granting the presentment, expressed an opinion that "Ireton's
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House" should come down, as it was undesirable that it should be preserved as a 
memorial of a man of infamous memory - the "scourge of Limerick", who had hanged 
the martyred Bishop of Emily: and therefore "Galwey's Castle" has now disappeared, 
and an up-to-date, commonplace iron railing encloses its site, to the delight of our 
iconoclastic Corporation. It is only fair to the Dean and Chapter to say that, when 
some of the adjoining houses were taken down, several cracks were found in the 
main walls of the castle, and the Dutch front was pronounced to be unsafe' (ibid).

96. GARDENFIELD / MUSKRYNOONAN

Barony — Connello Upper
Parish — Dromcolliher
Townland — Gardenfield South
Westropp Site No 351
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 45 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 
National grid co-ordinate: 13870/12325 
SMR MN: 45: 88
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8

O'Donovan states that 'in the townland of Gardenfield South is pointed out the site of a 
castle, now occupied by a barn' (1840, Vol 2, 22). The site is marked on the O rdnance 
Survey six-inch map sheet.

97. GARRAUNBOY

Barony —- Connello Lower 
Parish —- Clonshire 
Townland — Garraunboy 
Westropp Site No 331 
Hasson Site No 6
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14362/14436 
SMR MN: 21:70 
Plan 32
Photograph 31
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 1; A 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

The tower house is one of the castles listed in The Desmond Survey as 'partly ruinous 
and devastated' (McEnery, no date, f69, paragraph 650). The Civil Survey states that 
there was a 'ruined castle & bawne' (Simington, 1938, 293). The building stands at the 
centre of a small rectangular bawn which has D-shaped flankers at each corner. The 
area enclosed by the bawn is limited - there certainly would not be room for any 'soft' 
buildings - suggesting that this was not a typical farmyard bawn but one designed 
with the express purpose of providing added defensive strength to the tower house. 
The flanker at the west corner survives intact. It is one storey high, has a vaulted 
roof and three gunloops. It is therefore strictly a defensive feature, lacking any 
elements to indicate a combined domestic/defensive function (eg: fireplaces). The 
tower house has lost its entire south-east front - the side of the building which 
contains the entrance lobby, the spiral staircase, and the subsidiary chambers. The
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remnants lie open to the elements. The building has base battered walls and there is a 
latrine chute exit in the external face of the north-east wall at ground floor level.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance area has been nearly destroyed but sufficient clues 
remain in the foundation courses to indicate that the doorway in the south-east wall 
provided access to a lobby. To the north-east side of the lobby was a small subsidiary 
chamber which was under a WWCV running from north-west to south-east (the vault 
line survives in cross-section the north-west wall face of the chamber). To the south
west side of the lobby was a passage leading to the spiral staircase in the south 
corner. The main chamber lay to the north-west. The south-east wall contains a small 
mural recess under a WWCV. The south-west wall has two large WWCV embrasure 
each with narrow loops. The north-west wall has a cupboard and a WWCV embrasure 
with narrow loop. The north-east wall contains two cupboards and a WWCV 
embrasure with narrow loop. The chamber was under a wooden floor supported on 
timber beams set on corbels along the south-west and north-east walls. The ends of 
the beams were housed in put-log holes in the north-west and south-east walls. There 
is an offset ledge on the south-west, north-west and north-east walls. This may have 
been used to provide support for the planks covering the floor.

Main chamber 7.90 m long from north-west to south-east by 4.80 m wide from south
west to north-east.

North-west wall - 2.20 m thick / South-west wall - 2.30 m thick / North-east wall - 2.30 
m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The curved face of the stairwell survives in the south corner. A peck 
decorated and arched doorway in the stairwell provided access to the main chamber. 
There is a handing eye to the top inner south-west side. A second doorway (now 
demolished) on the spiral staircase would have entered into the subsidiary chamber. 
The chamber was under a WWCV running from south-west to north-east and a 
substantial section of the vault survives. The main chamber was under a wooden floor 
set on timber beams supported on corbels along the south-west and north-east walls. 
The ends of the beams were housed in put-log holes along the north-west and south
east walls. The chamber was refloored since seven put-log holes have been inserted 
in the faces of both the south-west and north-east walls. The put-log holes are at a 
level some 10 to 20 cm higher than the corbels and sockets. The later floor was set on 
seven timber beams running across from the south-west wall to the north-east wall 
and with their ends housed in the put-log holes. The south-west wall contains a large 
WWCV embrasure with an ogee headed light. There is a splayed WWCV corner 
embrasure with loop in the west corner and a large WWCV embrasure with ogee 
headed light in the north-west wall. The north-east wall contains two cupboards and 
a large WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light.

Main chamber 8.05 m long from north-west to south-east by 5.15 m wide from south
west to north-east.

North-west wall - 1.75 m thick / South-west wall - 1.90 m thick / North-east wall - 1,90 
m thick.

SECOND FLOOR: The curving wall of the stairwell contains a damaged peck decorated 
arched doorway leading into a flat SSCR mural passage. There is a lobby with a 
splayed loop in the south-west wall. A doorway to the north-west leads into the main 
chamber. To the north-east side of the lobby is a mural passage running over to the 
north-east wall. It ends in a T-shaped junction when it reaches the north-east wall.
To the north-west is a latrine in the thickness of the north-east wall, lit by an ogee 
headed narrow light with slop stone. To the south-east is a passage leading into the 
demolished east corner of the building. This doorway connects with the subsidiary 
chamber which was under a wooden floor. The corbels and offset ledge which
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supported this floor survive along the north-west wall. The main chamber was under 
a wooden floor set on corbels along the south-west and north-east walls. There are 
three cupboards and a WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light in the south-west 
wall. The north-west wall contains a WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light and 
there is a splayed embrasure with loop in the north corner. The north-east wall has a 
fireplace and a WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light.

THIRD FLOOR: The curving wall of the stairwell contains a doorway set in the south
east wall of the main chamber. The chamber is under a WWCV running from south
east to north-west. The south-west wall has a WWCV embrasure with ogee headed 
light. In the north-west wall there is another WWCV embrasure with ogee headed 
loop and a third example with ogee headed light is present in the north-east wall. The 
north-west jamb on the north-east side of the stairwell marks where a doorway led 
into the subsidiary chamber. The chamber was under a wooden floor set on corbels. 
The corbels on the north-west wall survive.

FOURTH FLOOR: The empty stairwell continues upwards to what was the fifth floor 
level in the building. There was a subsidiary chamber at fourth floor level entered 
from the spiral staircase. The chamber was under a WWCV running from south-west 
to north-east, the springing line of which survives on the north-west wall. A narrow 
opening in the west corner of the chamber may have led through to the demolished 
main chamber area at this level. If not, then access to the fourth floor main chamber 
was restricted since no doorway on the stairwell connects with this chamber.
Although the evidence has largely been destroyed, it may have been the case that a 
wall stair from the fifth floor level ran down to the fourth floor level. The subsidiary 
chamber north-west wall contains an opening near the north corner of the chamber 
which leads into a mural passage and a latrine built in the thickness of the north
east wall.

98. GARROD’S ISLAND / GARRETT ISLAND, LOUGH GUR

Barony — Small County 
Parish —- Knockainey 
Townland — Knockfennell 
Westropp Site No 212
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16392/14075 
SMR MN: 32:18
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Lenihan states that 'on the small tufted islet called Garrod’s Island' there are 'the 
ruins of a castle' (1866, 725). The island takes its name from that of the 'guardian 
spirit of this lake', Garrett Fitzgerald, the rebel Earl of Desmond to Queen Elizabeth 
(ibid). Westropp called this 'a doubtful site' (1906-7, 181), having no historical 
documentation. Unlike Bolin Island, a crannog, the island is a natural feature. The 
castle site is marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet and 'a large platform 
of stones, about 40 m in diameter, is said to be the remains of one of the Desmond 
castles mentioned in Pacata Hibernia under the year 1600' (O'Kelly, M J and C, 1978,
14). This is a reference to a section of the document which tells how Carew visited 
Lough Gur 'to take a particular view of the strength and situation thereof, as also by 
what way he might most conveniently bring the cannon to annoy the same. He found 
it to be a place of exceeding strength, by reason that it was an island, encompassed 
with a deep lough, the breadth thereof being, in the narrowest place, a caliver's shot 
over; upon one side thereof standeth a very strong castle, which at this time was
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manned with a good garison, for there was within the island John FitzThomas, with 
two hundred men at least, which showed themselves prepared to defend the place' 
(O'Grady, 1896, Vol 1, 58).

The topography of Lough Gur was changed by drainage schemes during the 1840s. 
Prior to that time the rocky peninsula of Knockadoon was surrounded on all sides by 
water which in effect made the hill an island [see Gazetteer Site No. 35 for a fuller 
discussion, and also Illustration 2:5]. It is most likely that Carew was concerned with a 
garrison housed in one of the two known castle sites at Lough Gur, Bourchier's Castle 
[Gazetteer Site No. 35] or Killalough [Co Limerick non-tower house castle, Site XIII], 
and that the 'island' discussed in the text is actually Knockadoon and not Garrod's 
Island. It would be hard to imagine over 200 men stationed on Garrod's Island - it is 
only some 200 m long - and equally hard to imagine that FitzThomas' men would have 
favoured occupying this small island when the strongholds of Bourchier's Castle and 
Killalough were available to them. Westropp believed that it was Bourchier's Castle 
which Carew was keen to capture (1906-7, 180).

A curious artifact in the form of a stone head was discovered on the island in the late 
19th century. 'This is kept in the farmhouse across the road from the Grange stone 
circle. The wooden box in which it was found was lost when the family allowed both 
box and head to be put on display in Limerick. This is called Gearoid Iarla's Head' 
(Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 217). There was a trial excavation conducted on the island 
and this found evidence of neolithic occupation (Liversage, 1958).

99. GARRYELLAN / GARRYELLEN

Barony — Small County
Parish —- Fedamore
Townland — Garryellen
Westropp Site No 201
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15798/14613 
SMR MN: 22:87
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Lacking any historical references, Westropp's survey considered this castle to be one 
and the same as Site No. 200, Cloghadoolarty (1906-7, 175), a castle which does have 
historical documentation. However, no castle is marked in either the townland of 
Cloghadoolarty North or Cloghadoolarty South on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map 
sheet. The townland of Garryellen is situated a substantial distance from either of the 
afore mentioned townlands - some 3 km from Cloghadoolarty North as the crow flies - 
which might suggest that Garryellen townland had its own castle at the location 
marked by the Ordnance Survey.
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100. GLEBE CASTLE, RATHKEALE

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish — Rathkeale
Townland — Castlematrix
Westropp Site No 315
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13566/14114 
SMR MN: 29:26 
Photograph 32
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 4 
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990

Westropp does not provide any documentary references for this tower house but it is 
reported by O'Donovan as devoid of vaults and 'in good preservation, being inhabited' 
in 1840 (Vol 2, 62). It is situated on the outskirts of Rathkeale and stands three or four 
stories high under a pitched corrugated zinc roof, with irregular crow stepped gables 
at the east and west ends. The uneven nature of the stepped gables may suggest that 
this was originally a taller structure which was cut down in height and refurbished. 
Perhaps the east and west end walls of the existing ruined fabric were cut down, 
trimmed and shaped by the masons to produce the stepped gables, hence their
irregularity. The small, square chimneys on the east and west gables may belong to
this period of work. O'Donovan's reference to the building still being inhabited
during the mid 19th century may indicate a date for this period of refurbishment. It
was the Glebe house for the Protestant minister Reverend C T Coghlan in 1837 
(Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 249). The windows have all been relined with brick and 
the brick chimney is located on the east gable, further evidence to support the 
theory that the building was refurbished.

There is a timber staircase within and a blocked latrine chute exit along the external
face of the south wall at ground floor level. There are outhouses built up against the
castle's south and west sides and the farmhouse adjoins on the east side. A portion of 
base batter survives at ground floor level at the south-west corner. Unfortunately, I
was not permitted access to carry out a more detailed survey of the building. The lack 
of vaults and the presence of a timber staircase suggest that this was a late tower 
house.

101. GLENN AHA GLISH

Barony Coshlea
Parish — Ballylanders
Townland — Glennahaglish
Westropp Site No 275
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 49 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 
National grid co-ordinate: 17694/12365 
SMR MN: 49:180 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The Civil Survey reported 'Glanehagilshy halfe a plowld whereon stands a smale 
stump of a Castle out of Reparation, but noe Cabynes' (Simington, 1938, 231). The 
castle was subsequently demolished but Westropp states that the field where it stood 
was called the 'Castle Field' and the site was recorded by the Ordnance Survey (1906-7, 
196).
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102. GLENQUIN

Barony — Glenquin
Parish — Killeedy
Townland — Glenquin
Westropp Site No 372
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 44 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinates: 12468/12634 
SMR MN: 44:35 
Plan 33
Photograph 33
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 1; A
Date of visit: 6-22 June 1990

The Civil Survey reports that 'Gleanachoine one plowland haveing on it a ruinouse
Castle unrepaired' (Simington, 1938, 263) while O'Donovan states that the 'lofty' castle 
had been 'beautifully repaired by Mr Furlong of Newcastle, the Earl of Devon's Agent 
... It is now in such a state of preservation as will preserve it for several centuries
more' (1840, Vol 1, 28). The building is still in a perfect state of preservation and is
under the guardianship of the OPW. Unfortunately the doorway was blocked by a 
large beam on the inside and I could not get access to carry out a survey. I was, 
however, provided with a sets of plans and elevations by Mr Connleth Manning of the
OPW and these have been used as the basis of this gazetteer entry. The building is six
stories high with a parapet level at sixth story level and a caphouse at seventh story 
level at the north-east end of the castle. The walls have base batter and there is a 
latrine chute exit in the external face of the north-west wall at ground floor level.

GROUND FLOOR: The original entrance is in the north-east wall, with a peck decorated 
arched doorway. The entrance lobby has a murder hole in its roof and to the south
east side of the lobby is a spiral staircase. To the south-west of the lobby is the main
chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels on the north-west and south-east walls. 
There is a large embrasure with a flat lintelled light in the south-east wall. The OPW 
elevation marks a second arched doorway in the south-east wall but, as Photograph 33 
shows, this is no longer present and there is now a flat lintelled light at this point.
There may have been a doorway inserted here in the 19th century which the OPW
have since removed and replaced with the light. While the doorway is peck decorated 
and arched it is not an original feature and was presumably inserted here during the
renovations of the 19th century. The south-west wall contains a large embrasure
with a flat lintelled light. There is also a mural passage in this wall. The north-west
wall contains a cupboard and an embrasure with a blocked opening. There is an
embrasure with a small ope in the north-east wall.

Main chamber 7.70 m long from south-west to north-east by 5.40 m wide from north
west to south-east.
South-west wall - 1.80 m thick North-west wall - 1.65 m thick
South-east wall - 1.95 m thick North-east wall - 2.75 m thick

FIRST FLOOR: The spiral staircase is lit by narrow flat lintelled loops in the north-east 
and south-east sides of the stairwell. A doorway on the north-west sdie of the stairwell 
leads into a subsidiary chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels along the south
west and north-east walls. The north-east wall contains an embrasure with a narrow 
flat lintelled light. The operating point for the murder hole over the entrance lobby 
below is in the floor of this chamber. A doorway in the south-west wall leads into the
main chamber which is under a WWCV running from south-west to north-east. There
is a large embrasure with flat lintelled light in the south-west wall.
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SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase is lit by flat lintelled loops in the north-east and 
south-east sides of the stairwell. On the north-west side of the stairwell is a doorway 
into the subsidiary chamber. There is a draw bar channel on the inner south-west 
side of the doorway. The subsidiary chamber is under a wooden floor set on corbels 
along the north-east and south-west walls. The north-east wall contains a cupboard 
and also an embrasure with an ogee headed light [not marked on floor plan]. A 
doorway in the south-west wall leads through to the main chamber which was under 
a wooden floor set on corbels along the north-west and south-east walls. The south
east wall contains a cupboard and an embrasure with a flat lintelled light. The south
west wall contains an embrasure with a flat lintelled light. There is a cupboard, a wall 
recess and an embrasure with flat lintelled light in the north-west wall. The 
embrasure has a cupboard in its south-west side wall and another in its north-east 
side wall.

South-west wall - 1.45 m thick North-west wall - 1.70 m thick
South-east wall - 1.70 m thick

THIRD FLOOR: The staircase is lit by a flat lintelled light in the north-east side of the 
stairwell. A doorway on the west side of the stairwell leads into the main chamber 
which is under a WWCV running from south-west to north-east. There is an 
embrasure with a flat lintelled light in the south-east wall. The south-west wall 
contains an embrasure with a flat lintelled light. A second doorway, on the north
west side of the stairwell, leads through to the subsidiary chamber. There is a draw
bar channel on the inner south-west side of the doorway. The chamber is under a 
wooden floor set on corbels along the south-west and north-east walls. The north-east 
wall contains a cupboard and an embrasure with a flat lintelled light. At the north
west end of the chamber is a latrine.

FOURTH FLOOR: The staircase is lit by a flat lintelled loop beside a slop hole with stone 
in the south-east side of the stairwell. The staircase terminates at the doorway into 
the fourth floor chamber. The subsidiary chamber area is under a WWCV running 
from north-west to south-east while the main chmaber section is under a wooden
floor set on corbels along the north-west and south-east walls with an arcade at the 
south-west end. The south-east wall contains three cupboards and an embrasure with 
a double ogee headed and mullioned window. There is a cupboard in the embrasure's 
south-west side wall [the window is not drawn on the OPW elevation]. The south-west 
wall contains an embrasure with double ogee headed light [not completed on the OPW 
elevation]. There is a mural recess in the west corner and the north-west wall 
contains two wall recesses. This wall also has an embrasure with a double ogee headed
light [not completed on OPW elevation]. There is a cupboard in the south-west side
wall of the embrasure and another cupboard in the north-east side wall. The north
east wall contains an embrasure with a double ogee headed and mullioned window 
with hood mould. In the east corner is a doorway onto a second spiral staircase lit by a
flat lintelled loop in the south-east wall of the stairwell.

FIFTH FLOOR: The subsidiary chamber is entered from a doorway on the north-west 
side of the spiral staircase's stairwell. The chamber is under a wooden floor set on
corbels along the north-west and south-east walls. There is a cupboard in the south
west wall and and latrine in the north-west end of the chamber. The north-east wall 
contains two embrasures, each with a flat lintelled light. The staircase is lit with a 
narrow light on the north-east side of the stairwell.

SIXTH FLOOR: On the south-west side of the spiral staircase's stairwell is a doorway 
leading out onto the parapet wall walk. The merlons are not stepped, but are flat
topped and may have been rebuilt during the 19th-century renovations. The south
east wall has three merlons and 11 square rainwater holes. The south corner has a 
corner merlon and steps lead onto the south-west wall walk with three melons, four 
arrow-slits and 10 square rainwater holes. At the west corner is a corner merlon and
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steps lead onto the north-west wall walk with three merlons and 11 square rainwater 
holes. The building is under a pitched roof running from north-west to south-east. A 
doorway on the north-west side of the spiral staircase's stairwell leads into a 
subsidiary chamber under a pitched roof running from north-west to south-east. A 
series of eight water chutes on the north-east wall allowed rainwater to escape from 
the roof at this level. There is a fireplace in the south-west wall and two embrasures, 
each with a flat lintelled light, in the north-east wall. The staircase continues up to a 
caphouse with battlements at the east corner of the tower house.

103. GLIN

Barony — Shanid
Parish — Kilfergus
Townland — Killacolla (Barker)
Westropp Site No 374
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 11306/14747 
SMR MN: 17:22
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

The tower house is situated in the village of Glin, near a bridge over the Glencorbry 
River (also known as the Glin River). The castle belonged to the Knights of Glin, a 
cadet branch of the Fitzgeralds, Earls of Desmond (de Breffny, 1977, 122). 'The low 
shapeless tower of thin flagstones on the creek of Glin gives us no notion of its old 
strength or appearance. It was very much higher (30 feet, says tradition), with
turrets and courtyards to the north, having a hall near the keep, and turrets to the
angles' (Westropp, 1907a, 156). A drawing of the castle in Pacata Hibernia shows the 
site as it was during the siege of 1600 (O^Grady, 1896, Vol 1, illustration facing page 89) 
and it is from this drawing that Westropp gets his information. It had a main gate in 
the north wall protected by a box machicolation, flanking turrets at each eastern 
angle, a hall in the north-west corner of the bawn and the tower house, with pitched 
roof, tourelle and stair turret in the north east corner, in the bawn's south-west 
corner. For an account of the siege, taken from Pacata Hibernia, see Appendix 8; a 
summary appears in Fitzgerald and McGregor's work (1826-7, Vol 2, 199-200).

The castle was repaired and garrisoned by Carew's forces in the aftermath of the 
siege: 'The President was constrained to stay here five days after the taking of the 
castle, to place a guard therein, which was left to the charge of Captain Nicholas 
Mordant, with one and twenty soldiers, and to repair the breach and ruins made by 
the cannon' (O'Grady, 1896, Vol 1, 94). The Knights of Glin returned to live in the 
tower house in the early 17th century: 'The family made some repairs in 1615,
according to the inscription on a stone now set in the archway to the stables of the
present castle [a mansion which retains the old castle name although not its location]
which reads "Edmond Gerrald Knight of the Vally. Onnor Cartie his wife. Fear God
always and remember the poor. IHS. Anno Domini 1615'" (de Breffny, 1977, 122). It
was besieged again in 1642 and described in The Civil Survey as 'an old Castle and 
bawne ruined with two mill seates a brooke running by the Castle side' (Simington, 
1938, 332).

'By the century's end the family was living in a thatched house known as Glin Hall' 
where they continued to live throughout the 18th century until the present mansion,
Glin Castle, was built on the site of Glin Hall in 1789 (Reeves-Smyth, 1994, 62-3). 
O'Donovan visited the site in 1840 and reported that it was 'washed at the south corner
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by the River of Glynn ... Only its tower now remains ... two of the floors were arched 
but these are now broken. It has no cut stone and none of its windows are perfect'
(Vol 1, 44). It is now in a dangerous condition and all ground floor openings have 
been blocked so that children in the village do not play inside. In the external face of 
the north wall is a commemoration plaque 'In memory of the galliant garrison who 
died defending the castle against the English Invaders, 1600-1960'.

The vault over the ground floor chamber has collapsed. A spiral staircase is set in the 
north-east corner. An opening at first floor level in the north wall is positioned near
the north-east corner spiral staircase. The opening connects with a passage under a
flat SSCR. To the east side of the passage is the spiral staircase. The opening has a 
draw bar channel to its inner west side. The Pacata Hibernia drawing shows an 
entrance in the north wall at a level above that of the surrounding ground, and
reached by what looks like a ladder or staircase. This opening is most likely the 
entrance shown in the illustration. The spiral staircase in the north-east corner 
continues up to third floor level but there is a second spiral staircase, located in the 
south-east corner at first floor level. This spiral staircase rises up to the second floor 
level. The main chamber at this level is under a vault, the west end of which has 
collapsed.

In 1991 Ms Celie O'Rahilly excavated six cuts 'on the east side of the field immediately 
north of the Tower House at Glin, on foot of a planning application for a private 
dwelling. Cartographic and historic evidence suggest that this is the site of the bawn
but no structural remains were identified and only one of the cuttings produced an 
organic deposit which could be archaeological; the remainder indicating that the site 
had been recently backfilled' (O'Rahilly, 1992, 31).

104. GORMANSTOWN GRADY

Barony — Small County
Parish — Kilfrush
Townland — Gormanstown (Grady)
Westropp Site No 219
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 40 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16627/13243 
SMR MN: 40:66/3 
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The Civil Survey records 'two decayed Castles 12 Cabbins & a Mill Seat' in the 
townlands of 'Adamstown & Gormanstowne' (Simington, 1938, 102), the former of 
which Westropp associates with the castle of Ballyhyward (1906-7, 184). The castle 
was considered to have been in a dangerous condition and was subsequently 
demolished during the early 1960s. The stone was used in the construction of a farm 
silo. From the information supplied by O'Donovan the castle stood 'in ruins in an 
orchard to the left of the road that leads from Kilmallock by Bulgaden to Elton Bridge 
and to Ballinahinch in the Parish of Knocklong' (1840, Vol 2, 81). The building was 
internally 17 feet 7 inches long by 8 feet wide and was 24 feet high with the first 
floor chamber under a vault. 'There are two doors on it, one on the south and one on 
the west wall. They are built with chiselled lime stones and pointed ... some crosses 
within circles and various other figures (ornaments) are sculptured in relievo on 
each side of the west door outwardly' (ibid). O'Donovan's slim desription creates some 
worrying images. Can this tower house have had two arched doorways? and were 
both of the doorways at ground floor level? It is probable that the ornamentation he
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attempted to describe was similar to that found at the main entrance doorway at 
Dunnaman [see Gazetteer Site No. 84].

105. GORTNETUBBRID / SPRINGFIELD

Barony — Glenquin
Parish — Killagholeghan
Townland — Springfield
Westropp Site No 370
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 54 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 
National grid co-ordinate: 13495/12265 
SMR MN: 54:5 
Plan 34
Photographs 34 & 35 
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 4 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

The castle was one of those surrendered to the English in 1569 (Westropp, 1907a, 153). 
The Civil Survey records that 'Gortnatrabuid by common estimation 60 acres with a 
Castle and Bawne and open quarie1 (Simington, 1938, 271). In the Cromwellian 
settlement the castles was used as a barracks for cavalry troopers (Westropp, 1906-7, 
236: Westropp, 1907a, 164). The tower house was 'still perfect' in 1840 (O'Donovan,
1840, Vol 2, 20). 'The large 18th-century mansion of the Lords Muskerry, who 
inherited the property through a Fitzgerald heiress, was burned in the Civil War in 
1923 and replaced by the house adjoining the tower [a 19th-century Gothic wing] ... 
this is now the private residence of the present Lord Muskerry and incorporates part 
of the old mansion ... later building followed the line of the old bawn, of which the 
tower formed an outer corner' (de Breffny and ffolliott, 1975, 22-3).

The castle is four high with an attic / parapet level. Each of the four walls at parapet 
level are crowned with gables and the attic was under a cruciform roof, held together 
by crossed purlins running from gable to gable. Rainwater falling on the four 
sections of the cruciform roof was removed from the parapet by rain water spouts at 
the four corners of the building. There is a tourelle at the north-west corner and a 
second on the south-east corner, both at parapet level, and both supplied with shot 
holes. The north-west tourelle stands directly over the original entrance at ground 
floor level in the north wall. The building has a base batter and there is a latrine 
chute exit on the external face of the east wall at ground floor level. It is a late tower 
house, similar in style to Kilduff [Gazetteer Site No. 114] and Oola [Gazetteer Site No.
144] , both in Co Limerick. However, it has a WWCV main chamber at first floor level 
and a wall stair, features found at the late tower houses of Loughlohery [Appendix 6; 
T58] and Nicholastown [Appendix 6; T61] in Co Tipperary. A round flanker (similar to 
the demolished example at Castle Mahon - Gazetteer Site No. 56) is situated in the 
garden to the north-west of the tower house. A stretch of (bawn?) wall runs from the 
flanker to the north-west corner of the tower house.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the north wall. The peck decorated arched doorway 
leads into an entrance lobby under a WWCV running from north to south with a 
murder hole in the lobby roof. The doorway lacks any evidence for a draw bar 
channel, yett or hanging eye. Salter states that a 'pistol loop guards the doorway' 
(1993, 129) but I could not find any evidence for this defensive device: he may have 
been referring to one of the shot holes in the tourelle which looks down on the 
entrance area from parapet level. To the east side of the entrance lobby is a wall stair 
built in the thickness of the north wall and rising up to second floor level. The lower 
level of the wall stair is under a WWCV running from east to west but this ends and
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the remainder of the stair has a flat SSCR. To the south side of the lobby is a peck 
decorated arched doorway leading through to the main chamber. A wall recess in the 
west wall housed the door when opened but there is no evidence for a hanging eye or 
draw bar channel. The floor of the main chamber has three large stone ledges; one 
along the north wall, a second along the south wall and the third running up the 
middle of the chamber. The ledges are constructed of stones in concrete and are of a 
later date than the rest of the building. They may have been used to support a wooden 
floor in the chamber.

The chamber was under a wooden floor. The timber beams which supported the floor 
were set on stone corbels along the north and south walls. Five corbels survive on the 
south wall but only one has survived along the north wall. The floor was provided 
with extra support from three stone corbels along the west wall. The south wall holds 
two cupboards and a double splayed, flat SSCR embrasure. A doorway was driven 
through the south wall to provide a connection with the 18th-century mansion (now 
demolished). The side walls of the entrance have been lined with red brick. The east 
wall contains a double splayed embrasure which has been widened and now acts as a 
doorway from the tower house into the enclosed courtyard behind the present
mansion. A section of the west wall has been damaged.

Main chamber 10.30 m long from east to west by 5.30 m wide from north to south.

North wall (containing wall stair) - 2.55 m thick / South wall - 2 m  thick / East wall -
2.30 m thick / West wall - 1.80 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: A peck decorated arched doorway on the south side of the wall stair in
the north wall leads into the main chamber. A hanging eye survives to the top inner
west side of the doorway. The main chamber is under a WWCV running from east to 
west. The east wall has a splayed, flat SSCR embrasure with a flat headed loop. A 
second embrasure is present in the west wall. The roof of the embrausure is brick 
lined and there is an ogee headed loop. The west wall also has a narrow flat lintelled 
doorway leading into a mural passage with flat SSCR. The passage runs into the 
north-west corner and is lit by a narrow loop. It then turns northwards into a small 
mural chamber built in the thickness of the north wall. The chamber is under a 
WWCV running from east to west; there is a narrow loop in the north wall and a 
cupboard in the east end wall. The floor of the chamber is damaged, but it was from 
here that the murder hole over the entrance lobby at ground floor level was 
operated .

Main chamber 10.30 m long from east to west by 5.25 m wide from north to south.

North wall (containing wall stair) - 2.25 m thick / South wall - 2.35 m thick / East wall
- 2.20 m thick / West wall - 1.50 m thick.

SECOND FLOOR: The wall stair is lit by four narrow loops on the north wall as it rises 
up to the north-east corner at second floor level. The staircase terminates at this 
corner with a peck decorated arched doorway in the north-east corner of the main 
chamber. The north jamb of the doorway has been rebuilt with red bricks. The main 
chamber was under a wooden floor but there is evidence that the original floor was 
replaced by a later floor. There is a series of stone corbels along the south and north 
walls (labelled 'A' in Plan 34). The original floor was supported on timber beams 
which were set on the corbels, one beam along the south wall and the second along 
the north wall. Cross beams then ran across the building from north to south and the 
floor planks were set on top of the cross beams. Set 30 cm above the line of the 
original floor are a second series of corbels and put-log holes. Each corbel has a put
log hole directly associated it (labelled 'B' in Plan 34); there are four along the north 
wall and a corresponding four along the south wall. Four beams ran across the 
chamber from the north wall to the south wall and the second floor was supported on
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the beams. The corbels and put-log holes supporting this second floor were inserted
into the original wall fabric.

The east wall contains an arch leading into a mural passage. The north support for 
the arch has been rebuilt in concrete. There is a mullioned and transomed window in 
the east wall. To the south side of the window embrasure is a narrow peck decorated 
arched doorway leading into a mural passage under a WWCV, and containing a
latrine. There is a narrow loop in the east wall and a blocked loop in the south wall.
The west wall contains a latrine niche. The main chamber south wall contains a
splayed embrasure with ogee headed light and a large fireplace. The fireplace has
been rebuilt in red brick but the western jamb of the chimney piece is till in situ.
The south wall also conatins a large embrasure with a double mullioned and 
transomed window. The window has a hood mould with elaborately ornamented ends, 
similar to those at Dunnaman [Gazetteer Site No. 84]. The window jambs have been
decorated with peck incised chevrons. To the western side wall of the embrasure is a
blocked shot hole.

The north wall contains a large embrasure with a mullioned and transomed window. 
The western jamb has a curious series of symbols incised on it (see Photograph 35).
The embrasure's east side wall houses a blocked shot hole. A doorway in the north 
wall leads into a mural passage under flat SSCR. There is a loop in the north wall
which has been rebuilt with red brick. To the east of the passage is a wall stair which
runs up to the north-east corner at third floor level.

Main chamber 10.30 m long from east to west by 6.40 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 1.40 m thick / South wall - 1.45 m thick / West wall - 1.50 m thick / East 
wall - 80 cm thick.

THIRD FLOOR: The wall stair terminates at a lobby with a narrow loop in the north 
wall and another in the east wall. A rebuilt arched doorway to the south side of the 
lobby leads into a roofless mural passage in the thickness of the west wall. The 
passage is lit by a narrow loop in the west wall. At the south end of the passage is a 
latrine. A brick arched doorway in the passage's west wall leads into the main 
chamber. The south wall contains a splayed embrasure with ogee headed light and a 
large brick lined embrasure with a double mullioned and transomed window. The 
window's three lights each have a semi-circular arched head and there is a hood 
mould. The west wall contains an embrasure with an ogee headed light. The north
wall has a transomed and mullioned window and a fireplace with original chimney
piece. The main chamber was under a wooden floor. There are a series of corbels 
surviving along north wall which belong to two phases of building activity, as was
the case at second floor level. There is a row of stone corbels along the north wall 
upon which was set a timber beam which supported the original floor. At a height 
some 30 cm above this line of corbels was a series of corbels associated directly with 
put-log holes. This series of corbels and put-log holes supported the replacement 
floor over the main chamber.

ATTIC / PARAPET LEVEL: There is no stone staircase or wall stair leading to this level 
from the lower levels of the building; presumably there was a wooden ladder or 
staircase in place, all evidence of which has now been destroyed. There is a small 
embrasure and flat lintelled window in each one of the four gables. The south and 
north gables contain chimneys. The south wall has two rainwater spout near its 
eastern end, set near to the tourelle on the south-east corner, and three more spouts 
near the western end of the wall. The west wall has one spout at its southern end and 
one at the northern end, the latter located under the north-west corner tourelle. The 
north wall has two spout at the western end, set near the north-west corner tourelle,
and four spouts at the eastern end of the wall. The east wall has a damaged spout at the
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northern end and a spout at the wall's southern end, set under the tourelle at the 
south-east corner. The building was under a cruciform roof.

106. GRANGE, LOUGH GUR

Barony — Small County
Parish — Tullabracky
Townland — Grange
Westropp Site No 209
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16280/14054 
SMR MN: 32:1/2 
Plan 35
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The castle ruins are set on the summit of Carriganilea Rock. The rocky knoll is 
difficult to climb since it has sheer rock faces while the land surrounding is boggy. 
The Ordnance Survey Letters of 1840 record the castle's foundation dimensions, while 
stating that the walls of the old castle 'are very much injured' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 
34). The foundations are covered in vegetation (including brambles) but a general 
plan was executed. The only architectural feature of note was a latrine chute exit in 
the external face of the north wall at ground floor level.

107. GREENAN / GRENAN / GRENANE

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Caherconlish
Townland — Inch St Lawrence
Westropp Site No 65
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16533/14972 
SMR MN: 14:68
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

O'Donovan indicates that the castle was levelled before 1840 - 'there is nothing to be 
seen at present' (1840, Vol 2, 103). Westropp states that there had been a garrison 
here between 1651 and 1654, one of seven garrisons on the eastern border of the 
county holding the road from Limerick to Cashel, Emly and Kilmallock (1906-7, 95; 
1907a, 164). There is one large portion of featureless mortared masonry on the hill 
side where the castle is marked on the 1923 edition six-inch map sheet. The 
monument is located near a modern farmyard. I was informed by the owner that in 
the last century the farm was divided up between two brothers. The first brother 
continued to reside in the family farmhouse while the second brother demolished the 
castle and used the stone to build a new house. The second house still stands in the 
farmyard. The story is confirmed by Lynch who states that 'only one or two stones of 
the castle are now left, the rest having been taken away within this century [the 
19th century] to build houses in the neighbourhood' (1896, 448).

Tradition states that there was a second castle in the immediate vicinity. The two 
castles were the setting for a folk tale related by JFL (most likely J F Lynch) which
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told of how the castles were the homes of two old witches. 'When these two old maids 
were too old to visit, they built these castles in such close contiguity in order that
they might daily "barge" one another from their respective windows. At long run,
however, the dame that owned the present ruin (Caislean na Caillighe - the castle of 
the witch) cut short the dispute by killing her sister' (1913, 155). Local tradition had
it that the two witches were named Burke. The story may have its roots in a quarrel
between two neighbouring branches of the Burke family; it may even be the case 
that this was a way of explaining the presence of a 'Sheela na gig' on a castle wall.
However, JFL provides a parallel tale from Bohemia which suggests that this tale is
'one instance out of the many ways in which stories become the common property of 
many peoples, either originally in a very early period, or else transmitted from one 
to another' (Mr Baring-Gould, quotation from a letter to JFL on this topic, 1913, 156).
As to the existence of a second castle in the townland JFL wrote: 'I had some difficulty 
in ascertaining the exact site of the western Grenane Castle, but it was pointed out to
me by Charles O'Neill, who had himself helped many years ago to remove the
foundation stones' (ibid).

The featureless masonry fragments mentioned above correspond to Westropp Site 65 - 
the 'Grenane voughtragh' (or Oughteragh- / Huaghtragh) recorded in The Civil 
Survey , the 'Castle Bawen' of which was divided in parts between Owen, John and 
Symon Clancie (Simington, 1938, 65; Westropp, 1906-7, 94). 'Grenane Ightragh' 
[Westropp Site 66] was in the ownership of Lord Brittas (ibid).

In 1991 I was informed by Mr Sean Kirwan - then director of the Sites and 
Monuments Record for the county - that it had come to his attention that a piece of 
dressed stone had been found in a farmyard in the townland of Greenane. The 
townland lies to the east of the village of Caherconlish and the farmyard is located at 
a fork on the road to Kilmurray crossroads, some 1.4 km from the village and nearly 3 
km from Greenan Castle, which is located in the townland of Inch St. Lawrence.
While the dressed stone may have come from Greenan Castle, there are other known 
demolished castle sites closer to the findspot (eg: Gazetteer Site No. 41; SMR Monument 
No. 14:77, Caherconlish Castle, or Gazetteer Site No. 53; SMR Monument No. 14:88/2, 
Castle Erkin) and it may well have come from one of these buildings.

108. HOLLY PARK / BALLYGLEAGAN

Barony Kenry 
Parish —- Kilcornan 
Townland — Currahchase North 
Westropp Site No 145 
Hasson Site No 1
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 11 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14068/15114 
SMR MN: 11:72 
Plan 36
State of preservation: Group 4 
Typological corpus: Group 7 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Bailygleagan is mentioned in a list of castles reduced by Captain John Ward in 1569 
(Westropp, 1907a, 153). The castle is recorded in a drawing in Petty's Down Survey as a 
tower in a square court, with turrets at each corner (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 
70). The Civil Survey records 'two plowlands wth a Castle, two good houses, and eight 
Cottages uppon it' (Simington, 1938, 356). The 1703 Estate Book of James II describes it
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as 'Ballyglahan, a very strong castle in good repair with a bawn of lime and stone 
about it, near 30 feet high, with four strong turrets, an orchard and a garden' 
(Westropp, 1906-7, 157-8: see also reproduction of illustration from Petty’s D ow n 
Survey on Plate 13). The above information suggests that Ballygleaghan, or Holly 
Park, was once the site of an imposing tower house, well defended by a rectangular 
bawn and four corner flankers. The tower house has been demolished having been 
replaced in the 18th century by a Georgian-Gothic style house, although Bence-Jones 
states that the house was built on the base (presumably the foundations) of the 
earlier castle (1990, 154-5). Whether this is the case or not, two of the four original 
bawn flankers have survived. The flankers are positioned at what were the south
east and the north-west corners of the bawn.

THE NORTH-WEST FLANKER: The two storey flanker has a square plan and a string 
course at first floor height along the external face of the west wall. It would appear to 
have been rebuilt above first floor level. The roof has collapsed and the upper wall 
levels are shrouded in ivy. There is a peck decorated arched doorway at ground floor 
level in the east wall with a door rebate to the inner south side of the entrance 
passage. The small ground floor chamber is well provided with shot holes - 16 in all - 
giving the structure very good defensive capability. There were two shot hole 
embrasures in the south wall, an embrasure with two shot holes in the south-west 
corner, two embrasures with three shot holes in the west wall, an embrasure with 
one shot hole in the north-west corner, two embrasures feeding four shot holes in 
the north wall and two embrasures feeding three shot holes in the east wall. The shot 
holes were irregularly spaced but covered all possible fields of fire. A plank centred 
vault had been inserted into the original fabric at a later date, evidently at a time 
when there was no longer felt to be a threat to the inhabitants since five of the shot 
hole embrasures (and six shot holes) along the north and south walls were blocked by 
the springing line. It would seem that this room was originally under a wooden floor 
supported on stone corbels, one on each of the east and west walls. The first floor 
chamber was entered through a peck decorated arched doorway in the east wall and 
access would have been from the wall walk at this level on the west bawn wall. The 
stretch of surviving west bawn wall is some 1.50 to 2 m thick and runs for 14 m to the 
north-west flanker where it turns to met the now demolished north bawn wall.

Ground floor chamber in north-west flanker 4.60 m long from east to west by
(originally) 4 m wide from north to south.

North wall (originally) - 1 m thick / South wall (originally) - 1.30 m thick / West wall
- 1.15 m thick / East wall - 85 cm thick.

SOUTH-EAST FLANKER: The flanker is two storeys high with pitched gables on the 
west and east walls which supported a pitched roof (now removed) under which was 
an attic. The ground to the south and west sides of the the flanker has been raised to 
form a level lawn and the shot holes along the two walls at ground floor level have 
been buried beneath the soil. A window was inserted into the south wall. It has jambs 
and a lintel which appear to have been reused from some other late medieval 
structure, suggesting that the stones were cannibalised from the debris of the 
demolished tower house. Eight shot holes could be seen in the external faces of the 
north and east walls and the north-east corner. The entrance into the ground floor is 
through a narrow doorway in the flanker's north-west corner. The doorway is not
similar to either of those found at the north-west flanker and is probably a later
rebuild. Inside the ground floor chamber the embrasures feeding the shot holes had 
been blocked and the walls plastered. It could, however, be estimated where the 
embrasures for the shot holes were located since in some places the plaster had fallen 
away and in other places the plastered surface of the wall had sunken in over the 
infilled opening. At first floor level the flanker was entered through a doorway in 
the north-west corner and access would have been from the wall walk at this level on
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the east bawn wall. There were ten embrasures in this room. The shot holes had been 
blocked but the embrasures were left open. There is no surviving evidence to suggest 
the exact manner in which the flanker was floored and roofed with timber.

Ground floor chamber in south-east flanker 3.85 m long from east to west by 3.70 m 
wide from north to south.

North wall - 1.10 m thick / South wall - 1 m thick / West wall - 1 m thick / East wall - 1
m thick.

A stretch of the east bawn wall still survives, with a shot hole and embrasure next the
ground floor doorway into the flanker. The wall is now used as the divide between the
grounds of the 18th-century house and a field. The south bawn wall has been totally 
demolished. A narrow wall connects to the south wall of the flanker to enclose the 
garden .

109. KENMARE / HOSPITAL

Barony — Small County
Parish — Hospital
Townland — Barrysfarm
Westropp Site No 225
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17069/13618 
SMR MN: 32:147/5 
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

The Civil Survey records 'there belong to it [Hospital] two fayers by the yeare a
markett ev'ie weeke a Court Leet & Barron a Castle sixtie houses & a Mill seate'
(Simington, 1938, 96). Lewis informs us that the site of a hospital of the Knights
Templars was granted to Sir Valentine Browne by Queen Elizabeth ’who erected a 
castle near it, which was subsequently called Kenmare Castle, his descendants having 
been created Earls of Kenmare1 (1837, Vol 2, 10). The castle was demolished and 
replaced in the 18th century with a country house. There is a ruined church nearby.

110. KILBALLYOWEN

Barony — Small County 
Parish — Knockainy 
Townland — Kilballyowen 
Limerick Site 4
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16549/13650 
SMR MN: 32:124 
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The site is not recorded in Westropp’s extensive survey of 1906-7, but Bence-Jones 
states that 'a two storey house of late Georgian appearance' had 'an old castle built 
into it.' This information seems to derive from Lewis who wrote that the 'very 
extensive castle at Kilballyowen ... has been incorporated with the modern dwelling 
house and contains four rooms in perfect order' (1837, Vol 1, 27). Whether this is



correct will never be known since the house was demolished and a new house built 
on the site (Bence-Jones, 1990, 164).

111. KILBEHENEY

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Kilbeheny
Townland — Castlequarter
Westropp Site No 281
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 58 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 
National grid co-ordinate: 18478/11660 
SMR MN: 58:4 
Plan 37
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The castle is not recorded in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 230) but it has the 
distinction of having been visited by Oliver Cromwell. In a letter to the Speaker of the 
Parliament of England, William Lenthall (1591-1662), dated 15th February 1650, he 
wrote: 'Having refreshed our men for some short time in our Winter-quarters 
[Youghal], and health being well recovered, we thought fit to take the field ... Our 
resolution was to fall into the Enemy's quarters two ways. The one party, being about 
fifteen or sixteen troops of horse and dragoons and about two-thousand foot, were 
ordered to go up by the way of Carrick into the County of Kilkenny under the 
command of Colonel Reynolds; whom Major-General Ireton was to follow with a 
reserve. I myself was to go by the way of Mallow, over the Blackwater, towards the 
County of Limerick and the County of Tipperary, with about twelve troops of horse, 
and three troops of dragoons, and between two and three hundred foot. I began my 
march upon Tuesday the Nine-and twentieth of January, from Youghal: and upon 
Thursday the One-and-thirtieth, I possessed a Castle called Kilkenny [Kilbeheney],
upon the edge of the County of Limerick; where I left thirty foot' (Carlyle, 1904, 24-5). 
The castle was a ruin by 1840 when O'Donovan reported that 'its south and west walls 
are destroyed down to the very foundations, excepting a small fragment of the south 
wall' (Vol 1, 69).

The building is in a very poor state of preservation. The west wall has collapsed and
much of the north and south walls have also come down. The east walls survives to
parapet level but there is a large crack running up the wall face which threatens to 
bring the entire wall to the ground. There is a latrine chute exit in the external face 
of the east wall at ground floor level.

GROUND FLOOR: There is a possible entrance into the building in the north wall. The 
entrance has a draw bar channel to the east side and is now blocked with masonry. 
There is no surviving evidence for a spiral staircase but one may have existed in the 
west side of the building, either in the north-west or south-west corners. There is no
surviving evidence for a subsidiary chamber and the main chamber was under a
wooden floor set on beams supported on corbels along the north and south walls.
There is a double splayed (but much damaged and semi-blocked) embrasure in the 
south wall and a cupboard in the north wall. The east wall also has a double splayed 
but damaged and semi-blocked embrasure.

Main chamber approximately 6.35 m long from east to west by 4.95 m wide from north
to south.
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North wall - 2.30 m thick / South wall - 2.20 m thick / East wall - 2.20 m thick / West 
wall (approximately) - 2 m  thick.

UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: The first floor main chamber was under a WWCV running from 
east to west with a damaged embrasure in the east wall. The second floor main
chamber was under a wooden floor set on timber beams supported on corbels along
the north and south walls. There is a blocked window in the east wall. There are 
mural passages in the thickness of the north and south walls, the former passage 
probably providing access to a latrine in the north-east corner of the building. There 
are a further three stories above this level and a parapet with rainwater spouts along 
the north and south walls. A 19th-century drawing of the castle shows the east wall
crowned by a gable and chimney (Anon, 1882, 699, Plate 4). The inner face of the
chimney shows an inverted V-shaped line of roof raggle indicating that the building 
was originally under a pitched roof running from the eastern gable to a gable on the 
west wall.

112. KILCOS GRAVE

Barony — Shanid
Parish — Shanagolden
Townland — Kilcosgrave
Westropp Site No 392
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 19 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12775/14571 
SMR MN: 19:109 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 6-22nd June 1990

Westropp takes issue with the Ordnance Survey Letters which had stated that 'in the 
townland of Kilcosgrave there is a ruined house which was built upon the site of 
Kilcosgrave Castle' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 8). 'In fact, the foundations remain near 
the house' (Westropp, 1906-7, 245). My own survey produced no evidence to prove 
either party correct but there are no remains of a castle at the site marked on the 
Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet.

113. KILCULLANE

Barony — Small County
Parish — Kilcullane
Townland — Kilcullane
Westropp Site No 229
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16717/13977 
SMR MN: 32:77
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

The castle site is situated near the River Camoge next a disused church and graveyard. 
The Civil Survey records 'a decayed Castle & 14 Cabins' on the property (Simington, 
1938, 109). Further documentary evidence is provided by Westropp but he does not 
record any standing remains. Spellissy and O’Brien state that an 'arch' survived in
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the 19th century. It is probable that the ’arch' was the remains of a WWCV over a 
ground or first floor chamber. I was informed by a local inhabitant that the wall
which surrounds the disused churchyard was built in the 1840s and that the 'arch'
was demolished during the 1930s or 1940s by the present owner's father who used the 
stone for a drainage scheme. All that survives at the site are two stumps of stone 
robbed masonry, devoid of any architectural features. The stumps are some 2 m high 
and belonged to the north-east wall of the building. The wall was some 6.60 m long. A 
rough estimate was made for the length of the north-west wall which survives as a
series of grassy mounds. The wall was between 9.50 m and 12 m long.

114. KILDUFF

Barony — Coonagh
Parish — Ballynaclogh
Townland — Kilduff
Westropp Site No 99
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 24 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17758/14587 
SMR MN: 24:50 
Plan 38
Photograph 36
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 4
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

Hl£ c iv il Survey records that there was a 'castle in repair and a mill thereunto' 
(Simington, 1938, 43). The tower house is located on the roadside near the village of
New Pallas. The south-east wall has been demolished and most of the north-east side
of the castle has also collapsed. This damage must have been wrought prior to 1840 for 
O'Donovan reported that one wall was totally destroyed (Vol 1, 128). The building has 
been subjected to stone robbing but it is clear that this was a late castle with obvious 
architectural similarities to Oola (Gazetteer Site No. 144) - shot-holes, tourelles, hood
moulded and mullioned windows, water spouts and no vaults. The building is five 
stories high with an attic level above this and the walls have batter. There is a 
tourelle with shot holes at parapet level guarding the north corner. It is to be 
assumed that there was originally a second tourelle at a similar level on the south 
corner, as this was the case at Oola. There is a corner machicolation at third floor 
level in the west corner, operated from a mural passage inside the building. A latrine
chute exit is present in the south-west wall at ground floor level. The entrance was in
the now demolished south-east wall, presumably at ground floor level. There was a 
spiral staircase rising up through the building in the south corner, of which only 
traces of the stair well survive at first floor level and above. The south-east area 
within the building would have housed any subsidiary chambers, all evidence for
which has now been destroyed.

GROUND FLOOR: The main chamber was under a wooden floor supported by timber 
beams set on stone corbels along the south-west and north-east walls. The beam ends 
were housed in put-log holes which survive in the north-west wall next the west and 
north corners. This would have provided the support for a series of cross beams 
which would have ran across the chamber from the south-west wall to the north-east 
wail and the timber floor boards would have been placed on top of these beams. There 
are few architectural features surviving at this floor level except for a cupboard in 
the north-west wall. A large damaged section in this wall was where a window was 
originally positioned.
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llustration 2.7 Schematic internal elevations of Kilduff 
(Gazetteer Site No. 114).



Main chamber 8.35 m long from north-west to south-east by 6.85 m wide from south
west to north-east.

North-west wall - 1.80 m thick / South-west wall - 2.20 m thick / North-east wall - 1.90 
m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The main chamber was under a wooden floor set on timber beams 
running across the chamber from the south-west wall to the north-east wall. The 
ends of the beams were housed in a series of put-log holes in each of the two walls. 
There is a rebate in the south-west wall which may have received a door which 
connected onto the staircase in the south corner. A section of the south-west wall has 
been demolished revealing the latrine chute. The south-west side wall of a damaged 
window embrasure with flat SSCR survives in the north-west wall.

Main chamber approximately 8.15 m long from north-west to south-east by 7 m from 
south-west to north-east.

North-west - 1.80 m thick / South-west - 2 m  thick / North-east - 1.85 m thick.

SECOND FLOOR: The main chamber was under a wooden floor which was supported in a 
similar fashion to the floor over the ground floor main chamber. There is mural 
passage in the south-west wall with flat SSCR which leads into the latrine. A hood 
moulded window with flat SSCR embrasure also survives in this wall. There is a
damaged opening in the north-west wall.

THIRD FLOOR: Internally the castle walls have an offset at this level, stepping in some 
20 to 30 cm. This does not appear to have had any connection with the flooring 
arrangements in the building. The main chamber was under a wooden floor 
supported in a similar fashion to those over the ground and second floor main 
chambers. There was a hood moulded window with flat SSCR embrasure in the south
west wall, another example present in the north-east wall and a damaged example in 
the north-west wall which is missing the south-east side of its embrasure. In the west
corner is the entrance to the corner machicolation.

FOURTH FLOOR: The castle walls thin again at this floor level with a second wall offset, 
stepping in some 20 to 30 cm. The main chamber was under a wooden floor supported 
in a similar manner to those at ground, second and third floor levels. There are two 
hood moulded windows with flat SSCR embrasures in the south-west wall, another 
damaged example in the north-east wall which has had its south-east embrasure wall 
destroyed and a further similar window in the north-west wall. There is also a 
fireplace in this wall.

ATTIC LEVEL: Since each wall was crowned with a gable, the attic was presumably 
under cruciform roof, held together by crossed purlins running from gable to gable. 
The rain water running off the pitched roofs was removed by means of dressed stone 
water spouts at parapet level. Three spouts survive next the west corner on the south
west wall, one is positioned next the west corner on the north-west wall and a further 
example survives on the north-east wall next the north corner and the parapet 
tourelle. There is a window with hood mould and flat SSCR embrasure in the south
west gable and a second example is present in the north-west wall. The south-west 
gable also has a small fireplace.
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115. KILFINNANE / CASTLEFIELD

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Kilfinnane
Townland — Kilfinnane
Westropp Site No 265
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 48 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 
National grid co-ordinate: 16810/12317 
SMR MN: 48:57 
Plan 39
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

The Civil Survey records that 'Kilfynane [had] a Castle and an Iron Grate thereunto [a
yett?], Fiftie tatch Houses & Cabbins, A Gristmill, a Tucking Mill. A Mill Seate, Court 
Leet and Court Baron. A fayre twice a yeare, and a markett once a weeke' (Simington, 
1938, 246). The castle is red sandstone tower house situated in the village of the same 
name. The site is now used as an incinerator / dump with the south wall and sections 
of the east and west walls surviving to third floor level. The internal wall faces have 
been severely stone robbed and few architectural features remain untouched. The
walls are approximately 2.20 to 2.30 m thick but it seems that there were two building
phases for there is a clear division visible in the wall section. An inner wall (some 1 
m thick) was added to the original outer wall (some 1.20 m thick), perhaps to provide 
extra strength to the infra-structure of the building. The curve of a springing arch 
for a vault can be seen in the south-east internal corner over the third floor level.
The ground floor area is full of collapsed masonry, earth and rubbish and the only 
features which survive at first floor level are a damaged embrasure with blocked loop 
in the south wall and a double splayed embrasure in the west wall. The latter 
embrasure shows signs of having been rebuilt when the inner wall was added. There 
is a damaged embrasure in the second floor south wall. The area above this embrasure 
has collapsed leaving the third floor south wall in the form of two pinnacles. The 
stone robbing has removed all evidence as to how the building was floored below 
third floor level but it is to be presumed that wooden floors were in place.

South wall (including additional walling) - 2.20 m thick / East wall (including 
additional walling) - 2.30 m thick / West wall (including additional walling) - 2.20 m 
th ick .

116. KILFINNY

Barony — Connello Upper 
Parish —- Kilfinny 
Townland — Kilfinny 
Westropp Site No 332 
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 30 [marked] 

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14627/13984 
SMR MN: 30:48 
Plan 40
Photograph 37
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 3 
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990
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The castle, gardens, yards, orchards, 'other buildings and mill' at 'Kyllfenny', which 
belonged to the 'slain rebel' Gerald fitz Thomas, were 'now wasted and ruined' in 1583 
(McEnery, no date, f70, paragraph 659). In 1622 it is stated that 'upon the site and 
ruins of the old castle, there is a fair house built, strong and defensible, to which 
adjoineth a fair garden and orchard, with divers houses of office and also a fair 
strong bawn. The building of this house cost (as we are informed) £700' (Dunlop,
1924, 135). The castle was besieged in 1642 (see account in Appendix 8). 'The pi of
Killfinie with a castle and orchard and a mill seate' are recorded as the property of Lt
Colonel William Piggott in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 289).

A full description of the castle complex is provided by O'Donovan: 'It consists of two 
quadrangular towers and court. The tower which lies to the south measures twenty 
feet by eight and a half feet and contains two arched floors [vaults] over which there 
are two other stories, in all four stories. It is about forty five feet high, the walls 
being three and a half feet in thickness. North of this tower and attached to it is the 
Court, which measures thirty two feet by twenty feet and contains one arched 
[vaulted] floor and over this two stories, in all three. Its walls are about thirty five 
feet high and three and a half feet in thickness. At the north end of the Court there is 
another quadrangular tower similar to that on the south. These towers contain
pointed windows and loop holes' (1840, Vol 2, 46).

The tower house is the 'southern' building referred to by O'Donovan. It stands on the 
south-west side of the bawn. O'Donovan's 'northern' building is more difficult to 
identify. Is he referring to the building on the south-east side of the bawn - 
presumably the 'fair house' that the surveyors recorded as costing £700 in 1622 - or is 
he referring to one of the two flanking towers at the north and south corners of the 
bawn? The tower house has some similarities to Tomdeely [Gazetteer Site No. 169] and 
Ballycarbey in Co Kerry (MacAuliffe, 1992, Vol 2, Gazetteer Site No. 27). Parts of the 
fabric survive to second floor level. The walls have base batter visible along the
north-east and south-west sides at ground floor level. The ground level in the field to
the south-west of the building is of a higher level than the ground level in the bawn, 
hence the base batter is now buried under the soil on the castle's south-west and 
north-west sides. There is a latrine chute exit on the external face of the north-west 
wall at ground floor level.

GROUND FLOOR LEVEL: The original entrance is set midway along the north-east wall 
and is now blocked with dry-stone walling. There is a draw bar channel to the north
west side of the entrance. The ground floor area consists of two parallel chambers, 
each under a WWCV roof running from north-west to south-east. The entrance leads 
into the north-east chamber. A section of the north-east wall has been demolished 
and a cattle crush has been constructed against the wall which divides this chamber 
from the neighbouring (and parallel) south-west chamber. A second damaged section
of the north-east wall has been blocked with dry-stone walling. The fabric of the 
south-east end wall shows clear evidence of having been remodelled on three
occasions. The wall originally contained a large embrasure with segmental head. This 
was then blocked up and a doorway was inserted into the wall. The doorway also had a 
segmental arch. This doorway was then blocked up with dry-stone walling.

The wall which divides the north-east chamber from the south-west chamber
contains a doorway (now blocked) which originally allowed access from one chamber 
to the next. The south-west chamber is devoid of architectural features except for a 
badly damaged WWCV embrasure in the south-east end wall. Only the north-east side 
wall of the embrasure survives. It would seem that the present bawn wall was 
constructed up against the external face of the south-east end wall at this point. This 
bawn wall is of a contemporary build with the later house built on the south-east side 
of the bawn, for it is integrated into its fabric. When the bawn wall was built against 
the end wall it blocked up the embrasure. At some later time an access was cut
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through the thick bawn wall at this point. The access was also driven through the 
south-east end wall, hence the destroyed embrasure.

A damaged doorway in the north-west end wall of the south-west chamber leads into a 
narrow subsidiary chamber. The entrance has a draw bar channel to the north-east 
side. The chamber was originally under a wooden floor set on offsets positioned on all 
four walls. There is a small cupboard in the south-east wall. A narrow doorway in the 
north-west side of the chamber leads into a mural lobby which has had its north-west 
wall demolished. The lobby connects with a narrow wall stair with SSCR, built in the 
thickness of the north-west wall and running upwards in a north-eastern direction 
to the first floor level.

FIRST AND UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: The wall stair ends at a lobby in the north corner. To 
the south-east side of the lobby is the subsidiary chamber which is under a WWCV 
running from north-east to south-west. There is a narrow embrasure with ogee 
headed light in the north-east wall and a second example in the south-west wall. A 
doorway (now blocked) in the south-east wall leads into the main chamber at this 
level. The walls of this chamber have been largely demolished and what little 
remains are shrouded in ivy. It is certain, however, that there was a second floor 
level in the building since the remnants of a subsidiary chamber survive at the 
north-west end of the building. The north-east and south-west walls are crowned 
with pitched gables at what was third floor, perhaps attic, level. It can be speculated 
that the building was roofed in two separate sections. A pitched roof running from 
south-east to north-west covered the main chamber section and a pitched roof 
running from north-east to south-west covered the subsidiary chamber section. We 
cannot say whether the two roofs were integrated into one another, or whether they 
were free standing. The latrine chute also rises up to the second floor level of the 
building and was presumably 'operated' at this level.

THE BAWN: The bawn is in use as a farmyard, with a modern hay-shed and lean-too
sheds lying against its walls. The bawn wall is some 1.50 m thick and survives to a 
height of approximately 3.30 m. It encloses an area approximately 39.90 m from 
north-east to south-west by 38 m from north-west to south-east. The north-east 
stretch contains a gateway 2.50 m wide. The north flanker contains loops in all four 
walls and and is 3.20 m from north-east to south-west by 3 m from north-west to 
south-east. The south flanker also contains loops in all four walls and measures 2.70 m 
from north-east to south-west by 2.70 m from north-west to south-east, with walls 75 
cm thick. The entrance to the north flanker at ground, first and attic level are in the 
south corner of the chamber, while the entrance to the south flanker at all three
floor levels is in the west corner of the chamber. Neither flanker contains an 
internal staircase and access to and from the first floor and attic levels in either 
building was presumably from either a wooden wall walk set against the internal
face of the bawn wall, or by means of a ladder.

117. KILLACOLLA

Barony —  Shanid 
Parish —  Kilfergus 
Townland — Killacolla 
Limerick Site 5
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 [marked] 

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 11527/14893 
SMR MN: 18:5
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10
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The site is not included in Westropp's comprehensive survey (1906-7), but is marked 
on the 1923 edition Ordnance Survey sixrinch map sheet as a 'Castle (site of)’. It is 
included in the SMR (Kirwan et al, 1991, 54). MacCurtain refers to 'the grassy stump 
of the Desmond fortress of Glin’ (1988, 431) in her article on the Geraldine castles and 
tower houses of the Shannon estuary. As we have seen, Glin tower house [Gazetteer 
Site No. 103] can in no way be described as a 'grassy stump'. Perhaps MacCurtain is 
actually referring to the ruined castle in the nearby townland of Killacolla?

118. KILLEEDY

Barony — Glenquin
Parish — Killeedy
Townland — Killeedy North
Westropp Site No 371
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 44 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12697/12621 
SMR MN: 44:99/2 
Plan 41
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

An 'old Castle and a Church' are recorded in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 263). 
The monument is included in Orpen's article 'Notes on some County Limerick Castles' 
(1909, 30-33). Although he provided a full description and plan of the earthworks, he 
was more concerned with a discussion of its early owners and did not draw comment 
on the stone remains, although a photograph showing the tower is included. The 
castle was a rectangular stone building standing on an artificial rectangular mound, 
with a rectangular earthen enclosure surrounded by a deep ditch adjoining on the
north-east side. The photograph shows a badly preserved structure, but it has since 
been struck by lightning which brought down much of the building shown in the
photograph, leaving only a tall, thin column of masonry which represents the 
remnants of the castle's west / north-west corner. It survives to second floor level 
with the badly damaged side wall of a WWCV embrasure present in the west wall at
ground floor level. There is a second example present in the north wall also at this
floor level. A third ruinous embrasure exists in the west wall at first floor level. The 
second floor was under a WWCV and the remaining masonry in the springing line for 
this vault is about to collapse. The external face of the north-west corner is 
chamfered and there is a curious small rectangular opening in the chamfered edge.

119. KILMACOW

Barony — Connello Upper
Parish —- Drehidtarsna
Townland — Kilmacow
Westropp Site No 342
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 30 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14631/13798 
SMR MN: 30:92 
Plan 42
State of preservation: Group 4 
Typological corpus: Group 7 
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990
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The site is listed as one of the castles surrendered to the English in 1569 (Westropp, 
1907a, 153). The Desmond Survey states that the castle was 'very fine and large ... 
quadrilateral in form and containing nine several places or rooms in some parts 
ruinous with a great enclosure or "balne" surrounded by a stone wall built for 
defence: adjoining the castle on the east side is an orchard or yard and on the south 
side was a water mill now ruinous, with the vill lands and tenements adjacent' 
(McEnery, no date, f68, paragraph 645). Evidently it was repaired by its new owner, 
Henry Billingsley (MacCarthy-Morrogh, 1986, 127). 'Kilmacow must have been larger 
than most of the towers of the district, judging by the extent of the parts of its outer 
defence walls that remain; but little of the tower is now left by the people in their 
greed for cut stone for the construction of their houses ... The Peppards resided in it 
in the early part of the 18th century; and a farmhouse now stands on part of its site. 
Fine mantlepieces have been taken from it' (Molony, 1905, 262-3).

The north gable wall and a section of the east wall survive to first floor level.
Adjoining the walls at the north-east corner is a round flanker. All the walls display 
evidence of have been repaired with concrete. To the east side of the castle is a 
garden. The north, south and west sides are surrounded by a farmyard. An ruinous 
house on the west occupies most of the site of the castle. This is probably the 
farmhouse which Molony referred to in his article. The external face of the north 
wall has a projection which contains the fireplace flues. Situated in the space 
between the projection and the flanker is a modern concrete shed containing a WC.
The building does not have a base batter.

GROUND FLOOR: The north wall contains a large fireplace which has been blocked 
with stone and red brick in mortar. A semicircular arched doorway in the north-east
corner leads into the flanker. The jambs of the doorway have been rebuilt in 
concrete. A stone corbel is positioned above either side of the doorway, indicating 
that the main chamber was under a wooden floor. The flanker has a corbelled domed 
roof which was supported by wickerwork centring. The external north face has been 
damaged and a garden wall runs up to the flanker. There is a blocked loop in the 
south side of the flanker and a second on the south side has been semi-blocked with
dry-stone. The east wall contains a blocked window. The window had a timber lintel
(now decayed). The original east wall of the castle adjoins a stretch of dry-stone
walling which runs to the north-east corner of the ruined farmhouse.

FIRST FLOOR: The north wall contains two fireplaces and the east wall has a window
with timber beam lintel. Presumably the 'fine mantlepieces' which Molony referred
to were torn from fireplaces such as those in the north wall. It is a pity he did not 
record the fate of the mantlepieces (ibid, 263). The location of two fireplaces in the 
one wall would suggest that the building was partitioned (perhaps with wooden cross
walls) into a number of chambers per floor. This is of interest in view of the 
reference in The Desmond Survey to a building containing nine separate rooms 
(McEnery, no date, f68, paragraph 645).

THE BAWN: To the west of the tower house, at the other side of the farmyard, can be 
found the remnants of the bawn. The west, south-west and south walls of a irregular 
planned enclosure survive. The north and east walls are now demolished, although 
the run of the north wall is shown on a map of the farm from 1921 which is in the 
owner's possession. The bawn wall is 3.20 m high and does not have a base batter. The 
external wall face at the north-west corner is rounded. At this corner three stone 
corbels project from the bawn wall, 3.10 m above present ground level. A second set
of three stone corbels project out from the top of the external face of the south-west
stretch of bawn wall. The corbels at the north-west corner and along the south-west 
wall may have supported either a turret or a machicolis.
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Barony — Kilmallock
Parish — St Peter's & St Paul's
Townland — Abbeyfarm
Westropp Site No 236
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16084/12786 
SMR MN: 47:22 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
Plan 43
Photographs 38 & 39 
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 3 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

The castle was used as an arsenal by the Irish Confederates in 1645. 'On the arrival of 
Ireton, however, the town surrendered without resistance, after which the walls 
were dismantled by order of Cromwell and the castle used as a hospital [1651]' (Lee, 
1962-5, 150). The building is included in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 168) and 
O'Donovan states that 'a square tower or castle stands in good preservation near the 
west end of the town' (1840, Vol 1, 110). It stands at the junction between Chapel Lane, 
Main Street [now Sarsfield Street] and John Street [now Sheares Street] and is depicted 
in J Mulvany’s painting of the Main Street from circa 1800 (Illustration 2.8). The
painting shows a battlemented, four storey building with lancet arched windows and
a large lancet arched opening at ground floor level. A wall with a window and a door 
seem to have been inserted into this arched opening. There were four gateways into 
medieval Kilmallock - one guarding each of the four main roads into the town - Ivy 
Gate, Blossom Gate [Gazetteer Site No. 33], St John's Gate and the Water Gate. The 
location of King’s Castle (in the centre of the Main Street) and the presence of arched 
openings opposite each other on the Main Street and John Street sides of the building 
have 'led to the suggestion that the castle was originally a town gate and it was only
when the town expanded to include what is now Sheares Street [John Street] that [St]
Johns Gate was erected' (Seoighe, 1988, 2).

If it were not for the actions of 19th-century local antiquarians, such as J Grene 
Barry and G Hewson, it is certain that the building would have been torn down.
Hewson wrote a short letter to the editor of The Journal of the Roval Historical and 
Archaeological Association of Ireland. The letter was published in the 1889 volume 
and it states that 'it seems likely that the old castle in Kilmallock ... is likely to be 
interfered with, perhaps in a way which might greatly lessen its interest as a 
memorial of the past, and might even cause its demolition' (1889, 9-10).

The threat was in the form of a proposition to construct a carriageway through the 
building. The Association sent its architect, P J Lynch, to report on the condition of 
the building. 'At one time there was a public passage through the gates of the castle ...
but some years ago, to fit the castle as a school or meeting-house, this passage was
built up, and doors fitted in. Some years ago it was vacated, and since then it is fast 
moving to decay. The roof is almost completely gone. A blacksmith is occupying the 
lower portion, sheltered by the stone vaulting of the upper floor; but the place is 
utterly unfit f o r  human habitation. A large portion of the castellated parapet has 
fallen, and some of it is in a most dangerous condition .... After a conversation with 
some gentlemen of the town, who are anxious for this passage, an opinion was 
expressed that it would not be necessary to enlarge it; but if the arches were opened, 
to permit a view through, and the proposed footpath were continued through the
castle, it would meet their requirements. I was pleased to hear one and all express the
greatest desire to preserve the old castle from injury. They also informed me that if

120. KING'S CASTLE, KILMALLOCK
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Illustration 2.8 John Mulvany’s painting of Kilmallock, 
County Limerick, circa 1800.



the owner, Sir George Colthurst, met their views about the passage they would take 
some steps towards checking the present rapid progress of decay' (ibid, 10).

Evidently an arrangement was not reached with Sir George for a scathing note from 
T J Westropp appeared in the 1897 edition of the JCAHS : 'The Council of our Society 
have noted with the deepest satisfaction that the comtemplated act of vandalism, in 
the proposed destruction of this ancient edifice [King's Castle], has been prevented by 
the county Limerick Grand Jury ... In this case the paltry excuse of decay or 
obstruction was wanting, and how anyone worthy of the name of an Irishman could 
coolly propose the demolition of an ancient link binding us to the past history of our
land passes our comprehension' (Westropp, 1897, 153). While the wrangle continued
over relocating the blacksmith and opening a passage through the archway of the 
castle, the building was repaired by the Board of Public Works who left it in a safe 
condition once more. The Board were also advised by their Inspector of Ancient 
Monuments 'to remove the stone divisions of the two exisiting arches, to concrete the 
floor under them, to build a concrete wall in the interior, shutting off the arches 
from the rest of the castle, so as to prevent objectionable use being made of the 
structure, to place a door in this wall, opening from the side of the arched passage, to 
concrete the upper portion of the stone vaulting, and to provide for carrying away
the water' (Anon, 1898, 175).

The tower house has changed little from the time of Mulvany's painting. It still stands 
four stories tall with lancet windows and. still has a battlemented parapet level. The 
walls have a base batter. The instructions of the Inspector were evidently acted upon 
since a public pedestrian thoroughfare runs through the ground floor of the 
building and a concrete wall in the interior shuts off this passage from the rest of the 
castle. As a result I could not carry out a survey of this floor level. To the east side of 
the passage is a doorway into a small mural lobby with a murder hole in its flat SSCR. 
To the north side of the lobby is a wall stair which runs up through the thickness of 
the east wall to first floor level. The external face of the north and south walls show 
that the arched passage is set where an original passage must have existed since
there is no evidence that the arches were inserted into the wall fabric. The relieving
arches over the openings are authentic and, apart from the insertion of a hood
moulded window, the south wall face has not changed since Mulvany's painting of 
circa 1800. The positioning of the wall stair along the east side wall of the passage 
would be in keeping with the use of the building as a gateway in medieval times. The 
passage is under a wooden floor set on rotting beams. There is a turret at the north
east corner and a blocked opening on the north wall face.

FIRST FLOOR: The wall stair terminates at the north-east corner at this floor level. To 
the west of the wall stair is the entrance to the first floor main chamber. There is a
draw bar channel to the inner south side of the doorway. To the north of the wall
stair is a spiral staircase set in a turret at the north-east corner of the building. The 
main chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west. The floor of the western 
half of this room (over the what had been the forge) is completely collapsed and the 
wooden floor situated over the passageway is in a poor state of repair. However, the 
eastern half of the room was built over the corbel roofed wall stair. The murder hole 
chute was operated from here. The south wall contains a narrow loop (which seems to 
have been omitted from Mulvany's painting) and two large lancet arched windows. 
The embrasures for the windows have been rebuilt with red brick. There is a blocked 
lancet arched window in the west wall and a narrow light in the north wall.

Main chamber (greatest dimensions) 8.05 m long from east to west by 4 m wide from 
north to south.

North wall - 1.25 m thick / South wall - 1.30 m thick / East wall - 75 cm thick / West 
wall - 1.20 m thick.



SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase in the north-east coner turret continues up to 
reach the second floor level. To the west side of the stairwell is the doorway into the
second floor main chamber. To the north side of the stairwell is a latrine housed in
the turret. The latrine chute exit in the external face of the turret's east wall at 
ground floor level has been blocked. The main chamber has been greatly renovated 
and no evidence survives to suggest how the wooden floor over this chamber was 
supported. The south wall contains a small loop (which seems to have been omitted in 
Mulvany’s painting) and two large lancet arched windows with red brick 
embrasures. There is a blocked lancet arched window in the west wall and another 
blocked lancet arched window in the east wall. The north window contains a 
renovated and damp proofed square window and embrasure. The splayed eastern side
wall of the embrasure is original.

Main chamber (greatest dimensions) 8.15 m long from east to west by 4.90 m wide
from north to south.

North wall - 90 cm thick / South wall - 90 cm thick / East wall - 85 cm thick / West 
wall - 1 m thick.

THIRD FLOOR AND PARAPET: The third floor level was reached from the spiral 
staircase. The walls at third floor level have been stabilised with the use of red brick, 
concrete lintels and damp proofing. The Irish style battlements on the south wall 
have red brick inserted into their fabric. There is no trace of the cap house at the 
south-east corner which is shown in Mulvany's painting. Square holes on the north
and south walls allowed rainwater to escape from the parapet. The north wall
battlements are in a poorer state of preservation compared to those on the south wall.

121. KNOCKANEY, DESMOND CASTLE /BLACK CASTLE /EAST COURT

Barony — Small County
Parish — Knockainy
Townland — Knockainy West
Westropp Site No 215
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16823/13599 
SMR MN: 32:141 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

Fitzgerald and MacGregor state that there were 'the noble ruins of a castle on the 
river' (1826-7, Vol 1, 307). Lewis notes that of this 'spacious and very strong fortress 
... some very inconsiderable fragments only are remaining' (1837, Vol 1, 27) and 
Westropp relates that the building is 'now levelled' (1906-7, 183). The Desmond Survey 
states that the castle was 'ruinous within except its stone walls with a large area or 
enclosure called in English "a balne" surrounded with a stony wall a dove cot within 
the precincts of the bawn (the wall and dovecot being in great decay)' (McEnery, no 
date, f4, paragraph 385). The 1622 survey states that 'the castle of Anie is much 
decayed and uncovered, but they say it was intended that it should shortly be 
repaired. The bawn also is very ruinous* (Dunlop, 1924, 130; however, we cannot be 
sure that the survey was referring to this castle since the owner's name is ommitted. 
It may have been a reference to Gazetteer Site No. 122, The White Castle, although the 
fact that the Desmond Castle was in ruins in 1583 would suggest that the 1622 
quotation does indeed refer to it. In 1627 the 'castle and walls' were held by a Mr F 
Fitton (Westropp, 1906-7, 182). The Civil Survey 'Willm ffitton Esqr & Anable Broune,
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English Proprietors' held 'a Castle & few Cabbins' (Simington, 1938, 98). The site is 
marked on the 1927 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet as 'Desmond Castle 
(Site of)'.

122. KNOCKANEY, WHITE CASTLE

Barony — Small County
Parish — Knockainy
Townland — Knockainy West
Westropp Site No 216
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16823/13599 
SMR MN: 32:141 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
Plan 44
Photograph 40
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

The tower house is marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet as 'Knockainy
Castle (in Ruins)'. The Civil Survey records that 'Tnady Grady' held the property,
which had 'a Castle, nyne Cabbins & a Mill Seate' (Simington, 1938, 97). Lewis wrote
that the castle was, 'with the exception of the roof, in a very perfect state' (1837, Vol
1, 27). 'The people say that this castle was built by one Matthew O'Grady who was 
steward to the Earl of Desmond, and that he built it while the Earl was on the
Continent' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 1, 80). A squat, four storey building survives with
floor plans quite unlike any other tower house in the county. The latrine chute exit is 
located along the external face of the west wall at ground floor level. The walls have 
base batter.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the east wall. To the north of the entrance is a 
raggled line of broken masonry adjoining the castle's east wall. This may have 
belonged to a bawn wall. The entrance's peck decorated and arched doorway has a 
yett chain guide hole and funnel in the southern jamb. To the top inner south side of
the doorway is a hanging eye. The lobby is under a WWCV in the roof of which is a
murder hole. To the north side of the lobby is a doorway to a spiral staircase in the 
north-east corner. The staircase at this floor level is lit by two narrow splayed loops; 
the example in the east wall has been blocked. To the west side of the lobby is a flat
lintelled doorway leading into the main chamber. There is a broken hanging eye to
the top inner north side of the doorway. The main chamber was under a wooden floor 
set on timber beams supported by corbels along the north and south walls and with 
the ends of the beams housed in put-log holes in the east and west walls. A 
replacement floor was then inserted at a later stage in the building's history since 
there is a series of put-log holes crudely cut into the fabric of the east and west walls. 
The holes would have housed the ends of timber beams which spanned the room from 
east to west and supported the new floor. The north wall contains a large WWCV mural 
recess and a WWCV embrasure which has had its light demolished and is now used as a 
second entrance into the building. The west wall contains a large WWCV mural recess. 
The south wall has two cupboards, one on either side of a WWCV embrasure with a 
narrow loop. A rectangular hole has been cut through the roof of the embrasure. The 
embrasure may have been reused as a fireplace and the hole in its roof may have 
acted as a fireplace flue. The east wall has a small doorway which leads through to the 
subsidiary chamber which is under a WWCV and has a narrow light in the south wall
and another in the east wall. The subsidiary chamber's north wall, which partitioned
it from the entrance lobby, has been demolished.
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Main chamber 6.60 m long from east to west by 4.05 m wide from north to south.
Subsidiary chamber 2.90 long from north to south by 1.20 m wide from east to west.

North wall - 2.10 m thick / South wall - 2.20 m thick / West wall - 2.25 m thick / East 
wall (in subsidiary chamber) - 95 cm thick.

FIRST FLOOR: A doorway on the spiral staircase leads into a lobby under a flat SSCR. In
the floor of the lobby is the operating point for the murder hole over the ground
floor lobby below. To the south of the lobby is a subsidiary chamber under a WWCV 
running from north to south. The chamber has a splayed loop in the south wall and a 
second example in the east wall. To the west side of the lobby is the doorway into the 
main chamber. One-third of this chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west 
and the other two-thirds were under a wooden floor. Put-log holes which held the 
timber beams used to support the vaulted section during its construction can be seen 
on the north and south walls. The wooden floor which covered the remainder of the 
chamber was supported on timber beams which spanned the room from north to 
south and had their ends housed in put-log holes in the north and south walls. The 
north wall contains a cupboard and a large WWCV embrasure with an ogee headed 
light hidden by ivy on the outside. There is a flat SSCR embrasure in the west wall 
with a flat lintelled light. A doorway in the embrasure's south side wall leads into a 
flat SSCR mural passage which contains a latrine. The south wall contains a WWCV 
embrasure with blocked loop. A hole in the embrasure floor connects with the hole 
in the roof of the ground floor embrasure in this wall. There is also a hole cut 
through the roof of the first floor embrasure. This reinforces the idea that both of 
the embrasures were modified for use as fireplaces.

Main chamber 6.55 m long from east to west by 4.10 m wide from north to south. 
Subsidiary chamber 3.25 m long from north to south by 1.25 m wide from east to west.

North wall - 1.80 m thick / South wall - 2 m  thick / West wall - 1.50 m thick / East wall 
(in subsidiary chamber) - 75 cm thick.

SECOND FLOOR: A doorway on the spiral staircase connects with a flat SSCR mural 
passage in the north side of the building.. The passage leads into a main chamber of 
smaller dimensions than those at ground or first floor levels. This is because the 
subsidiary chamber has been increased in size. This was achieved by building the 
room over the WWCV arch at first floor level. The main chamber was under a wooden 
floor set on timber beams supported by stone corbels along the north and south walls. 
The ends of the beams were housed in put-log holes along the east and west walls. The 
north wall contains a cupboard and a flat SSCR embrasure with ogee headed light. 
There is a cupboard and another flat SSCR embrasure with ogee headed light in the 
south wall. The west wall also has a flat SSCR embrasure with ogee headed light. The 
subsidiary chamber is entered from the spiral staircase through a peck decorated and 
arched doorway with a hanging eye to the top inner west side. The chamber was 
under a wooden floor set on corbels along the east and west walls. There is an ogee 
headed light in the south wall and a further example in the east wall.

THIRD FLOOR: A doorway on the spiral staircase connects with a flat SSCR mural 
passage in the thickness of the north wall. The passage is lit by three narrow loops, 
the middle one of which has a shot hole. The passage turns in the north-west corner 
and proceeds through the thickness of the west wall to a latrine in the south-west 
corner. This stretch of the passage is lit by a narrow loop, and a shot hole. There is a 
latrine niche in the east wall of the passage, and a double shot hole with a slop 
opening in the passage's southern end wall. A peck decorated and arched doorway on 
the spiral staircase leads into the subsidiary chamber. The upper courses of the walls 
are collapsed and the chamber lies open to the elements. Consequently, the 
architectural evidence which would show if this room had been under either a WWCV 
or a wooden floor has been destroyed. There is a loop in the east wall and one in the
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south wall. Both have had their lintels removed. In the west wall is a small window
which looks into the main chamber at this floor level. The main chamber is under a
WWCV running from east to west and there is a WWCV embrasure in the south wall. 
However, there is no doorway into the room and it was effectively cut off from the 
spiral staircase, latrine passage and subsidiary chamber at third floor level. This 
chamber must therefore be considered as a loft over the second floor main chamber.
Either a ladder or a wooden staircase provided access from the second floor chamber
to the loft.

123. KNOCKFENNELL

Barony — Small County 
Parish — Knockainy 
Townland — Knockfennell 
Westropp Site No 213
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: unavailable 
SMR MN: 32:174 [marked as an 'unlocated site']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

Knockfennell Hill lies to the north side of Lough Gur and 'dominates the northern
arm of the lake' (O'Kelly, M J and C, 1978, 26). There is a stone fort on the western
summit [SMR Momunent No. 32:14/6] which 'resembles the stone-built forts of Carraig
Aille. It is oval in plan, 38 m by 30 m and the interior is very rough. It is not possible 
to locate the entrance as the fort is in a very collapsed state' (ibid). It would seem that 
it is this structure which Fitzgerald and MacGregor described as 'one of the strongest 
Danish forts in the country: it is circular, and about 360 feet in circumference; the 
wall that surrounds it is ten feet in thickness, and must have been proportionably 
high, from the quantity of stone that has fallen outside. That part of the wall that still 
remains is built of large stones nearly three feet every way, regularly fitted to each
other, and the interstices filled with small ones; but there is no sign of mortar' (1826- 
7, Vol 1, 313).

Westropp included the structure described by Fitzgerald and MacGregor in his castle 
survey because 'it is a reputed Castle, so we give it to complete the strongholds of 
Lough Gur’ although he adds that it is a 'doubtful site' (1906-7, 181). It is indeed an 
extremely doubtful site. The SMR paper survey included the castle in its list of
monuments in the county as one of the unlocated sites on the Ordnance Survey six-
inch map sheet (Kirwan et al, 1991, 149). It is very unlikely that there was ever a 
castle on Knockfennell. It would seem that this is a case of a cashel being mistaken 
for a castle.



124. KNOCKLONG

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Knocklong
Townland — Knocklong East
Westropp Site No 271
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 41 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17238/13086 
SMR MN: 41:4/5 
Plan 45
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

The Civil Survey records 'Knocklong and Garrynea one plowland whereon stands a 
ruyned Castle a Mill, with two faires a Court Leet & Court Baron' (Simington, 1938,
233). O'Donovan called this 'a castle or rather strong built mansion house ... three 
stories high' (1840, Vol 2, 82). 'There were two apartments in the thickness of the 
north wall near the top lighted by two quadrangular windows. This building was
lighted by several large windows, but they are now much disfigured. There are two 
large quadrangular ones on the south wall, one on the west and I think two present 
on the east, but these last are only breaches in the wall at present' (ibid). Lenihan 
states that the building was 'in a wretched state ... the coignstones [quoin stones], 
frames of doors, windows, etc, have been ruthlessly removed, it was not a lofty 
structure. Its form a square, with four gables, one of which remains surmounted by a 
plain chimney. The interior had been arched, but the arch has fallen. The stone steps
up the staircase have been taken away' (1866, 734-5).

Lenihan ascribed a 14th century date to the building, but Westropp states that 'the
castle is of very late date, 1570-74' (1906-7, 195). Evidently he based this judgement on 
the architecture of the building since he does not supply any documentary evidence
to support his claim. The building is in an even poorer state than when Lenihan saw 
it, with walls eaten through by the actions of stone robbers and almost the entire 
circuit of base batter on the external faces at ground floor level has been destroyed. 
The roofs of the embrasures have been robbed, making it impossible to tell how thery 
were centred during construction. The ground floor was under a vault but this has 
fallen. There was no surviving evidence for the staircase reported by Lenihan, but it 
may have been a wall stair which ran up through the thickness of the east wall. This 
wall has been particularly targeted by the stone robbers. There is a large latrine 
chute exit at the north-west corner on the external face of the west wall at ground 
floor level. There was no evidence for subsidiary chambers.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance may have been in the east wall. There is an opening in
this wall which has a recess which could have accepted an opened door. The ghostly 
trace of either a window or embrasure is the only architectural feature to be seen in 
this wall, a wall which is in a dreadful condition. There are two cupboards and a badly 
damaged embrasure in the south wall. The west wall contains a damaged embrasure 
and the north wall has a cupboard and an embrasure, with a cupboard in each of the 
embrasure's side walls.

Main chamber 6.40 m long from north to south by 5.35 m wide from east to west.

North wall - 2.60 m thick / South wall - 2.20 m thick / East wall - 2.05 m thick / West
wall - 2 m  thick.

UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: The chamber was presumably under a wooden floor but no 
evidence survives which might indicate how this floor was supported. The south wall
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contains a damaged embrasure and a cupboard. It is not apparent how access was 
made to this floor level. As was suggested above, a wallstair may have existed in the 
east wall. Both the east wall and the north wall are demolished at first floor level. The 
west wall has a double ogee headed window. This is the only architectural fitting to 
have survived in the building. There is an inverted V-shaped line of roof raggle on 
the external face of the east wall. This indicates where a two storey building adjoined 
the tower house. The second floor level in the building has been destroyed except for 
part of the south gable wall which contains a damaged fireplace and flue.

125. KNOCKMONYE

Barony — Small County 
Parish — Hospital 
Townland — Castlefarm 
Westropp Site No. 226
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 32 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17076/13779 
SMR MN: 32:148 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The SMR mark a topographical feature on the 1927 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch 
map sheet, 'Knockmuinaha', as the location for the castle (Kirwan et al, 1991, 147). 
The castle correlates with Knockmonye Castle, Site No. 266 in Westropp's survey 
(1906-7, 185). While documentary references are provided for the castle, Westropp 
does not state where it stood. However, The Desmond Survey refers to 'a broken castle 
in quadrilateral form situate on the top of a small mountain called Knockmunyhy 
with a garden and yard adjacent thereto and lands belonging to the castle' which 
belonged to the slain rebel John Browne (McEnery, no date, f67, paragraph 644). It is 
more than probable that the SMR is correct in locating the lost castle at 
K nockm uinaha .

126. KNOCKROE MASON / SHANCOURT

Barony — Clanwilliam 
Parish —- Inch St Lawrence 
Townland — Knockroe (Mason)
Westropp Site No 54
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 23 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16600/14763 
SMR MN: 23:103 [marked as 'possible site of]
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

'Situated in the centre of the townland ... was a building, formerly called a Court. The 
name Shancourt ... is still retained and applied not only to the site of the edifice, but 
to the whole summit of the hill on which it stood. A protruberance in the earth,
probably formed by the rubbish produced from the ruins and which is now covered
with grass, indicates the spot occupied by this old mansion' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 
104). The summit of the hill is marked as the possible location of the castle by the SMR
(Kirwan et al, 1991, 96). The 1928 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet marks a
rectangular enclosure with rounded corners some 200 m to the west of the summit 
marker. This is included in the SMR as Monument No. 23:20 (ibid, 92). With such a 
close proximity to the hill summit, it is possible that this enclosure marks the site of
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the castle, or at least the 'protruberance in the earth ... now covered with grass' 
which O'Donovan referred to. Westropp did not appear to be convinced of the 
authenticity of the site: ’perhaps Castellknocke, 1583 (Desmond Roll 37), but doubtful 
... we find no certain records' (1906-7, 92).

127. KNOCKSHANECASHLANE

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish —- Caherconlish
Townland --- Knockatanacashlane
Westropp Site No 62
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16809/15013 
SMR MN: 14:39
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

The 'fine old fortress called Cnoc a Tsenachuisleann' (Fitzgerald and MacGregor, 1826- 
27, Volume 1, 286) consists of an enclosure on top of a hill. The Civil Survey mentions 
a castle (Simington, 1938, 64). The Ordnance Survey Letters of 1840 state that 'there is 
no remark made in the [Ordnance Survey] Name Book as to the existence of any old 
ruins in this townland' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 118) yet Westropp pointed out that the 
1840 map shows a large enclosure with a small round turret at the north-east angle 
(Westropp, 1906-7, 94). Lynch recorded that not a stone of the castle survived but that 
the outer enclosing wall still stood in some large portions. He mentions a circular 
tower in the north-east corner of the enclosure. The tower had an internal diameter 
of 8 feet and was approximately 10 feet high. It was pierced by two 'portholes', about 2
feet from the top [perhaps a reference to shot-holes]. There was a gallery about 2 feet
high and 1 foot 6 inches wide which ran around the base of the tower inside. He may 
be referring here to some form of foundation plinth on which the tower was built. He 
also recorded that similar towers stood at the other three corners of the enclosure but 
that only fragments remained (Lynch, 1896, 447).

There is a disused modern quarry to the east side of the rocky knoll on which the 
castle stands. At the south-west corner is a large lump of fallen mortared masonry, 2 
m wide and 1 m high. No wall foundations could be identified within the enclosure
and there was no trace of the round tower or turret at the north-east angle. The tower
may have been a flanking tower similar to the example seen at Gortnetubbrid 
(Gazetteer Site No. 105) or the now demolished example which stood at Castle Mahon 
(Gazetteer Site No. 56). Alternatively this may have been a castle with a generally 
similar ground plan to Castle Grace, Co Tipperary (see Appendix 6; T25).

128. LEAGANE / TOBORNEA

Barony — Cosmagh
Parish — Kilbreedy Minor
Townland —  Leagane
Westropp Site No 195
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 21 
National grid co-ordinate: 16014/12399 
SMR MN: 47:73/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10
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O’Donovan states that 'there was an old castle in Leagaun townland, of which nothing 
remains now but a heap of rubbish' (1840, Vol 2, 99) and the castle site was marked by 
the Ordnance Survey on the six-inch map sheet. However, Westropp was not 
convinced of the authenticity of the castle and proclaimed it 'a doubtful site' (1906-7, 
173), although no particular reason was given to explain why he considered it to be 
so.

129. LICKADOON

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish —  Caheravally
Townland —- Lickadoon
Westropp Site No 44
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16020/15063 
SMR MN: 13:104 
Plan 46
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

The Civil Survey reports 'Lickydowne' as the property of Jordane Roch of Limerick, 
'one plowghland and halfe haveing a Castle, Bawne, and twelve tatcht cabbins' 
(Simington, 1938, 471). The Ordnance Survey Letters relate that the castle had five 
floor levels and stood some 70 feet high. 'At the eastern end it has a square tower not 
distinguishable from the rest of the building on the outside. This tower, which 
contains the stairs leading to the top of the castle, measures fifteen and a half feet by 
seven and a half (inside). The main body of the castle or western portion measures 
twenty three feet three inches by sixteen feet three inches (inside)' (1840, Vol 2, 53).

This is a very interesting description. From a sketch which accompanies O'Donovan's 
written record (Illustration 2.9) it becomes apparent that the castle stood as one unit 
and that he can only be attempting to describe a two-section tower house. The sketch 
shows a roofless building in a good state of preservation, with all four walls standing. 
The north and west walls are shown, with a gable at parapet level crowning the east
and west walls. At the north-west corner at fourth floor level is a corner
machicolation. Narrow loops can be seen in the west wall at first, second, third and 
fourth floor levels.

This was the birthplace of Dermot O'Hurley (1519-84), the Roman Catholic Archbishop 
of Cashel (for an account of his death see Maxwell, 1923, 140-3) and was garrisoned by 
Carew in 1600. By the end of the last century the castle was in a poor condition. Dowd 
wrote that it was 'little more than a shapeless heap of stones' (1890, 116). Only the 
north wall remains standing, some 15 m high and 3 m thick. There are the remains of 
a spiral staircase in the north-east corner. The internal area is now a garden. There 
are few architectural features surviving and the upper wall levels are severely stone 
robbed. At ground floor level there is a cupboard, five stone corbels which originally 
supported the timber floor over this chamber and a damaged loop on the broken
spiral staircase. The first floor chamber was under a WWCV running from east to west
but this has been demolished and only the faint trace of the springing line remains. 
The external face of the north wall at ground floor level had base batter reaching to a 
height of approximately 2.80 m. A shed had been built against this wall face and there 
is a garden wall and hedge where the west wall of the castle once stood.
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130. LISMAKEERY / LISMACDIRY

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish — Lismakeery 
Townland — Lismakeery 
Westropp Site No 299 
Hasson Site No 9
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 19 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13266/14754 
SMR MN: 19:66 
Plan 47
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

The Desmond Survey reported that 'the castle is broken and ruinous and the adjacent 
garden and crofts waste' (McEnery, no date, f71d). There was a 'ruinated Castle on the 
prmisses' of 'Lissnekiry' recorded in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 310). 
O'Donovan wrote that 'part of an old Castle' stood near a ruined church: 'It is a 
rectangular building; its south and west walls are remaining to a height of about 
twenty feet, but of its other two sides only twelve feet are now standing' (1840, Vol 1, 
140). The tower house stands in the farmyard of Betty Ville House. Tradition states that
the tower house was used as a source for stone in constructing the dwelling house.
The castle has been subjected to stone robbing and survives to first floor level 
although the entire north-east corner and much of the north and east walls have
been demolished. The ground floor mural passages and embrasures were so severely
damaged that it was impossible to tell if they had SSCR or WWCV roofs. The surviving
stretches of north and east walls and the south wall all have a base batter but the west
wall has none.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the south wall but it is now blocked by stones set in 
mortar. There is a hanging eye to the top. inner west side of the doorway and the 
entrance lobby has a murder hole in its roof. To the east side of the lobby is a spiral
staircase in the south-east corner of the building. There is a narrow loop in the east
wall of the stairwell. To the west side of the lobby is a blocked doorway. This doorway 
originally connected with a latrine in a mural passage. The west end wall of the 
passage has been smashed down and the latrine chute exit has been destroyed. To the 
north of the lobby is the main chamber. The chamber was under a wooden floor set 
on timber beams placed along the east and west walls which were supported by stone 
corbels. The west wall contains a very damaged opening. There may have been an 
embrasure at this point; there is certainly a wall recess. The north-west corner is 
very enigmatic and defies explanation. There is a doorway in the north wall which 
leads into a mural passage which turns back on itself in a southernly direction into 
the thickness of the west wall. The passage then connects with an opening in the 
west wall. Was this a second entrance into the tower house? From what remains of its 
external face, the north wall, complete with base batter, clearly continues to run in a 
western direction beyond the main building. Was this part of the bawn wall and was 
the castle directly incorporated into the bawn wall?

Main chamber approximately 7.70 m long from north to south by 5.80 m wide from 
east to west.

South wall (containing entrance) - 2.40 m thick / East wall - 2.40 m thick / West wall - 
2.55 m thick.
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FIRST FLOOR: There is a narrow loop in the south wall of the stairwell. A doorway on 
the spiral staircase leads into a small mural lobby built in the thickness of the south 
wall. A loop in the south wall lights the lobby and a small recess in the west wall is 
the operating point for the murder hole over the entrance lobby below. The main 
chamber lies under a WWCV running from north to south. The south wall contains a 
WWCV embrasure with narrow loop. In the embrasure's west side wall is a doorway 
into a mural passage in the thickness of the south wall. The passage is under a flat 
SSCR and connects with a latrine in the south-west corner.

Main chamber 7.70 m long from north to south by 5.65 m wide from east to west.

North wall - 2 m  thick / South wall - 2.25 m thick / East wall - 2.15 m thick / West wall
- 2.50 m thick.

131. LISNACULLIA / WOODFORT

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish — Clonagh
Townland — Lisnacullia
Westropp Site No 310
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 28 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13209/14232 
SMR MN: 28:65 
Plan 48
Photographs 41 & 42 
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 2 
Date of visit: 6-22nd June 1990

The tower house is situated in a farmyard and was built on a rocky knoll by the 
MacSheehys, 'who were brought into the county [as professional gallowglasses] by 
James Fitzgerald, the seventh Earl of Desmond in the year 1420' (Fitzgerald and 
McGregor, 1826-7, Vol 1, 357). The Civil Survey reports 'a Castle and bawen'
(Simington, 1938, 313). It consists of a main block and a stair tower containing 
subsidiary chambers located at the north-east end of the building. Contrary to Salter's 
opinion, it would seem that the entire structure is of one build. Unlike Clonshire 
(Gazetteer Site No. 67) there is on clear evidence (such as a redundant staircase in the 
building's main block) to suggest that the stair tower was a later addition while there 
is no change in the masonry between either section and the base batter is consistent 
around the entire circuit of the building.

The main block is three stories high with a parapet/attic while the stair tower has an
additional mezzanine, storey and parapet. The second floor in the main block was used
as a handball court until recently. A stretch of bawn wall and a three storey flanker 
survive to the south of the tower house. In the 1850s a stream was redirected away 
from the castle and it now flows through a neighbouring field. There had also been a 
moat surrounding the castle but this has been destroyed.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the south-east wall of the main block. There is a 
relieving arch above the doorway but much of the original fabric has been removed
and there is evidence of rebuilding. There is a murder hole in the thickness of the
wall above the entrance but it has been blocked. The remains of a draw bar channel 
can be seen to the inner south-west side of the doorway. The main chamber was 
under a wooden floor supported by timber beams set on peck decorated corbels along 
the north-west and south-east walls with their ends housed in put-log holes in the 
north-east wall next the north and east corners and in the south-west wall next the
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west and south corners. In the south-east wall is a flat SSCR embrasure which has 
been semiblocked and a cupboard, also semiblocked. In the south-west wall is a 
damaged flat SSCR embrasure which has been blocked and in the north-west wall is a
semiblocked cupboard, a cupboard and a stone-robbed fireplace. In the north-east
wall is a double splayed flat SSCR embrasure and the doorway into the stair tower. The
north-west side of the entrance lobby seems to have been rebuilt.

The lobby connects with a WWCV passage which turns southward. In the north-east 
side of the passage is a blocked up doorway which originally led to the subsidiary
chamber. There is a peck decorated semicircular arched doorway on the passage at
the point where it turns eastward to connect with the spiral staircase (with peck 
decorated steps) located in the south corner of the tower, lit by a narrow loop in the 
south-east wall. The current route of access to the subsidiary chamber is through a
doorway cut into the tower's south-east wall face. The chamber is under a WWCV
running from north-west to south-east and there is a splayed flat SSCR embrasure in 
the north-east wall. In the external face of the north-west side of the tower is a large 
latrine chute exit.

Main chamber 10.30 m long from north-east to south-west by 5.30 m wide from north
west to south-east.
Subsidiary chamber 3.10 m long from north-west to south-east by 2.20 m wide from 
north-east to south-west.

North-east wall - 2.40 m thick / North-west wall - 2.40 m thick / South-west wall - 2 m  
thick / South-east wall - 2.10 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The staircase, lit by narrow loops in the south-east and south-west walls, 
proceeds upwards to a lobby passageway under a WWCV. To the south-west side of the 
passageway is a rebuilt doorway leading into the first floor main chamber. The 
chamber is under a WWCV running from north-east to south-west and there is a 
WWCV embrasure (lacking its loop) in the south-east wall with a second similar 
example in the south-west wall. However, the south-west embrasure has side seats. In 
the north-west wall is a damaged fireplace, the damaged and exposed flue from the
ground floor fireplace and a flat SSCR embrasure which has been blocked.

On the north-eastern side of the lobby passageway opposite to the doorway into the 
first floor main chamber is another doorway, leading into the subsidiary chamber. 
The doorway has a relieving arch and there is a draw bar channel in the north-west 
jamb. The chamber is under a WWCV running from north-west to south-east. In the 
south-west wall is a small cupboard and in the north-east wall is a damaged WWCV 
embrasure. In the south-east wall is a WWCV embrasure with ogee headed loop. The 
lobby passageway continues in a north-western direction and then turns in a north
eastern direction where it terminates at a latrine. The back wall of the latrine has 
collapsed and the large latrine chute can be seen. In the north-west wall is a small 
cupboard and a loop.

SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase negotiates a further turn to reach the next floor
level. It is lit with a loop in the south-west wall and two loops in the south-east wall.
The later of the two loops has a badly fitted ogee head - evidently the two pieces of 
decorated and carved stone which made up the ogee head where larger than what had
been specified by the workmen building the castle! The staircase terminates at a
lobby passageway under a WWCV. A doorway in the north-east side of the passage 
leads into a subsidiary chamber which was under a wooden floor set on timber beams 
housed in put-log holes, six of which survive along the south-west wall and four of 
which survive along the north-east wall. There is a large embrasure in the north
east wall which was rebuilt and a wooden lintel inserted. In the south-east wall is a 
narrow embrasure with flat SSCR and ogee headed loop and there is a cupboard in the
south-west wall. There is a curious 'notch' in the north-west wall.
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Above this chamber was an attic which could only have been entered by means of 
either a wooden staircase or ladder from the second floor subsidiary chamber. The 
attic was under a WWCV running from north-west to south-east and has no 
architectural features. The lobby passageway ends at a latrine in the north-west side 
of the tower. There is a very large hole in the floor near the latrine and I was 
informed by Mr Enright, the owner, that a child had fallen down this hole many 
years ago; fortunately she survived the fall.

The latrine chamber is under a WWCV running from north-east to south-west and 
there is a long, splayed flat SSCR embrasure in the north-east wall and a cupboard in 
the south-east wall. A doorway to the south-west side of the lobby passageway near to 
the staircase leads into the tower house main chamber. The doorway has been rebuilt 
and it has a rotten wooden lintel. In the south-east wall is a cupboard-like recess 
which has been plastered. However, its location suggests that it may have been from 
here that the murder hole over the ground floor doorway below was operated. There
is a damaged WWCV embrasure in the south-east wall with broken side seats. Next to
this embrasure is a fireplace which has been rebuilt, with a red brick relieving arch 
inserted. There are no architectural features in the south-west wall.

The north-west wall has a very damaged WWCV embrasure although the north
eastern section of the ogee headed loop survives. The wall next to the embrasure has 
collapsed and the ground and first floor fireplace flues are exposed to parapet level.
In the north-east wall near the north corner is a narrow doorway. It is clear that the 
doorway was originally wider but it has been semi-blocked. The doorway opens into a 
small lobby with a flight of stone steps to the south-east leading onto a narrow spiral 
staircase set on a squinch where the main block north-east wall joins with the tower 
north-west wall. A narrow loop in the squinch north wall lights the staircase. The
renovation of the main block second floor level for use as a handball court led to the
walls being replastered. This has obscured much information as to how the main 
chamber and the parapet / attic level above were roofed.

It would seem that a pitched roof ran in a north-eastern direction from the south
west end of the main block to the south-west wall of the stair tower. Square rainwater 
holes are present on the south-east and north-west wall faces, removing rainwater 
from the parapet walls. The main chamber may have been under this pitched roof or 
there may have been an attic over the main chamber and under the pitched roof. The 
squinch spiral staircase does not provide access to either a chamber or an attic in the 
main block at this level.

Main chamber 10.70 m long from north-east to south-west by 5.80 m wide from north
west to south-east.
Subsidiary chamber 3.90 m long from north-west to south-east by 2.70 m wide from 
north-east to south-west.

North-west wall - 1.45 m thick / South-west wall - 1.65 m thick / South-east wall - 1.50 
m thick.

STAIR TOWER MEZZANINE AND THIRD FLOOR: The staircase is in a damaged condition 
but it can still be climbed. The stairs complete a half-turn to reach a doorway into a 
narrow mezzanine chamber (some 1.50 m wide) under a WWCV running from north
west to south-east. The chamber has a narrow loop and cupboard in the south-west 
wall and a narrow loop in the south-east wall. The staircase continues up another full 
turn to terminate at the entrance to the third floor in the stair tower. The walls of the 
room are in damaged condition but in each of the four internal wall faces is a 
semicircular arched recess, approximately 1.50 m high. This may have been designed 
to provide support for a wall walk at a parapet level above this small room.



In the centre of the south-east recess is a flamboyant ogee headed loop. A doorway in 
the south-west leads out onto a main block wall walk which is 1 m wide and proceeds 
along the length of the south-east wall, the south-west wall and the north-west wall.

THE BAWN AND FLANKER: The flanker is positioned at the corner where the south
east and south-west stretches of bawn wall meet. Both the surviving stretches of 
bawn wall and the flanker have base batter. However, the flanker is flush with the 
south-west bawn wall which means that it is of little use in defending this stretch of 
the defensive circuit. The entrance to the flanker is at ground floor level in the 
north-west wall. There are two stone steps which lead down into a small room under a 
WWCV running from north-west to south-east. There is a narrow double splayed loop 
with flat SSCR embrasure in the south-east wall and a cupboard in each of the north
east and south-west walls.

Ground floor chamber in flanker 2.30 m long from north-west to south-east by 2.10 m
wide from north-east to south-west.

North-east wall - 1.40 m thick / South-east wall - 1.50 m thick / South-west wall - 1.30 
m thick / North-west wall - 1.40 m thick.

At first floor level there is a doorway in the north-west wall which must have been 
reached by a ladder or wooden staircase. The chamber is under a WWCV running 
from north-west to south-east. There is a cupboard in the north-west wall and a 
narrow loop in the north-east wall with flat SSCR embrasure. A similar loop in the 
south-east wall has been blocked. There was no loop in the south-west wall. A
doorway to the north-east side of the flanker leads into a flat SSCR passage built in
the thickness of the bawn south-east wall. The passage turns to the north-west where 
it terminates at a doorway which led out onto a wooden platform along the bawn wall. 
The doorway is now blocked by the wall of a later farm shed. The bawn wall was three 
stories high since the second floor level in the flanker repeats its first floor plan.
The second floor chamber was under a wooden roof and had a window in each of the 
north-east, south-east and south-west walls.

132. LISSAMOTA

Barony — Connello Upper 
Parish — Drehidtarsna 
Townland — Lissamota 
Westropp Site No 341
Hasson Site No 14 -
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14188/13864 
SMR MN: 29:118/1 
Plan 49
Photograph 43
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 5
Date of visit: 6-22nd June 1990 / 22nd May 1991

A tall, thin tower house, four stories high with attic/parapet level, in an excellent 
state of preservation and set in the middle of a modern farmyard. The castle is listed 
as one of those reduced by Captain John Ward for the English in 1569 (Westropp,
1907a, 153). 'It was inhabited till the end of the 18th century, when a Mr George 
Cornwall lived in it, whence its good repair' (Westropp, 1906-7, 225). Roof raggle 
along the external wall faces of the north and west walls indicate where two 
buildings had once been built against the castle. The monument's name would suggest
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that a rath - or ’lios’ - existed at this site. O'Donovan tells us that this was indeed the 
case but that 'not a vestige now remains' of the earthen rampart which surrounded 
the castle, 'it having been entirely carried away for manure' (1840, Vol 2, 25). The 
tower house was constructed on a flat platform of large stones, giving it a firm 
foundation .

GROUND FLOOR: The external wall faces have a base batter reaching up to first floor 
level. The entrance is at ground floor level in the east wall. To the north of the 
entrance in the same wall is a large latrine chute exit. There is a peck decorated and 
arched doorway with a yett chain guide hole and funnel in the south side of the door 
frame and a draw bar channel to the inner south side. The entrance lobby is under a 
WWCV with murder hole. To the south side of the lobby is a flat lintelled doorway 
leading into a spiral staircase with 69 stone steps which rises up through the south
east corner of the building to parapet level. To the top inner western side of the 
doorway is a hanging eye and to the inner east side is a draw bar channel. A narrow 
loop in the south wall lights the staircase at this level. To the west of the entrance 
lobby is a semicircular arched doorway leading into the main chamber. To the inner 
northern side of the doorway is a draw bar channel. There is a flat SSCR embrasure 
with narrow loop in the south wall and an area of damage in the west wall which has 
been blocked. The chamber was under a wooden floor set on three beams which were 
housed in put-log holes in the north and south walls. An offset along the west wall
may have also been used in the flooring of the room.

Main chamber 4.35 m long from east to west by 3.30 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 1.60 m thick / South wall - 1.90 m thick / West wall - 1.70 m thick / East 
wall (containing entrance) - 2.90 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: A turn of the staircase leads to a flat lintelled doorway into the first 
floor main chamber. There is a flat SSCR embrasure (damaged) in the south wall and a 
blocked opening in the west wall. A brick lined fireplace in the east wall is a later 
insertion into either a cupboard or an embrasure. The chamber was under a WWCV 
running from east to west. A narrow flat lintelled doorway in the east wall leads into 
a flat SSCR subsidiary chamber where the murder hole was operated. There is a
narrow loop in the east wall of the room. A thin partitioning wall to the north side of
the chamber divides the room into two parts with a latrine chamber in the north-east
section. The latrine chamber is also under a flat SSCR.

SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase completes two full turns before reaching the 
second floor level. The staircase is lit by four narrow loops with flat SSCR embrasures
- two in the east wall and two in the south wall. A flat lintelled doorway leads through 
into the main chamber. To the inner northern side of the doorway is a draw bar 
channel. The chamber was under a wooden floor set on two beams housed in put-log 
holes running from east to west. The put-log holes in the east wall were near the 
north-east and south-east corners of the room while those in the west wall were near 
the north-west and south-west corners. There is a WWCV embrasure in the south wall 
which has had its loop torn out. A fireplace has been inserted in the west wall and a 
wide WWCV embrasure with side seats but a damaged loop is present in the north wall.
In the north wall near the north-east corner is a small cupboard. A narrow flat
lintelled doorway in the east wall leads into the subsidiary chamber where there is a
latrine. The chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west. A small
rectangular window in the south wall looks out on the spiral staircase. There is a 
narrow loop in the east wall and a cupboard near to the latrine, also in the east wall.

THIRD FLOOR: After two full turns the narrow staircase reaches the next floor level. 
Again there are two loops in the east wall and two in the south wall lighting the 
staircase. The lower southern loop has been narrowed and semiblocked to produce a
double shot hole. The peck decorated arched doorway leads into the main chamber.



There is a draw bar channel to the inner northern side of the doorway and a rebate 
in the face of the south wall to receive the open door. There is a large damaged and 
blocked WWCV embrasure in the south wall next to a large cupboard. In the west wall 
next the north-west corner is a small cupboard. There is a WWCV embrasure in the 
north wall which has had its loop blocked. In the east wall is a large fireplace with 
stone-built jambs. The chamber was under a wooden floor which was set on seven 
timber beams, their ends housed in put-log holes along the north and south walls. A 
quarter turn of the spiral staircase leds to a second doorway at this level in the 
building. The subsidiary chamber is reached through this flat lintelled doorway. The 
chamber is under a flat SSCR and there is a latrine in the northern end of the room. 
There are two loops in the east wall.

Main chamber 4.70 m long from east to west by 4.15 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 1 m thick / South wall - 1 m thick / West wall - 95 cm thick / East wall 
(containing latrine chamber) - 1.85 m thick.

ATTIC/PARAPET: A full turn of the staircase leads up to the attic level in the building. 
This level in the building also has a battlemented wall walk and access to a parapet set 
above the spiral staircase. A damaged doorway on the staircase leads into a room with 
a small fireplace in the east wall. A line of roof raggle along the west wall of the 
spiral staircase turret indicates that this chamber was under a wooden pitched roof 
running from east to west. The spiral staircase continues to rise another half turn 
until it terminates at a narrow doorway leading out onto the parapet wall walk. To the 
west side of the eastern stretch of wall walk is a flight of five stone steps leading up to 
the turret built over the spiral staircase. The walls of this turret are badly damaged. 
The wall walk has water spouts along its circuit: there are five along the east wall, 
twelve along the north wall, nine along the west wall and nine along the south wall. 
There are eight battlements in all: one on the east wall, one at the north-east corner, 
two along the north wall, one at the north-west corner, one on the west wall, one at 
the south-west corner and one along the south wall. Each merlon has a shot hole 
through its centre. The area of embrasure between the north-east corner merlon and 
the nearmost north wall merlon has been blocked and a further two shot holes added.

133. LONGFORD

Barony — Coonagh 
Parish — Oola 
Townland — Longford East 
Westropp Site No 91
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 25 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 18440/14479 
SMR MN: 25:10
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

The Civil Survey records 'Longford halfe a plowld wth a Castle house and Mill all 
unrepaired' (Simington, 1938, 19). O'Donovan found a castle 'in bad preservation. It 
was originally of the same extent and height with the Castle of Oola [Gazetteer Site No. 
144], but it is now destroyed down to the height of about twenty feet' (1840, Vol 1, 129). 
The castle was evidently of a similar size and architecture to Oola - 'two Castles, which 
would appear to have been erected in the reign of Queen Elizabeth or James I' (ibid). 
This is of significance since there is a third similar castle in the vicinity, Kilduff 
[Gazetteer Site No. 114]. Longford Castle has been totally demolished; the present



owner knew of no castle or castle remains at the site marked on the Ordnance Survey  
six-inch map sheet.

134. LUDDENMORE

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Ludden
Townland — Ludden More
Westropp Site No 57
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 23 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16407/14793 
SMR MN: 23:6
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 10 -
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

'Luddenmore one plowland wth a Castle' (Simington, 1938, 85). It was described as a 
'strong castle' in the early 19th century (Fitzgerald and MacGregor, 1826-7, Vol 1, 
289), 'a strong fortress of which scarcely a vestige can be traced' (Lewis, 1837, Vol 2, 
322). The base battered ground floor west corner survives, lacking any architectural 
features except for a cupboard in what was the north-west wall. The wall is 1.60 m 
thick above the level of base batter. Nearby is a fallen chunk of masonry containing 
the flat SSCR of a mural passage.

135. MAIDSTOWN / BALLYVENOGE

Barony — Coshmagh
Parish — Dromin
Townland — Maidstown
Westropp Site No 187
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 39 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15844/13195 
SMR MN: 39:74 
Plan 50
Photograph 44
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 20-30th May 1990

Ih e  Civil Survey relates that in 'Ballyvenoge ... on this lands stands a good castle, a 
Bawne, an orchard, & indifferent houses' (Simington, 1938, 124). The Ordnance
P u rv ey  Letters of 1840 describe this as a castle with a main wing three stories high
and a turret with spiral staircase which was five stories high (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 
28). Lewis informs us that the castle 'has acquired some modern celebrity by being 
the birth-place of Daniel Webb, Esq, author of the Harmonies of Poetry and Music' 
(1837, Vol 1, 505). The driveway to the house is closed off, vandalism and the 'removal' 
of valuable fireplaces, old furniture and other internal fittings from the vacant 
house having prompted the owners to erect a new gateway which is kept padlocked 
shut. The building consists of two separate sections. A large Georgian house has been 
added to an earlier structure, the latter having been remodeled on at least three 
occasions.
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The building is in a very dangerous condition since it is falling into ruin. The 
decaying roofs and floors are in the process of collapse and the roof slates are falling 
into the building. However, there is a Rayburn stove, polystrene tiles, lino and 
electricity sockets in the Georgian kitchen which would indicate that at least part of 
the complex was still inhabited until relatively recent times. The schematic plan 
(Plan 50) indicates the probable sequence of development at the site.

During the first phase of building activity a tower house was built which had base 
battered walls some 1.30 m thick and was four stories high with a ground floor 
entrance in the south wall. The first floor chamber was under a WWCV. This tower 
house may have been rectangular in shape (see Phase 1A) or it may have been re
shaped (see Phase IB), with a side tower to the south. The other option is that the 
square tower was added to the south side of a pre-existing tower house. The tower was 
four stories high and the surviving evidence of the external face of the south wall 
provides a possible purpose for this extension. The tower was entered through a peck 
decorated semi-circular arched doorway in the south wall at ground floor level.
Above this doorway are three large mullioned and hood moulded windows, one at each 
floor level above ground floor. A further series of four similar windows can be seen 
to the east of the previously mentioned windows, but these are set at a different level 
on each floor. The difference in levels may have been because the eastern set of four 
windows were lighting a spiral staircase in the south-east corner of the tower (cf: the 
reference in the Ordnance Survey Letters to a spiral staircase in the five storey 
'turret'). The mullioned and hood moulded windows suggest that this work was carried 
out either in the 16th century or the early 17th century. In either case, by the end of 
Phase 1 the building was L-shaped in plan. With Phase 2 a further block was added to 
the standing L-shaped structure and the castle now took the form of a rectangular 
block. A peck decorated semi-circular arched doorway was inserted in the stair tower 
west wall to allow communication with the new rooms. The architecture of this 
extension is similar to that of the stair tower (eg: large mullioned and hood moulded 
windows and water chutes) and this suggests that it must have been raised within 
decades of Phase 1.

Evidence of particular importance was discovered to the north side of this new 
extension at ground floor level: although plastered and rendered it was clear that this 
section of walling belonged to the Phase 1 building for the wall had a base batter.
This had been the tower house’s external southern wall face at one time. The final 
stage in the development came with the construction of the Georgian country house - 
Phase 3. The old tower house had fallen into decay and the northern side had 
collapsed. It was therefore abandoned and the doorway which connected it with the 
stair tower - the possible original entrance into the tower house when it was first 
raised - was now blocked up. A new doorway was cut into the east wall of the stair 
tower at ground floor level to connect this area and the Phase 2 extension with the 
new Georgian house. The entrance in the south wall of the stair tower was blocked 
and the spiral staircase was now removed. Nine of the ten large hood moulded 
windows were blocked up and the external wall faces of the Phase IB and Phase 2 
extensions were pebbledashed. The merlons on the south side are capped and there 
are square rainwater holes with water chutes. The Phase 2 south wall must have 
become unsafe, for a huge butress was added on this wall to provide added support. All 
the internal walls were plastered and the building was refurbished, refloored and 
reroo fed .
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136. MAYNE

Barony — Glenquin 
Parish — Mahoonagh 
Townland --- Mayne 
Westropp Site No 369
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 45 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13536/12919 
SMR MN: 45:1
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 22nd May 1991

The Desmond Survey reported that the castle of 'Meane ... which was a very fine and 
ample house before the rebellion in which it was very much cast down and wasted so 
that today nothing remains of it except the stone walls; yearly value 10s' (McEnery, 
no date, fl5d, paragraph 447). It would appear that when Oughtred took posession of 
the property in the aftermath of the Desmond Rebellion he erected a 'fair house’, 
according to a report in the Inquisitions of the Chancery for 1611 (Westropp, 1906-7, 
235). The report goes on to say that the building had been defaced in the rebellion of 
the Sugan Earl. Oughtred fled fom the castle for the safety of the city in 1598 leaving 
16 men to defend the building. 'They followed him thithir in two days, and the Irish 
took Mayne' (Westropp, 1907a, 155). In 1600 Francis Berkeley recaptured the castle 
for the English, together with a supply of Irish corn (O'Grady, 1896, Vol 1, 111). In 
the 1622 survey it is stated that the 'Castel of Meane is decayed and unrepaired, but 
the Undertaker intends to get it into his own hands ... and to repair it' (Dunlop, 1924, 
134). The Çiyil Survey records 'Meaine two plowlands having on it a Castle and a Mill 
seate out of reparation' (Simington, 1938, 260).

Fitzgerald and McGregor mention that 'the manor of Mayne ... contains the remains 
of an old castle and fortifications, situated on a rising ground, which have been 
converted into a barrack (1826-7, Vol 1, 377). Westropp wrote that 'it was remembered 
recently, the modern house being on its site' (1906-7, 235), suggesting that the castle 
or the barrack that replaced it were demolished during the 19th century. Field survey 
did not locate the ruins. A local inhabitant told me that he had heard that there had 
been a barrack in the vicinity but that no building fitting the description of castle or 
barrack survived in the area.

137. MILLMOUNT

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Ballingaddy
Townland — Gotoon
Westropp Site No 263
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 . . .
National grid co-ordinate: 16191/12726 
SMR MN: 47:26/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

It is possible that this castle site, marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet 
and now obliterated by a railway line which runs over its foundations (Westropp, 
1906-7, 193), is in fact Westropp Site 262 - Milltown - since he records no historical 
information for Millmount. Both sites are recorded as having been in the same parish
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(Ballingaddy) b u tjo r  example, The Civil Survey only reports the 'old ruynous Castle' 
of 'Miltowne' in the parish (Simington, 1938, 238-41). O'Donovan states that the site of 
the castle was still known in 1840 (Vol 2, 91).

138. MILLTOWN, ASKEATON

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish --- Lismakeery
Townland --- Milltown North
Westropp Site No 302
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 20 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13410/14708 
SMR MN: 20:4/2 
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

There is no reference to the castle in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 309).
Westropp states that the 'fragment of an old house, with a tall chimney, stands in a 
large ring wall near the [River] Deel' (1906-7, 208). The owner informed me that the 
tall chimney collapsed some 20 to 30 years ago in a storm. The house was built inside a
cashel, now under the protection of the Office of Public Works, and local tradition
informs us that the stone from the castle was used in the construction of Altavilla, a 
mid 18th century three storey country house nearby (Bence-Jones, 1990, 3). The 
castle was situated in the south-west corner of the cashel and it was L-shaped in plan 
(see Gazetteer Site No. 4, Baggotstown, for another example of an L-shaped castle in 
the county). Some stretches of foundation are still visible, corresponding to what had
been the north wall of the building. The area is now used as a silo although no 
concrete has been placed over the foundations. The owner's father filled in a
souterrain in the field next the cashel after a sheep fell into it and was suffocated.
There was a second souterrain inside the cashel and a sword found in it is now in the
National Museum of Ireland.

139. MONYMOYHILL / GORTADROMA / MOYREEN

Barony — Shanid
Parish — Dunmoylan
Townland — Gortadroma
Westropp Site No 390
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12144/14324 
SMR MN: 18:89/2 
Plan 51
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Ifae Civil. Survey does not record a castle in this townland (Simington, 1938, 321). 
Some portions of the walls were standing in 1840 (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 12), and 
Westropp records a Mr G Morgan finding vaults under the structure, further stating 
that there were traces remaining of a side turret (1906-7, 244-5). The west wall 
remained standing some 3 m in height until recently when it was demolished by the
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farmer who owns the field. The fallen mortared masonry still lies scattered over the 
site, a hill top overlooking the White River.

North wall (approximate dimension) - 1.05 m thick / South wall - 1.10 m thick / West 
wall - 1.45 m thick.

140. MORGANS

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish — Morgans 
Townland —- Morgans North 
Westropp Site No 298
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 10 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12985/15240 
SMR MN: 10:30 [recorded as 'House - 17th Century']
Plan 52
State of preservation: Group 4 
Typological corpus: Group 7 
Date of visit: 17-29th April 1990

The castle is not mentioned in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 310), although an 
earlier document from 1603 records 'the town of Morgans, or Morergans with an old 
stone Castle and bawne' (Westropp, 1906-7, 207). 'Thomas Rose, who was Sherrif of 
Limerick city in 1674 and Mayor in 1695, built Morgans on his estate ... the mason 
who built Morgans built solidly but apparently without following designs: the effect
is naive, with the upper windows dwarfing those below, which are placed unevenly.
Inside, the arrangement is rambling: the kitchen and offices are on the ground floor, 
with the dining room, drawing room and bedrooms upstairs opening off each other 
without any corridor. The ghost of the benevolent Madam Rose is said to haunt the 
house' (de Breffny and ffolliott, 1975, 80).

The house stands in the west corner of a walled rectangular enclosure which
measures 43.90 m from the north-west wall to the south-east wall and 53.80 m from
the south-west wall to the north-east wall. The south-east, south-west and north-west
stretches of the enclosure wall are 60 cm thick but a section of the north-east wall is 
1.20 m thick and of a different build. It would seem that this wall was part of the bawn 
wall recorded in 1603 for it contains an obvious medieval survival in the form of a 
small tower. An entrance in the wall face leads into a one storey tower which has 
plastered walls, a flat SSCR and a latrine. There are also two latrine chutes present in 
the thickness of the north-east wall, indicating that this tower was originally at least
one storey higher than it survives today. The tower projects from the external face of 
the north-east wall which suggests that it may also have served as a flanker. The 
section of bawn wall ends at this tower, replaced by a stretch of 60 cm thick stone 
wall which runs into the enclosure’s east corner. However, where this later wall 
meets the latrine tower there is an area of brickwork patching indicating that the 
bawn wall originally continued to run in a south-eastern direction.

North-east bawn wall - 1.35 m thick

There is a small one storey stone turret built in the east corner of the enclosure, but
it would seem unlikely that this was a flanker since its north-east and south-east
walls are flush with, and continuations of, the north-east and south-east stretches of
the enclosure wall. Therefore, the building could not provide any flanking
protection to the enclosure. Nor does it eontain any evidence for shot holes; indeed, 
there are no windows or lights of any kind within the building. The ground floor 
room measures 4.80 m from north-west to south-east by 4.25 m from south-west to
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north-east. The entrance to the building is in the north-west wall at ground floor 
level. There is a semicircular stone vault over the room running from north-east to 
south-west. With the exception of the stretch of north-east wall containing the 
medieval latrine, it would seem that the enclosure and turret are probably of post- 
medieval date. The enclosure may have been built contemporaneously with Morgans 
House, thereby providing the new dwelling with a walled garden.

141. MOUNT BLAKENEY

Barony — Coshlea
Parish — Kilbreedy Major
Townland —- Mountblakeney
Westropp Site No 258
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15649/12545 
SMR MN: 47:39
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

Westropp does not supply any documentary references for this castle, but simply 
states that the south wall of the castle is down1 (1906-7, 192). The present owners of 
the land where the castle is marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet have
resided here for 25 years and they had no knowledge of any castle existing on their 
p ro p e rty .

142. NEWCASTLE, CLANWILLIAM / ROCHE’S CASTLE

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish — Kilmurry
Townland --- Newcastle
Westropp Site No 33
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16124/15734 
SMR MN: 5:25 
Plan 53
Photograph 45
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 4 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

The impressive building is set on a rocky knoll in the eastern suburbs of Limerick
City and overlooks the N7 road. It is an elegant five storey structure with gables and
large windows, and is of probable late 16th or early 17th century date. The Civil
Su rvey  reports 'a castle and fifteene Accres of an Orchard' (Simington, 1938, 465). The
battered walls are shrouded in ivy, while ash and elm trees grow in an interior filled
with earth and rubble. The west wall has collapsed, perhaps due to quarrying of the
west side of the knoll. O’Donovan states that 'the people assert that it [the castle] had a
square tower at the south west corner which fell with the west side, about 40 years
since' (1840, Vol 1, 7). There is a stepped profile 1.70 m above ground level on the
external face of the north-east corner. At this point the wall steps in some 25 cm,
perhaps in an attempt to provide a secure foundation on which to place the upper 
wall levels.
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The north and south walls are each crowned by two gables, each gable having a 
chimney. The east wall is crowned by a single gable with chimney and it is to be 
assumed that this was also the case at the west end of the building. The parapet was 
well supplied with carved stone rainwater spouts, of which five out of an original six 
survive along the north wall and two of six survive along the south wall. There is no
evidence for a stone spiral staircase in the surviving building but it is possible that
there was a staircase (either of stone or timber) in the now demolished side turret, as 
was the case at Castle Baldwin, Co Sligo. There are no defensive features evident and 
the windows are large and wide although they lack hood moulds.

Where stone lintels survive they are well dressed and are composed of two matching 
L-shaped stone pieces. Photograph 45 shows five windows in the east wall, one 
window for each floor level. A dressed semi-circular arched doorway was noted at 
first floor level in the south wall, with a draw bar channel to the inner west side. This 
doorway must have been reached by a flight of stone or wooden steps which have 
now been removed. The building does not have any vaults but each floor level was 
under a timber floor. Ten timber beams ran across from the north wall to the south
wall and their ends were housed in put-log holes, with each beam end given further
support by a stone corbel.

There were four main floor levels with a series of six gable attics at parapet level. The
building is well provided with fireplaces; for example, the north wall has six
fireplaces - two at first floor level, two at second floor level and two at third floor 
level. The western gable on the north wall provides a flue and chimney for three 
fireplaces (one at first, second and third floor levels), while the eastern gable on the 
north wall provides a flue and chimney for a further three fireplaces (again, one at 
first, second and third floor levels). What is of interest is a lack of any fireplace in 
either of the two gables at attic level. There are a further two fireplaces in the east 
wall, one at third floor level and one at attic level. Any fireplaces which may have 
been present on the south wall were hidden by dense ivy. The overall provision of 
fireplaces in the building would suggest that each floor level was partioned, perhaps 
with timber divides, into a number of separate chambers.

There is a local tradition that King William III resided in the castle during the siege 
of the city in 1690. However, historians have been generally hostile to the story,
believing it more probable that the king would have billeted among his troops. 'It was
not the habit of that general to place an impassable morass [the River Goody and the 
Reboge Meadows] between himself and his army' (Dowd, 1890, 116).

Ground floor main chamber over 15.75 m long from east to west by 6.50 m wide from 
north to south.

North wall - 1.80 m thick / East wall - 1.55 m thick / South wall - 1.90 m thick.

143. NICKER / CONIGER

Barony — Coonagh 
Parish — Grean 
Townland — Nicker 
Westropp Site No 102 
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 24 [marked] 

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17578/14558 
SMR MN: 24:46
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10
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'The site of an old castle is pointed out at the small village of Nicker in the townland 
of the same name on a rocky and rising ground. This castle is said to have belonged to 
MacBrien of Coonagh. Not a vestige of it now remains’ (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 41).
Westropp termed this a very doubtful site1 since he could not find evidence
anywhere - 'from maps, Surveys or Records, so full in other cases’ - to support the
claim. In a footnote he adds 'Mr Grene Barry thinks it is a caher site only, and that
the surveyors called it a castle without authority' (1906-7, 106 with footnote).

144. OOLA / SHANACLOGH / QUIN

Barony — Coonagh 
Parish — Oola 
Townland — Oolahills East 
Westropp Site No 92
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 33A [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17392/14195 
SMR MN: 33A:8/2 
Plan 54
Photographs 46 & 47
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 4
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989 / 21st May 1991

Reported by O'Donovan as being in 'tolerable preservation' in 1840 (Vol 1, 129), this is 
the finest surviving example of a late tower house in the county, with architectural 
similarities to Kilduff (Gazetteer Site No. 114) and, if O'Donovan is to be believed (1840, 
Vol 1, 129), Longford (Gazetteer Site No. 133). It also has architectural similarities 
with Gortnetubbrid (Gazetteer Site No. 105) and with Knockgraffon (T54),
Loughlohery (T58), Nicholastown (T61) and Shanballyduff (T69), all in Co Tipperary 
(see Appendix 6). The building has four stories plus attic/parapet level, base battered 
walls, hood moulded and mullioned windows, and numerous cupboards and fireplaces. 
There is a latrine chute exit in the external face of the south-west wall at ground 
floor level (its opening point has been badly stone robbed) and tourelles at the east 
and west corners at parapet level, each well supplied with shot holes. Each wall is 
crowned with a gable and there are no vaults over the main chambers.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the south-east wall. The doorway is peck decorated 
and arched with a niche for an heraldic emblem or datestone positioned over it.
There is an apex aperture and a yett chain guide hole in the south-west jamb. In the
north-east jamb are two slots which held the iron hinges for the yett. The north-east 
voussoir has also been carved with a recess in the rebate to allow the yett to open 
outwards from the arched doorway unhindered. To the inner north-east side of the 
doorway is a draw bar channel. The lobby was under a wooden floor, which is an 
unusual arrangement. If there was a murder hole positioned over the lobby it would
have been set in this timber floor. To the north-east side is a small subsidiary
chamber under a flat SSCR. To the south-west side of the lobby is the entrance to the 
spiral staircase in the south corner of the building which rises up to fourth floor 
level although the stone steps collapsed after two bullocks clambered up the stairwell 
The staircase is lit by five flat headed windows, three of which are in the south-west 
wall and the other two in the south-east wall.

The main chamber was reached from the lobby through a door to the north-west.
This doorway and the internal wall dividing the main chamber from the lobby have 
been demolished. The main chamber was under a wooden floor set on corbels along 
the south-west and north-east walls. This wooden floor was later replaced with a 
second wooden floor which was set on timber beams 20 cm above the level of the floor
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Illustration 2.10 Schematic internal elevations of Oola 
(Gazetteer Site No. 144).
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being replaced and running across from the north-east wall to the south-west wall,
their ends housed in inserted put-log holes along the north-east and south-west
walls. There are three cupboards along the north-east wall, and two cupboards and a
badly damaged flat SSCR embrasure in the north-west wall. There is a cupboard and
badly damaged flat SSCR embrasure in the south-west wall.

Main chamber 6.35 m long from north-west to south-east by 5.50 m wide from north
east to south-west.
Subsidiary chamber 2.10 m long from north-west to south-east by 1.10 m wide from 
north-east to south-west.

North-east wall - 1.80 m thick / North-west wall - 1.80 m thick / South-west wall - 2 m 
thick / South-east wall (containing entrance) - 1 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: A damaged doorway from the spiral staircase leads into the main
chamber which was under a wooden floor set on corbels along the south-west and 
north-east walls. As had happened at ground floor level, this floor was replaced by a 
second floor which was 20 cm above the level of the earlier floor and was set on 
timber beams with their ends housed in inserted put-log holes cut into the fabric of 
the north-east and south-west walls. There is a cupboard in the south-west wall, a 
badly damaged flat SSCR embrasure in the north-west wall and a cupboard and flat 
SSCR embrasure with narrow light in the north-east wall. The wall dividing the main
chamber from the subsidiary chamber has collapsed. A second doorway on the spiral
staircase leads into the subsidiary chamber which was under a wooden floor set on
corbels which survive along the south-east wall. There is a damaged flat headed light
in the south-east wall and an embrasure containing two shot holes in the north-east 
wall.

Main chamber 6.35 m long from north-west to south-east by 5.50 m wide from north
east to south-west.
Subsidiary chamber 4.60 m long from north-east to south-west by approximately 2 m 
from north-west to south-east.

North-east wall - 1.60 m thick / North-west wall - 1.65 m thick / South-west wall - 1.75 
m thick / South-east wall (in subsidiary chamber) - 75 cm thick.

SECOND FLOOR: The entrance to the main chamber is from the spiral staircase. The 
main chamber was under a wooden floor set on corbels along the south-west and 
north-east walls, later replaced by one set on timber beams with their ends housed in 
put-log holes cut into the fabric of the south-west and north-east walls. There is a 
doorway into a mural passage leading to a latrine in the south-west wall. This wall 
also contains a flat SSCR embrasure with a flat headed, mullioned and hood moulded 
window. The north-west contains a similar window. There is a fireplace and another 
window in the north-east wall. The subsidiary chamber was entered from the spiral 
staircase. The chamber was under a wooden floor set on corbels along the south-east 
and north-west walls. There was an embrasure with a shot hole in the north-east wall 
and a flat headed window in the south-east wall.

THIRD FLOOR: The main chamber is entered from a doorway off the spiral staircase. 
The chamber was under a wooden floor, with the evidence indicating that the 
original wooden floor set on corbels was replaced by one set on beams, the ends of 
which had been housed in inserted put-log holes along the north-east and south-west 
walls. A doorway in the south-west wall leads into a mural passage lit by a small flat 
headed light. The passage contains a latrine. The south-west wall also has a flat SSCR 
embrasure with a hood moulded, flat headed window, lacking its central mullion.
There is a similar window in the north-west wall and a fireplace and similar window 
in the north-east wall. The subsidiary chamber was entered from the spiral staircase. 
It was under a wooden floor set on corbels along the south-east and north-west walls.
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There is a flat SSCR embrasure with hood moulded and flat headed window. To either 
side wall of the embrasure was a smaller embrasure containing a shot hole.

FOURTH FLOOR: The main chamber was entered from the spiral staircase, the chamber 
was under a wooden floor with the same flooring arrangements as seen at the other 
levels in the building. There is a large flat SSCR embrasure with hood moulded, 
mullioned and flat lintelled window in the south-west wall and a small flat lintelled
light also in this wall. The north-west wall contains a large fireplace while the
north-east wall has a flat SSCR embrasure with hood moulded, mullioned and flat 
headed window. The subsidiary chamber was entered from the spiral staircase and lay 
under a wooden floor set on corbels along the south-east and north-west walls. There 
was a fireplace and flat headed window in the south-east wall and a similar window in 
the north-east wall.

ATTIC/PARAPET LEVEL: The attic level was seemingly reached from the spiral 
staircase in the south corner with a small flat headed window in the south-east gable 
possibly providing light. Each of the four walls are crowned with gables, the south
east, north-west and north-east gables each having a chimney. The south-west wall 
did not contain any fireplaces, no doubt because this wall contained two mural 
passages and it would have been considered not advisable to further weaken its 
structure by including a fireplace and flue. The attic level was under a cruciform 
roof construction held together by crossed purlins running from gable to gable.
There is a small flat headed light in the south-west gable, a similar one in the north
east gable and one in the north-west gable. The tourelles are supported on stone
corbels. The west tourelle has a rainwater spout next to it along the south-west wall. 
The east tourelle has a rainwater spout next to it along the north-east wall. There are 
two similar spouts along the north-east wall near the north corner. Another two 
were probably in place along the south-west wall next the south corner, but the wall 
courses have been eroded at this point. Their locations indicate that each quadrant of 
the pitched roof would have been provided with spouts for the removal of rainwater.

145. PORTRINARD / PORT

Barony — Glenquin
Parish — Abbeyfeale
Townland — Port
Westropp Site No 373
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 42 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 11022/12831 
SMR MN: 42:1 
Plan 55
Photograph 48
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 17th-29th April 1990

O'Donovan reported that the castle, 'very rough and mean', was called Port (1840, Vol 
1, 43), a name for the building which is still used in the district. It is situated next the 
disused Limerick to Tralee railway line and is surrounded by dense vegetation. There 
is a reference to 'a castle built of round form' at Portrinard in the Desmond Snrve.v of 
1583 (McEnery, no date, fl6d, paragraph 448) but the structure which stands at the 
castle site today is much the same as that reported in both O'Donovan's Ordnance  
Survey Letters (ibid) and Westropp's survey (1906-7, 237-8). The quotation from the 
Elizabethan document appears to have coloured the latter's judgement for he was of 
the opinion that the round castle had been rebuilt as a 'very low, rude, and late
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square tow er. The architecture of the present castle does not immediately suggest a 
late 16th or early 17th century construction date (it does not have any obvious 
similarities with late tower houses in the county, such as Kilduff, Gazetteer Site No.
114, or Oola, Gazetteer Site No. 144), but it could be an example of a crude late tower 
house built with little concern for architectural niceties.

One piece of evidence which suggests that the building was certainly built sometime 
during the age of gun warfare is on the external faces of the north and west walls. 
Westropp wrote of 'curious sloping depressions' running down the walls (1906-7,
238). This can only be a reference to an architectural feature unique among the’ 
surviving tower houses in the county (see Photograph 48) but which is also found at 
Ballynamona in Co. Cork and was described by Craig: 'On each face of the building 
there is what looks at first sight like the "ghost" or creasing of a pitched roof, but is 
in fact a triangular plane, about a foot deep at the top, decreasing to nothing at the 
base. In the apex there is a gunhole. Aesthetically the effect is very subtle' (1982, 103, 
107 & Illustration 66). Further examples of this feature are to be found at 
Ballymacady, Co Tipperary (Cairns, 1984, Vol 2, Plate 16) and Castle Cove, Co Kerry 
(MacAuliffe, 1992, Vol 2, Plate 11). Portrinard has two of these triangular planes 
along the north wall and a further one along the west wall, with the shot hole at each 
apex operated from inside the building at first floor level. 'The curious gable-shaped 
recesses enable shot holes at their apexes to command the whole of the wall at ground 
floor level (Craig, 1982, 107, caption for Illustration 66). The building survives to 
first floor level although the south wall and the south-west corner have collapsed.
The walls have a slight batter and there is no surviving evidence for latrines.

The siting of the castle on a route of access into Co Kerry was noted by the 
Elizabethan surveyors, for a memorandum in The Desmond Survey states the 
following: 'It is most expedient to locate a sufficient English force in said castle of 
Portrynarde which is very strongly situated upon the great mountain of Slewlogher 
between Limerick and Kerry. It is a very suitable place to chase and extirpate wicked 
and lost men who fly there and roam about or conceal themselves when they have 
committed wicked deds: and on the contrary it is a most dangerous place to receive 
protect and nourish rebel traitors and robbers to the offence and terror of good 
subjects if the said castle were in the custody of any evil person or in the hands of 
those who assist the rebels and do not punish or pursue wicked men as they ought' 
(MacEnery, no date, fl7,  paragraph 449).

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance was in the south wall and there was a subsidiary 
chamber (with WWCV running from east to west) to the east side of the lobby. The 
eastern end wall of this chamber survives in the southern end of the building's east
wall. There are no wall stairs visible in the building but there may have been a spiral 
staircase in the now destroyed south-west corner. The main chamber is under a
WWCV running from north to south. There is a WWCV embrasure with splayed 
opening in the east wall and a similar example in the north wall. There are three 
large put-log holes in the east wall and a corresponding two survive in the west wall 
The beams which had their ends housed in the put-log holes were not being used to 
support a wooden floor over the chamber since the chamber is covered by a WWCV. 
The beams may have been part of the timber centring supporting the vault during its 
construction but it is more probable that they supported a loft positioned over the 
ground floor main chamber but underneath the WWCV. There is a narrow flat SSCR 
embrasure with splayed opening in the north wall, set directly over the WWCV 
embrasure recorded above. The location of this embrasure would suggest that it was 
designed to provide light for a loft at this level in the building.

Main chamber 7.55 m long from north to south by 5.80 m wide from east to west.

North wall - 1.80 m thick / East wall - 1.75 m thick / West wall - 1.70 m.
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MacAuliffe includes the castle in her thesis on the tower houses of County Kerry 
(1992, Vol 1, 118 & Vol 2, Gazeteer Site No. 139), although it is clear from the 1923 
edition O rdnance— S.urvey six-inch map sheet that the castle is located within the 
modern boundaries of County Limerick.

146. PULLAGH

Barony — Coshmagh
Parish — Croom
Townland --- Pullagh
Westropp Site No 178
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 30 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15015/13718 
SMR MN: 30:107/2 
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990

Westropp considered this to be a 'doubtful site1 with no historical documentation to 
support its existence (1906-7, 168) The property is recorded in the The Civil Survey 
but no reference to a castle is included (Simington, 1938, 137). The site is marked on 
the Ordnance— Survey six-inch map sheet but there are no standing remains.

147. RAHEEN / CAHERAVALLY

Barony — Clanwilliam
Parish —  Caheravally
Townland —- Raheen
Westropp Site No 45
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15963/14935 
SMR MN: 13:101/3 
Plan 56
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

The foundations of the castle are located to the west of the old church with a road 
separating the two monuments. The site was described as an ’old very ruinous castle 
called Rahin' in The Desmond Survey of 1583 (McEnery, no date, f71, paragraph 661), 
and a building is shown on the Cromwellian Down Survey (Ordnance Survey, 1908, 
Sheet 65). The castle foundations stand within a circular earthwork enclosure, some 

m in diameter, and in the fields to the north and south can be seen numerous 
earthen banks and ditches - the remnants of a deserted village. Fanning and O'Brien 
undertook a survey of the complex which was published in 1973-4. They measured the 
internal dimensions of the rectangular foundations of the castle and found them to 
be 9 m long from north to south and 7 m wide from east to west, with the walls 
approximately 1 m thick (1973-4, 29).

The 1989 survey recorded a structure 8 m long from north to south by 7.50 m wide 
from east to west, with walls 1 m thick. However, the foundations are largely 
overgrown with grass and this may account for the descrepancy; for example,
Fanning and O'Brien state that the wall foundations were four courses in height
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(ibid). The thick matted grass has now covered the foundations courses completely 
'Internally a low grass covered wall footing extends eastward from approximately the 
centre o f the east wall, and indicates some form of internal division, possibly of a 
secondary nature (ibid). They acknowledge that only excavation could help to 
identify the nature, and perhaps the date, of the cross wall (ibid, 31). They also 
suggested that the southern end of the west wall was possibly the location for the 
entrance into the building. However, this appears to be rather speculative. The 
earthwork enclosure is probably a platform rath. 'The castle was built on a small, 
possibly artifically raised, area within the north-east quadrant, and was enclosed by 
a stone wall which was erected on the perimeter of the surrounding ringfort' (ibid, 
29). The stone wall referred to is 1 m thick and in a poor state of preservation It may 
have been constructed to act as a bawn wall for the later castle or it may be 
contemporaneous with the ringfort.

Barry mentions this site as one o f three possible ringworks in the county (the other 
two are at Shanid and Adare) and suggests that the earthwork may have been 
contemporary with the stone castle. 'Although Fanning and O'Brien used the term 
'ringfort' to describe this earthwork, they obviously had the idea in the back of their 
minds that this could have been a mediaeval ringwork adjacent to a now deserted 
mediaeval village (T Fanning, pers com)' (Barry, 1983, 307). He also mentions that the 
ringwork may have been reused as a bawn for a later tower house and that the tower 
house could have been built on top of the original gate tower of the ringwork (ibid, 
309). All this is speculation - we have already seen that another Early Christian 
monument was reused as the bawn for a late medieval castle in the county (see Site 
134, Milltown). A series o f test excavations would hopefully provide answers to some 
of tfie problems encountered at this site - the nature of the earthwork (is it a rath or 
a ringwork?), the date of construction of the earthwork, the date of construction of 
the perimeter wall surrounding the earthwork, and the date of construction for the 
tower house and its internal cross wall. The deserted village would also warrant 
excavation. Was the village deserted during the medieval period or was it abandoned - 
like Ardmayle, Co Tipperary (Barry, 1988a," 354 - see also Appendix 6; T2) - in the earlv 
modern era? J

148. RATH

Barony —  Owneybeg 
Parish —  Abington 
Townland —  Rath 
Limerick Site 6
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 15 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17266/15244 
SMR MN: 15:12
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 21st May 1991

The site o f 'Rath Castle, in ruins' is marked on the 1927 edition Ordnanre. Snrvpv six- 
inch map sheet. Westropp did not include the site in his survey, nor did he present 
any documentation for a castle called Rath in the townland o f the same name 
Westropp Site No. 399 is the castle of 'Ralff, but this is recorded as a castle 
surrendered in the 16th century within the barony of Connello (1906-7, 247) and is 
probably the castle at Rathkeale [Gazetteer Site No. 147] (Westropp, 1907a, 153). 
Westropp Site No. 82 is a castle o f 'Cappacullen [Cappercullen] and Cappanouk' (1906- 
/, 100). The townland of Cappercullen is located on Sheet 7 of the Ordnance Survey 
six-inch map series for the county and a castle is included in the SMR as Monument
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No. 7:10/1 (Kirwan et al, 1991, 15). The townland of Cappanouk is located on Sheet 15
of the Ordnance__Survey six-inch map series and it lies to the east of Rath townland
and is its direct neighbour. The possibility exists that Westropp Site No. 82,
Cappercullen or Cappanouk, was two separate castles and that the documentation for 
Cappanouk refers to Rath Castle [see Appendix 7 for more information on the castle of 
Cappercullen, SMR Monument No. 7:10/1].

A deserted, ruinous farmyard stands on the site for Rath Castle as marked on the
Ordnance__Survey six-inch map sheet. There are no upstanding remains of a castle. It
is possible that the castle ruins were torn down and used for stone in the construction
of the farm outbuildings. A local inhabitant was aware that there had been a castle at 
the site so its existence has obviously survived in local folk traditions.

149. RATHCANNON

Barony —  Coshmagh
Parish —  Athlacca
Townland --- Rathcannon
Westropp Site No 183
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 39 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15802/13449 
SMR MN: 39:27/2 
Plan 57
Photograph 49
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

Thg Civil Survey records 'Rath Cannane ... on these lands stand a castle a bawne & an 
orchard' (Simington, 1938, 127). The tower house is 'situated on a lofty eminence ... 
and commands a fine prospect of the surrounding country' (Fitzgerald and 
MacGregor, 1826-7, Vol 1, 325). O'Donovan described it as 'the ruins of an extensive 
Castle. It consists of an outer wall enclosing a great extent of ground with a square 
tower and dwelling house now much ruined. The dwelling house is on the west side 
and is now thatched and inhabited by a poor family. The square tower or castle is in 
the north west corner, but only its north wall and a fragment of the west and east 
walls remain ... The east side o f the outer wall or bawn of this Castle is thirty five 
paces in length and the north side forty paces. The four walls form nearly a square, 
but they are now so ruined that it is difficult to ascertain their original height or 
whether they had more than one tower... At the north-east corner there are two 
flights of stone steps leading to the top of the wall' (1840, Vol 1, 111).

The compass directions provided by O'Donovan are at variance with my own. The 
ruined dwelling house lies to east side of the castle and not the west, while the tower 
house west wall survives (to third floor level), not the north wall. His discrepancies 
make it difficult to pin down the exact location of the stone steps reported in the 
building's north-east corner. The field survey did not find any evidence for stone 
steps within the standing ruins but they may have been located in the south-east 
corner, north-east corner or east wall, areas which have all been removed. The site is 
in a poor state of preservation, with the enclosing bawn wall now demolished to its 
foundation courses.

GROUND FLOOR: Little of architectural merit survives at this floor level, the building 
does not have base batter. The stone robbed core of a possible side turret exists along 
the south wall (a possible location for the vanished spiral staircase), and there is
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evidence for an opening in the south wall to the east of the turret. This may have 
been the ground floor doorway into the building, although the entrance may have 
been located in the demolished east wall or in the demolished eastern half of the 
north wall. There is a large damaged embrasure in the west wall and the splayed 
western side wall o f an embrasure survives in the north wall. A put-log hole in the
north wall next the north-west corner indicates that the chamber was under a
wooden floor supported on timber beams with their ends housed in put-log holes 
along the north and south walls. The east gable of the dwelling house still stands but 
the other walls have been badly stone robbed. The gable contains a large fireplace 
with a blocked loop set at either side. The eastern side wall of a window survives in 
the south wall.

Main chamber of tower house approximately 8.15 m long from east to west by 7.50 m
wide from north to south.

North wall - 1.40 m thick / South wall - 1.35 m thick / West wall - 1.40 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The west wall of the tower house contains two cupboards, a flat lintelled 
light and two stone corbels. The corbels indicate that the chamber was under a 
wooden floor. The west side wall o f an embrasure survives in the north wall. The east 
gable of the dwelling house contains a large chimney.

SECOND FLOOR: The tower house chamber was under a WWCV running from north to 
south. This has collapsed but the springing line can be seen on the west wall. The 
west wall also contains a cupboard. The north wall contains a cupboard and a badly 
damaged embrasure. A chimney stack crowns the east gable o f the dwelling house 
and the flue is flanked on each side by a small window.

THIRD FLOOR: The north wall of the tower house contains the broken remnants of a 
chimney flue and its connecting chimney stack.

150. RATHKEALE

Barony —  Connello Lower
Parish —  Rathkeale
Townland --- Englishtenements
Westropp Site No 313
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13624/14157 
SMR MN: 29:31 [within boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State o f preservation: Group 6
Typological corpus: Group 10 . . .
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990

The history of the castle is recorded in Westropp (1906-7, 213-14). It was burned by 
the English in 1579 and is noted in The Civil Survey as 'Rathkeyle 3p pi by comon 
estimacion with a castle & a bridge on the River Deele & two millseates with severall 
tenements standing on the high rode’ (Simington, 1938, 295). Westropp also states that 
the 'low, broken, vaulted basement, and the north wall two stories higher, with a 
spiral stair, remain' (1906-7, 214) but he does not state the source of this information. 
The account is similar in style to those taken by Westropp from the Ordnance Survey 
Lstters for the county but I could find no reference to the castle in O'Donovan's work 
(1840, Vol 1 & 2). The alternative is that Westropp visited the ruins himself. The 
reference to a ’vaulted basement' and 'a spiral stair' in Westropp's description would
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suggest that the building was a tower house. The site is marked on the Ordnance, 
Survev six-inch map sheet, but I could not find any standing remains of a castle.

151. RATHMORE

Barony — Small County
Parish —  Monasteranenagh
Townland —- Rathmore North
Westropp Site No 205
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 31 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15668/14135 
SMR MN: 31:19 
Plan 58
Photograph 50
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990

'Rathmore is situated upon an eminence and its lofty ruined tower is a conspicuous 
feature in the landscape o f the surrounding district' (Wyndham-Quin, 1865, 108). T he  
Memorials of Adare also states that the castle 'was built in 1306 by the Earl of 
Desmond, on the site of the old Irish rath' (ibid), information retrieved from Lewis' 
work (1837, Vol 1). However, there is no documentary evidence supplied to back this 
claim and the architecture 'seems later', with 'features o f the late 15th century type' 
(Westropp, 1906-7, 176-77). The Desmond Survey states for Rathmore: 'A large castle 
there ruinous in some parts with a barbican round the north side, and with an 
enclosure shut in by a stone wall in great decay. There are in the castle divers other 
necessary places or rooms strongly built for defence, and at the entrance of the 
castle is an iron door' (MacEnery, no date, f6, paragraph 391). Carew took the castle 
and garrisoned it in 1600 (O'Grady, 1896, Vol 1, 97). The property of Rathmore is 
recorded in The Ciyil Survey as having 'a Castle, mill seate & tenn Cabbins upon it' 
(Simington, 1938, 104). O'Donovan reported a local tradition that the castle had been 
stormed by Cromwell, 'but I have no written historical account of it' (1840, Vol 1, 117).

The building is situated in a farmyard. There is evidence of some form of hall having 
adjoined the tower house on the east side. An inverted V-shaped line of roof raggle 
indicates that the hall had a pitched roof and stood three stories high. The lowest 
storey was under a WWCV. A doorway at first and second floor level in the east wall of 
the tower house connected with these two floor levels in the hall. The tower house 
had a slight base batter and there is a blocked latrine chute exit in the external face 
of the east wall near the south-east corner. A broken raggle of masonry along the 
external west wall at ground and first floor level may represent the remnants of the 
bawn wall. There is a corresponding line on the external face of the east wall. A 
modern concrete wall has been built against the external face of the north wall at 
ground floor level.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the north wall. The west jamb and arched lintel 
section of a peck decorated arched doorway survives. There is an apex aperture over 
the doorway. The east side of the doorway has been removed and replaced with 
concrete. There was no surviving physical evidence for a yett which might support 
the reference to an 'iron door' from The Desmond Survey. There is a draw bar 
channel to the inner west side of the doorway and a peck decorated hanging eye to 
the top inner west side. The entrance lobby is under a WWCV running from north to 
south. There was no murder hole. The main chamber lies to the south. It is under a 
WWCV running from east to west. There is a double splayed WWCV embrasure and a
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cupboard in the south wall and a double splayed WWCV embrasure in the west wall.
The west wall also contains a stone robbed fireplace with flue rising up through the 
wall thickness. The east wall of the chamber has been damaged. There is a mural 
passage in this sector of the building. It lies under a flat SSCR. The east wall of the
main chamber contains two entrances. The more southern entrance is circa 2.30 m
above present inner ground level and has been blocked. This entrance led to a wall 
stair built over the mural passage. The wall stair provided access to the upper levels 
of the tower house from the ground floor area. The second entrance has been badly 
damaged. It is a flat lintelled doorway. The southern jamb and flat lintel are still in 
position. The doorway gave access to the mural passage. A later doorway was cut 
through the east wall of the mural passage near the north-east corner. The doorway 
has a wooden lintel and jambs of red brick. The doorway is now blocked with dry 
stone walling. The south end of the mural passage contains a latrine. The passage is 
lit by a splayed embrasure with flat SSCR in the east wall.

Main chamber 6 m long from east to west by 5 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 2 m  thick /  South wall - 2.05 m thick / West wall - 2 m  thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The entrance in the east wall of the main chamber at ground floor level 
leads through to a wall stair built over the mural passage at ground floor level. The
stairs are under a WWCV and rise upwards in a northern direction. There is a semi
blocked splayed embrasure with flat SSCR in the east wall. The wall stair terminates at 
a flat lintelled doorway leading into a first floor lobby under a flat SSCR. To the east 
side o f the lobby is a flat lintelled doorway in the east wall of the tower house. The 
doorway provided access to the first floor level of the adjoining hall. To the north side 
of the lobby is a spiral staircase in the north-east corner of the building. The
staircase is lit by a narrow light in the north wall. The entrance lobby also connects
with a narrow flat SSCR mural passage leading into a small WWCV chamber built in 
the thickness of the north wall. The north wall of the chamber contains a shot hole. 
To the west side of the lobby is a peck decorated arched doorway leading into the main 
chamber. There is a draw bar channel to the inner south side of the doorway and a 
door pivot hole to the top inner north side. The main chamber was under a wooden 
floor. There are put-log holes in the east and west walls which indicate that a series 
of timber beams spanned across the chamber from east to west and the floor was 
supported by them. A series of put-log holes were crudely cut into the fabric of the 
north and south walls. This indicates that a secondary or replacement floor was 
inserted over this chamber. The floor was supported on timber beams with their ends 
housed in the put-log holes along the north and south walls. The west wall contains a 
damaged WWCV splayed embrasure. There is a second example in the south wall and a 
third in the north wall. The west wall also holds a fireplace and flue.

Main chamber 6.80 m long from east to west by 5.45 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 1.65 m thick /  South wall - 1.55 m thick / West wall - 1.70 m thick / East 
wall (containing wall stair) - 2.25 m thick.

SECOND FLOOR: There is no access to the main chamber or subsidiary chamber from 
the spiral staircase. Evidently there must have been some form of wooden staircase 
which provided access from the first floor main chamber to the second floor level.
The main chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west. There is a damaged 
WWCV embrasure in the west wall. A doorway in the east wall of the main chamber 
leads through to the subsidiary chamber. The doorway has a pivot hole to the top 
inner north side and a draw bar to the inner south side. The room has a latrine in the 
south end and lies under a WWCV running from north to south. There is a narrow 
loop in the east wall.
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THIRD FLOOR: The spiral staircase rises up passed a doorway in the east wall which led 
into the second floor of the hall, and passed a narrow loop with slope stone in the
north wall. The steps have been damaged but it is still possible to get to clamber up
them. The staircase terminates at a peck decorated arched doorway which leads into 
the main chamber at third floor level. There is a hanging eye to the top inner north
side of the doorway, a draw bar channel to the inner north side and a door recess in
the north wall which received the opened door. The eastern quarter o f the chamber 
is under a WWCV running from east to west. The level over the chamber was under a 
pitched roof. There may have been an attic over the third floor main chamber and 
under the pitched roof. However, access to such an attic must have been from a 
wooden staircase or ladder within the third floor main chamber since the spiral 
staircase in the north-east corner does not continue any higher than third floor 
level and there is no other doorway or staircase connecting with the level under the 
pitched roof. Alternatively, the third floor main chamber may have lain open under 
the pitched roof with no attic at all. The west wall of the main chamber contains two 
cupboards and a fireplace. A row o f five stone corbels along the west wall supports an 
arcade upon which the parapet wall walk was constructed. The north wall contains a 
cupboard and a large damaged double ogee headed transomed and mullioned window 
in a WWCV embrasure. The south wall holds a cupboard and a second identical window 
and embrasure. There is a doorway in the east wall which leads into a flat SSCR lobby 
with a hanging eye to the top inner north side of the doorway. A squint in the north 
wall looks out onto the spiral staircase in the north-east corner. On the north-east 
side the lobby connects with a passage leading to a second spiral staircase in the 
north-east corner. To the south side of the lobby is a small subsidiary chamber under 
a flat SSCR. The west wall of the subsidiary chamber contains a window-like opening 
looking through into the main chamber. There is a draw bar channel to the south 
side o f the opening. The south wall has a stone ledge. The wall fabric has been 
damaged here to reveal the down chute o f the latine. The east wall has a semi-blocked 
window.

Main chamber 6.80 m long from east to west by 6.30 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 1.20 m thick /  South wall - 1.20 m thick / West wall - 1.30 m thick.

FOURTH FLOOR: A full turn of the second spiral staircase leads to a peck decorated 
semi-circular arched doorway which provides access to the fourth floor subsidiary
chamber which is under a flat SSCR and contains a latrine. There is a narrow loop in
the east wall.

FIFTH FLOOR: The spiral staircase continues upwards to reach a lobby. A doorway in 
the east side o f the lobby leads into the fifth floor subsidiary chamber. This chamber 
is larger than those at third and fourth floor levels since it is constructed over the 
WWCV eastern sector of the third floor main chamber. There is a fireplace in the west 
wall. The south wall contains a WWCV embrasure with side seats and a narrow semi
circular headed loop. There are two cupboards and a WWCV embrasure with side seats 
and a semi-circular headed loop in the east wall. The roof of this chamber has been 
removed but it is likely that there was an attic over it since there is a narrow loop in
the east corner of what would have been the sixth floor level in the castle. A flat
lintelled doorway to the west side o f the lobby leads out onto the north wall parapet 
level wall walk. The wall walk continues along the west and south walls.
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152. RATHNASAER

Barony — Connello Lower 
Parish —  Nantinan 
Townland — Rathnaseer 
Westropp Site No 307 
Hasson Site No 2
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13751/13925 
SMR MN: 29:61 
Plan 59
Photograph 51
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 1; E 
Date of visit: 8-24th August 1990 / 22nd May 1991

'The castle, orchard and the moiety o f the vill of Rathnesier' is mentioned in T h e  
Desmond Survey (MacEnery, no date, f35, paragraph 566). The Civil Survey records 
'Rathnaseare 60 Irish accres, wth a Castle thereunto' (Simington, 1938, 303).
O'Donovan states that the old castle was in ruins in 1840 (Vol 2, 62). A small tower 
house with similarities to Ballyguilleataggle (Gazetteer Site No. 22), the structure has 
been cut down to second floor level and the walls and corners have been stone robbed

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the south-east wall but is badly damaged with only
the south-west jamb of a peck decorated arched doorway surviving. The jamb 
contains a yett chain guide hole and funnel. The roof of the lobby has been damaged 
but it contained a murder hole. To the north-east side of the lobby is a small mural 
recess. To the south-west side of the lobby is a damaged arched doorway leading into a 
flat SSCR mural passage in the thickness of the south-east wall. To the top inner 
north-west side o f the doorway is a crude hanging eye and to the inner north-west 
side is a draw bar channel. The passage was lit by a narrow flat lintelled light, now 
blocked, in the south-east wall and it leads to a spiral staircase in the south corner. 
There is a flat headed light in the south-west wall on the staircase (also blocked). To 
the north-west o f the lobby is a peck decorated arched doorway which provides 
access to the main chamber. There is a crude hanging eye to the top inner north-east 
side of the doorway and a draw bar channel to the inner south-west side. The 
chamber was under a wooden floor. The small size of this chamber (3.55 m from 
south-west to north-east by 4.10 m from south-east to north-west) perhaps meant that 
the floor did not need corbels to support it, for none are to be found along the north
east or south-west walls. Instead the two beams which supported the wooden floor had
their ends housed in put-log holes along the south-east and north-west walls. The
beams may have received added support from a large offset along the south-west wall. 
This offset contains a cupboard. The architectural features in the chamber are badly 
damaged. There is a large WWCV embrasure in the south-west wall which has had its 
opening smashed through but is now blocked with rubble. A similarly damaged 
WWCV embrasure is set in the north-west wall. The north-east wall contains two large 
cupboards and a third damaged WWCV embrasure. In the external face of the south
west wall is a latrine chute exit.

North-east wall - 2.10 m thick / North-west wall - 1.70 m thick / South-west wall - 1.75 
m thick /  South-east wall (containing entrance) - 3.05 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The spiral staircase proceeds upwards to a peck decorated arched 
doorway leading into the south corner of- the first floor main chamber. To the inner 
west side of the doorway is a draw bar channel and to the top inner east side of the 
doorway is a crude hanging eye. The chamber is under a WWCV running from south-
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east to north-west and a corbel along the south-west wall and put-log holes in the 
south-east and north-west walls show how the vault was supported during 
construction. There is a large WWCV embrasure with narrow loop in the south-west 
wall, a similar example in the north-west wall and a third example in the north-east
wall. A second doorway on the spiral staircase leads into the first floor subsidiary
chamber. The peck decorated arched doorway has a crude hanging eye to the top 
inner south-east side and the chamber is under a WWCV running from north-east to
south-west. The chamber walls have been stone robbed and a hole in the floor where
the murder hole once existed. There is a cupboard in the north-west wall, an ogee 
headed light in the north-east wall and an ogee headed light in the south-east wall. A 
cross-loop with ogee head is present in the south-east wall on the staircase.

Main chamber 4.05 m long from north-west to south-east by 3.55 m wide from north
east to south-west.

North-east wall - 1.75 m thick / North-west wall - 1.30 m thick / South-west wall - 1.50 
m thick.

SECOND FLOOR: The south-west wall of the staircase contains an ogee headed light with 
a slop stone. The second floor level survives as a grass covered summit over the vaults 
below. The steps on the spiral staircase have been removed prior to reaching the 
entrance to the second floor main chamber, the empty stairwell indicating that the 
staircase continued to rise up to the now demolished upper levels o f the building. The 
doorway has been demolished and the main chamber lies open to the elements. There 
is a damaged embrasure in the south-west wall, lacking its covering WWCV roof. This 
wall also contains the latrine chute and a cupboard. The north-west wall has been 
largely demolished but the north-east wall is in a relatively good condition, 
containing a cupboard and a WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light. The wall 
dividing the main chamber from the subsidiary chamber has been removed. Access 
to the subsidiary chamber was from the spiral staircase. The south-east jamb of the 
doorway into the chamber survives. The room is under a damaged WWCV running 
from north-east to south-west. It has a cupboard in the north-east wall and an ogee 
headed light in the south-east wall. The external face o f the north-east wall contains 
a second latrine chute exit with slope stone.

153. RATHURD

Barony —  Clanwilliam
Parish —  Donaghmore
Townland —  Rathurd
Westropp Site No 41
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 13 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15945/15408 
SMR MN: 13:23 
Plan 60
Photograph 52
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 3 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

The Ordnance Survey Letters report that 'Rathurde Castle ... is a most remarkable 
building, being round on the outside and square inside. The first floor over the 
ground floor is boarded and the third floor is arched [vaulted] (underneath). Whether 
the middle floor was arched or not we could not determine. It appears to have had 
another story above the three that now remain. The present height of the walls is 
about thirty five feet and their thickness thirteen feet. These walls have been
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measured on three sides and found to have the same thickness' (O’Donovan, 1840, Vol 
2, 56-7). It certainly is a most remarkable building, the only surviving round tower 
house in County Limerick. The Desmond Survey records that the castle 'of Rathiverde 
alias Rathuerd' was 'in good repair having an iron door [yett?] of entrance, with a 
"balne" [bawn], a dovecote within the balne and other buildings' (McEnery, no date, 
f67, paragraph 644). The building is in a good state of repair due to the interest shown 
to its preservation by its current owners, the Ryans. The building survives to second 
floor level but has been cut down by at least one storey from its original height and a 
modern parapet added. It is to be presumed that it was originally of similar height to 
the round tower houses in Co Tipperary at Ballynahow (T17) and Ballysheeda (T18)
[see Appendix 6].

GROUND FLOOR: The south/south-east side of the tower house contained the original 
entrance. This has since been blocked by the building of a farm house up against this 
side of the castle. A new doorway was cut through the east wall giving access to the 
square ground floor main chamber. To the south side of this inserted passageway is a 
crude doorway which has been knocked through the original fabric to connect with 
the flat SSCR subsidiary chamber, converting it to a passageway leading to the 
original lobby. To the south-east side o f the lobby is the original entrance to the 
building with murder hole in the lobby roof. To the north-west side of the lobby is 
the blocked original entrance to the main chamber. To the south-west side of the 
lobby is a mural passage with flat SSCR leading to the spiral staircase in the south side 
of the building, which rises up to second floor level. A doorway has been inserted 
into the south wall at the first turn of the staircase and this leads out to the 
farmhouse garden. The main chamber is under a wooden floor set on corbels along 
the north-west and south-east walls. In the south-west wall is a splayed embrasure 
with flat SSCR and there is a second splayed embrasure with flat SSCR in the north
west wall. There is a latrine chute exit in the external north-west side of the building 
at this level.

FIRST FLOOR: From the spiral staircase there is a peck decorated arched doorway with 
hanging eye to the top inner south-east side leading into the square main chamber 
which is under a WWCV running from north-east to south-west. There is a large 
WWCV embrasure in the north-east wall, the light of which has been widened to form 
a window. A second doorway on the spiral staircase leads into a mural passage under a 
WWCV. To the top inner south side of the doorway is a hanging eye and there is a 
small cupboard in the south wall and a blocked window. The passage connects with a 
WWCV subsidiary chamber in the south-east/east side o f the building. There is a 
narrow entrance with hanging eye to the top inner north side and the murder hole 
was operated from the floor of this room. In the south-east/east wall is a small 
embrasure with a flat lintelled light and there is a cupboard in the north-east end 
wall of the chamber.

Main chamber 6.05 m long from north-east to south-west by 6 m wide from north
west to south-east.

SECOND FLOOR: The spiral staircase continues to second floor level where it 
terminates. A wooden ladder has been placed in the stairwell to provide access to the
modern parapet level but it is clear that the spiral staircase originally continued to
rise upwards to the now demolished upper levels of the castle for the smashed roots of 
stone steps are present in the sides of the stairwell. A doorway from the staircase 
leads into a narrow WWCV mural passage in the west and north-west side of the 
building leading to a latrine at the north-east end of the passage. The passage is lit by
three narrow embrasures which originally had ogee headed lights but have had shot
holes inserted in their openings. There is a small wall cupboard in the south-east side 
of the passage near the latrine. A second doorway from the spiral staircase at this 
level leads into the square main chamber. Some red brick are in place in the south
east side o f the entranceway. There is substancial evidence that the upper courses of
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this chamber have been rebuilt, presumably at the same time as when a pitched 
slated roof set on timber beams was placed over the chamber. At approximately a 
height of 2.50 m along the north-west and south-east walls were the remnants of 
stone corbels which supported the original wooden floor over this room. However, 
there is a further 1.30 m of stone walling above the line of corbels and the present
pitched roof is supported on this walling. There is a small fireplace in the north-west
wall with red brick jambs. The fireplace was not an original feature of this room 
since its size, its location, and the use of brickwork make it untypical of the usual 
fireplaces to be found in the main chamber at this level in a tower house. There are 
two cupboards in the south-west wall, two cupboards in the south-east wall, a 
cupboard in the north-west wall and one in the north-east wall. In the north-east 
wall is a large WWCV embrasure with a damaged light into which was inserted a 
window. The WWCV embrasure in the south-east wall still has a double ogee headed 
light although it too has been widened to allow for the insertion of a window. There is
a cupboard in the north-east side wall o f the embrasure. In the east corner of the
room is a corner embrasure with a single flat lintelled light.

Main chamber 6.80 m long from south-west to north-east by 6.15 m wide from north
west to south-east.

PARAPET LEVEL: As previously stated, access to the parapet level is gained from a 
wooden ladder positioned in the spiral staircase stairwell. The parapet floor is covered 
in paving slabs and the encircling wall has been cemented. It is certain that this is 
not the original parapet of the building but possible elements of the original parapet, 
in the form of eleven rainwater spouts, have been reused and inserted along the 
north-east and north-west wall walk.

It would appear that the tower house was repaired and reroofed at some stage in its 
history. A new entrance was driven through, the original entrance blocked, the 
upper levels o f the building demolished, the spiral staircase cut down, the walls in 
the second floor main chamber rebuilt with a pitched roof placed over the chamber, 
embrasures were widened to form windows and the present parapet level built 
incorporating elements (such as rainwater spouts) from the original parapet. The 
alterations probably occurred in the 19th century when the present farmhouse was 
built, for I was informed by Mr Ryan that at this time the tower house, like 
Ballyvorneen (Gazetteer Site No. 30), had been used as accomodation for servants.

154. RAWLEYSTOWN COURT

Barony — Small County
Parish —  Cahercorney
Townland —  Rawleystown
Westropp Site No 230
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 23 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16526/14264 
SMR MN: 23:80
State of preservation: Group 4 
Typological corpus: Group 7 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

An illustration from The Down Survey shows a tall battlemented tower with a conical 
roof set in the middle of a bawn with spear shaped bastions or flankers at each of the 
four corners (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 68). 'Rawlighestowne' is reported in T he  
Civil Survey as having 'a Ruinous Castle, 20 Cabbins & Mil Seat' (Simington, 1938, 108) 
It would seem from the descriptions given by antiquarians that the castle or tower
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was still standing in the 19th century. O'Donovan reported that it was 'an extensive 
and respectable dwelling house' (1840, Vol 1, 121). 'At Raleighstown is an ancient 
building consisting o f a bawn 180 feet long and 120 feet wide, the wall of which is 12 
feet high and 4 feet thick. Within the bawn is a strong house of lime and stone, three 
stories high and 80 feet long by 30 feet in breadth; at each of the four angles is a 
square tower, with portholes [shot holes?]; and it is conjectured from its stone window 
frames and flankers to have been built in the reign of James I' (Fitzgerald and 
McGregor, 1826-7, Vol 1, 304-5).

The latter description is o f interest since much of the structure has been severely 
damaged during the intervening century and a half. The house has been demolished 
(a wall crowned with a chimney was the last vestige and this was pulled down by the 
present owner) and only stretches o f the bawn wall survive, some 2 to 3 m in height. 
Petty's Down Survey map shows spear shaped bastions or flankers at each corner of 
the rectangular bawn. However, no such flankers survive in the field. If we consider 
Fitzgerald and MacGregor's account of the ruins there is no direct mention of the 
bawn having had corner flankers. They describe the bawn, then move to the house 
and then state that 'at each of the four angles is a square tower ...' (ibid). It might be 
the case that this is a reference to the bawn having had corner flankers, and that it 
originally resembled the large bawn with corner flankers at Ballyculhane (Westropp 
Site No. 160; SMR Monument No. 12:10/2; Co Limerick non-tower house castle No. Ill), 
in which case the Petty map would be correct, but due to the ambiguous nature of 
Fitzgerald and MacGregor's statement there is a slight possibility that they are 
describing some form of house or castle that had four corner towers and which was 
not unlike Monkstown, Co Cork (Craig, 1982, 127, Illustration 90) or Burntcourt, Co 
Tipperary (ibid, 120-1, Illustrations 79 & 80). This would be of significance, for there 
are no fortified mansions of their type surviving in Co Limerick.

Westropp was contemptuous of claims that the occupants of Rawleystown were 
descendants of Sir Walter Raleigh, stating that 'the Rawleys or de Raleics are one of 
the oldest Anglo-Norman families in Co Limerick, having settled there before 1222' 
(1906-7, 186).

155. ROBERTSTOWN

Barony —  Shanid 
Parish --- Robertstown 
Townland —  Churchfield 
Westropp Site No 382 
Hasson Site No 11
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 10 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12704/15014 
SMR MN: 10:13 
Plan 61
State of preservation: Group 2 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

The castle was reduced by Captain John Ward in 1569 (Westropp, 1907a, 153). The Civil 
Survey states that on the property of 'Robertstowne and Garrintober' there is a 
'ruined Castle with two Mill seates' (Simington, 1938, 327). Westropp records the 
'north-east fragments' of the castle survived, 'featureless, save for ambreys 
[cupboards], on a projection in a tidal creek'. He also mentions that 'fragments o f a 
strong wall across the neck of the peninsula' can be seen (1906-7, 242). Indeed this 
would have been a strategically important position for a castle since it is located
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where the Robertstown River flows into the Shannon Estuary. The north-east corner 
of the tower house survives to first floor level while the north-west corner stands 
only to ground level. The area between the two corners (constituting the castle's 
north wall) has been rebuilt with dry stone walling. The cupboard which Westropp 
mentions is in the north-east corner at first floor level. The corners have been 
heavily stone robbed.

North wall approximately 2 m thick.

156. ROCKSTOWN / BALLYNECARRIG

Barony —  Clanwilliam
Parish —  Rochestown
Townland — Rockstown
Westropp Site No 49
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16228/14631 
SMR MN: 22:108 
Plan 62
Photograph 53
State of preservation: Group 1
Typological corpus: Group 1; A
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989 / 21st May 1991

The Civil Survey records 'Ballinacarriggie and Banoge one plowld wth a Castle and 
Bawen thereunto' (Simington, 1938, 81). The tower house is in an excellent condition 
and is situated on a rock outcrop providing splendid views in all directions over the 
neighbouring countryside. It is confused with Williamstown (Gazetteer Site No. 175) 
by Spellissy and O'Brien (1989, 162-4). The base battered building is five stories tall 
with a parapet /  attic level above. There is a latrine chute exit in the external face of 
the east wall at ground floor level. The entrance is in the south wall, guarded by a box 
machicolation at parapet level. There is a clear horizontal break in the masonry of 
the west external wall face from ground floor to parapet level between the building's 
subsidiary chamber/spiral staircase section and the main chamber section, 
suggesting that this was a two-section tower house; however, there is no such break 
on the corresponding east wall face.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the south wall. It had a peck-decorated arched 
doorway under a relieving arch, but the jamb and lintel stones have been torn out. 
Two dressed stone voussoirs lie on the ground outside the castle. To the inner east side 
of the doorway are a draw bar channel and a rusted iron hinge. To the inner west side 
of the doorway are the remnants o f a yett chain funnel, the stone surround having 
been robbed out. The WWCV lobby roof has collapsed; subsequently, it cannot be 
ascertained whether or not there was a murder hole over the entrance lobby. To the 
west side o f the lobby is the peck decorated arched doorway leading into the spiral 
staircase which rises up through the building to parapet level. The doorway has 
recently been blocked with rubble in concrete after a bullock climbed the staircase 
to parapet level and fell over the wall to its death. To the east side of the entrance 
lobby is the subsidiary chamber which is under a WWCV running from east to west. 
The doorway has a hanging eye to the top inner north side and a draw bar channel to 
the inner north side, although the doorway does not have the usual dressed jambs or 
lintel since it is a plain arch of stone. The chamber has a narrow SSCR embrasure 
with flat lintelled light in the south wall and a cupboard in the north wall. To the 
north o f the entrance lobby is the peck decorated arched doorway into the main 
chamber with a hanging eye to the top inner eastern side. The chamber was under a 
wooden floor set on four beams running from east to west with their ends housed in
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put-log holes along the east and west walls. Two stone corbels on the south wall and a 
corbel on the north wall may have provided additional support for this floor. There is 
a large WWCV embrasure in the east wall with a narrow loop. There is a similar WWCV 
embrasure in the north wall and a further example in the west wall but both have 
been stone robbed and are missing their loops. There is a cupboard in each of the 
north, east and west walls.

Main chamber 6.30 m long from north to south by 5.10 m wide from east to west. 
Subsidiary chamber 2.40 m long from east to west by 2.25 m wide from north to south.

North wall - 1.85 m thick /  West wall - 1.65 m thick / East wall - 2.40 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The spiral staircase is lit by a narrow SSCR embrasure with loop in the 
south wall and a doorway on the stairwell leads into the subsidiary chamber 
(information limited due to restricted access to this chamber for safety reasons). The 
chamber is under a WWCV running from east to west and there is a narrow SSCR 
embrasure with a flat lintelled light which has a damaged western jamb. A second 
doorway, peck decorated and arched, leads from the staircase into the main chamber. 
There is a hanging eye to the top inner eastern side of the doorway. The chamber is 
under a WWCV running from north to south and there is a large WWCV embrasure 
with a single ogee headed loop in the north wall. There are flat SSCR corner loops in 
the north-east and north-west corners. Three stone corbels along both the east and 
west walls indicate the position for the timber centering used to support the vault 
during construction.

UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: Information concerning the upper floor levels of the building 
is restricted to that which could be determined from external viewing. The latrine 
was connected to a garderobe at fourth floor level. There is a corner loop lighting the 
spiral staircase at second floor level in the south-east corner o f the building. There is 
an ogee headed loop in the subsidiary chamber south wall at second floor level. The 
second floor main chamber has a large mullioned window in the north wall, perhaps 
a later insertion, which is missing its dividing mullion piece. The third floor has a 
single ogee headed loop in the subsidiary chamber south wall with a damaged 
opening also in this wall. There is another in the main chamber north wall. The 
south wall of the fourth floor subsidiary chamber has an ogee headed loop with hood 
mould and there is a double ogee headed window with hood mould in the north wall of 
the main chamber. There are the remnants o f a parapet cap-house at the south-east 
corn er .

157. RYLAAN'S / THE TURRET, BALLINGARRY

Barony — Connello Upper 
Parish —  Drehidtarsna 
Townland — Rylanes 
Westropp Site No 339
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [not marked]

(1/2” to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14142/13635 
SMR MN: 29:109 [recorded as a 'House - 17th Century]
Photograph 54
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 6 
Date of visit: 6-22nd June 1990

'The Knights Hospitallers are supposed to have been given property in Ballingarry in 
1310 and 'The Turret, a residence of the Odell family, was, according to tradition, 
named from its having been incorporated with a turret of the Hospitallers'
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habitation' (Molony, 1905, 258). The site was known to O'Donovan who called it a 
'bastion or turret of an old castle' (1840, Vol 2, 25). 'The Turret' was still in use as a 
residence in 1990, but it is evidently in need of renovation. I was not permitted into 
the house since I was informed by the housekeeper that the occupant (an elderly 
parish priest) was asleep.

The house consists o f a three storey 17th century main block, 'long and narrow, one 
room thick, with a small return at the centre back containing the original wooden
stair' (de Breffny and ffolliott, 1975, 64) which connects at right angles with a gabled 
wing to the south. The gabled wing 'has thick walls and floors at different levels from 
those in the rest o f the house' (ibid) and has a curvilinear (or 'Dutch') west gable
upon which is displayed the Odell arms and the date 1683, the date when the building
was renovated by Major John Odell with an old turret or flanker incorporated into the 
structure [Lewis is in confusion over this date stone since he places it in a chimney -
1837, Vol 1, 114]. Above this is a cross and the date 1890, marking the date when the
building became a presbytery [see Photograph 54] (Bence-Jones, 1990, 18). 'The story 
goes that the parish priest, mistaking the cresents in the Odell arms for Islamic 
emblems - perhaps through association with Hospitallers, Crusaders and hence
Saracen infidels - insisted that the cross should be placed above it for safety. At the 
same time the regrettable porch and plate-glass sash windows were added, and also 
the wing at the back, which contains a kitchen beneath a first floor extension to the 
reception-rooms' (de Breffny and ffolliott, 1975, 64).

Similar in appearance to gables at the ends of the wings at Richhill, Co Armagh, the 
three storey 'turret' lacks base batter and has a single room per floor level. In form it 
is very similar to the bawn flanking towers recorded elsewhere in the county. There 
are two windows in the west wall and a further window in the south wall at first floor 
level. Other architectural information has been covered over by plastering and 
white-washing. 'Extensive ruins existed between the Turret and the new Roman 
Catholic church down to, as I am told, the middle of the last century. I had occasion to 
level a tennis ground there twenty-five years ago, and in excavating found no
foundations, but brought to light a large quantity of kitchen refuse - such as boar's 
tusks, bones, stones with their surfaces beautifully vitrified, &c. Close to that spot 
stands a single wall, now called the Priory, and supposed to mark another monastery, 
but it looks like a remnant o f an ordinary 17th-century dwelling-house' (Molony,
1905, 258).

158. RYVES / BALLYSCADDANE / CASTLE JANE

Barony — Coshlea
Parish —  Ballyscaddane
Townland — Ryves Castle
Westropp Site No 274
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 41 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 17489/12994 
SMR MN: 41:21
State of preservation: Group 5 . . .
Typological corpus: Group 8

While Westropp considered this to be a 'most doubtful site' (1906-7, 196), with little 
documentation, The Civil Survey records 'Bealanascaddane one-third of a plowland 
whereon stands a Castle out of Repaire and a Mill-seate' owned by 'John fz Gibon of 
Bealanascaddane Irish Papist' (Simington, 1938, 233).
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159. ST. JOHN'S GATE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 3
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The Civil Survey records 'The Cytadle about St Johns Gate, containes a great stone 
house wth [sic] a Cross house the great Castle on the Gate and a lardge waste plotts of 
ground now made use of for a Cittadle, oweth langable rent yeerlie 9d' (Simington 
1938, 406).

160. ST. MARY'S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 4
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

In 1630 the 'little Castle' was granted by Edmund Sexten to the Reverend N Lillies for 
41 years (Westropp, 1906-7, 79). The Civil Survey records 'A stone house southwarde 
Joyninge to the wall called St Maries house, wth a waste plott of ground thereunto 
bellongeinge', the property of 'Christoper Sexton o f Limicke Engl Prottestant' 
(Simington, 1938, 429).

161. SARSFIELD’S HOUSE, KILMALLOCK

Barony —  Kilmallock
Parish — St Peter’s & St Paul's
Townland —- Abbeyfarm
Westropp Site No 237 or 243
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16084/12786 
SMR MN: 47:22 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 6
Typological corpus: Group 10

O'Donovan wrote that 'many ancient houses are still to be seen in this ancient town,
of which the artists should make careful sketches before the hand of improvement
disfigures them all' (1840, Vol 1, 110). One such 'ancient house' which was destroyed 
by the 'hand o f improvement' was Sarsfield's House. Fortunately, the building was 
surveyed in 1878 and 1886 by Mr Arthur Hill and the drawings were published, with 
some additions, by Harold Leask in 1941. The house had been 'recently demolished' 
(Leask, 1941b, 73) and was popularly associated with Patrick Sarsfield, The Earl of 
Lucan, who distinguished himself during the Williamite Wars as one of the defenders 
of Limerick City during two sieges. However, Kilmallock formerly gave the title of
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Viscount to a branch of the Sarsfield family prior to their fall after the defeat of 
James II (Lewis, 1837, Vol 2, 173), and the castle may have received its name from a 
more general association with the family.

Leask provided a front elevation, a back elevation, a cross section, floor plans and 
drawings of fireplaces in his article (1941b, Figures 1, 2 & 3). The front elevation has 
been included in this work as Illustration 2.11. He also included a full written
description of the demolished building: 'It had been for many years a roofless ruin,
lacking also its southern gable and chimney stack and the parapets which, doubtless, 
once crowned its front and back walls. Until recently these walls rose to a height of 
about thirty feet over the level of the street pathway ... There were three floors of 
timber, constructed in the traditional Irish fashion found in castles: with heavy wall- 
beams or plates borne by stone corbels and carrying the cross beams or joists. There 
was evidently an attic storey in the roof.. It was probably lighted by dormer windows, 
or - conceivably - by windows in front and back gables which have disappeared.
There were three large fireplaces o f wrought stone, one on the first floor and two on 
the floor over... Part of the ground storey may have been a warehouse; the southern 
end and the upper storeys were domestic in their purpose. The back elevation 
presents a puzzling feature: the position o f the two doorways in the upper storeys so 
close to the adjoining windows as to leave no space for the abutting wall of the return 
building to which the doors must have given access. A possible explanation is that the 
doors may have given on to wooden galleries along the side of the return building.
The plain, square-headed, and once timber-lintelled doorways at the same levels
were evidently later insertions' (ibid, 73). Architectural features, such as the
semicircular arched doorways, the hood moulded and mullioned windows and 'the 
bold string-course with gabled cap-stones to the joints which mark the first floor 
level' (ibid) all suggested to Leask that this was a 16th-century building. However, his 
work does not include any attempt to connect the building with any of the 
historically documented urban tower houses in Kilmallock.

Westropp's survey lists 15 sites in the Kilmallock vicinity (1906-7, 189-90) but Leask 
did not state where exactly in the town the castle stood. For that information we have 
to turn to an article by Gerald Lee: 'At one time there were several castellated 
mansions inhabited by wealthy families ... The remains of at least two of these 
mansions are still extant in Sarsfield Street. The site of one, at present occupied by a 
cinema, was known as Sarsfield's House and it is said that Patrick Sarsfield stayed 
there on his way to Limerick. This may well have been, but it is probably more 
accurate to say that the mansion was owned by one of the family who bore the title 
Viscount Kilmallock’ (1962-5, 150). In the medieval town Sarsfield Street was High 
Street and Sheare's Street was St. John's Street (O'Connor, 1987, 51-2). The cinema is 
located on what is broadly the west side of (formerly) High Street. In Westropp's 
survey there are four castles recorded in High Street (Site No.s 240 to 243), two castles 
in St. John's Street (Site No.s 238 and 239) and the castle of 'Parosty or Dorosty' (Site 
No. 237) which is not given a location (1906-7, 189-90). Andrews published work on 
the location o f medieval castles in the town based on information obtained from T he  
Civil Survey and an Elizabethan map of Kilmallock. Both of these sources indicate that 
there were six castles on St. John's Street and High Street (Andrews, 1968, 34-5 &
Figure 2). In Figure 2 (see Illustration 2.12) Andrews indicated the location o f the 
tower houses on the two streets based on the information available from the two 
sources. The tower houses included in the Elizabethan map were marked with capital 
letters A to F. He also marked the conjectured positions of the six castles recorded in 
the Cromwellian document with small letters, a to f. 'The result is not easily 
interpreted, for The Civil Survey castles can be located only in a somewhat arbitary 
manner by dividing each block of the street plan equally among the tenements. But 
at least it is clear that b and f  are not recorded by Jones [the probable draughtsman of 
the Elizabethan map] and that C and F are absent from The Civil Survey' (ibid). What 
he did find was that both sources plotted three castles on the west side of St. John's
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Street and High Street. The first castle was located to the north of King's Castle 
[Gazetteer Site No. 120] (Jones castle 'A'; Civil Survey castle 'a'), on St John’s Street. 
Since the cinema is to the south of King's Castle on High Street it is highly unlikely 
that this was Sarsfield's House. It is more probable that this is the old castle recorded 
in Thg_..Çivil Survey as the property of Lawrence Meagh (Simington, 1938, 164) and 
included in Westropp's survey as Site No. 238 (1906-7, 189-90). However, 'in the next 
section of the main street, D can be equated with c, each of them being the sixth unit 
counting southwards from the castle. The alternative is for c to be paired with B (the 
second house) and D with e (the sixteenth tenement)' (ibid).

Leaving aside Andrews’ permutations, both sources agree that there were two tower 
houses on the west side of High Street. When we turn to the text of The Civil Snrvp.v 
we find two castles recorded. Andrews' 'c' is apparently the castle which belonged to 
Gerrott Meagh (Simington, 1938, 175), a building with one lower room, three middle
rooms and one upper room. The castle is included in Westropp's work as Site No. 243.
The second castle recorded on the west side o f the street in the Cromwellian document 
is 'an old castle ... called Parostie' with one lower room, one middle room and one 
upper room belonging to 'John ffox' (Simington, 1938, 177). This is castle 'e' in 
Andrews' drawing, and Site No. 237 in Westropp's survey (1968, Figure 2; 1906-7, 189). 
It would seem that Sarsfield's House was probably one o f these two buildings, recorded 
in Westropp survey as Site No.s 237 and 243. Finally, information on the tower houses 
of the town is to be found in John Mulvany’s painting of the High Street circa 1800 
(Illustration 2.8). On the left of the painting, the west side of High Street, is an 
imposing derelict urban tower house. By comparing Leask's front elevation of 
Sarsfield's House with the building in the painting we can see that they are virtually 
identical: two hood moulded windows, a hood moulded doorway and a further hood 
moulded opening at ground floor level, 'the bold string-course with gabled cap stones 
to the joists' (Leask, 1941b, 73), three hood moulded windows at first floor level and 
three hood moulded windows at second floor level. The south gable still survived in 
the early years of the 19th century and, although the north gable is not visible in the
painting, it is very similar to the north gable in Leask's elevation, being crowned
with a chimney stack identical to that included in Leask's Figure 1.

162. SHAMBLES, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 5
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within the boundaries o f 'Historic Town']
State o f preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The Urban Survey (Bradley et al, 1989, 262) and Westropp (1906-7, 80) both draw their 
information from The Civil Survey. 'The Castle called the Shambles, being o f the 
Intrest of David Rice and Bartholomew Rice by mortgadge & Lease from the 
Corporation now made into a Cythadell' (Simington, 1938, 400).
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Illustration 2.11 Leask’s front elevation of Sarsfield's House 
(Gazetteer Site No. 161), Kilmallock (1941b, 74, Figure 1).



illustration 2.12 Castles (tower houses) in Kilmallock, plotted according 
to Jones Elizabethan map and the Cromwellian Civil Survey (after 
Andrews, 1968, 35, Figure 2).



163. SHANPALLAS / KENRY / PALLAS-KENRY

Barony —  Kenry 
Parish —  Chapel Russell 
Townland —  Shanpallas 
Westropp Site No 159 
Hasson Site No 16
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 12 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14313/15488 
SMR MN: 12:1 
Plan 63
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 1; D 
Date of visit: 14-18th July 1989

The Civil Survey reports 'Pallice one plowland wth a ruinous Castle, & 2 tenements 
wth eight smale Cottages, and a Salmon weare unsett in ye River of Sheanan' 
(Simington, 1938, 344). The reference to a 'ruinous Castle' comes as no surprise for Sir 
Hardress Waller had dismantled the building in 1650 (Westropp, 1906-7, 160). 'When 
Gerald, Earl of Desmond, escaped from Dublin in 1573, he fled to his strong castle of 
Kenry, Caenraige, or Shanpallas, made terms with the Government and a formal 
surrender (Westropp, 1907a, 154). O'Donovan reports that the building was missing 
its south wall 'down to the first arch [vault] (ie: the arch over the ground floor)' but 
that 'the rest o f the walls are perfect' (1840, Vol 2, 3). Lewis informs us that this is 
because 'a great part of the walls fell down in the winter of 1834' (1837, Vol 1, 321).

The tower house stands within a large bawn. Contrary to O’Donovan's report, it is the 
east wall of the castle which has fallen to first floor level while the north and south
walls are in an equally poor condition, surviving only to first floor level. However,
the west wall is in a perfect state o f preservation. It stands to fourth floor level and is
crowned with an Irish crenellated parapet wall, each merlon having a small square
shot hole. There are two damaged rainwater spouts at the south-west corner on the 
remaining fragment of south wall and a similar rainwater spout survives at the
north-west corner on the remaining fragment of north wall. There is a large latrine 
chute exit at first floor level along the external face of the south wall. The north and 
south walls have base batter.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the north wall, with a yett chain guide hole and 
funnel to the east side of the doorway. The doorway has a crudely fashioned arched
lintel and a crudely fashioned hanging eye to the top inner western side. To the west
of the lobby is a small mural recess and to the east of the lobby is a flat SSCR wall stair 
leading up to first floor level. The main chamber was originally under a wooden floor 
set on five beams which had their ends housed in put-log holes along the north and 
south walls. There is a slightly splayed embrasure with narrow light in the west wall 
and a similar embrasure in the south wall which has been blocked. The south wall 
also has two cupboards. However, this is a particularly small chamber, only
occupying the western half of a large building. What occupied the eastern half of the 
building at this floor level? A collapse in the fabric of the east wall provides the 
answer - a large oubliette under a WWCV running from north to south.

Main chamber 4.75 m long from east to west by 3.95 m wide from north to south. 
Oubliette 3.65 m long from north to south by 2.40 m wide from east to west.

North wall (containing wall stair) - 2.70 m thick / West wall - 2.05 m thick / South 
wall - 1.90 m thick.
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FIRST FLOOR: The wall stair in the north wall rises up to a lobby in the north-east 
corner. The building's fabric has been severely damaged at this point but it would 
seem that the stair turned into the east wall and presumably continued upwards to a 
doorway leading into the second floor level. In the floor of the north-east corner 
lobby is a small square hole, measuring 60 cm from north to south by 60 cm from east 
to west, cut through the roof of the vault over the ground floor oubliette and the only 
possible route of access to this dark chamber. Although the north, south and east 
walls have all collapsed, it is possible to determine that there was a wall stair in the 
thickness of the south wall leading down from the upper levels of the building to a 
small chamber at first floor level. The chamber occupies the eastern half of the 
building and is set over the vault which roofs the oubliette. There room is under a 
WWCV running from north to south there is a splayed embrasure with narrow light 
in the east wall. The west wall contains a cupboard and a doorway (with drawbar
channel to the north side) into the wooden floored main chamber which is set over
the ground floor main chamber. The first floor main chamber lies under a WWCV 
running from east to west but there is a curious rectangular opening in the vault's 
roof, which resembles an enormous murder hole. The chamber does not have any 
other architectural features.

Main chamber 4.75 m long from east to west by 4 m wide from north to south.
Subsidiary chamber 3.60 m long from north to south by 2.65 m wide from east to west.

Despite having a floor plan the like of which does not exist at any other surviving 
tower house in the county, this building has been classified under Typological Corpus 
Group 1, Type D since it does have an entrance lobby at ground floor level connecting 
with a wall stair set in the mural thickness o f the same wall in which the entrance is 
located. However, movement through the building must have been torturous. For 
example, a visitor arriving at the ground floor entrance in the north wall and 
wishing to meet someone in the first floor main chamber would have had to proceed 
up the wall stair in the north and east walls to gain entrance to the second floor level, 
then come down by the staircase in the south wall to first floor level, enter the first 
floor chamber in the eastern half of the building and then go through to the first 
floor main chamber.

164. SHANID, LOWER

Barony —  Shanid
Parish —  Kilmoylan
Townland — Shanid Lower
Westropp Site No 388
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 19 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 12421/14561 
SMR MN: 19:80
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

Spellissy and O'Brien state that 'according to locals, in the early 1800s, the site of a
much larger castle was located half a furlong north o f Shanid Castle [a 13th-century 
polygonal tower crowning a hill top nearby]' (1989, 173). This information is 
probably taken from O'Donovan who states that 'about half a furlong north o f Shanid 
Castle is the site of another castle which is said by the people to have been much 
larger than the former. This is said traditionally to have been the dwelling place
belonging to the castle on the hill. Its ruins, which now present merely the
appearance of a heap of rubbish, are situated On level ground' (1840, Vol 2, 14). T he
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Desmond__Survey states that 'two old ruinous castles are situate on the top of a very
lofty mountain and surrounded by a barbican which nearly fell with the castle [the 
surveyors are here referring to Shanid Upper, Non-Tower House Castle No. XVII], the 
other is situated on the north-west of the same mountain at the foot thereof, built in 
quadrilateral form, 50 feet in length without the walls and 30 feet in breadth: in this 
castle or peel were five several places or rooms in two upper floors or stories and the 
roof entirely broken down' (McEnery, no date, f l l ,  paragraph 426). Neither castle is 
mentioned in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 324).

The site is marked on the 1923 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet as set in
the grounds o f Waterpark House. However, there are no surviving walls or
foundation courses and only a slight mound in a field hints at the location o f the 
castle. The description from The Desmond Survey is o f interest since it indicates a 
building which was derelict (perhaps due to warfare) by the late 16th century. 
Fitzgerald and McGregor relate an interesting folk tale concerning the castle.
'Between the hill and Shanagolden, in the valley, stood Lower Shanet Castle. A legend 
informs us, that MacSheehy, the last proprietor of this fortress, was deprived of it by 
a stratagem, contrived by a daughter of the Earl of Desmond, who being on her way 
from the county o f Kerry to one of her father's castles in the county of Limerick, was
hospitably entertained by MacSheehy. Admiring the situation, she requested her host
to give her as much ground as she could cover with an ox-hide; and she then dealt 
with MacSheehy as Dido did with Iarbus; for cutting the ox-hide into small thongs, 
she took in the castle, which he was obliged to give up, her father's rank and power 
rendering any attempt at resistance hopeless' (1826-7, Vol 1, 365).

165. SKOOL

Barony — Small County
Parish —- Fedamore
Townland —  Skoolhill
Westropp Site No 204
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16151/14461 
SMR MN: 22:106 
State of preservation: Group 6 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 9-26th August 1989

The castle site is marked on Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet No. 22; Westropp 
incorrectly recorded it as marked on Sheet 31 (1906-7, 176). An Inquisition of the 
Chancery of 1612 states that there was a castle, bawn, water mill and two weirs held 
by James Stritch and a second Inquisition of 1639 mentions a castle, bawn and mills. 
The Civil Survey reports 'a Castle a Mill Seat & 8 Cabins' (Simington, 1938, 107). The 
Ordnance Survey Letters record a building which in 1840 was almost levelled. Only 
parts of the north and south walls survived, 10 feet and 22 feet high respectively 
(O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 108). There is now a bungalow to the south of the castle site 
and little remains of the monument except for a stretch of foundation course which 
has been cleared o f soil and vegetation by a local inhabitant. The foundation course 
consists o f the remnants of a wall with base batter, 1.50 m thick, 3 to 4 m in length 
and three courses high.
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166. STRITCHE'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 7
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within the boundaries of the 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10

The Urban Survey (Bradley et al, 1989, 262) refers to Westropp (1906-7, 80) who quotes 
The Civil Survey: 'A Stone-Castle or house northwards of the said wast plott [owned by 
the Corporation], on the high streete on the east ... A Crosse stone house westward 
adjioyning With a wast courte ... now made a Cythadell or Garrison & formerly owing 
unto the Corporation yearely 2s besides 6d for langable Rent’ , all belonging to 'James 
Stritch of Lymick, Alderman, Irish Papist' (Simington, 1938, 449).

167. TANKARDSTOWN NORTH

Barony —  Coshmagh
Parish —  Tankardstown
Townland —  Tankardstown North
Westropp Site No 191
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 47 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/12878 
SMR MN: 47:9
State of preservation: Group 7
Typological corpus: GrouplO

While The Civil Survey provides a documentary reference to 'a stump of a Castle three 
houses & an orchard' in the townland called Knockesowny (Simington, 1938, 121) it 
does not refer to either a Tankardstown or a Ballytankard by name. The lack of 
earlier documentary references to a castle in Knockesowny (or Knocksouna) and the 
omission o f Tankardstown from the Cromwellian survey (despite earlier historic 
references to a Tankardstown Castle) suggested to Westropp that the castle in 
Knockesowny was 'perhaps Tankardstown Castle' (Westropp, 1906-7, 172-3). 'They also 
state that there was an old castle ... in Tankardstown North townland but not a vestige 
of it remains at present' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 30).

168. THOM CORE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough 
Westropp Site No 2
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within the boundaries of 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10 
Date of visit: 21st May 1991

'Dromcore or Thomcore Castle stood in the centre of Irishtown' (Fitzgerald and 
MacGregor, 1826-7, Vol 2, 422) at the junction of Mungret Street and John Street, 'and
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appears in the 1580 map [Hardiman Atlas, TCD MS 1209, Map No 57; actually of circa 
1590 date], 1402 Thomas Balbeyn, called 'Cor', leaves in his will, dated March 28th, "my 
castle which I built in the suburbs of Limerick,"' (Westropp, 1906-7, 79). The castle 
was to be given to the commonality of Limerick on condition that they prayed for his 
soul and if his brother Henry Balbeyn of Bristol should not want to live in it 
(Lenihan, 1866, 236). The Civil Survey records that 'Tomcore Castle and the Garrett 
place there-unto bellonginge Docttor Thomas Arthur the Elder Lessee for 120 years, 
now made use of for a Sytadle [citadel]' (Simington, 1938, 411). The Account Rolls for 
the Limerick district, 1650-58 note that during the period 1650-54 'Captain T Holmes 
repaired Core castle at a cost of £70. Also paid J Tomson "for repair of Tom Core Castle"' 
(Westropp, 1906-7, 79). Dineley gives a garbled account of how it received its name 
(1864-7, 439).

John Stevens recorded the castle in his diary for the year 1690: 'In the angle made by
the great street and Mungret Lane stands Thom Core Castle, reported to be built by the
Danes, but in reality is nothing but a high stone house, in nothing that I could 
perceive differing from many others of the town' (Murray, 1912, 148). 'In 1696 lamps 
were erected in the public streets at the expense of the Mayor, Alderman Thomas
Rose. In the following year Dromcore Castle, in the Irishtown, was thrown down and
a market house built on its site' (Fitzgerald and MacGregor, 1826-7, Vol 2, 453-4). 'The 
market house was built by contract, the masons receiving £110 - the carpenters £100' 
(Lenihan, 1866, 295).

In 1990 Mr B J Hodkinson excavated 'the site of Thom Core Castle, at the comer of 
Mungret Street and St John's Street' on behalf o f the Limerick Corporation. The area 
'was extensively investigated but no remains o f the castle were found. It is assumed 
that the deep 19th-century cellars have obliterated all trace of the building' 
(Hodkinson, 1991, 41).

169. TOMDEELY

Barony — Connello Lower
Parish —  Tomdeely
Townland — Tomdeely North
Westropp Site No 297
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 10 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 13236/15199 
SMR MN: 10:48/3 
Plan 64
Photograph 55
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 3 
Date of visit: 14-28th July 1989

A small castle called Tomwhilley alias Tomquylle' is mentioned in The Desmond 
Survey (McEnery, no date, f32, paragraph 537) but there is no reference to a castle in 
Tomdily' in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 310). This 'castlelike house of 
rectangular form' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 1, 137) 'looks like a 13th-century hall on a 
vaulted basement' (Craig, 1982, 96). This is not an unusual structure for the county 
since 'other Co Limerick castles have halls over vaults: Askeaton, Adare and 
Newcastle West' (ibid). However, as he goes no to say, 'all these last three were 
additional to the donjons o f their respective castles' (ibid) and it is on this point that 
Tomdeely differs since it is a free standing building with no evidence for an 
additional tower nearby although the landscape in the direct vicinity of the castle 
contains a church [SMR Monument No. 10:48/1], a graveyard [SMR Monument No.
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10:48/2] and numerous stretches of earthworks [SMR Monument No. 10:48/4], all of 
which may mark the location of a deserted village.

The building is very well preserved, surviving complete to first floor level although 
there was originally a second floor level above this. The walls have a steep base
batter and the four external corners are chamfered (see also Killeedy, Gazetteer Site
No. 118). There is a latrine chute exit in the external face of the west wall at ground 
floor level.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is on the south wall. It has been robbed of stone and 
widened but a draw bar channel survives to the east side. The grond floor comprises 
of one large chamber which lies under two parallel WWCV running from east to west. 
In the centre o f the chamber is a line o f six stone pillars. The central springing line 
for the two parallel vaults rests on the pillars. The south wall contains two splayed 
embrasures, one of which has been damaged. There is a damaged splayed embrasure 
in the east wall and a further two damaged splayed embrasures in the north wall. The 
west wall of the main chamber contains two doorways. The doorway nearest the north 
wall has been stone robbed. It leads through to a subsidiary chamber and to the
immediate south side of the doorway is a flight of damaged stone steps built in the
thickness of the wall which partitions the main chamber from the subsidiary 
chamber. The stone steps lead up to first floor level. The subsidiary chamber has a 
splayed embrasure in the west wall and another in the north wall (the third along 
this wall face. In the east wall is a second doorway, leading back into the main 
chamber. There is a crude hanging eye to the top inner south side of the doorway. A
doorway in the south wall of the subsidiary chamber leads to a damaged wall stair
along the south wall. This staircase also rises up to first floor level.

North wall - 1.80 m thick / South wall - 1.80 m thick / West wall - 2.35 m thick / East
wall - 1.75 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: The first floor consists o f one large chamber which was under a wooden 
floor. The wall beams which supported this floor lay on a series of stone corbels along 
the north and south walls. There are offset ledges, some 20 to 30 cm wide, on each wall
face and these may also have been used to support the floor over this chamber. The
south wall contains three large plank centred embrasures. There is a further 
example in the east wall. The north wall contains two more plank centred embrasures
and a third opening, located at the western end of the wall, may have been a first
floor entrance. The west wall contains two doorways. The first doorway is located near
the north-west corner. It leads into a flat SSCR mural passage with latrine built in the
thickness of the west wall. The second doorway is located near the south-west corner 
and leads into a wall stair which rises up in a northernly direction through the 
thickness of the west wall and provided access to the second floor level in the
building. The second floor level is now demolished.
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170. TOOREEN

Barony —  Clanwilliam
Parish —  Carrigparson
Townland — Tooreen
Westropp Site No 59
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 14 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 18 
National grid co-ordinate: 16307/15337 
SMR MN: 14:1 
Plan 65
Photograph 56
State of preservation: Group 3 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

Situated near a farmyard, the north wall recorded as standing in 1840 in T h e  
Ordnance Survey Letters is still in place (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 54). The thin walled 
building stands to above first floor level although the upper wall levels are hidden 
under thick vegetation. The south wall and most o f the west wall have been removed 
while the east wall has been demolished _ to foundation level. An entrance was driven 
through the north wall at ground floor level by the present owner at a point where a
window had been located. The original entrance to the building is not located in this
wall and no evidence for a doorway could be identified along the east wall. It is 
therefore probable that the entrance to the building was in either the south or west 
wall.

Ground floor north wall - 1.20 m thick /  Ground floor west wall - 1.20 m thick /
Ground floor east wall - 90 cm thick.

First floor north wall - 1.20 m thick / First floor west wall - 1.15 m thick / First floor 
east wall - 90 cm thick.

The building does not have any vaults. While no evidence survived to indicate if  the 
ground floor chamber had been under a wooden floor, the first floor chamber was 
under a wooden floor which was set on timber beams running from east to west with 
their ends housed in put-log holes; a put-log hole survives in each of the north-east 
and north-west corners of the building at this level. Small strips of wood had been 
used in place o f wickerwork in the roof of the splayed embrasure at ground floor
level in the west wall. There is a similar embrasure directly above this at first floor
level. Neither o f the embrasures had evidence for lintels or jambs in their surrounds. 
There is a large window in the north wall at first floor level. No evidence for a 
staircase could be identified in that section o f the building which has survived.

There was a possible fireplace at ground floor level along the east wall. To the west of 
the castle are the remnants of the bawn wall which runs westwards for 21 m before 
turning southwards for 27 m. At the south end of the bawn wall was an underground 
WWCV mural passage. It has been largely infilled with earth but proved to be some 3 
m long and 1.20 m wide.
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171. TULLABRACKY

Barony —  Coshmagh
Parish —  Tullabracky
Townland —  Tullabracky
Westropp Site No 184
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 31 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16217/13801 
SMR MN: 31:78
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8 
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989

There is no record o f a castle in this townland in The Civil Survey (Simington, 1938, 
103; 130-31). Mr J Molony levelled the castle about the year 1810, although some parts 
'remain embedded in the stables of the modern house' (Westropp, 1906-7, 169). 
Molony's son occupied a house 'built on or near' the castle site 30 years later, with 
'part of one of the walls of the castle ... said to enter into the building o f a stable 
belonging to the house' (O'Donovan, 1840, Vol 2, 34). The farmer who resides at the 
house today did not know of any stable incorporating a castle wall in its fabric. 
However, I was shown a substantial length o f stone wall which was 2 m in height and 
had base batter. This was present in a field next the farmhouse and there was a 
hayshed built next to the wall. Perhaps the stables were demolished to provide room 
for the hayshed or perhaps this wall represents the remains o f a bawn. O'Donovan 
certainly mentions 'a portion o f a wall, considered by the people as having belonged 
to Tullabracky Castle! it may possibly be one of the outworks' (ibid).

172. TULLERBOY / CASTLE IEVERS

Barony —  Coshmagh 
Parish --- Athlacca 
Townland — Tullerboy 
Westropp Site No 180
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 31 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15549/13609 
SMR MN: 31:88 [recorded as an 'enclosure']
State of preservation: Group 5 
Typological corpus: Group 8

The Civil Survey records 'Tullorvoy one pi having a Castle a Bawne, a tatch wall stone 
house, and another house on it’ (Simington, 1938, 127) and Westropp relates the 
tradition that it was located at the site of Castle levers House. The Ordnance Survey 
does not mark the house as the site of a castle and the SMR have marked the area 
surrounding the house as the location of an enclosure, but not a castle (Kirwan et al,
1991, 132). The present building is 'a two storey four bay early 19th century house 
with a single-storey Doric portico' (Bence-Jones, 1990, 70). Spellissy and O'Brien state 
that part of the castle still survives 'and appears to have been incorporated into the 
south-eastern corner of Castle levers. An external staircase leading to the upper floor 
may have belonged to it' (1989, 110).
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173. TULLOVIN / TULLAVIN

Barony —  Coshmagh 
Parish — Croom 
Townland —  Tullovin 
Westropp Site No 179 
Hasson Site No 3
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 31 [marked]

(1/2” to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15360/13882 
SMR MN: 31:48 
Plan 66
Photographs 57 & 58
State of preservation: Group 2
Typological corpus: Group 1; A
Date of visit: 6-14th September 1989 / 22nd May 1991

The Civil Survey records 'Tullovyne halfe a plowghland with a castle, bawne stone 
house, an orchard with two Mills thereuppon1 (Simington, 1938, 139). O'Donovan 
refers to the castle in passing - 'There is another Castle in ruins in the Townland of 
Pullagh [Gazetteer Site No. 146], but I have no historical references to it, and another 
in the Townland of Tullovin' (1840, Vol 1, 59) - and Westropp calls it a 'typical peel 
tower, with the usual window-slits, probably of late 15th century. Carving of a 
sheelanagig on the outer wall' (1906-7, 168).

However, it is clear that Tullovin is not a 'typical' tower house at all. It is a second 
example o f a two-section tower house where the two-thirds section which contained 
the main chambers has been removed, leaving the spiral staircase / subsidiary 
chamber one-third to survive as a free-standing structure. The other example in 
County Limerick is at Ballinveala (Gazetteer Site No. 13). Ballinveala is of importance 
since no later structure was added to the west wall face and the 'through stones'
(Grene Barry, 1903, 197) which bonded the two sections of the building together have 
survived in situ. At Tullovin, however, a later building was constructed against the 
west wall face. A feint inverted V-shaped line of roof raggle indicates where the 
pitched roof of the later building adjoined the older structure to second floor level.
The later building's roof ran from east to west. In the process o f constructing the 
later building much o f the evidence of how the two sections of the tower house were 
bonded together has been destroyed although some o f the through-stones survive on 
the west wall near the north-west corner. The later building was then demolished
(perhaps for materials with which to construct the farmyard in which the castle
stands) and the spiral staircase / subsidiary chamber section survives today as a free 
standing structure.

A 'Sheela-na-gig' is carved on a quoin stone on the south wall o f the south-east 
corner at second floor level. This is one of only two 'Sheela-na-gigs' in situ within
County Limerick - the other example is at Dunnaman (Gazetteer Site No. 84: Cherry,
1992, 4-5), although a third 'Sheela-na-gig' was discovered in the townland of 
Caherelly East in the 1940s (see Gazetteer Site No. 42). The earliest academic reference 
to the carving at Tullovin dates to 1874. Since that time both have been included in all 
major surveys o f these enigmatic and gruesome medieval stone carvings (G T S, 1894, 
80; Guest, 1936, 112; Andersen, 1977, 107; Weir and Jerman, 1986, 12 [Figure 2a], 118, & 
119 [Plate 66]). The Tullovin figure lies on its side and is placed out of the normal
range of vision from the ground in such a way that the motif is obscured. It is
classified as a Type II carving by Weir and Jerman (1986, 12).

The tower house survives to third floor level, with an attic / parapet level above this.
The remnants o f a gable on south wall at parapet level indicates that this section of
the building lay under a pitched roof. The pitched roof would have thrown water onto
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the wall walk along the west wall. Stone rainwater spouts survive along this wall; 
they would have removed the water from the wallwalk. The west wall also has a 
chimney. There is a machicolation box at parapet level along the east wall. The walls 
have base batter and there is a latrine chute exit in the external face of the south 
wall. The building's upper levels have ogee headed loops (eg: the north wall at second 
floor level). The owner requested that for safety reasons I should not survey beyond 
first floor level.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance to the tower house is in the east wall. There is an arched 
doorway with an apex aperture and a yett chain guide hole and funnel in the south 
jamb. The north jamb holds three hinge slots in the corner of the door rebate which 
still contain traces o f the iron hinges. The apex aperture is served from a recess in 
the east wall o f the subsidiary chamber at first floor level. To the inner south side of 
the doorway is a draw bar channel. The entrance lobby is under a WWCV with a 
murder hole present. The murder hole is operated from the same mural recess at first 
floor level as that used for the apex aperture. To the south side of the lobby is a 
doorway onto the spiral staircase in the building's south-east corner. The staircase 
newel's base has two sets of finely moulded torus and scotia. The walls of the staircase 
and passage have been rendered which means that most of the architectural detail is 
hidden from view. There is a narrow loop in the east wall and a narrow loop on the 
staircase in the south wall. There is a side embrasure in the eastern side-wall of the 
main embrasure for this loop. The side embrasure connects with shot hole in the 
south wall near the south-east corner.

Directly opposite the doorway leading from the entrance lobby to the spiral staircase 
is a cupboard. There is an arched doorway to the north side of the lobby which leads 
into a subsidiary chamber which was under a wooden floor supported on timber 
beams set on corbels along the east and west walls (the beams are still in situ). There 
is a splayed embrasure with narrow loop in the north wall and a second example in 
the east wall. The east wall also contains a cupboard. To the south side of the entrance 
lobby is a doorway into a small chamber under a WWCV with a splayed embrasure and 
narrow loop in the south wall. The entrance lobby terminates at what was the 
entrance to the main chamber and then the entrance to the later building which was 
built against the west side of the castle. The jambs of the doorway have been rebuilt 
with stone and red brick and a timber lintel was inserted. The scarred surface of the 
external face o f the west wall shows where the original tower house fabric had been 
cut away to facilitate the erection o f the later building against this wall face.

Primary subsidiary chamber 3.15 m long from east to west by 2.70 m wide from north 
to south.
Second subsidiary chamber 1.80 m long from east to west by 1.80 m wide from north to 
south.

FIRST FLOOR: A doorway on the spiral staircase leads into a passage under a WWCV. At 
the west end o f the passage was the entrance to the main chamber. This entrance was 
blocked with stone and red brick, presumably when the later building was added to 
this side o f the tower. A second arched doorway. on the staircase leads through to the 
subsidiary chamber which is
under a WWCV running from north to south. There is a splayed embrasure with 
narrow loop in the north wall. The east wall contains the previously mentioned 
mural recess from where the murder hole and apex aperture were operated. There is 
a splayed embrasure with narrow loop in the east wall on the staircase. The northern 
side-wall of the embrasure houses a side embrasure with shot hole.

Subsidiary chamber 4.35 m long from north to south by 3.20 m wide from east to west.
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174. WEST WATERGATE, LIMERICK CITY

Limerick Municipal Borough
Westropp Town Gate 11
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 5 [not marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 15806/15735 
SMR MN: 5:17 [within the boundaries o f 'Historic Town']
State of preservation: Group 7 
Typological corpus: Group 10
Date of visit: 21st May 1991

In 1981 five areas of potential archaeological importance were excavated at 
Charlotte's Quay in advance of a proposed development. In one of the areas, CQ3, the 
foundations of the West Watergate of Irishtown was located 'at the junction of West 
Watergate Street, White Wine Lane and the Marradyke (Lynch, 1984, 283). The 
construction o f the walls enclosing Irishtown probably began circa 1310, 'the year of
Edward II's murage grant. The building must have proceeded very slowly since it was
not until 1395 that the south-west tower was completed' (Leask, 1941a, 102) and it was
not until 1495 that St. John's Gate was completed, 'thereby completing the
fortifications' (Lynch, 1984, 285).

There are no surviving historical references to the construction o f the West
Watergate 'but one could perhaps suggest - the 14th century since ... the works of the
15th century appear to have been concentrated on the eastern defences' (ibid). One 
historical source which does mention the gate is The Civil Survey, It refers to 'The 
great Sytadle [citadel] about water gate, contayninge Nyne houses, and Watergate 
Castle' and lists its 'severall propritors' (Simington, 1938, 415). We also know the date 
in which the building was taken down: 'In 1766 West Watergate and the adjoining 
walls were demolished' (Fitzgerald and McGregor, 1826-7, Vol 2, 466). The foundations 
revealed during the excavation showed the gate to have consisted 'basically of two 
roughly D-shaped towers flanking an entrance passage' (Lynch, 1984, 294). In the 
southern tower, the better preserved of the two, there was an entrance to a circular
ground floor guard chamber on the back face (ibid, 294).

A variety of 17th-century maps had shown a structure with 'a single gate-building
consisting of two round or D-shaped towers ... flanking the entrance archway' (ibid, 
286). But a map of circa 1590 [The Hardiman Atlas, Trinity College Dublin, MS 1209,
Map No. 57] showed 'two similar buildings one behind the other' (ibid). A castle site 
was marked here on the Ordnance Survey maps of 1840 and 1871 and The Civil Survey 
had referred to both a 'great Sytadle about water gate’ and 'watergate Castle'
(Simington, 1938, 415). Were there, as the 1590 map and the Cromwellian document 
would suggest, two castles in the vicinity? Or was the Ordnance Survey castle site a 
reference to the building which had just been uncovered by the archaeologists? 'In
an effort to trace the "Old Castle" marked on the 1840 and 1871 OS maps, two cuttings
(CQ4:A, B) were opened to the north-east of the West Watergate ... Neither cutting 
revealed any trace of a structure resembling a castle or tower-house' (ibid, 298).

In 1989 the archaeologists returned to Charlotte's Quay. 'A second excavation was now 
carried out because trial trenches revealed the existence of stratified medieval 
deposits to the east of the former excavation limit, and also in order to locate the site 
of the "Castle" indicated on the OS maps of 1840 and 1871' (Tarbett and Wiggins, 1990, 
35). Three areas were excavated, all constituting one single trench (ibid). In the
central area, Area 2, a structure was located. 'This survived as the east, north and west
foundations of a square-planned building, measuring 6.73 m (north to south), by 6.3
m (east to west). The west wall was best preserved. It had an external base batter, and
faced stonework founded on subsoil survived to a height of 1.09 m. The wall had a
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minimum width of 1.3 m. A garderobe chute was incorporated into the north-west 
corner of the structure with two external outlets. These foundations have been 
interpreted as the remains of a tower which, based on its dimensions and locality, can 
be identified as the "Castle" of the OS maps' (ibid, 36).

In Area 3 (the southern section o f the excavation trench) the archaeologists 
uncovered 'the surface of the medieval precursor of West Watergate Lane' which had 
survived as a cobbled road up to 3.5 m wide. 'Deep longitudinal ruts were visible in 
many of the stones, attesting to the passage of a great volume of wheeled traffic in 
medieval times. In addition, a square-planned structure, probably a tower, was sited 
directly over the laneway. In plan it measured 6 m square. It was located about 20 m 
east of the remains of West Watergate excavated in 1981 ... The lane was bounded by 
two walls which connected the inner structure to the main West Watergate in the 
circuit of the town walls' (ibid, 36).

An excellent reconstruction, drawn by J Buckley in 1990 [Illustration 2.13] and based 
on the evidence uncovered during the excavations of 1981 and 1989, indicates how 
the West Watergate may have appeared during the late medieval period. The double D- 
shape towered outer gateway of late 14th-early 15th century date allows entrance to a 
lane protected on either side with stone walls. The lane leads up to the square inner 
gateway, dated to the late 13th - early 14th century (Tarbett, 1990), which spanned 
the width of West Watergate Lane. Set beside the inner gateway was the tower house.

175. WILLIAMSTOWN

Barony —  Clanwilliam
Parish —  Fedamore
Townland —  Ballynagarde
Westropp Site No 47
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 22 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 16141/14702 
SMR MN: 22:53 
Plan 67
Photograph 59
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 4 
Date of visit: 20-29th May 1989

'A Castle and a Bawen' are recorded at 'Williamstowne' in The Civil Survey (Simington, 
1938, 81). Fitzgerald and McGregor describe this as 'a plain square building destitude 
of outworks or fortifications' (1826-7, Vol 1, 296). 'It was repaired and modernised by 
the Crokers [of nearby Ballinagarde House - see Gazetteer Site No. 6], so O'Donovan 
failed to find it in 1840' (Westropp, 1906-7, 90). The walls were repaired and the 
windows were enlarged, 'but Williamstown Castle lost many o f its ancient features in 
the process, which made it part o f the adjoining farmhouse. Lewis maintained in 1837 
that even though it retained a plain exterior, it was curiously fitted up internally (in 
the Gothic style) and had been renovated and restored by the Pain brothers'
(Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 162-3).

James and George Richard Pain, English architects, had been sent over to Ireland in 
1811 to supervise the building of Lough Cutra Castle, Co Galway, 'one of four Irish 
castles [ie the Medieval Revival style: 19th-century country houses with 
architectural features based on earlier medieval castles] which he designed' (Bence- 
Jones, 1990, xix). The Pain brothers settled in Ireland and established 'an extensive 
architectural practice of their own' (ibid, 192) setting up a practice in George's Street 
in Limerick in 1824 (Hill, 1991, 118). They were engaged in the design of many public
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buildings in Limerick, such as St Munchin's Church, Thomond Bridge, Athlunkard
Bridge, and the Dominican Church (ibid) but they are 'particularly remembered for 
their castles' which included Mitchelstown, Co Cork and Dromoland, Co Clare (Bence- 
Jones, 1990, xix).

Within Co Limerick their work in this field included the design of a castellated tower 
for Glenwilliam Castle near Ballingarry (ibid, 140) and probably the rebuilt Gothic
back of Ash Hill Towers, Kilmallock (ibid, 13). James is attributed with the restoration 
and additions carried out in the 1820s at Castle Garde (Gazetteer Site No. 54: de Breffny, 
1977, 74-5). Spellissy and O'Brien confuse the site in their text and accompanying 
photograph with neighbouring Rockstown (Gazetteer Site No. 156: 1989, 162).

It is situated on the side of a narrow country road, in the north-east corner o f a
farmyard. It is still in a good state of repair and the 19th-century renovations are
easily identified in the fabric, although they are most obvious at parapet level where 
the merlons, embrasures and the chimney stack have all been rebuilt. The cap-house 
at the north-west corner is also rebuilt. The tourelle over the south-east corner has 
retained its original lower courses of masonry (including authentic shot holes) but 
the upper courses are o f 19th-century date. The tower house is four storeys high with 
an attic/parapet level above and base battered walls. There is a latrine chute exit in 
the east wall at a mezzanine level between ground and first floor.

GROUND FLOOR: The entrance is in the west wall. An outer arch leads onto a flight of 
four stone steps running up to an inner arch and doorway. There is an assommoir 
protecting the entranceway between the two arches. The assommoir has been 
blocked but it was originally operated from the first floor chamber in the building. 
The inner arch appears to have been rebuilt since there is a clear difference in style 
between the south jamb, which is peck decorated, and the north jamb and archway 
(presumably 19th century rebuild) which are o f coarse dressed pieces o f masonry. To 
the top inner southern side o f the doorway is a crude hanging eye and to the inner 
southern side is a draw bar channel. The ground floor consists of a single chamber 
under a WWCV running from north to south. There is no staircase in the building. 
However, the south-east quadrant of the vault has collapsed and it is possible that this 
section of the vault was weaken by a hole being cut through the vault to allow a
wooden ladder or stair to communicate with the upper floor levels, as was the
arrangement at some English bastles (Ramm et al, 1970, 62) and at Woodstock 
(Gazetteer Site No. 176).

In the west wall there is a cupboard and in the north wall a fireplace. The 19th- 
century plaster had fallen off this wall to show that the opening of the fireplace had 
been narrowed and a chimney-piece inserted. The large mullioned window in the 
east wall is a 19th century insert. The mullion is cracked to reveal that it was 
reinforced with an iron bar, the stonework of the external wall face surrounding the 
window was cemented and there was a clear break between the masonry surrounding 
the window and that of the castle wall. In the south wall there is a semi-blocked 
opening. The roof of the opening is WWCV suggesting that this may have been an 
original embrasure. Spellissy and O'Brien refer to a farmhouse adjoining the tower 
house (1989, 162-3). The tower house at present is a free standing building - the 
surrounding farm wall is not tied into its fabric - suggesting the farmhouse has been 
demolished. The south wall embrasure could have been opened up in the 19th 
century as a doorway between tower house and farmhouse, but this theory receives 
little support from the physical evidence. There is no trace of roof raggle on the 
external face of the south wall at any floor level. If the masonry scars for a now 
blocked 19th-centruy doorway exist in this wall at ground floor level it has been
obscured from view by thick ivy.

Main chamber 4.85 m long from north to south by 3.35 m wide from east to west.
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UPPER FLOOR LEVELS: Since the building lacks any staircase access could not be 
gained to any of the upper floor levels. At first floor level there is a large mullioned 
window and three narrow flat lintelled lights in the west wall. There is a series of 
four identical loops at evenly spaced intervals in the south wall and a narrow window 
in the east wall. At second floor level there are narrow loops in the south, east and 
north walls and a corner loop in the south-east corner. At third floor level there is a 
large mullioned window in each of the north, south, east and west walls. There is a 
narrow loop in the west wall near the north-west corner. The mullioned windows at 
each of these floor levels appear to have been a 19th-century insert into the original 
castle fabric.

176. WOODSTOCK / BUNASTOIGH / BONISTOE

Barony — Connello Upper
Parish —  Drehidtarsna
Townland — Woodstock
Westropp Site No 340
OS Map (6" to 1 mile) Sheet 29 [marked]

(1/2" to 1 mile) Sheet 17 
National grid co-ordinate: 14199/13722 
SMR MN: 29:117 
Plan 68
State of preservation: Group 1 
Typological corpus: Group 5 
Date of visit: 6-22 June 1990

While the property is listed in The Civil Survey there is no reference to a castle 
(Simington, 1938, 285). O'Donovan considered it 'very old' (1840, Vol 2, 25). This is a 
small plain building lacking base batter with ground, first and second floor levels 
surviving. It has a resemblance to the bastles of Northumbria since the ground and 
first floor levels comprise a separate unit from the second and upper floor levels. A 
large entrance in the north-east wall is wide enough to allow carts into the ground
floor chamber and this indicates that this area was in use as a barn. There is a second
doorway, much narrower and located in the south-east wall, and this also leads into 
the ground floor chamber. The ground floor chamber has no subsidiary rooms and
was under a wooden floor supported by timber beams with their ends housed in put
log holes along the north-west and south-east walls. The first floor chamber was 
under a WWCV running from north-east to south-west. There is no evidence of a 
spiral or wall stair connecting either the ground or first floor levels with the upper 
levels in the castle, but a small square opening in the roof of the vault may have 
provided access via a ladder, as was the case at bastles. A WWCV opening in the south
east wall at second floor level is a third doorway into the building. This doorway must 
have been reached from a ladder or wooden staircase from the outside of the 
building. There is a spiral staircase in the north-east wall at second floor level which
provides access to the upper levels in the building.

GROUND FLOOR: The wide entrance in the north-east wall has a WWCV roof and there
is a draw bar channel to the inner south-east side and a large hanging eye to the top 
inner north-west side. When the door was opened it was housed in a wall recess in the
inner north-west side of the entrance passage. There is a cupboard and the narrow
doorway in the south-east wall. The set of three stone steps leads up to the doorway 
which has a flat SSCR. To the inner north-east side is a draw bar channel and there is 
a hanging hole to the top inner south-west side. The south-west wall is exceptionally 
thin - only 65 cm thick - and has been broken down, although a narrow flat SSCR 
embrasure survives above the area destroyed.
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To the north-west side o f the damaged section is a narrow sloping outlet. The north
west wall has a double splayed flat SSCR embrasure. The wall to the north-east side of 
this embrasure has been stone robbed, and the latrine chute has been exposed. A flat 
SSCR embrasure in the same wall is of note since it slopes upwards to a loop which is 
at first floor level. The chamber was under a wooden floor set on beams housed in 
put-log holes along the north-west and south-east walls. However, there is another 
series of put-log holes which were cut into both walls at a level under the original 
put-log holes. This indicates that the original floor over the ground floor chamber 
was replaced with a later floor.

Main chamber 6.55 m long from north-east to south-west by 4.65 m wide from north
west to south-east.

North-east wall - 1.70 m thick / South-east wall - 1.55 m thick / South-west wall - 65 
cm thick / North-west wall - 1.85 m thick.

FIRST FLOOR: There is a WWCV running from north-east to south-west over this 
chamber. As previously mentioned, there is a narrow square hole cut in this vault to 
provide access to the second floor from this level in the building by means o f a 
wooden ladder or steps. There is a large -WWCV embrasure in the north-east wall with 
narrow loop. In the south-west wall is a damaged loop and in the north-west wall is 
the narrow loop which connects with the embrasure recorded at ground floor level.

Main chamber 6.55 m long from north-east to south-west by 4.60 m wide from north
west to south-east.

North-east wall - 1.65 m thick / South-east wall - 1.55 m thick / South-west wall - 65 
cm thick / North-west wall - 1.85 m thick.
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APPFNDTXT: GLOSSARY

ARCADE: A line o f sequential arches o f cut stone springing from corbels attached to a
wall.

ARROW LOOP: A narrow, long loop with a large inner embrasure, allowing a bowman 
freedom of movement to right and left when firing (see CROSS LOOP).

ASHLAR: Worked blocks of masonry, with flat surfaces, usually of regular shape and 
edge, laid in horizontal regular courses as opposed to rubble or unhewn stone 
removed from a quarry.

ASSOMMOIR: A long horizontal slit positioned above a doorway and operated from a 
floor level above. Similar in function to a MURDER HOLE, but not in form since the 
MURDER HOLE is set in the roof of an entrance lobby.

AUMBRY / AMBRY: A cupboard or storage recess in a wall.

BATTER / TALUS: The inclined face of a wall. The stronger inclination at the foot of a 
wall is called the base batter.

BATTLEMENT: A parapet with alternating EMBRASURES and MERLONS, also called 
cren e lla tio n .

BAWN: A fortified enclosure: In Scotland it is called a 'Barmkin'.

BOX MACHICOLATION: A stone box set on two or more corbels high on the outside castle 
wall and operated from the parapet. It normally guards a ground floor entrance and 
has an open floor through which missiles may be dropped on assailants below.

CAGE WORK: A method of timber frame construction in which walls are built of 
interlocking vertical and horizontal timbers. The spaces are filled with non- 
structural walling of wattle and daub, lath and plaster. 'Cadge worke', 'Cageworke' or 
'Cadgworke' are some of the variations in the spelling which can be found in T he  
Civil Survey (Simington, 1938).

CENTERING: A wooden framework, normally incorporating wooden planks, beams or 
wicker work mats that is used in vault or arch construction. It is removed, or 'struck', 
when the mortar has set.

CHAMFER: A surface formed when a square or short edge is cut away at an angle.

CHIMNEY PIECE: A decorative frame o f stone surrounding a fireplace, sometimes 
extending to the ceiling. Also called a mantlepiece.

COLLAR: A horizontal timber which ties the rafters of a double sloping roof together.

CONTINUOUS MACHICOLATION: A gallery at parapet level set on numerous corbels that 
runs the entire length o f a castle wall. It oversails the main building to allow missiles 
to be dropped through its open floor on to assailants below.

CORBEL: A projecting block, usually o f stone, supporting a beam or other horizontal 
m em ber.

CORBELLING: Masonry courses, each built out beyond the one below like a series of 
corbels and used to support TOURELLE, chimney stacks, MACHICOLATIONS, etc.
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CORNER MACHICOLATION / WALL BARTIZAN: A corbelled machicolation usually at an 
angle of a castle and jutting out at second, third or fourth floor level. It has an open 
floor to allow missiles to be dropped on assailants below. 'Internally it is a very small 
L-shaped room, approached by a passage in the corner of one of the upper rooms of 
the castle' (Leask, 1951, 106).

CROSS BEAM: A wooden beam which runs across a chamber from wall to wall.

CROSS LOOP: A narrow LIGHT or LOOP with notches to both sides which help increase
the field of fire to the left and right, (see ARROWLOOP).

CROSS WALL: An interior dividing wall.

CUPBOARD: A wall recess (see AUMBRY).

DOUBLE FLOOR: A floor in which the JOISTS rest on CROSS BEAMS.

DRAW BAR: A wooden bar inside a door, fitting into a socket in one JAMB and a long 
CHANNEL in the other jamb, into which the bar slides when it is not in use.

DRAW BAR CHANNEL: A long channel into which a draw bar slides when it is not in 
use.

DRESSING: Stones worked to a finished face, smooth or moulded, and used around an
angle, window or any other feature.

DRYSTONE: Stone construction without mortar; unmortared masonry.

EMBRASURE: (1.) A recess for a window, door, etc. (2.) The openings in a battlemented
parapet between the MERLONS. Usually splayed on the inside.

FLANKERS: Corner towers of a BAWN.

FLUE: Mural pipe or chute which allows smoke from a fireplace to escape from a 
b u ild in g .

GABLED ROOF: A roof in which the upper ends o f the walls are triangular.

GARDEROBE: A latrine, usually built in the mural thickness of a castle wall.

GUN LOOP: A slit in a wall, splayed either horizontally or vertically (but rarely in both 
directions) where there is evidence that the muzzle of a gun was inserted to give 
covering fire to a building (see SHOT HOLE).

HANGING EYE: A pivot hole of stone, positioned at the top inner side of a doorway and 
used to hang a timber door.

HAUNCH: The middle part of a vault between the springing and the crown. Especially
the mass of material in this position.

HOOD MOULDING: A projecting moulding over a door or a window which throws off 
rain water from a wall face and usually ends in an outward bend away from the 
aperture; 'Dripstone' and 'Label' are other names for this feature.

IRISH CRENELLATION: Stepped battlements which appear in Ireland in the 15th 
cen tu ry .

JAMB: The vertical side of a doorway, archway, window or fireplace.
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LANCET ARCH: A narrow pointed arch whose span is shorter than its radii

LATRINE CHUTE: A mural pipe or chute which acts like a downward flue allowing the 
removal o f waste matter from a latrine or GARDËROBE to leave a building through an 
exit on the external wall face, usually positioned at ground floor level.

LATRINE NICHE: A stoup or wall recess set in the wall of a GARDEROBE or latrine. 
Possibly used to hold the medieval equivalent of toilet paper or to set a candle in.

LIGHT: An opening between the JAMBS or MULLIONS of a window. Where the opening 
between the window JAMBS is particularly narrow. The term can be used as another 
name for a LOOP.

LINTEL: A horizontal stone or beam spanning an opening.

LOOP: A narrow opening or LIGHT, both terms being used to identify a feature which 
allows light into a chamber but which, due to its narrowness, can also have defensive 
uses (see also GUN LOOP, CROSS LOOP, SHOT HOLE and ARROW LOOP).

MACHICOLATION / MACHICOLIS: A projecting gallery on CORBELS set high on the 
outside o f a castle with openings in the floor through which to drop missiles on 
assailants below (see BOX MACHICOLATION, CONTINUOUS MACHICOLATION, CORNER 
MACHICOLATION, and TOURELLE).

MERLONS: The solid portion of an embattled parapet between the EMBRASURES.

MEZZANINE: An intermediate storey in a building between two main floor levels.

MORTAR: A mixture of lime and sand. Water is added to make a bonding mixture.

MULLION: A vertical post or other upright dividing a window or other opening into 
two or more LIGHTS. 'A window of two lights has one mullion, of three lights two 
mullions and so on' (Leask, 1951, 164).

MURAL PASSAGE: A passage built in the thickness of a wall.

MURDER HOLE / MURDERING HOLE: An aperture in a floor or vault over a doorway or 
an entrance lobby through which defenders could attack intruders who had entered 
the building.

NEWEL: The solid central post in which the narrow ends of the stone steps of a spiral 
staircase are supported.

OFFSET: A narrow ledge on a wall, exposed horizontally when the portion above is 
reduced in thickness. A REBATE or open groove on a wall.

OGEE: A double curved line made up of a convex and concave part ('s' or inverted 's'). 

OUBLIETTE: A secret dungeon or prison with trap door entrance from above. 

OVERSAIL: To project horizontally.

PARAPET: A low wall, often embattled, and placed at the edge of a platform, roof, etc 
for protection.

PEEL / PELE TOWER: Name applied to a group of small castles found in the Border lands 
of England and Scotland.
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PLANK CENTERING: Planks of wood employed to support a stone vault during its 
construction. The impression of the planks can still be seen on the underside of the 
vault.

POSTERN: A small gateway or doorway, sometimes concealed, at the back of a castle, 
town, monastery, etc.

PRINCIPAL RAFTER: A rafter set vertically into a wall beam. Part of the support for a 
roof.

PURLIN: A horizontal longitudinal timber beam giving support to the common rafters 
of a roof and normally set at right angles to the slope o f the rafters.

QUOINS: Dressed stones at the corner o f a building, usually alternately long and short. 
From the French 'coin' (corner).

RAFTER: A roof timber which runs from the wall beam to the roof ridge.

RAIN WATER SPOUT: Small projecting channel of stone, usually at parapet level which 
collects rain water from a wall walk or roof and discharges it outwards and away from 
the external wall face of a building.

REBATE / RABBET: A rectangular groove or slot cut along a face or angle, often for the
purpose or receiving a door or shutter.

ROOF RAGGLE: A groove cut in masonry (eg: to receive the edge of a roof).

RUBBLE: Rough, unsquared building stone, generally not laid in regular courses.

SCOTIA: A small concave moulding between two tori in the base of a newel on a spiral 
staircase.

SHOT HOLE: An aperture through which the muzzle of a hand gun could be inserted to 
provide a building with covering fire. Also called a 'spike hole' (see GUN LOOP).

SLOP STONE: Projecting dressed water spout usually beneath a window at an upper 
level in a tower house which allows waste water (from washing hands before meals, 
etc) to be poured out o f the building without staining the external wall face below.

SOCKET / PUT-LOG HOLE: A hole in a wall, usually employed to house the ends of a wall 
beam or timber beam utilised in floor construction.

SPLAY: A sloping face making an angle of more than a right-angle with another 
face, as in the sides of a window embrasure. A double splayed opening is splayed on 
both the internal and external sides o f the opening.

SPRINGING LINE: The level at which an arch or a vault springs from its supports.

SQUINCH: An arch or corbelling which spans the angle between two wall faces which
are at an angle to one another.

STONE SLAB CORBELLED ROOF (SSCR): A roof of horizontally laid stone slabs usually 
covering a mural passage, small mural chamber, wall stair or embrasure. The slabs 
can either be stepped or laid flat.

STRING COURSE: A narrow course or band of stone set horizontally along the external 
wall of a building. Generally moulded.
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TIMBER BEAM CORBELLED ROOF / BEAM CENTRED ROOF: Similar to a STONE SLAB 
CORBELLED ROOF, but with heavy timber beams instead of stone slabs. Can also be used 
to roof embrasures. It is often found at late tower houses (for example, Derryhivenny, 
Co Galway).

TORUS: A bold convex moulding used at the base of the newel on a spiral staircase.

TOURELLE: A turret projecting on corbels from an angle of the main building at 
parapet level, provided with a machicolation for vertical defence. It may also have 
SHOT HOLES peppering the turret walls for added defensive capability.

TRANSOM: A horizontal bar of stone dividing the upper from the lower lights of a
w indow.

VAULT: A continuous arched construction of stone, often but not always forming the 
ceiling o f a ground floor room. The 'barrel vault' is the normal form to find in tower 
houses.

VOUSSOIR: A brick or wedge shaped stone forming one of the units o f an arch.

WALL BEAM / WALL PLATE: A timber beam laid longitudinally on stone corbels and 
used to support and receive the lower ends of floor beams or joists, or roof rafters, 
which rest upon it. When used for flooring purposes its ends are usually fitted into 
SOCKETS or PUT-LOG HOLES in the end walls of a chamber.

WALL STAIR: A staircase, straight and not spiral, built in the thickness of a wall.

WALL WALK: A wall walk along the top of a defensive wall, protected by battlements.

WICKER WORK CENTERING: Mats of woven wicker or basketwork, employed to support 
a stone vault during its construction. The impression of the mats (and sometimes the 
mats themselves) can still be seen on the underside of many vaults.

WINDOWHEAD: Single stone lintel over a window or LOOP.

YETT: Iron gate or grille protecting a doorway.
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APPENDIX II; WICKER WORK SAMPLES REPORT

Wood samples were taken from the surviving wicker work mats present on the 
underside o f the wicker work centred vaults in the ground floor main chamber at 
Amoganmore (Gazetteer Site No. 1) and the second floor subsidiary chamber in 
Rathmore (Gazetteer Site No. 151). The microscopic structure of the wicker rods were 
investigated by Dr Dave Weir (now working for English Heritage) and Professor Mike 
Baillie (Paleoecology Centre, QUB), who -established that the samples from both tower 
houses were o f hazel (Corylus avellana).

These were the only wood samples successfully obtained from the tower houses of Co 
Limerick. However, the results of the analysis of these two samples is of interest.
Leask (1941, 86) believed the mats of woven wicker used in the construction of vaults 
to have been o f willow (Salix spp.). McKenna (1984a, 69-70; 1984b, 172) queried this in 
her work. All five samples of wicker rods collected from the tower houses that she 
studied (one example from Co Down and the other four from Co Tipperary) proved to 
be of hazel. It should be noted, therefore, that hazel was also being used in vault
construction in Co Limerick during the same general period.

Recognising the severely restricted number o f samples investigated from Co 
Limerick, it is impossible to hypothesise if all the tower house constructors in the 
county were utilising hazel rods in preference to willow. It would seem unlikely that
this were so in any case; the factor of local or regional availability of either of the
two rod types would probably result in both being used, depending upon which one 
was most readily found nearby. As McKenna states, willow 'is a durable commodity 
used to construct woven baskets and wicker furniture' (1984a, 69) and quite as 
suitable as hazel in the construction of wicker work mats.
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APPENDIX III: STATE OF TOWER HOUSE PRESERVATION - GROUPINGS AND INVENTORY 
PF.R GROUPING.

GROUP ONE: TOWER HOUSES IN GOOD REPAIR (ALL WALLS STANDING).
Total No. 36

1. AMOGAN
7. BALLINAHINCH
11. BALLING ARRY
12. BALLINOE
14. BALL Y ALLIN AN
16. BALLYCAHANE
19. BALLYEGNYBEG
22. BALLYGUILLEATAGGLE
29. BALLYVOGHAN
33. BLOSSOM’S GATE, KILMALLOCK
35. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE, LOUGH GUR
39. BRUREE, BALLYNOE
47. CARRIGAREELY
54. CASTLE GARDE
55. CASTLE HEWSON
57. CASTLE MATRIX
67. CLONSHIRE
70. COURT
84. DUNNAMAN
85. DYSERT
88. FANTSTOWN
100. GLEBE CASTLE
102. GLENQUIN
103. GLIN
105. GORTNETUBBRID
120. KING'S CASTLE, KILMALLOCK
122. KNOCKANEY, THE WHITE CASTLE
132. LISSAMOTA
144. OQLA
151. RATHMORE
152. RATHNASAER
153. RATHURD
156. ROCKSTOWN
169. TOMDEELY
175. WILLIAMSTOWN
176. WOODSTOCK

GROUP TWO: TOWER HOUSES IN POOR REPAIR (THREE OR LESS WALLS STANDING / 
BUILDING SUBJECTED TO STONE ROBBING).
Total No. 28

13. B ALLIN VEAL A
15. B ALLYBRICKEN 
34. BOLANE
3 6. BOURKE'S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY
40. BULGADEN EADY
43. CAHERELLY WEST
46. CARRIGANEA
56. CASTLE MAHON
62. CASTLE TROY
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64. CLOGH EAST
76. CULLAM
8 0. DROMB ANNY CAHERAVALLY
8 6. FANNING'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY
106. GRANGE
111. KILBEHENY
113. KILCULLANE
114. KILDUFF
115. KILFINNANE
118. KILLEEDY
124. KNOCKLONG
127. KNOCKS HANECASHLANE
129. LICKADOON
130. LISMAKEERY 
134. LUDDENMORE
142. NEWCASTLE CLANWILLIAM
145. PORTRINARD
155. ROBERTSTOWN
173. TULLOVIN

GROUP THREE: TOWER HOUSE AND BAWN STANDING. 
Total No. 10

21. BALLYGRENNAN 
32. BEAGH 
45. CAPPAGH 
92. FTNNITTERSTOWN 
97. GARRAUNBOY 
116. KILFINNY 
131. LISNACULLIA 
149. RATHCANNON 
163. SHANPALLAS
170. TOOREEN

GROUP FOUR: BAWN STANDING; TOWER HOUSE DEMOLISHED. 
Total No. 4

108. HOLLY PARK
119. KILMACOW 
140. MORGANS 
154. RAWLEYSTOWN

GROUP FIVE: SITE REUSED FOR LATER BUILDING / PART OF A 
TOWER HOUSE INCORPORATED INTO A LATER BUILDING.
Total No. 20

6. BALLINAGARDE
17. BALLYCULLEN
20. BALLYGRENNAN
26. BALLYNEETY / WHITESTOWN
30. BALLYVORNEEN
5 0. CASTLE COMFORT
58. CASTLE MUNGRET
60. CASTLE RAG
63. CASTLETOWN WALLER

2 0 1



82. DROMLARA
93. FORTWILLIAM
96. GARDENFIELD
109. KENMARE
110. KILBALLYOWEN
135. MAIDSTOWN
136. MAYNE
157. RYLAANS
158. RYVES CASTLE
171. TULLABRACKY
172. TULLERBOY

GROUP SIX: TOWER HOUSES DESTROYED SINCE 1S40 O S T FTTF.R S
Total No. 24

3. AUGHINISH
4. BAGGOTSTOWN
10. BALLINAROOGA
23. BALLYMACSHANEBOY
37. BRICKFIELD
38. BRUFF
68. COONAGH
69. CORGRIG
71. COURT BROWNE
73. CREGGANE
78. DERREEN
81. DROMBANNY DONAGHMORE
87. FANNINGSTOWN FEDAMORE
95. GALWEY'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY
104. GORMANSTOWN
121. KNOCKANEY DESMOND CASTLE
133. LONGFORD
138. MILLTOWN
139. MONYMOYHILL
141. MOUNT BLAKENEY
150. RATHKEALE
161. SARSFIELD’S HOUSE, KILMALLOCK.
164. SHANID LOWER
165. SKOOL
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GROUP SEVEN: CASTLES DESTROYED PRIOR TO 1840 OS T .F.TTFRS. 
BUT LOCATION STILL KNOWN AND / OR DESTRUCTION RECORDED. 
Total No. 54

2. ASHFORT
5. BALLINACOURTY
8. B ALLIN AMONABEG
9. B ALLIN ARD
18. BALLYDUFF
24. BALLYNANTYMORE
25. BALLYNASH
27. BALLYNEETY / SARSFIELD'S ROCK
28. BALLYTRASNA
31. BALLYWILLIAM
41. CAHERCONLISH
42. CAHERELLY EAST
44. CAHERGUILLAMORE
48. CARRIGKITTLE
49. CASTLE CLUGGIN
51. CASTLE COOIE
52. CASTLE CREAGH
53. CASTLE ERKIN
59. CASTLE OLIVER
61. CASTLE ROBERT
65. CLOGHATACKA
66. CLOGHNAROLD
72. CRAGGARD
74. CREWALLY
75. CROAGH
77. CURRAGOWER
79. DROMARD
83. DUNGROT
89. FARRANSHORE
90. FEDAMORE
91. FFILKIN'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY
94. GALBALLY
98. GARROD'S ISLAND, LOUGH GUR
99. GARRYELLAN
101. GLENN AHAGLISH
107. GREENAN
112. KILCOSGRAVE
117. KILLACOLLA
123. KNOCKFENNELL
125. KNOCKMONYE
126. KNOCKROE MASON
128. LEAGANE
137. MILLMOUNT
143. NICKER
146. PULLAGH
147. RAHEEN
148. RATH
159. ST.JOHN'S GATE, LIMERICK CITY
160. ST.MARY’S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY
162. SHAMBLES, LIMERICK CITY
166. STRITCHES CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY
167. TANKARDSTOWN
168. THOM CORE, LIMERICK CITY
174. WEST WATERGATE, LIMERICK CITY
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GROUP EIGHT: NON-TOWER HOUSE CASTLES 
Total No. 18

I. AD ARE
II. ASKEATON
III. BALLYCULHANE
IV. BRITTAS
V. BRUREE, LOTTERAGH
VI. CARRIGOGUNNEL
VII. CASTLECONNELL
VIII. CASTLETOWN CONYERS
IX. CASTLETOWN COONAGH 
X CROOM
XI. FANNINGST OWN
XII. GLENOGRA
XIII. KILLALOUGH
XIV. KING JOHN'S CASTLE, LIMERICK.
XV. NEWCASTLE WEST
XVI. PALLAS GREAN
XVII. SHANID UPPER
XVIII. STONE VILLE

Groups 9 and 10 consist of castle sites recorded in the Westropp Survey (1906-7). Their 
exact location in all cases is unknown. They are not, therefore, included in the 
'Gazetteer' or 'Inventories' in this thesis. Nevertheless, the value of recording them
in this Appendix is realised and they are included here under their relevant site
names and numbers as found in the Westropp article. The physical boundary of this
thesis is that of modern Co Limerick; sites, therefore, which in the past belonged to 
historic Co Limerick but are now within the boundaries of another modern Irish
county (due to boundary changes) have been included in their own grouping - Group
11 - and are recorded here, although they appear in the Westropp article in order to
create a complete picture of castellation in the medieval region that is now Co
Limerick. For obvious reasons, sites listed in Groups 10 and 11 have not been included 
on the accompanying distribution map.

GROUP NINE:DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE FOR A CASTLE (OF SOME TYPE) PRESENT IN A 
TOWNLAND, BUT EXACT LOCATION UNKNOWN.
Total No. 165 (Each site is listed with their Site No. from the Westropp Survey (1906-7).

12. Knock. / 13. Caherdavin / 14. Clondrinagh / 15. Clonecanane
16. Shanabolie / 17. Clonmakinmore / 18. Clonmackinbeg
22. Reboge / 23. Courtbrack / 25. Ballyvollane / 26. Curragh
27. Knocksentry / 28. Ballyvarra / 29. Killonan / 31. Shreelane
32. Ballyclogh / 34. Ballysimon / 35. Coolyhenan / 38. Cahernarry/ 40. Ballysheedy
48. Rochestown / 53. Inch St.Lawrence / 55. Kilculline
56. Ballymacreese / 58. Carrigparson / 60. Clonkeen
66. Grenanbegg / 67. Knockanea / 69. Srahane / 74. Rathjordan
75. Caherconreify / 76. Dromkeen / 77. Lismollane
78. Kishiquirke / 79. Cloghnadromin / 80. Aghacore
82. Cappacullen / 83. Annagh / 84. Knockgurteeny
85. Ballyvorheen /  86. Tough / 89. Pollardstown
90. Cloughdalton/93.Arrybreaga /94. Shandangan
96. Ballyvalode / 110. Kilnacally / 111. Clarina / 113. Meelick
114. Knockrunyn / 117. Briskaghmoreandbeg / 118. Ballybrown
120. Newtown / 122. Corbally / 124. Cloghkeating / 125. Creggane
126. Ballinacurra / 127. Derryknockane / 129. Ballyshane
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131. Ballyregan / 132. Kildonnell / 133. Kilderry
134. Attyflin /  135. Tonbaun / 137. Ballymurphy
139. Dromassell / 140. Corrabul / 142. Ballinvoher / 143. Ballysteen
147. Dromlohan / 150. Ballycahan / 152. Castle Grey
156. Mornane / 157. Curragh / 158. Tough / 161. Ardlahan
165. Rinekirky / 168. Boulabally /  170. Rower
171. Garranroe /  172. Dunkip / 176. Caherass / 177. Tooreen
181. Athlacca / 182. Ballincurragh / 185. Howardstown
190. Ballincolly / 192. Knocksouna / 193. Ballygubba east
194. Thomastown / 197. Kilpeacon / 200. Cloghadoolarty
202. Ballyea /  206. Camas / 214. Elton /  218. Kilfrush
220. Garryscuibine / 221. Adamstown / 223. Ballynamonamore
224. Castle Farm / 227. Ballycahill / 228. Ballinscoola /  232. Cloghaviller
233. Herbertstown /  234. Cromwell / 237-42 & 244-53: 16 Castles in the environs of
Kilmallock/ 255. Bulgaden Fox / 259. Ballycullane / 260. Gibbonstown
262. Milltown / 266. Garrynlease / 269. Darranstown
273. Ballingarry / 279. Duntrileague / 290. Pallasbeg
295. Ballinort / 301. Ballyclogh / 303. Callow
304. Ardgowlemore / 305. Ardgowlebegg 1 312. Reyns
316. Cloghatrida /  317. Kyletaun / 325. Old Court
326. Ballinvira / 327. Ballynagoole / 330. Boherbradagh
333. Ballyfoleen / 338. Ballycollo Castle
344. Frankfort / 345. Durraclogh / 346. Lisduane / 347. Doorlus 
350. Pallas / 352. Maryville / 356. Garryflne / 361. Grange 
362. Ballypierce / 363. Ballyfraley / 364. Ballymorrisheen
367. Knockaderry / 375. Court / 376. Loghill / 377. Foynes Is.
378. Knockpatrick / 383. Craggs /  389. Dunmoylin 
391. Dooncaha / 394. Cahermoyle / 397. Ardagh.

GROUP TEN: UNKNOWN LOCATIONS
Total No. 46 (Each site is listed with their Site No. from the Westropp Survey (1906-7).

36. Kilpatrick / 37. Ballynbrown / 63. Knockedanna
64. Castellknocke /  71. Castle Uilchin / 87. Coonagh
107. Ballyegntragh / 108. Barniarde / 109. Ballybeg
112. Ballyeaghera / 115. Ffenure / 116. Caherduff
119. Esclon / 146. Kilwirry Castle / 148. Ballynowgoole 
149. Garrenballaghonoo / 151. Castle Behiz / 155. Islandmore
174. Castlekippen / 199. Coalick /  282. Castellynam 
283. Knockfoockan / 284. Doneskeagh / 285. Castellaghie
286. Castlemues /  287. Castle Carricky / 288. Castle Amery
289. Cloubonge / 292. Short Castle / 320. Gortnegworra
323. Ballincurra / 336. Castle Curricky / 349. Castle Crome
365. Ballywollane / 379. Carrownemona / 385. Shanaclowe 
386. Carrownecloughy / 396. Ballyegan / 398. Craghan Castle 
399. The Ralff / 400. Baldon / 401. Ballyenmaing Castle 
402. Castle Laohar / 403. Knocknegounagh / 404. Lackarewny 
405. Castlekeough.

GROUP ELEVEN: CASTLES NOW IN OTHER MODERN IRISH COUNTIES 
Total No. 8

21. Caslaun-na-corran — Co. Clare
104. Cullen / 105. Castle Loaghny / 267. Ballendromite — Co. Tipperary 
196. Rathgoghan / 357. Brohill / 358. Kilbolane / 359. Castlelishen — Co. Cork



APPENDIX IV: TYPOLOGICAL CORPUS INVENTORY

GROUP ONE: TYPE A (10 Sites)

13. BALLINVEALA
15. BALLYBRICKEN
35. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE, LOUGH GUR
43. CAHERELLY WEST
45. CAPPAGH
47. CARRIGAREELY
84. DUNN AMAN
97. GARRAUNBOY
156. ROCKSTOWN
173. TULLOVIN

GROUP ONE: TYPE B (2 Sites)

7. B ALLIN AHINCH
88. FANTSTOWN

GROUP ONE: TYPE C (2 Sites)

32. BEAGH
85. DYSERT

GROUP ONE: TYPE D (5 Sites)

1. AMOGANMORE 
19. BALLYEGNYBEG 
55. CASTLE HEWSON
76. CULLAM 
163. SHANP ALLAS

GROUP ONE: TYPE E (2 Sites)

22. BALLY GUILLEATAGGLE
152. RATHNASAER

GROUP TWO: TURRETTED TOWER HOUSES (5 Sites)

11. BALLINGARRY
16. BALLYCAHANE 
29. BALLYVOGHAN
67. CLONSHIRE
131. LISNACULLIA

GROUP THREE: IRREGULAR TOWER HOUSES (7 Sites)

3 3. BLOSSOM’S GATE, KILMALLOCK 
62. CASTLE TROY
70. COURT
116. KILFINNY
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120. KING'S CASTLE, KILMALLOCK
153. RATHURD
169. TOMDEELY

GROUP FOUR: LATE TOWER HOUSES (8 Sites)

3 6. BOURKE'S HOUSE, LIMERICK CITY
86. FANNING'S CASTLE, LIMERICK CITY
100. GLEBE CASTLE
105. GORTNETUBBRID
114. KILDUFF
142. NEWCASTLE CLANWILLIAM
144. OŒA
175. WILLIAMSTOWN

GROUP FIVE: OTHER TOWER HOUSES (24 Sites)

12. BALLINOE
14. BALL Y ALLIN AN
21. BALLYGRENNAN
34. BOLANE
39. BRUREE, BALLYNOE
40. BULGADEN EADY
46. CARRIGANEA
56. CASTLE MAHON
64. CLOGHEAST
92. FINNITTERSTOWN
102. GLENQUIN
103. GLIN
111. KILBEHENEY
115. KILFINNANE
122. KNOCKANEY WHITE CASTLE
124. KNOCKLONG
129. LICKADOON
130. LISMAKEERY
132. LISSAMOTA
145. PORTRINARD
149. RATHCANNON
151. RATHMORE
170. TOOREEN
176. WOODSTOCK

GROUP SIX: TOWER HOUSES STILL INHABITED (3 Sites)

54. CASTLE GARDE
57. CASTLE MATRIX
157. RYLAAN’S

GROUP SEVEN: BAWN STANDING / TOWER HOUSE DEMOLISHED (4 Sites)

108. HOLLYPARK
119. K1LMACOW
140. MORGANS
154. RAWLEYSTOWN COURT
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GROUP EIGHT: SITE REUSED FOR LATER BUILDING / PART OF SITE INCORPORATED INTO A 
LATER BUILDING (18 Sites)

6. B ALLIN AG ARDE
17. BALLYCULLEN
20. BALLYGRENNAN / CASTLE PARK
26. BALLYNEETY / WHITESTOWN
30. BALLYVORNEEN
50. CASTLE COMFORT
58. CASTLEMUNGRET
60. CASTLE RAG
63. CASTLETOWN WALLER
82. DROMLARA
93. FORTWILLIAM
96. GARDENFIELD
109. KENMARE
135. MAIDSTOWN
136. MAYNE
158. RYVES
171. TULLABRACKY
172. TULLERBOY

GROUP NINE: NON TOWER HOUSE STRUCTURES (18 Sites)

I. ADARE
II. ASKEATON
III. BALLYCULHANE
IV. BRITT AS
V. BRUREELOTTERAGH
VI. CARRIGOGUNNELL
VII. CASTLECONNELL
VIII. CASTLETOWN CONYERS
IX. CASTLETOWN COONAGH 
X CROOM
XI. FANNINGSTOWN
XII. GLENOGRA
XIII. KILLALOUGH, LOUGH GUR
XIV. KING JOHN'S CASTLE, LIMERICK
XV. NEWCASTLE WEST
XVI. PALLAS GREAN
XVII. SHANID UPPER
XVIII. STONE VILLE

GROUP TEN: DEMOLISHED / SEVERELY DAMAGED.CASTLES (86 Sites)

2. Ashfort / 3. Aughinish / 4. Baggotstown / 5. Ballinacourty
8. Ballinamomabeg / 9. Ballinard /  10. Ballinarooga
18. Ballyduff / 23. Ballymacshaneboy / 24. Ballynantymore
25. Ballynash / 27. Ballyneety /  28. Ballytrasna
31. Ballywilliam / 37. Brickfield / 38. Bruff / 41. Caherconlish
42. Caherelly E / 44. Caherguilleamore / 48. Carrigkittle
49. Castle Cluggin / 5 1 .  Castle Coote / 52. Castle Creagh / 53. Castle Erkin
59. Castle Oliver /  61. Castle Robert / 65. Cloghatacka
66. Cloghnarold / 68. Coonagh / 69. Corgrig / 71. Courtbrowne
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72. Craggard /  73. Creggane / 74. Crewally / 75. Croagh
77. Curragower / 78. Dereen / 79. Dromard / 80. Drombanny Caheravally
81. Drombanny Donaghmore / 83. Dungrot / 87. Fanningstown Fedamore
89. Farranshore / 90. Fedamore / 91. Ffilkin's Castle / 94. Galbally
95. Galwey's Castle / 98. Garrod's Island / 99. Garryellan
101. Glennahaglish / 104. Gormanstown / 106. Grange / 107. Greenan
110. Kilballyowen / 112. Kilcosgrave / 113. Kilcullane / 117. Killacolla
118. Killeedy /  121. Knockaney Desmond Castle / 123. Knockfennell
125. Knockmonye /  126. Knockroe Mason / 127. Knockshanecashlane
128. Leagane / 133. Longford / 134. Luddenmore /  137. Millmount /  138. Milltown
139. Monymoyhill /  141. Mount Blakeney / 143. Nicker
146. Pullagh / 147. Raheen / 148. Rath /  150. Rathkeale
155. Robertstown / 159. St. John's Gate / 160. St. Mary's House / 161. Sarsfield's House 
162. Shambles / 164. Shanid, Lower / 165. Skool / 166. Stritche's Castle
167. Tankardstown / 168. Thom Core / 174. West Watergate
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APPENDIX V: THE HASSON SURVEY. 1989

The following is a list of the 18 sites included in Carol Hasson's BA thesis on the tower 
houses of County Limerick, a copy of which is held in the School of Geoscience 
Library at QUB. The sites are ordered as they are numbered in her work, together 
with the name which she supplied for each building. This is followed by the townland 
(and in many cases the historic) name supplied by Westropp with the site number 
from his article (1906-7). The gazetteer number for the castle in this thesis is also 
listed. In most cases I have followed Westropp's example when 'naming' the tower 
houses. The only exception is the case of a different spelling used for Hasson Site 13 / 
Westropp Site 366 'Ballynoe'. I choose the spelling used by the occupant of the farm 
were the castle stands - 'Ballinoe'.

Hasson Site No and Name Westropp 1906-7 Donnelly 1994

1. Holly Park House 145. Ballygleaghan 108.
2. Wilton 307. Rathnasaer 152.
3. Glen Bevan 179. Tullovin 173.
4. Aghduff 328. Amoganmore 1.
5. Clonshire 329. Clonshire 67.
6. Ballinvira 331. Garraunboy 97.

7. Old Kildimo 164. Cullam 76.
8. Elm Park House 162. Court 70.
9. Milltown 299. Lismakeery 130.

10. Dysert 384. Dysert 85.
11. Barr y gone 382. Robertstown 155.
12. Cahermoyle 395. Ballyvoghan 29.
13. Ballynoe 366. Ballynoe 12. Ballinoe
14. Raheen House 341. Lissamotal 32.
15. Bolane 163. Bolane 34.
16. Ballynolan 159. Shanpallas 163.
17. Beagh 141. Beagh 32.
18. Ballyallinan 319. Ballyallinan 14.
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APPENDIX VI; TIPPERARY SITES. 1991 (CONTAINING GAZETTEER OF SITES. STATE OF 
PRESERVATION INVENTORY. AND TYPOLOGICAL CORPUS INVENTORYV

74 castles were selected for 'flying' visits in the summer months o f 1991. The castles 
were all marked on the Ordnance Survey/Suirbheireacht Ordonais half-inch map 
series for the county (Sheets 15, 18 and 22) and all fell to the west of the arbitary 
geographical boundary, based on the modern road system, used to divide the county 
in half (The L34 from Cloghjordan to Nenagh; the T21 from Nenagh to Thurles; the T9 
from Thurles to Cashel; the N8 from Cashel to Caher; and the N 24 from Caher to 
Clonmel) - see Map 2.2. No doubt there are other castles hidden within this study area 
but these were not marked on the relevant Ordnance Survey half-inch map sheets. 
Tipperary castles were the topic of a PhD thesis by Conrad Cairns in 1984 and for 
further information the reader is directed to either the original thesis itself (held in 
the library at Trinity College Dublin: Thesis 829) or the published summary of 1987 - 
both of which are fully referenced in the bibliography (for a discussion o f the merits 
and failures of Cairn’s work see Volume 1, Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis). To 
distinguish Tipperary sites from Limerick sites the prefix 'T' has been added to each 
entry in the corpus. Each site is given its townland name as it is found on the 
Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet. Using these townland names all the sites were 
arranged in alphabetical order. Each site was then numbered according to its position 
in the alphabetically ordered list. Finally, the number of the Ordnance Survey six- 
inch map sheet on which each site is marked is added in square brackets.

Tl. — ARDFINNAN [88/91 A]: Near to the 13th century round keep; a tower house on a
height overlooking the River Suir. A three storey gable-ended Georgian and a three
storey battlemented tower added in the 19th century engulf the earlier building. The
site is still occupied (Bence-Jones, 1990, 9).

T2. — ARDMAYLE/CASTLEMOYLE NORTH [52]: Tower house; church and graveyard to 
the west; castle surrounded by low irregular stretches of earthworks to the south-east 
(deserted village - Barry, 1988a, 354). Four stories survive; base battered walls; latrine 
chute at ground floor level along south-west wall.

Ground floor: North-east wall - Entrance (damaged doorway) and lobby (flat SSCR; 
murderhole); to the north-west side of lobby is flat SSCR mural passage containing 
wall stair; rises up to north corner, turns and proceeds to rise up north-west wall. No 
subsidiary chamber. Main chamber under wooden floor set on corbels along the 
north-east and south-west walls. South-east wall - two narrow WWCV embrasures with 
double splayed lights. North-west wall - WWCV with double splayed light. South-west 
wall - WWCV with double splayed light.

First floor: North-west wall - flat lintelled doorway from wall stair leading into main
chamber. Main chamber under wooden floor set on corbels along north-west and 
south-east walls. No subsidiary chamber. North-corner - cupboard with spyhole in
floor looking down through the corbelled roof of the ground floor wall stair in the 
north-east wall; possibly used as a shot hole. North-east wall - WWCV embrasure with 
light (not splayed). South-east wall - two WWCV embrasures with lights (neither 
splayed); entrance to mural passage leading to latrine in the south-west wall.

Second floor: North-west wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber. Main 
chamber under a WWCV running from north-east to south-west; no subsidiary 
chamber. North-east wall - WWCV embrasure with light. South-east wall - flat SSCR 
embrasure with light.
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T3. — BALLINACLOGH [60]: A small round tower house; three stories survive; base 
batter; rectangular chambers within; no latrines; set at a tactically important 
junction where two stretches of bawn wall connect; located on an earthern platform.

Ground floor: North side - entrance (semicircular arched doorway; apex aperture; yett 
chain guide hole and funnel; hanging eye; draw bar channel) and lobby (WWCV roof 
with murderhole). To east side o f lobby is wall stair which curves its way upwards 
through the north-east, east and south-east side o f the building to second floor level. 
This mural passage is portected by three shot holes, with two of them located in the 
same flat SSCR embrasure Rectangular main chamber under wooden floor set on 
beams with ends housed in put-log holes along east and west walls. No subsidiary 
chamber; East wall - WWCV embrasure with light.

First floor: East wall - entrance from wall stair into rectangular main chamber under 
wooden floor set on beams with their ends housed in put-log holes along the east and 
west walls. West wall - fireplace. North wall - mural chamber with WWCV roof, lit by 
ogee headed light; operating point for murder hole over lobby. South-east corner - 
squinch to provide support for wall stair at second floor level.

Second floor: South wall - WWCV embrasure with light; chimney on west wall at 
parapet level.

T4. — BALLINDONEY [82]: Tower house; five stories; box machicolation at parapet level 
set directly over the doorway below at ground floor level.

Ground floor: South-east wall - entrance and lobby (WWCV roof; murder hole). To the 
south-west side of lobby - flat SSCR wall stair rising up from ground to second floor 
level. Main chamber under wooden floor set on corbels along south-east and north
west walls. No subsidiary chamber. North-west wall - WWCV embrasure with flat
lintelled light. North-east wall - WWCV embrasure with flat lintelled light. South-west
wall - WWCV embrasure with flat lintelled light.

First floor: South-east wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber under 
wooden floor set on corbels along the south-east and north-west walls. No subsidiary 
chamber but WWCV roofed mural chamber also in this wall (operating point for 
murder hole over lobby). South-west wall - WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light. 
North-east wall - WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light. North-west wall - 
fireplace. West corner - mural passage.

Second floor: South-east wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber under
WWCV running from south-west to north-east. No subsidiary chamber. North-east 
wall - WWCV embrasure with flat lintelled light. South-west wall - mural passage to 
latrine. The wall stair terminates in the south corner where it connects with a spiral 
staircase.

Mezzanine: Mural passage with WWCV roof between second and third floor in the
south-west wall; reached from doorway off spiral staircase in south corner.

Third floor: Entrance to main chamber in the south corner from the spiral staircase
which terminates at this level. Main chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels
along the south-east and north-west walls. No subsidiary chamber. North-east wall - 
three sequential arches forming an arcade; beam centred embrasure with double 
ogee headed light. South-west wall - two sequential arches forming an arcade (the 
two arcades supported gable towers at parapet level). South-east wall - beam centred 
embrasure with double ogee headed light; ogee headed light; entrance to a mural 
passage containing a wall stair rising to . the south corner at parapet level. North-west 
wall - beam centred embrasure with ogee headed light; doorway in side wall of
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embrasure leads into a mural passage connecting to a spiral staircase in the west 
corner. The staircase descends to a mural passage with WWCV roof at a mezzanine 
level between second and third floor in the north-west wall.

Parapet level: Gable towers at south-west and north-east ends of the building; pitched 
roof running from south-west gable tower to north-east gable tower; wall walks and 
battlements along north-west and south-east walls; a full circuit of the parapet was 
negotiated by stepping stones on the side of the north-east gable tower which travel 
up and over the pitched roof.

T5. — BALLINGARRY [8]: Enclosure castle; no corner turrets; large gatehouse in the 
east wall near the north-east corner; now in use as an orchard.

T6. — BALLYANNY/GRANGE LOWER [14]: A gatehouse or strong gateway. Two separate 
sections o f masonry remain. A vaulted arch may have spanned the area between the 
two sections. There are no loops or windows.

T7. — BALLYARTELLA [14]: All that survives is a heavily robbed corner of masonry 
devoid o f architectural features.

T8. — BALLYBOY [87]: The north-east wall of a castle with round towers at the north 
and east corners; surviving to first floor level. Corbels on the inner side o f the north
east wall and show that the ground floor was under a wooden floor. The building is set 
on a knoll overlooking a river.

T9. — BALLYCAPPLE/COOLNAMUNNA [15]: Crude tower house; base batter; no 
subsidiary chambers; three stories survive; no evidence for latrines; ground floor 
consists o f two parallel chambers, each under a WWCV, with a turret (containing a 
spiral staircase) at the south-east corner of the building.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance in end wall of southern vaulted chamber. West wall
- WWCV embrasure (badly damaged). South wall - doorway into turret. North wall - a 
doorway in the southern chamber's side wall which leads through to the northern 
chamber. The northern vaulted chamber is in a poor state of preservation; the north 
wall has collapsed and sections of both east and west walls are down. West wall - WWCV 
embrasure (damaged).

First floor: East wall - flat SSCR mural lobby entered from spiral staircase in south
east corner turret; entrance to the main chamber which was under a wooden floor set 
on timbers with their ends housed in put-log holes along the east and west walls; 
WWCV embrasure (damaged). North wall - collapsed. West wall - fireplace (damaged); 
WWCV embrasure (damaged).

Second floor: East wall - flat SSCR mural lobby entered from spiral staircase in south
east corner turret; entrance to the main chamber (no roofing evidence survives). 
South wall - fireplace. West wall - embrasure with roof removed.

There was no surviving evidence for either a third floor or parapet/attic level. In a 
neighbouring field there is a square chimney lying intact where it fell from the 
building during the 'Great Wind' o f the 19th century.
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T10.- BALLYDRINAN [81]: Tower house; base batter; two stories survive but the west 
corner, the south-west wall and the north-west wall have totally collapsed. The 
ground floor level was divided into two by the later insertion of a cross wall to form a 
south-west chamber and a north-east chamber.

T il .-  BALLYFINBOY [10]: Tower house; four stories survive but west side down and the 
building is in a dangerous condition; base batter; 'Sheela-na-gig'; ogee headed lights.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance (peck decorated arched doorway) and lobby (WWCV 
roof; murderhole). To the north side o f the lobby - WWCV roofed subsidiary chamber. 
To the south side o f lobby - spiral staircase. Main chamber under a wooden floor.

First floor: South-west corner - corner loop
Second floor: Main chamber under a WWCV running from east to west.

T12.- BALLYHAUGH [7]: Tower house; fragmentary remains.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance (peck decorated arched doorway; draw bar 
channel) and lobby. To the north side of the lobby - subsidiary chamber (roofless). To 
the south side of the lobby - mural passage with steps leading to badly damaged spiral 
staircase in the south-east corner. Main chamber area now buried in the rubble of 
collapsed WWCV.

T13.- BALLYLUSKY [10]: Crude, bulky hall house; massive base batter; walls 2 m thick; 
plank centred embrasures; no vaults, fireplaces or subsidiary chambers; three stories 
high; possible latrine in mural passage at first floor level in the south corner. This 
building, T15 (Ballymore) and T 30 (Clonhaskin) all resemble Shrule Castle, Co Mayo 
(for photograph of Shrule see Johnson, 1985, 6).

T14.- BALLYMACADAM EAST [82]: No masonry remains at the site of the castle.

T15.- BALLYMORE [52]: Fragmentary remains of a crude, bulky hall house of similar 
type to T13; ground floor south-east wall survives; now incorporated into a farmshed; 
massive base batter; walls 2 m thick.

T16.- BALLYNAHINCH [60]: Tower house next the River Suir; set in bawn with round 
flankers at the north-west and south-east corners; ruined church nearby; no evident 
remains o f deserted village; four stories survive; base batter; no subsidiary chambers; 
box machicolation over the entrance, operated from parapet level; some battlements 
survive at parapet level.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance (peck decorated arched doorway; apex aperture; 
'Sheela-na-gig' over doorway) and lobby (flat SSCR; murderhole). To the north of the 
lobby - small mural chamber. To the south of the lobby - stepped SSCR mural passage 
containing steps rising up through the east wall to the south corner at second floor 
level. Main chamber under wooden floor set on corbels along the east and west walls. 
Two cross walls later inserted to divide this floor space into four small units.

First floor: East wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber which is under a 
WWCV running from north to south; mural chamber with flat SSCR (situated over 
ground floor lobby and operating point for murderhole). North wall - flat SSCR 
embrasure with ogee headed light.



Second floor: East wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber under a wooden 
floor set on corbels along the east and west walls; mural passage with WWCV roof.

T17.- BALLYNAHOW [41]: Round tower house; five stories plus parapet; well preserved 
structure; base batter; box machicolations - at parapet level on north, south, east and 
west sides; latrine chute exit at ground floor level on the south-west side.

Ground floor: East side - entrance (plain arched doorway; yett chain guide hole and 
funnel; draw bar channel; hanging eye) and lobby (flat SSCR; murder hole). To the 
north side of the lobby - subsidiary chamber with WWCV roof. To the south side of the 
lobby - curving wall stair which rises up through the thickness of the south-east 
wall to connect with a spiral staircase at first floor level which proceeds upwards to 
fourth floor level. Round main chamber under a wooden floor set on beams with their
ends housed in put-log holes in the east and west sides of the room. North side of the
chamber - WWCV embrasure with semicircular arch headed light and shot holes on 
either side of the light. Identical embrasures also present in the south and west sides 
of the room.

First floor: South-east side of the building - entrance to the round main chamber 
from the spiral staircase. Main chamber under a domed WWCV. South side of the 
chamber - WWCV embrasure with flat headed light and shot holes on either side of 
the light. Identical embrasure on north-west side of the chamber. A subsidiary 
chamber under a WWCV occupies the north, north-east and east side of the building.

Second floor: South-east corner - entrance from the spiral staircase into square main 
chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels along the east and west walls. South wall
- flat SSCR mural passage with latrine. South-west corner - flat SSCR embrasure with
ogee headed light. The light is flanked on either side by a small embrasure
containing a shot hole. Identical embrasure in the north-west corner. West wall -
fireplace. North wall - cupboard. East wall - entrance to subsidiary chamber under a
wooden floor.

Third floor: There are three doorways in succession on the spiral staircase, (i)
entrance to a flat SSCR mural passage with latrine in the south/ south-west side of the
building, (ii) entrance to the square main chamber which is under a WWCV running 
from north to south. East wall - flat SSCR embrasure with narrow light. West wall - 
two flat SSCR embrasures with narrow lights, (iii) entrance to a subsidiary chamber 
with WWCV roof in the east/  north-east side of the building.

Fourth floor: The spiral staircase in the south-east side of the building terminates at 
the entrance to a square main chamber which was under a wooden floor set on 
corbels along the east and west walls. There are squinches at the four corners of the 
chamber (supporting the wall walk at parapet level). South wall - fireplace. East wall
- cupboard. South-west corner - large WWCV embrasure with double ogee headed 
light and a shot hole to either side of the light. North-west corner - identical 
embrasure. North-east corner - identical embrasure but with a doorway in the north 
side wall leading to a WWCV mural passage with latrine in the north side o f the 
building and a doorway in the east side wall leading to a wall stair up to the parapet 
wall walk. The parapet battlements have been removed. This is the operating point 
for the four box machicolations (For more information see Harbison, 1992, 296 or 
Salter, 1993, 96).

T18.- BALLYSHEEDA [51]: Round tower house; four stories plus parapet; battered walls; 
latrine chute exit at ground floor level on the west/ north-west side; four box 
machicolations at parapet level guarding the north, south east and west sides of the 
b u ild in g .
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Ground floor: East wall - entrance (semicircular arched doorway; apex aperture) and 
lobby (flat SSCR; murderhole). To the north side of the lobby - subsidiary chamber. To 
the south side of the lobby - WWCV mural passage containing wall stair which rises 
up through the south-east/ south/ south-west side of the building to first floor level. 
Square main chamber which was under a wooden floor set on beams with their ends 
housed on offset ledges along the north-east and south-west walls. South-west wall - 
WWCV embrasure with a narrow light. There is an identical embrasure in each of the 
north-west and north-east walls.

First floor: South-west wall - entrance to square main chamber from wall stair. Main 
chamber under a WWCV running from south-east to north-west. South-east wall - 
entrance to subsidiary chamber which was under a wooden floor in the south/south
east/ and east side of the building (operating point for murder hole over lobby 
below). North-east wall - WWCV embrasure with narrow light. North-west wall - 
WWCV with narrow light.

T19.- BEHANMORE [11]: Late tower house; four stories with parapet; battered walls; east 
wall collapsed; tourelle at south-west corner of parapet; battlements survive along 
north wall at parapet level; shot holes; beam centred embrasures; latrine chute exit 
on west wall at first floor level.

Ground floor: East wall collapsed - entrance and lobby area with subsidiary chambers
and spiral staircase destroyed. Main chamber under a wooden floor set on beams with
their ends housed in put-log holes along the north and south walls. West wall - beam
centred embrasure with flat headed light.

First floor: Main chamber under a wooden floor set on beams with their ends housed 
in put-log holes along the north and south walls. North wall - fireplace; beam centred 
embrasure with flat headed light and shot, hole to either side of the light. South wall - 
beam centred embrasure with flat headed light and shot hole to either side of light. 
West wall - beam centred embrasure with flat headed light.

Second floor: Main chamber under wooden floor set on beams placed on offset ledges 
along the north, south, and west walls (presumably also on the demolished east wall) 
with additional support from corbels along the north and south walls. North wall - 
fireplace; flat SSCR with flat headed light and stoup. West wall - beam centred 
embrasure with flat headed light; cupboard in side wall of embrasure. South wall - 
beam centred embrasure with mullioned window and cupboard in side wall of 
embrasure; entrance to a SSCR mural passage leading to a latrine in the south-west 
co rn er .

Third floor: Main chamber under wooden floor set on corbels along the north and 
south walls. South wall - beam centred embrasure with hood moulded and mullioned 
window. West wall - beam centred embrasure with hood moulded and mullioned 
window. North wall - beam centred embrasure with hood moulded and mullioned 
w indow .

Parapet/ attic level: Building under a pitched roof running from east to west with 
window in the west gable; the west gable is flush with the outer face o f the west wall; 
wall walks along the north and south walls with rain water spouts; chimney on north 
wall walk.

T20.- BOYTONRATH [68]: Fragmentary remains at the site of the castle; near a disused 
c h u r c h .
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T21.- BREANSHA [67]: The stone of the castle was used to build two farmhouses in the 
locality. The site of the castle is still remembered by local people.

T22.- BURNTCOURT/CLOGHEEN [80]: Fortified mansion; 17th century building built 
during 1640s; burnt down so that it would not fall into Cromwellian hands in 1650. Two 
storey high rectangular central block with gabled attic; flanked at each corner by 
projecting square towers; It has 26 gables, 'seven hexagonal chimney stacks and a
great number of mullioned windows with hood mouldings’ (de Breffny and ffolliott,
1975, 51). Entrance in south-west front (flat lintelled doorway; rebated and hood 
moulded exterior; yett chain guide hole and funnel). Large fireplaces at both floor 
levels in the central block indicate that the building was divided internally into
rooms by means o f wooden partitions. Thère are no vaults and all the floors were of
wood. 'There was a timber guard-walk over the front door supported by stone corbels, 
as well as numerous firing holes' (de Breffny, 1977, 61: see also Harbison, 1992, 296).

T23.- CAPPA [75]: Tower house; five stories survive; base batter; east wall badly 
damaged; latrine chute exit at ground floor in the south wall; no subsidiary chambers.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance and lobby area badly damaged; to the south side of 
the lobby was a wall stair rising up to the south-east corner at first floor level. The 
main chamber was under a wooden floor set on corbels since examples survive along 
the west wall. North wall - WWCV embrasure with damaged light. West wall - WWCV
embrasure with damaged light. South wall - two cupboards.

First floor: South-east corner - entrance to main chamber from wall stair. Main
chamber under a WWCV running from east to west.

Second floor: There may have been a spiral staircase in the south-east corner 
providing access to the upper levels in the building; main chamber under wooden 
floor set on corbels. West wall - WWCV embrasure with flat headed light; doorway in 
side wall of embrasure leading into a mural passage and latrine in the thickness of 
the south wall.

Third floor: Main chamber under a WWCV running from north to south.

T24.- CARRIGATOGHER [20]: No local knowledge of a castle in the area. The only 
structure near the castle site marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet was 
a derelict two-storey house; the owner had died before the work was completed.

T25.- CASTLE GRACE [87]: Enclosure castle; round towers at the north-west, south-west 
and south-east corners and a square tower at the north-east corner. The enclosed area 
is now used as a garden.

T26,- CASTLELOUGH [13]: The 1903 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet depicts 
a castle on a small island. The construction of a road has changed the area's 
topography and a large square building on the road side is presumably the castle. 
Three stories survive; peck decorated semicircular arched doorway (blocked); no base 
batter; blocked windows at first and second floor levels; chimney crowning the 
north-west wall.
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T27.- CLOGHABREEDY [75]: Tower house; largely demolished but the north wall 
survives to third floor level; narrow flat headed light at second floor level.

T28.- CLOGHER [46]: The foundation courses survive on a spur of land near a medieval 
ch u rch .

T29.- CLOHEENAFIGHOGE [81]: A lump of masonry survives in the field where the castle 
site is marked.

T30.- CLONHASKIN [8]: Crude hall house; three stories; massive base batter; walls 3 m 
thick; no vaults; no latrines; no fireplaces; no subsidiary chambers; plank centred 
embrasures; north-west end of building collpased; doorway in north-east wall at 
ground floor level 2.50 m wide; possible second entrance in south-east wall at first 
floor level with doorway into wall stair in south-east wall thickness rising up to 
second floor level; entrance into mural passage in east corner at first floor level in 
the north-east wall; this mural passage contains a second wall stair which rises up 
through the thickness of the north-east wall to second floor level;

T31.- CLONYHARP [46]: Tower house; fragmentary remains of two stories survive; base 
batter; south corner contains spiral staircase; south-east and south-west walls survive 
at ground and first floor level; flat SSCR embrasure with damaged light in south-west 
w all.

T32,- COOLBANE [82]: There are no masonry remains visible at this site.

T33.- CRAIGONE [46]: Tower house; north and west walls survive to second floor level; 
no surviving evidence for vaults, subsidiary chambers or stairs; side turret to north 
of main block.

Ground floor: main chamber under a wooden floor set on offset ledges; ledges survive 
on north and west walls; badly damaged entrance in west wall.

First floor: Under a wooden floor set on offset ledges; ledges survive on north and 
west walls. North-wall - entrance from main block into side turret with latrine.

T34.- CRAGG [31/31 A]: Tower house; four stories survive; base batter; no subsidiary
chambers; no evidence for latrines; south wall collapsed.

Ground floor: South wall - entrance (peck decorated semicircular arched doorway) 
and lobby (WWCV roof; murder hole). To the west side of the lobby is a flat SSCR mural 
passage leading to a damaged spiral staircase in the south-west corner; shot hole in 
the south wall of the mural passage. Main chamber under WWCV running from north 
to south. North wall - narrow light. West wall - inserted fireplace; cuts through
springing line of the WWCV covering the chamber.

First floor: South wall - lobby (roofless) entered from spiral staircase in south-west 
corner; operating point for murder hole. Main chamber entered from lobby; 
chamber under wooden floor. East wall - cupboard; WWCV embrasure (damaged).
North wall - WWCV embrasure (damaged). West wall - cupboard; WWCV embrasure 
(both damaged by the insertion of fireplace flue from fireplace below).
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Second floor: South wall - badly damaged lobby entered from spiral staircase in south
west corner. Main chamber entered from lobby; chamber under WWCV running from 
north to south. East wall - WWCV embrasure with narrow light. North wall - WWCV 
embrasure with narrow light; entrance to a mural passage in north-west corner.
West wall - fireplace (inserted into earlier WWCV embrasure; flue cuts through the 
springing line of the WWCV covering the chamber). Third floor inaccessible.

T35.- CULLAHILL [34]: Fortified house; two stories plus gabled attic area; north-east 
wall collapsed; possible deserted village; no base batter; no spiral staircase or wall 
stair; no subsidiary chambers; no latrines; separate damaged building abutts external
face o f north-west wall.

Ground floor: North-east wall - the entrance was presumably in this demolished wall. 
Main chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels and offset ledges along the south
east and north-west walls. South-east wall - two damaged windows. South-west wall - 
oven; large fireplace.

First floor: Under a wooden floor set on corbels along the south-east and north-west 
walls. South-west wall - large fireplace; cupboard. South-east wall - window. North
west wall - cupboard; fireplace; window.

Attic: Under pitched roof running from south-west to north-east; south-west gable
survives (small window; crowned by chimney).

T36.- CULLAUN/ THE BLACK CASTLE [9J: Tower house; four stories; base batter; latrine 
chute exit at ground floor level along north-west wall.

Ground floor: South-east wall - entrance (arched doorway; apex aperture; yett chain 
guide hole) and lobby (murder hole). To the south-west side of the lobby is the spiral 
staircase; to the north-east side of the lobby is a subsidiary chamber under a WWCV 
running from south-west to north-east. The main chamber is under a wooden floor 
set on corbels along the north-east and south-west walls.

First floor: There are three doorways in succession on the spiral staircase in the south 
corner, (i) entrance to flat SSCR mural passage in south-west wall leading to latrine 
in north-west wall, (ii) entrance to the main chamber, under a wooden floor set on 
corbels along the south-west and north-east walls, (iii) entrance to subsidiary
chamber under WWCV running from south-west to north-east; operating point for 
murder hole over lobby below.

Mezzanine: Doorway from spiral staircase in south corner into mural passage in 
south-west wall leading to latrine in north-west wall.

Second floor: The spiral staircase terminates at this level with the entrance to the
main chamber which is under a WWCV running from south-east to north-west. No 
subsidiary chamber. North-west wall - entrance to a spiral staircase in the west 
corner which rises up to third floor and parapet levels. North-east wall - fireplace. 
South-east wall - double ogee headed window.

Third floor: South-east wall - flat SSCR embrasure with single ogee headed light. 
South-west wall - flat SSCR embrasure with double ogee headed window.
North-east wall - flat SSCR embrasure with double ogee headed window; entrance in
side wall of embrasure leads into mural passage with open floor revealing hidden 
mural chamber beneath. Only a narrow light in the north-east wall o f this small 
chamber would betray its existence.
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T37.- DERRY CASTLE [19]: Situated on a tree covered island in the River Shannon; 
could not get access to this site.

T38.- DONOHILL [59]: Motte and bailey castle; now crowned with a statue of Christ; 
broken lumps o f masonry lie scattered on the summit.

T39.- DROMINAGH [6]: Tower house; four stories plus parapet/ attic; south comer 
collapsed (1978 - due to Christmas frost); tourelles at north and south comer; turret in 
east corner containing latrines; possible turret at south corner suggesting that this 
may have been a 'gatehouse' tower house (see T67: Redwood); bawn.

Ground floor: Collapsed rubble from WWCV over main chamber (running south-east 
to north-west) fills this area.

First floor: Collapsed rubble from WWCV over main chamber (running south-east to 
north-west) fills this area. South-east wall - flat SSCR mural passage containing wall 
stair which rises up through this wall from the south corner provides access to the 
first floor main chamber and latrine in east turret. South-west wall - flat SSCR mural 
passage containing wall stair which rises up through this wall from the south 
corner; turns at the west corner and proceeds upwards through the thickness o f the 
north-west wall to a doorway into the second floor main chamber. Both of these wall 
stairs originate in the south corner suggesting that a turret here contained a spiral 
staircase.

Second floor: Main camber under a wooden floor. North-east wall - WWCV embrasure 
with double ogee headed window. North-west wall - WWCV embrasure with double 
ogee headed window.

T40.- DRUMBANE [46]: Round tower house; two stories survive; south, south-west and 
south-east side in bad state of preservation; no base batter; latrine chute exit at 
ground floor level along the north side.

Ground floor: South side - entrance (arched doorway; yett chain guide hole and 
funnel) and lobby (destroyed). To the west side of the lobby - curving wall stair. To 
the east side of the lobby - subsidiary chamber (damaged). Rectangular main 
chamber under wooden floor set on beams with their ends housed in put-log holes 
alng the north-east and south-east walls. North-east wall - WWCV embrasure lacking 
light. North-west wall - WWCV embrasure lacking light. South-west wall - WWCV 
embrasure lacking light.

First floor: Rectangular main chamber under WWCV running from south-east to 
north-west. North-west wall - flat SSCR embrasure lacking light. South-east wall - flat 
SSCR embrasure lacking light.

T41.- DRUMLUMMIN [87]: There are no masonry remains at the castle site.
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T42.- DRUMNAMAHANE [10]: Tower house; four stories survive; base batter.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance; solid stone turret to south side of entrance; lobby 
(with flat SSCR; murder hole). To the south side of the lobby - flat SSCR wall stair in 
east wall’s thickness; turns in south-east corner and rises upwards through the 
thickness of the south wall to second floor level. To the north side of the lobby - the 
blocked doorway leading into a flat SSCR subsidiary chamber (east wall collapsed).
The main chamber was under a wooden floor set on seven beams with their ends 
housed in put-log holes along the north and south walls. North wall - WWCV 
embrasure with double played light. South wall - WWCV embrasure with double 
splayed light. West wall - WWCV embrasure with double splayed light. North-west 
corner - wall recess.

First floor: South wall - entrance to main chamber from wall stair. Main chamber 
under a WWCV running from east to west (collapsed). West wall - WWCV embrasure 
with flat headed and mullioned window (no hood moulding); an insert into original 
opening; cupboard in either side wall of embrasure. North wall - WWCV with flat 
headed light. East wall - WWCV embrasure with damaged light; murderhole over lobby 
below operated from the floor o f this embrasure; doorway in embrasure side wall 
leads into a subsidiary chamber with WWCV running from east to west (east wall - 
damaged double splayed light; west wall - cupboard; north-east corner collapsed). At 
third floor level there is a cross-loop in the west wall.

T43.- GARRYARD/DUNALLEY [26]: The area where the castle is marked on the 
Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet is now a quarry; castle demolished in 
1920s/1930s; it stood where the quarry breaker and sheds are now positioned.

T44,- GARRYKENNEDY [13]: Tower house; the south-west corner survives to first floor
level; modified with concrete supports; located on the village quay.

Ground floor: West wall - WWCV embrasure with cupboard in embrasure side wall 
(light removed). South wall - cupboard; damaged WWCV embrasure with cupboard in
embrasure side wall (light removed).

First floor: South wall - section of flat SSCR mural passage with two narrow lights; 
turns in south-west corner into the west wall where it terminates (third light at this 
point); no evidence to suggest a latrine. West wall - damaged WWCV embrasure.

T45.- GORTKELLY [40]: Situated in the grounds of a derelict castellated mansion; the
featureless, stone robbed remains of a castle, covered in vegetation, stand on a 
possible motte or raised rath, in turn surrounded by an earthen bank.

T46.- GRANTSTOWN [59]: Tower house; base batter; entrance padlocked shut; ogee 
headed lights; box machicolation at parapet level; latrine chute exit at ground floor 
level along south wall.

Ground floor: North wall - entrance (arched doorway; apex aperture; possible yett 
chain guide hole) and lobby (murder hole). To the east side of the lobby - wall stair. 
To the west side of the lobby - wall recess. Main chamber under a wooden floor set on 
beams with ends housed in put-log holes along the north and south walls (beams still 
in situ.
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T47.- IRETON'S CASTLE [3]: Fortified stronghold; barrack-like building erected by the 
Cromwellians circa 1650-1654; rectangular main block, three stories high, with 
spear-headed bastions at diagonally opposite corners - only similar structure known 
to the writer is Mashanglas, Co Cork (see Kerrigan, 1990, 34 for reconstruction and 
floor plan; also Healy, 1988, 61-2); bastions peppered with shot holes; no base batter or 
battering; no vaults; box machicolation at parapet level guards entrance in south-east 
wall at ground floor level; reused pieces of dressed stone visible in the castle fabric; 
castle rebuilt using debris from an earlier castle or church in the vicinity?

Ground floor: South-east wall - entrance (peck decorated arched doorway; yett chain 
guide hole and funnel; draw bar channel; assomoir) into main chamber under
wooden floor set on offset ledges on each wall; beam centred embrasure. South-west 
wall - beam centred embrasure; two flat SSCR embrasures. North corner - massive 
fireplace (damaged lintel). North-west wall - beam centred embrasure. North-east 
wall - embrasure (widened and altered to form second entrance into building). West 
corner - entrance into west bastion; four shot holes on south side; four shot holes on 
north side; bastion chamber under wooden floor. East corner - entrance to east 
bastion containing wooden spiral staircase; shot holes operated from staircase.

First floor: East corner - entrance to main chamber block from wooden spiral
staircase; staircase terminates at this level. Main chamber under wooden floor set on
offset ledges on each of the wall faces. One embrasure in each wall o f the main 
chamber. North corner - fireplace. West corner - entrance to a small chamber in the
west bastion under a wooden floor.

Second floor: East bastion and west bastion under pitched roofs at this floor level; the 
main chamber must have been reached from a wooden stair linking the first floor 
main chamber with this floor level. Main chamber under a wooden floor or pitched
roof. South-west wall - mullioned window. North-west wall - embrasure. North corner
- fireplace. North-east corner - embrasure.

The parapet level has been largely demolished but there is a square chimney
crowning the north corner and two large water spouts lie on the ground outside the 
b u ild in g .

T48.- KEDRAH [75]: Tower house; south and west walls survive to second floor level; 
base batter; nothing o f architectural note survives at ground floor level; a portion of 
stepped SSCR wall stair survives in the south-east corner at first floor level, where it 
turns and continues to rise up through the south wall - presumably it was built in the 
thickness of the east wall and began at ground floor level.

First floor: Main chamber under a WWCV running from north to south; south end 
survives. West wall - fireplace.

T49.- KILFADDA [7]: The ground floor fragmentary remains of a flanking tower with 
barrel vault and doorway in the north-east side.

T50.- KILFEAKLE [59]: Tower house; two stories survive; south wall (containing 
entrance, spiral staircase and subsidiary chambers) collapsed.

Ground floor: Main chamber under wooden floor set on corbels along the east and 
west walls. One WWCV embrasure with badly damaged light in each of the east, west 
and north walls.
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First floor: Main chamber under a WWCV running from north to south. The springing 
line for a WWCV running east to west and covering the subsidiary chamber survives 
at the south end of the building.

T51.- KILLALEIGH [10]: Fortified mansion; 17th century building; architecturally 
similar to Portumna Castle in Co Galway; 'Z'-shaped plan; four stories plus gabled attic 
level with crenellated parapet; three tourelles with shot holes at parapet level; apex 
aperture in doorway; box machicolation; mullioned and hood moulded windows; 
numerous large fireplaces; staircase with cut-stone bannister rail; brick vaults 
inserted at ground and first floor levels (not original features since they block 
windows); timber beam centred embrasures (examples at second and third floor levels 
relined in brick centred vaulted roofs).

T52,- KNIGH [14]: Tower house side tower survives; main block demolished; set at right 
angle to the main block - not a two-section tower house; five stories survive; no 
latrine in side tower; no base batter or battering; no staircase in side tower; access to 
this side tower must have been from entrances at each floor level from the main 
block located to the south.

Ground floor: Chamber under a wooden foor set on offset ledges along the east and 
west walls. West wall - WWCV embrasure with narrow light.

First floor: Chamber under a WWCV running from north to south. North wall - WWCV 
embrasure with narrow light.

Second floor: North wall - ogee headed light.

T53.- KNOCKGRAFFON [75]: Motte and bailey with stone building to the north-west foot 
of the motte; deserted church nearby; north and west walls survive to first floor level; 
no base batter or battering; latrine chute exit at ground floor level along the north 
wall; entrance area destroyed; no evidence for staircase survives.

Ground floor: Chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels which survive along the 
west wall. West wall - flat SSCR embrasure; light destroyed.

First floor: West wall - damaged embrasure; light destroyed. North-west corner - 
possible corner embrasure.

T54,- KNOCKGRAFFON (Tower house) [75]: Late tower house; four stories with gabled 
attic area; slight battering; no vaults over main chambers; latrine chute exit at 
ground floor level along the north-east wall; hood moulded and mullioned windows; 
box machicolation at parapet level on south-west wall guards entrance below at 
ground floor level.

Ground floor: South-east wall - entrance (peck decorated arche doorway; yett chain 
guide hole and funnel; yett hinges; draw bar channel) and lobby. To the north-east 
side of the lobby - WWCV subsidiary chamber. To the south-west side of lobby - mural 
passage with WWCV roof in thickness of south-east wall containing wall stair; the 
wall stair runs to the south corner, turns into the south-west wall and proceeds to rise 
upwards to second floor level and terminates where it connects with a spiral staircase 
in the west corner. The main chamber is under a wooden floor. North-west wall - 
WWCV embrasure with damaged light. South-east wall - WWCV embrasure with 
damaged light.
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First floor: South-west wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber. No 
subsidiary chamber. Main chamber under a wooden floor. North-west wall - WWCV 
embrasure. North-east wall - fireplace; WWCV embrasure with doorway in side wall 
leading into a mural passage which connects with a latrine in the north corner.

Second floor: South-west wall - entrance to main chamber from wall stair; fireplace 
and beam centred embrasure also in this wall. No subsidiary chamber; main chamber 
under wooden floor.

Third floor: West corner - entrance from spiral staircase into main chamber. North
east wall - fireplace with '1603' carved in high relief on the chimney-piece; beam 
centred embrasure with doorway in side wall leading into a mural passage which 
connects with a latrine in the north corner. No subsidiary chamber.

Parapet / gabled attic: Each wall crowned with a gable with the building under a 
cruciform roof construction held together by cross purlins running from gable to
gable. North-east wall - chimney; water spouts. South-west wall - chimney; water 
spouts. South corner - tourelle. North corner - tourelle.

T55.- KYLENAMUCK/CASTLETOWN [8]: Hall house; three stories; parallel double WWCV 
ground floor; vaults running from north to south; both vaults now collapsed.

T56.- LACKEEN [4]: Tower house; three stories plus attic/parapet; excellent state of 
preservation; numerous cupboards; latrine chute exit at ground floor level along 
south-west wall; no set floor plan - location of chambers, mural pasages, latrines and 
wall stairs differ from floor to floor; 'z’-lintelled chimney-piece in south-east wall at 
first floor level (Cairns, 1987, 16); box machicolation at parapet level overlooks the 
entrance in the south-east wall at ground floor level; tourelle at east corner and one 
at west corner.

Ground floor: South-east wall - entrance (flat lintelled doorway - arched doorways 
elsewhere in the building; yett) and lobby (murder hole). To the north-east side of 
the lobby - wall stair rising to east corner where it turns and proceeds upwards 
through the thickness o f the north-east wall to second floor level where it terminates 
at a spiral staircase in the north corner which rises up to parapet level. To the south
west side of the lobby - subsidiary chamber (for further information see Harbison, 
1992, 308 or Salter, 1993, 117).

T57.- LOUGH OURNA [15]: No castle remains survive on the island.

T58.- LOUGHLOHERY [59]: Late tower house; four stories plus attic/parapet; slight 
battering; no subsidiary chambers; latrine chute exit at ground floor level along the 
south wall.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance (peck decorated arched doorway; two yett chain 
guide holes and funnels with mouths shawed in iron hoops) and lobby (WWCV roof; 
murder hole). To the south side of the lobby - flat SSCR wall stair in thickness of the 
east wall rising up to the south-east corner at second floor level, terminates at spiral 
staircase which rises up to third floor and attic/parapet level. Main chamber under 
wooden floor set on corbels along the east and west walls. South-east corner - mural 
chamber. A WWCV embrasure missing light in the north wall; identical embrasure in 
south wall; identical embrasure in west wall.
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First floor: East wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber; fireplace; mural 
chamber over lobby below - operating point for murder hole . Main chamber under 
WWCV running from north to south. South wall - mural passage containing latrine.

Second floor: East wall - entrance from wall stair into main chamber. Main chamber 
under wooden floor set on corbels along the east and west walls. South- east corner - 
corner loop on wall stair. West wall - fireplace.

Third floor: South-east corner - entrance to chamber from spiral staircase. North wall
- fireplace. South wall - fireplace. Hood moulded windows.

Parapet: Each wall crowned by a gable with chimney; cruciform roof construction 
held together by cross purlins running from gable to gable; tourelle on north-east 
corner; a second on south-west corner.

T59.- MILLTOWN [46]: Tower house; north-east gable wall survives to a height of four 
stories; base batter; ground and first floor levels under wooden floors; second floor 
level under WWCV (springing line of vault revealed in wall profile); beam centred 
embrasures; other architectural features destroyed.

T60.- MONROE [20]: Mound in the field marked on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map 
sheet. A local lady informed me that the owners of the field had demolished the castle. 
She also told me o f a castle submerged in Youghan Bay nearby. The building was 
'drowned' by the ESB during a hydroelectric scheme but around 10 years ago, during 
a spell o f extremely warm weather, the water level in the bay dropped and the castle 
could once again be seen. This is presumably Tomona Castle, marked on Sheet 14 of 
the Ordnance Survey 1903 edition six-inch map series for the county.

T61.- NICHOLASTOWN [82]: Late tower house; set amid earthwork; north-west corner 
survives to third floor/ parapet level; parts of west wall, south-east corner and north 
wall also survive; tourelle with shot holes at parapet level on north-west corner; 
slightly battered walls; entrance area destroyed architectural features badly damaged; 
no evidence for subsidiary chambers; some stone steps in thickness of east wall 
representing the remains of a wall stair which ran from ground floor level to the
first floor south-east comer, where it turned into the south wall and continued up to
second floor level.

Ground floor: Main chamber was under a wooden floor set on corbels along the east 
and west walls (those along the west wall survive). North wall - badly damaged 
em brasure.

First floor: Main chamber was under a wooden floor set on offset ledges along the east 
and west walls (the ledge along the west wall survives). North wall - WWCV embrasure 
lacking light with cupboard in embrasure side wall.

Second floor: Main chamber under a WWCV (collapsed) running from north to south;
springing line for WWCV visible in the west wall next the north-west corner. North 
wall - possible mural passage or chamber.

T62.- NEWCASTLE [88/91 A]: Hall house; base batter; two parallel WWCV chambers at 
ground floor level (running south-east to north-west). Large doorway with medieval 
carved head at apex; wall stair in thickness of north-east wall leads up to single first 
floor chamber which was under a wooden floor; three storey high round flanking
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tower at south-east corner of bawn (first floor entrance; shot holes; circular 
chambers; WWCV embrasures; small fireplace).

T63.- OUTERAGH [76]: A number of large chunks of mortared masonry lie scattered at 
the castle site. No foundations courses could be identified.

T64.- PALLAS [5]: The castle was knocked down and a shed was built on its site.

T65.- PORTLAND CASTLE [4]: Tower house; a solid mass of base batter crowned by a 
stunted tree is all that survives of this castle.

T66.- RATHNALEEN [21]: A stump survives in the field, some 1 m thick, 3.50 m high and 
3 m long, with no surviving architectural features.

T67.- REDWOOD HOUSE [1]: 'Gatehouse' tower house similar to Bunratty, Co Clare. It has 
recently been transformed into a tourist amenity by the owners.

T68.- ROOSCA [81]: Hall house; three stories; second floor attic under pitched roof with 
gables at north and south ends; ground floor under wooden floor set on corbels along 
east and west walls; first floor under wooden floor set on corbels along east and west 
walls; no fireplaces; no vaults. In the north-east. corner of the enclosing bawn is a 
round flanker; two stories high; shot holes.

T69.- SHANBALLYDUFF [60]: Late tower house; well preserved; four stories survive 
(upper levels removed in 1775 and stone used in building Georgian house on the 
other side of the farmyard); walled orchard with wild fig trees; round flanker at 
north-east corner o f bawn.

Ground floor: East wall - a flight of stone steps leads up to the entrance (recess for 
heraldic emblem/datestone over doorway; peck decorated arched doorway; yett chain 
guide hole with mouth shawed in iron hoop; yett funnel; apex aperture; draw bar 
channel) and lobby (flat SSCR; murder hole). To the south of the lobby - flat SSCR wall 
stair in thickness of east wall; runs to south-east corner, turns into south wall and 
rises upwards to second floor level. No subsidiary chamber. Main chamber under 
wooden floor set on beams with ends housed in put-log holes along north and south 
walls. Flat SSCR embrasures with semicircular arch headed lights; each light flanked 
by a shot hole.

First floor: South wall - entrance from wall stair to main chamber. Main chamber
under wooden floor set on beams with their ends housed in put-log holes along the
north and south walls. North wall - fireplace; chimney-piece has one-piece lintel.
East wall - entrance to subsidiary chamber. Chamber under wooden floor set on beams
with ends housed in put-log holes along east and west walls; operating point for
murder hole over ground floor lobby.

Second floor: South wall - entrance from wall stair to main chamber; embrasure with 
mullioned window (converted into dovecot). Main chamber under a wooden floor set 
on corbels along north and south walls. West wall - embrasure (converted into 
dovecot). North wall - damaged fireplace. East wall - entrance to subsidiary chamber; 
under WWCV roof running from north to south.
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Third floor: Flat headed, mullioned windows with hood moulds. West wall - fireplace. 
Parapet level removed; possible tourelle at south-west corner; a rain water spout 
survives along the west wall.

T70.- SHANRAHAN [87]: Situated in the grounds of a graveyard with a church nearby. 
The fragmentary remains of a castle with round tower at the south-east corner; base 
batter at the bottom of the tower; no other architectural features.

T71.- SUIR [68]: Could not get access to this castle.

T72,- TOMBRICKANE [7]: Tower house; three stories plus remains of third floor and 
attic/parapet level; base batter; latrine chute exit ground floor level in west wall.

Ground floor: East wall - entrance (peck decorated arched doorway; yett chain guide 
hole and funnel) and lobby (murder hole). To the north side of the lobby - subsidiary 
chamber. To the south side of the lobby - flat SSCR mural passage leading to spiral 
staircase in the south-east corner. Main chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels 
along the north and south walls. South wall - WWCV embrasure with flat headed light 
and cupboard in embrasure side wall. West wall - identical embrasure. North wall - 
identical embrasure. East wall - cupboard.

Mezzanine: a flat SSCR mural passage in the thickness of the south wall entered from 
the spiral staircase in the south-east corner and leading to a latrine in the west wall.

First floor: South-east corner - entrance to the main chamber from the spiral 
staircase. Main chamber under a wooden floor set on corbels along the north and 
south walls. North wall - WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light and cupboard in 
the side wall of the embrasure; cupboard. West wall - WWCV embrasure with ogee 
headed light and cupboard in embrasure side wall. A doorway on the spiral staircase 
leads into the first floor subsidiary chamber in the east section of the building. 
Chamber under a wooden floor set on beams with their ends housed in put-log holes
along the east and west walls; operating point for murder hole over lobby at ground
floor level; east wall - two lights; north wall - ogee headed light.

Second floor: South-east corner - entrance to main chamber from spiral staircase. 
Main chamber under a WWCV running from east to west. The south and west walls are 
partly collapsed but probable WWCV embrasure in each wall. North-west corner - 
corner loop on damaged mural passage which was entered from a doorway in the side
wall of the embrasure in the west wall; leads to a latrine. North wall - fireplace;
cupboard; WWCV embrasure with ogee headed light and cupboard in embrasure side 
wall. East wall - emtrance to subsidiary chamber which is under a WWCV running 
from north to south.

Third floor: East side of the building badly damaged; the main chamber at this level 
seems to have been under a wooden floor. North wall - double ogee headed light. West 
wall - mural passage. South wall - mural passage.

Parapet/ attic level: The building was under a pitched roof running from east to west; 
the west gable survives and has a mural passage in its thickness. North wall - remains 
of a wall walk; four broken rain water spouts. North-west corner - damaged tourelle 
operated from wall walk.

T73.- TOWNLOUGH CASTLE [19]: Fragments of the south corner and some parts of the 
south-west and south-east walls of a castle, but no architectural details survive.
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T74.- TULLAHEDY [20]: Tower house; west corner survives as a 10 m high column of 
stone robbed masony; at least three stories high; base batter; badly damaged WWCV 
embrasure in north-west wall at first floor level; badly damaged WWCV embrasure in 
north-west wall at second floor level. 'Shancourt' nearby; two stories survive; no base 
batter or battering; latrine chute exit at ground floor level at north corner; two badly 
damaged embrasures in north-west wall at first floor level. Badly damaged embrasure 
in south-east wall at first floor level; no fireplaces; no flooring evidence survives.

STA TE  QF T O W E R  H O U S E  PRESERVATION IN CO TIPPERARY - GROUPINGS AND INVENTORY 

GROUP 1: TOWER HOUSES IN GOOD REPAIR (ALL WALLS STANDING). Total No. 19

T1 ARDFINNAN
T2 ARDMAYLE
T4 BALLINDONEY
T9 BALLYCAPPLE
T17 BALLYNAHOW
T18 BALLYSHEEDA
T22 BURNTCOURT
T26 CASTLELOUGH
T36 CULLAUN
T42 DRUMNAMAHANE
T46 GRANTSTOWN
T47 IRETON’S CASTLE
T51 KILLALEIGH
T54 KNOCKGRAFFON
T56 LACKEEN
T58 LOUGHLOHERY
T67 REDWOOD
T69 SHANBALLYDUFF
T72 TOMBRICKANE

GROUP TWO: TOWER HOUSES IN POOR REPAIR (THREE OR LESS WALLS STANDING / 
BUILDING SUBJECTED TO STONE ROBBING). Total No. 25

T7 BALLYARTELLA
T8 BALLYBOY
T10 BALLYDRINAN
T il BALLYFINBOY
T12 BALLYHAUGH
T19 BEHANMORE
T23 CAPPA
T27 CLOGHABREEDY
T31 CLONYHARP
T33 CRAIGONE
T34 CRAGG
T35 CULLAHILL
T40 DRUMBANE
T44 GARRYKENNEDY
T45 GORTKELLY
T48 KEDRAH
T50 KILFEAKLE
T52 KNIGH
T53 KNOCKGRAFFON
T59 MILLTOWN
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T61 NICHOLASTOWN 
T65 PORTLAND 
T66 RATHNALEEN 
T73 TOWNLOUGH 
T74 TULLAHEDY

GROUP THREE: TOWER HOUSE AND BAWN STANDING. Total No. 2

T16 BALLYNAHINCH 
T39 DROMINAGH

GROUP FOUR: BAWN STANDING; TOWER HOUSE DEMOLISHED. Total No. 2

T3 BALLINACLOGH . . .
T49 KILFADDA

GROUP FIVE: SITE REUSED FOR LATER BUILDING / PART OF A TOWER HOUSE 
INCORPORATED INTO A LATER BUILDING. Total No. 1

T64 PALLAS

GROUP SIX AND SEVEN: TOWER HOUSE OR CASTLE DESTROYED BUT LOCATION STIT T 
KNOWN AND / OR DESTRUCTION RECORDED. Total No. 12

T14 BALLYMACADAM EAST
T20 BOYTONRATH
T21 BREANSHA
T24 CARRIGATOGHER
T28 CLOGHER
T29 CLOHEENAFIGHOGE
T32 COOLBANE
T41 DRUMLUMMIN
T43 GARRYARD
T57 LOUGH OURNA
T60 MONROE
T63 OUIERAGH

GROUP EIGHT: NON-TOWER HOUSE CASTLES. Total No. 11

T5 BALLINGARRY
T6 BALLYANNY
T13 BALLYLUSKY
T15 BALLYMORE
T25 CASTLE GRACE
T30 CLONHASKIN
T38 DONOHILL
T55 KYLEN AMUCK
T62 NEWCASTLE
T68 ROOSCA
T70 SHANRAHAN

GROUPS NINE, TEN, AND ELEVEN NOT APPLICABLE TO CO. TIPPERARY CORPUS

SITES T37 (DERRY) AND T71 (SUIR) OMITTED FROM THIS INVENTORY SINCE THEY WERE 
NOT ACCESSIBLE FOR SURVEY
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TYPOLOGICAL CORPUS FOR TOWER HOUSES IN CO. TIPPERARY: GROUPINGS AND 
INVENTORY

GROUP ONE: TYPE A (1 site)
T il  BALLYFINBOY

GROUP ONE: TYPE B (No sites)

GROUP ONE: TYPE C (No sites)

GROUP ONE: TYPE D (3 sites)
T4 BALLINDONEY 
T16 BALLYNAHINCH 
T23 CAPPA

GROUP ONE: TYPE E (3 sites)
T12 BALLYHAUGH 
T36 CULLAUN 
T72 TOMBRICKANE

GROUP TWO: TURRETTED TOWER HOUSES (3 sites)
T33 CRAIGONE
T42 DRUMNAMAHANE
T52 KNIGH

GROUP THREE: IRREGULAR TOWER HOUSES (4 sites)
T9 BALLYCAPPLE
T17 BALLYNAHOW
T18 BALLYSHEEDA
T40 DRUMBANE

GROUP FOUR: LATE TOWER HOUSES (9 sites)
T19 BEHANMORE 
T22 BURNTCOURT 
T35 CULLAHILL 
T47 IRETON'S CASTLE 
T51 KILLALEIGH
T54 KNOCKGRAFFON . . .
T58 LOUGHLOHERY 
T61 NICHOLASTOWN 
T69 SHANBALLYDUFF

GROUP FIVE: OTHER TOWER HOUSES (10 sites)
T2 ARDMAYLE
T26 CASTLELOUGH
T34 CRAGG
T39 DROMINAGH
T46 GRANTSTOWN
T48 KEDRAH
T50 KILFEALE
T53 KNOCKGRAFFON
T56 LACKEEN
T67 REDWOOD
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GROUP SIX: TOWER HOUSES STILL INHABITED (1 site)
T1 ARDFINNAN

GROUP SEVEN: BAWN STANDING / TOWER HOUSE DEMOLISHED (2 sites)
T3 BALLINACLOGH 
T49 KILFADDA

GROUP EIGHT: SITE REUSED FOR LATER BUILDING / PART OF SITE INCORPORATED INTO A 
LATER BUILDING (1 site)
T64 PALLAS

GROUP NINE: NON-TOWER HOUSE STRUCTURES (13 sites)
T5 BALLINGARRY
T6 BALLYANNY
T8 BALLYBOY
T13 BALLYLUSKY
T15 BALLYMORE
T25 CASTLE GRACE
T30 CLONHASKIN
T38 DONOHILL
T44 GARRYKENNEDY
T55 KYLENAMUCK
T62 NEWCASTLE
T68 ROOSCA
T70 SHANRAHAN

GROUP TEN: DEMOLISHED / SEVERELY DAMAGED CASTLES (22 sites)
T7 BALLYARTELLA
T10 BALLYDRINAN
T14 BALLYMACADAM EAST
T20 BOYTONRATH
T21 BREANSHA
T24 CARRIGATOGHER
T27 CLOGHABREEDY
T28 CLOGHER
T29 CLOHEENAFTGHOGE
T31 CLONYHARP
T32 COOLBANE
T41 DRUMLUMMIN
T43 GARRYARD
T45 GORTKELLY
T57 LOUGH OURNA
T59 MILLTOWN
T60 MONROE
T63 OUIERAGH
T65 PORTLAND
T66 RATHNALEEN
T73 TOWNLOUGH
T74 TULLAHEDY

SITES T37 (DERRY) AND T71 (SUIR) OMITTED FROM THIS INVENTORY SINCE THEY WERE 
NOT ACCESSIBLE FOR SURVEY.
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APPENDIX SEVEN; THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC WORK'S SITES AND MONUMENTS RECORD FOR 
COUNTY LIMERICK. 1991

The Office o f Public Works is currently engaged on a major project - the production 
of Sites and Monuments Records for all 26 counties in the Republic of Ireland. The 
Department of Archaeology, University College Cork, was funded by the OPW to 
produce a SMR for the county of Limerick (Kirwan, 1991, 11). The project was directed 
by Mr Sean Kirwan and in May 1991 a completed SMR list of archaeological sites in 
the county (with accompanying Control Maps) was published. This completed Level I 
of the task - a survey of the monuments based on the results of research into the 
cartographic, documentary and aerial photographic sources - a 'Paper Survey'
(Kirwan et al, 1991, iii). The Paper Survey has a total number of 5533 sites and 
monuments, each listed individually (Kirwan et al, 1992, 9). The Level I Paper Survey 
'will enable government, local authority, state sponsored and other relevant bodies to 
make an assessment o f the impact o f proposed developments on the archaeological 
heritage of the county while those developments are still in the planning stage. The 
SMR provides a numbered list of archaeological sites and monuments together with a 
set of control maps indicating their location and extent' (ibid, ii). Level II of the 
process will integrate 'the results of Level I research with the results of fieldwork 
during which each known site is visited and recorded to a standard level' (ibid, iii). 
This work will lead to the creation of an 'Inventory Survey' (ibid, iii) - which will 
then be published for the public as an Archaeological Inventory. In 1994 the OPW is 
engaged in editorial work on volumes for nine counties, having already published 
seven volumes - Monaghan, Meath, Louth, West Galway, West Cork, East and South 
Cork and Carlow (Sweetman, 1994, 14). Work continues on other counties, with 
volumes for Waterford, Dublin, Sligo and Longford, Leitrim and Kildare planned for 
1995 (ibid). However it does not seem that a volume for Limerick will appear before 
1996.

The terms 'tower house' and 'castle' are both used in the SMR Paper Survey. 263 
'castle', 3 'possible castles', 1 'site of castle', 1 ’castle site' and 16 'Castle possible site o f  
are listed, together with 40 'tower houses' and 6 'tower houses and bawns' (Kirwan et 
al, 1992, 10). This information comes from cartographic, documentary and 
photographic research, n a i fieldwork; as Kirwan et al point out - 'The Limerick SMR 
was primarily based on an examination o f available cartographic, documentary and 
aerial photographic sources, and it should therefore be noted that future examination 
of individual monuments in the field will allow more precise classification of 
particular groups ...' (Kirwan et al, 1992, 9). It would be very unwise for any 
academic to use the present breakdown o f monument classifications in their work 
before the fieldwork has been completed, and the results from the Paper Survey have 
been integrated 'with the results of fieldwork during which each known site is 
visited and recorded to a standard level' (Kirwan et al, 1991, iii). For example, it is 
hoped that this thesis (which is based on fieldwork) has shown that there are more 
than 40 tower houses in the county. Likewise, the writer's own fieldwork has shown 
that, for example, Monument No. 25:2/2, the castle at Castletown Coonagh in the 
townland of Coolbaun, is not a tower house. Examples similar to this one will no doubt 
be corrected by the OPW during their fieldwork in Limerick. It should also be stated 
that the SMR records some castles under the classification of 'Historic Town'. For 
example, the castles at Askeaton, Clonshire, Croagh, Galbally and Adare do not receive 
individual monument numbers but are classified within the boundaries of historic 
towns (Kirwan et al, 1991, 27,73 & 78). There are 19 Historic Towns in the SMR for the 
county (Kirwan et al, 1992, 10).

Entries (2) to (6) in this appendix find the SMR workers attempting to tie the general 
location of castles depicted in Petty’s Down Survey map for the North Liberties of 
Limerick City (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 63) with the topographical knowledge of 
townland boundaries and modern settlement location drawn from the 20th-century
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Ordnance__Survey maps of the area today. Westropp incorporates the sites by townland
name in his survey, listing them as sites 13 to 18, adding that none of the buildings 
exited at his time of writing (1906-7, 82). Indeed, no local traditions or historical 
sources (eg: The Desmond Survey. The Civil Survey or O'Donovan's Ordnance Survey 
L etters) refer to any of these castles, and the 19th-century historians (eg: Fitzgerald 
and MacGregor or Lewis) do not provide any information on tower houses or castles 
in these townlands, either surviving, or demolished, or incorporated into the fabric 
of later buildings. The SMR is aware of the problem, for each site is listed as only a 
'possible' location. However, in most cases they are probably correct in their educated 
judgement, but they may have a wrong possible location for Monument No. 5:50/1 
since Westropp believed the castle depicted in the townland of 'Mollish' in Petty's
Down__Survey was improperly placed and that this was actually Ballynanty More
[Gazetteer Site No. 24; SMR Monument No. 5:13; Westropp Site No. 20]. The final castle 
listed in Westropp's survey within this catchment area is Site No. 15 which was shown 
in the Petty map in the townland of Clonecanane, modern name Clonconane (An 
tSuirbheireacht Ordanais, 1991, 80). The SMR list this castle as an unlocated site, 
Monument No. 5:58/1 (Kirwan et al, 1991, 9). Petty's Down Survey map (Ordnance 
Survey, 1908, Sheet 63) shows a tall two-section tower with three cabins set in the 
centre of the townland. There is no modern settlement in the vicinity marked on the
1938 edition Ordnance__Survey six-inch map which might correspond with this castle
site.

The maps of the Down Survey are used in other cases as well (eg: Ballinacurra - 
Number 13 in the Appendix). While the SMR are not to be criticised for their work, it 
was felt that the uncertain nature of the locations for the following 23 sites was not 
enough to justify their inclusion in the main Gazetteer o f this thesis since each castle
in the Gazetteer is of d efin ite  location. They have, therefore, been grouped together
and included here.

(1)4:23 MELLON CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The Westropp Survey Site No. 165 was a castle called Rinekirky (1906-7, 162), in the 
townland o f Mellon (Sheet 4 of the six-inch map series). The property of Mellon is 
reported in The Civil Survey in the barony of Kenry under the name 'Mullane', with 
'one good house, and six smale cottages' and a 'salmon weare ... unsett in the River 
Shanon' (Simington, 1938, 345). The house of Mellon Pallaskenry was built in 1780 by 
John Westropp (Bence-Jones, 1990, 204) and is located 'at the mouth of the Maigue' 
(Westropp, 1906-7, 162). The SMR has marked Mellon House as the possible location for
the castle (Kirwan et al, 1991, 5). This may well be the correct location - certainly the
SMR file for the monument, held at the OPW office at St Stephen's Green, states that 
the 'actual location is certain'. If it were not at this location then it may be that the 
castle 'in Mellon' (Westropp, 1906-7, 162) was perhaps near to Rinekirk Point - as the 
name for the castle in the Westropp Survey is ’Rinekirky' - since this is 'at the mouth 
of the Maigue' (ibid).

(2) 5:45/l CLONDRINAGH CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The castle is listed in the Westropp Survey as Site No. 14. Petty's Down Survey
(Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 63) of the North Liberties of Limerick City depicts a
tower and three houses within this townland, near a bend in the Compaun River or 
Meelick Creek. The river flows into the Shannon and acts as a topographical divide 
between the counties o f Limerick and Clare. Comparison o f the topography o f Petty's 
map with that of the 1938 Ordnance Survey map for the area indicates that the castle 
may have been located in the vicinity of Pigeon Hill, and it is this modern settlement 
which the SMR have suggested was the site for the castle (Kirwan et al, 1991, 9).

(3) 5:46 CAHERDAVIN CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The castle is listed in the Westropp Survey as Site No. 13. A tower incorporating a 
house (a two-section tower house?) is depicted in the townland of 'Cahirdavin' in
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Petty's Down Survey o f the North Liberties of Limerick City (Ordnance Survey, 1908, 
Sheet 63). Located in the centre of the townland, the SMR (Kirwan et al, 1991, 9) have 
marked the modern settlement at Caherdavin House as the possible location of the 
castle .

(4) 5:47 and 5:48 CLONMACKEN CASTLES POSSIBLE SITES OF
Two sites are recorded in the SMR in this Urwnlarid (Kirwan et al, 1991, 9). 5:47 
corresponds with Westropp Site No. 17, 'Clonemakinmore' and 5:48 with Westropp Site 
No. 18, 'Clonmakinbeg' (1906-7, 82). Both are depicted in Petty's Down Survey 
(Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 63). Clonemakinmore is a tall thin building while 
Clonemakinbeg is a battlemented house with a tower to each side. In the SMR 
Clonemakinmore is marked as having possibly stood at the site of modern Clonmacken 
House, while Clonmakinbeg is marked as having possibly stood at the site of modern 
Clareview House (Kirwan et al, 1991, 9).

(5) 5:49/1 SHANNABOOLY CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The 'small gabled tower' (Westropp, 1906-7, 82) depicted in The Down Survey 
(Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 63) in the townland of Shanabolie and Farranconnarra 
is recorded as Site No. 16 in Westropp's work. It is marked on the SMR Control Map 
(1938 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map, Sheet 5) as having possibly been located 
in the townland of Shannabooly at Shanaboola (Kirwan et al, 1991, 9).

(6) 5:50/l MOYLISH CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The Down Survey (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 63) depicts a squat tower in the 
townland o f 'Mollish'. The SMR records a possible location for this castle at modern 
Moylish House (Kirwan et al, 1991, 9). Westropp does not record this castle in his list 
of Petty towers from Sheet 63 of The Down Survey (1906-7, 82) since he of the opinion 
that the castle in the neighbouring townland o f Ballynanty More (Gazetteer Site 24; 
Westropp Survey Site No. 20; SMR Monument No. 5:13) was the building which Petty 
depicted in his map.

(7) 7:10/1 CAPPERCULLEN CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The SMR mark Glenstal Castle (now Glenstal Abbey), a Norman-Revival 'castle' begun 
in 1837 but not completed until circa 1880 (Bence-Jones, 1990, 139), as the location of 
Cappercullen Castle, based on 'information received from Mary Sheehan, 15/4/91' 
(SMR file at OPW St Stephen's Green). There is also a reference to a castle there in an 
article published at the beginning of the 20th century (St John Seymour, 1907, 366). 
The Westropp Survey records a castle in 'Cappacullen and Cappanouk' as Site No. 82 
(1906-7, 100), a castle not marked on Sheet 15 of the Ordnance Survey six-inch map 
series for the county. There is indeed a townland called 'Cappanouk' on this map sheet 
but the townland of Cappercullen is restricted to Sheet 7. In The Civil Survey a castle
is recorded on the properties o f 'Keapacnillin [Cappercullen] Laghane and Skartt'
(Simington, 1938, 4). There is the possibility that SMR Monument 15:12, Rath Castle, a 
site not included in Westropp's extensive survey, may be the location for the castle of 
Cappanouk [see Gazetteer Site 148 for a further discussion of this issue]. A castle is 
depicted in Cappercullen townland in Petty's Down Survey map for the barony of 
'Abby Oughthenybeg' [Owneybeg] (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 66).

(8) 9:16 LOGHILL CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The SMR locates the castle at Loghill House. Westropp recorded the castle in his 
survey as Site No. 376 (1906-7, 240) and there are documentary references to the 
existence of a castle in the townland. However, the best topographic reference to the 
location of the castle comes from Lewis: 'About half a mile from the village [of 
Loghill] are the ruins of an old church, and near the shore was a very strong castle, 
said to have been the property of a Bishop, which was taken down by the late Mr 
Hewson, who built a garden wall with the materials' (1837, Vol 2, 315). This would 
suggest that Loghill House is not the location for this castle. However, there is a castle
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marked in the general vicinity where the modern house now stands in Petty’s D o w n  
Syrvey map o f Connello (Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 71) which may indicate that 
the SMR's proposed possible location is correct.

(9) 11:79 CASTLEGREY CASTLE
The SMR records the modern house at Castle Grey as the site of the castle, included as 
Site No. 152 in Westropp's work (1906-7, 158) but not marked as a 'castle site’ on the
Ordnance Survey six-inch map for the area (Sheet 11). The documentary references
to this castle, as supplied by Westropp, are meagre. He thought that it was 'possibly 
Ballynikerrigly’ [Ballynacarriga - a townland found on Sheets 4 and 12 of the 
Ordnance— Survey six-inch map series for the county (An tSuirbheireacht Ordanais, 
1991, 71)], a site recorded in a land grant of 1590 (1906-7, 158). No other documentary 
information is available. O'Corrbui does not mention the castle, stating only that the 
name Castlegrey was 'an imposed name. The area so called is now classed as a
townland but was formerly part of one or more of the adjoining townlands' (1975,
123). In his list of castles in the barony o f Kenry he does not include this as a site
(ibid, 36-47). If this site is Ballynacarriga then it is recorded as Monument No. 4:26 in
the SMR, the unlocated site of a possible 17th-century house (Kirwan et al, 1991, 6).

(10) 11:119 CURRAHCHASE CASTLE
The SMR mark Currah Chase House as the location of a castle. The 18th and 19th 
century building was the home of the poet Aubrey de Vere and Tennyson often came 
to visit. It was gutted by fire in 1941 (Bence-Jones, 1990, 97). Site No. 157 in Westropp's 
survey is Curragh. He believed that 'it probably stood at Curragh Chase House' (1906-7, 
159). O Corrbui (1975, 45) and Westropp both quote The Civil Survey as a source of 
information, but neither mention that the 17th-century document records that the 
property held by Edmund Purcell contained a 'good stone house’; there is no 
reference to a castle (Simington, 1938, 361). O'Corrbui states that Currah Chase House 
was 'built on the site of an old castle' but does not give any source for this 
information (1975, 105).

(11) 11:125 BALLYSTEEN CASTLE
Ballysteen House is marked as the site for. this castle by the SMR. The castle is included 
in the Westropp corpus as Site No. 143 (1906-7, 156), but no information is provided as 
to where the building was located save that in '1703 Sold to T Westropp of Bunratty, 
Clare, whose descendants hold it still' (ibid). The Desmond Survey records that 'John 
Dondon holds freely the castle and vill of Ballestine' (McEnery, no date, f32, 
paragraph 538), while The Civil Survey reported that Thomas Dondon held 
'Ballysteene one plowland wth [sic] A ruinous Castle, and two dwelling houses, or 
tenements, and eight Cottages ...’ (Simington, 1938, 358). The site of the castle is not
marked on the Qrdnançe__Survey six-inch map sheet for the area and O'Corrbui states
that ’there are now no traces o f this castle nor is its existence even remembered. It 
was on what were later Westropp lands' (1975, 43).

(12) 12:94 CORCAMORE CASTLE
Westropp’s Sites No. 107 to 118 all belong to what he called the ’Corcamore Group’ 
(1906-7, 146-8). He recorded six of these castles as ’unknown' sites and a further five 
are 'not marked' on the Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet. The SMR Monument No. 
refers to Westropp Site No. 113, Meelick. Westropp stated that 'the castle was probably 
at Meelick House, the old "Meelick Upper'" (ibid, 147). The SMR mark the site of a 
modern settlement (probably a farmyard or house), the name of which is given on 
the first edition OS 6" to 1 mile map sheet as 'Meelick House’. An air-photo is included 
in the SMR file for the monument and this shows a circular earthwork near the 
house. The earthwork is proposed as the possible site of the castle. A further four 
’Corcamore Group' sites are listed in the Unlocated Sites section of the SMR for Sheet 
12 under the Monument No.s 12:108, 12: 109, 12:110 and 12:111 (Kirwan et al, 1991, 34).
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(13) 13:114 BALLINACURRA (WESTON) CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The SMR mark Ballinacurra House as the possible location of this castle (Kirwan et al, 
1991, 39). The castle is included in Westropp's Survey as Site No. 126 (1906-7, 151), but 
it is not marked on the 1924 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet and 
Westropp records no tradition o f it having stood at the location of the modern house. 
However, a castle is shown in Petty’s Down Survey map of the South Liberties 
(Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 64) and it is in the general topographical location of 
Ballinacurra House.

(14) 13:115 DERRYKNOCKANE CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The SMR mark the castle as having possibly stood at the site of Derryknockane House 
(Kirwan et al, 1991, 40). The castle is included in Westropp's corpus as Site No. 127
(1906-7, 151) but its site is not marked on the 1924 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch
map sheet and Westropp records no traditions concerning the location o f the castle at 
the site o f the modern house. However, the map of the South Liberties from Petty’s
Down__Survey shows a castle marked in the general location of Derryknockane House
(Ordnance Survey, 1908, Sheet 64).

(15) 14:14/10 ABINGTON CASTLE
The SMR mark the area near Abington Abbey [Monument No. 14:14/5] as the location
of this castle (Kirwan et al, 1991, 42). There are five castles in the parish of Abington
included in Westropp's survey (1906-7, 98-9), all of which are included in the SMR as 
unlocated sites on Sheet 14 (Kirwan et al, 1991, 46-47). Westropp Site No. 77,
Lismollane, is SMR Monument No. 14:113; Westropp Site No. 78, Kishiquirke, is SMR 
Monument No. 14:109; Westropp Site No. 79, Cloughnadromin, is SMR Monument No. 
14:101; Westropp Site No. 80, Aghacore, is SMR Monument No. 14:95 and Westropp Site 
No. 81, Castlecomfort, is SMR Monument No. 14:17/2. There is no other castle in the 
Westropp corpus which might be SMR Monument No. 14:14/10. However, it is probable 
that it is the castle which Lewis refers to in the following passage: 'The abbey, with 
all its possessions, was granted by Elizabeth, in the fifth year of her reign, to Captain 
Walshe, who erected a handsome modern house near to the ancient buildings; but in 
the war o f 1641 these estates were forfeited to the Crown. There are only some small 
fragments remaining, situated near the present church, and also a portion of the 
mansion of the Walshe family; but neither are adequate to afford any idea o f their 
original character' (1837, Vol 1, 5). The SMR file for the monument comments that the 
castle 'probably stood around Abington Bridge' (OPW SMR files for Co Limerick) and 
also includes a reference from an article which quotes The Annals of the Four 
Masters for the year 1452 when 'the Earl of Ormond, Lord Justice of Ireland, broke 
down the castle of Owney' (St John Seymour, 1907, 366).

(16) 14:89 COOLYHENAN CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The SMR mark Coolyhenan House as the possible location of this castle (Kirwan et al,
1991, 46). It is included in Westropp's survey as Site No. 35 (1906-7, 87).

(17) 19:236 BALLYCLOGH CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
The SMR mark Ballyclogh House as the possible location of this castle (Kirwan et al, 
1991, 68) and it is included in Westropp's survey as Site No. 301 (1906-7, 208). The 
property is recorded in The Civil Survey as having 'a Castle and an orchard'
(Simington, 1938, 309), but Westropp does not supply any information to suggest 
where in the townland the castle may have been situated. Its site is not marked on the 
1923 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet for the area and there were no 
references in the historical documentation which might suggest a location at the site
of the modern house. However, a castle is marked on Petty's Down Survey map of
Connello in the vicinity where the modern house stands today (Ordnance Survey 
1908, Sheet 71)
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(18) 22:179 KILPEACON CASTLE UNLOCATED SITE
In Westropp's survey the castle of Kilpeacon [Site No. 197] 'lay between the church 
and the modern house' (1906-7, 174) and 'the castle and house, with a fine library, 
were burned and the ruins demolished' (ibid, 175). Fitzgerald and MacGregor 
elaborate on the story: 'The castle which was lately pulled down by the present 
proprietor, stood near the church, and adjoining the castle was the fine old mansion 
of Sir William King, which, together with the greater part of its rich furniture and 
fine library was burnt down about fifty years ago by accident in the life time of the
late Edward Villiers, Esq. of Kilpeacon to whom it then belonged. Sir William King
together with Robert Oliver, Esq. represented this county in Parliament in 1661 
Edward Villiers, Esq., the present proprietor, has built a noble mansion near the site 
of the old house (1826-7, Vol 1, 301-2). Lewis states that 'the manor was granted, in 
the reign o f James I to William King, Esq, who erected a very strong castle, which has
recently been taken down ... The late proprietor, on taking down the old castle,
erected a very handsome mansion on a more elevated site' (1837, Vol 2, 198). The SMR 
records the church and graveyard as Monument No.s 22: 117/1 & 2 (Kirwan et al, 1991, 
89), while Kilpeacon House lies some 350 m to the north. It is in the vicinity between ' 
the church and the house that the castle was located.

(19) 24:3 DROMKEEN NORTH CASTLE
The SMR mark Dromkeen House in the townland of Dromkeen North as the location of 
this castle (Kirwan et al, 1991, 99) and the site corresponds to Westropp Site No. 76 
(1906-7, 98). There is a drawing of a small tower in the parish of 'Dromkeene' in the 
townlands of 'Drumkeene and Gortmorly' in Petty's Down Survey (Ordnance Survey, 
1908, Sheet 65), situated to the north of church land. However, there is no castle 
marked at this location on the 1928 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet for 
the locality. Fitzgerald and MacGregor state that 'in this parish was situated 
Dromkeen-house, the ruins of which are still to be seen, and give strong indications 
of its former consequence, when it was the residence of the ancient family o f the 
Bourkes o f Dromkeen. Opposite to Dromkeen-house are the walls o f an old church ...' 
(1926-7, Vol 1, 284). The present house, a two-storey Georgian building, was either a 
repaired version of the old edifice or a new construction occupying the site of the 
castle, as it was occupied in 1837 by the Rev. M Lloyd (Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 236, 
quoting information drawn from Lewis, 1837). Bence-Jones does not report any 
tradition concerning the presence of an earlier building at the site of the Georgian 
house (1990, 109).

(20) 33:53 CROMWELL CASTLE
A 'cashlan' in the townland of Cromwell is marked on Control Map Sheet 33 as the site 
of this castle by the SMR (Kirwan et al, 1991, 152). This is presumably Westropp Site 
No. 234, Cromwell (1906-7, 187-8). 'Caislean Chruim Dhuibh is the name applied to the 
southern spur o f Cromhill. Tradition refers to a castle on this site, possibly the one 
referred to as Knockgromell in 1583. No trace of a castle or peel tower now exists' 
(Spellissy and O'Brien, 1989, 188). This is a reference to The Desmond Survey which 
mentions 'a small low castle or peel called Knockgromell' (McEnery, no date, f6, 
paragraph 392). However, it is by no means certain that the monument marked by the 
SMR is the remnants of the tower house recorded in the historical documentation. 
O'Kelly states that the point marked as a 'cashlan' was said to be the site of the castle 
in local tradition, but that no trace of it remained (O'Kelly, 1943, 175). However, 
Westropp did see the monument and states that 'the Cashlan is a rock-knoll with (I 
think) traces o f being fenced by a dry stone ring-wall, like that o f the Dun Hill at 
Howth, Co Dublin, with its mound and cairn'. (1922, 76). This was some fifteen years 
after he compiled his work on the County Limerick castles. He would, therefore, have 
been aware of the historical references to a castle at Cromwell and it is significant 
that he should not consider the 'cashlan' as the remnants of the castle.
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(21) 38: 65 LISDUANE CASTLE
'Turret (site of)' is marked on the 1923 edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map sheet 
and the SMR have listed this as the site of a castle (Kirwan et al, 1991, 173). The site is 
included in Westropp's corpus as Site No. 346 (1906-7, 226), but he calls it a 'doubtful 
site' with no historical documentation. The Civil Survey records the property as 
owned by Myles Jackson but makes no reference to a castle (Simington, 1938, 285). It
is in the writings o f the 19th-century historians that we find information on the site.
Fitzgerald and MacGregor state that 'Jackson's Turret, built on a hill, was formerly the 
residence of Mr Jackson, who was celebrated for his skill on the Irish bag-pipes, and 
the composition of some of our most admired national airs: this turret was a fine 
object to the surrounding countryside, but it is now nearly in ruins, having been
struck by lightning some years ago' (1826-7, Vol 1, 381). However, we cannot say if
the building was a tower house, a flanker or any other form of castellated structure.
It may have been a post-medieval folly.

(22) 39: 113 ATHLACCA NORTH CASTLE POSSIBLE SITE OF
Fitzgerald and MacGregor write of 'the ruins of a castle and the walls of an old 
church, with a burying place, close to which is a fine glebe' (1826-7, Vol 1, 323). 
However, the SMR has not marked the vicinity of the churchyard as the location of 
the castle but a building nearby (Kirwan et al, 1991, 182). The site of a castle is not 
marked on the 1924 edition Ordnance Survey six inch map sheet but Westropp 
includes this site in his survey as Site No. 181 although no information is given as to 
its location (1906-7, 168).

(23) 40:56 BULGADENHALL CASTLE
Westropp records a castle at Bulgaden Fox as Site No. 255 in his survey (1906-7, 191-2). 
However, he does not provide any location for this castle. It may have stood at 
Bulgaden Hall, which the SMR mark as the location for Monument No. 40:56 on the 
Control Map (Kirwan et al, 1991, 187), but it is by not means certain that a castle stood 
here. What we do know is that there was a ruined mansion at Bulgaden Hall in the 
19th century. Fitzgerald and MacGregor recorded the splendour o f the mansion at 
'Bulgadeen Hall' (1826-7, Vol 1, 390) and Lewis called it 'one of the most magnificent 
residences in the province ... at present in a state of miserable dilapidation' (1837, Vol
1, 229).
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APPENDIX VIII: CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNTS OF SIEGES AT TOWER HOUSES IN COUNTY 
T.IMERICK

m  The Siege of Glin. 1600
Recounted in Carew’s Pacata Hibernia, edited by Standish O'Grady, 1896, Volume 1, 87- 
93

'The next morning, being the fifth o f July, the army came unto the castle o f Glyn, 
distant from Ballintare but five miles, the rebels still marching within less than two
English miles of us, but never offering any skirmish; where we found Captain Gawen
Harvy (according to his direction) at anchor before the castle, where he attended our
coming about fourteen days. The army was no sooner encamped, but order was 
presently taken for unshipping the cannon, brought by water in a boat of the Earl of
Thomond's from Limerick; and that night entrenched ourselves before the castle,
between it and the river. The day following, the ordnance (which was one demi- 
cannon and one sacker) was planted before the castle, without any resistance or the
loss of any one man, by reason of a parley, that was purposely to that end entertained,
during which the work was performed.

The seventh, the Knight of the Valley, by a messenger from him to the Earl of 
Thomond, prayed a safe-conduct to the camp, which was granted; he told the Earl that 
he desired to confer with the President, which he refused, without absolute 
submission to Her Majesty's mercy, whereunto he would not yield, but stood upon 
conditions, whereupon he was commanded to depart. He saw the cannon already
planted, and his son, then a child, in the President's hands, ready at his will to be
executed, being by himself formerly put in pledge for his loyalty; then he desired to 
speak with the Earl of Thomond again, which was granted. But the Earl found his 
obstinacy to be such, that he disdained to have any long conference with him; and so, 
being safely conveyed out of the camp, he returned to his fellow traitors, who were 
on the top of a hill, not far off, where they might see the success of the castle.

When he was gone, the same day towards the evening, the constable of the castle 
(who was a Thomond man born) sent a messenger to the Earl of Thomond, praying his 
Lordship to get a safe-conduct from the President, that he might come to speak with
him, which being granted, he said in his discourse to the Earl: "My Lord, in the love I
bear you, being your natural follower, I desire to speak with you, to the end that you
may avoid the peril that you are in; for the Earl o f Desmond, and the Connaught men,
lodge not two miles from this place; they are three thousand strong at least, and the 
Lord President may be assured that they will give upon his camp, for so they are 
resolved; and in all likelihood, you will be there put to the sword, or driven into the 
river Shannon". The Earl deriding these threats, advised him to render up the castle
to the President, whereby his life and his fellows might be secured, which he with
vainglorious obstinacy refused, and returned to the castle; for a farewell, the
President sent him word that since he had refused the Earl of Thomond's favourable
offer, he was in hope, before two days were spent, to have his head set upon a stake, 
which was proved true (as you will hear) before the castle was taken.

The next day, when we looked that the cannon should begin to play, the cannoneer 
found the piece to be cloyed, and all the art and skill which either the smith or 
himself could or did use prevailed nothing. The President (who is a man that knows 
well to manage great artillery) commanded that the piece upon her carriage (as she 
was) should be abased at the tail and elevated at the muzzle as high as it might be;
then he willed the gunner to give her a full charge of powder, roll a shot after it, and
give fire at the mouth, whereby the touch-hole was presently cleared, to the great 
rejoicing o f the army, which of necessity in attempting the castle without the favour 
of the cannon must have endured great loss. This particular I thought good not to 
omit, because it may be an instruction to others, whensoever the like accident should
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happen. The piece being thus cleared, the President, having the Knight of the
Valley's eldest son (a child of six years old) in his hands, to terrify the warders, he
caused the child to be set upon the top of one of the gabions, sending them word that 
they should have a fair mark to bestow their small shot upon; the constable returned 
answer, that the fear of his life should not make them forbear to direct their volleys 
of shot to the battery; for said he (in indecent terms not fit for me to write) the place
is open where he was born, and the Knight may have more sons. The President not
intending as he seemed caused the infant to be taken down from the gabion, knowing 
that the discharging of the cannon would have shaken the poor child's bones 
asunder, and then presently he commanded the battery to begin, and the small shot 
did so incessantly burn powder that the warders durst not stand to their fight, until a 
breach was made assaultable into the cellar under the great hall of the castle; all this 
was done with the loss of only one man, a cannoneer.

Then was Captain Flower commanded by the President, with certain companies
assigned unto him, to enter the breach, which he valiantly performed, and gained 
the hall, and enforced the ward to return into a castle close adjoining it, where, from 
out of a spite, they slew four of our men; then he ascended a pair of stairs, to gain two 
turrets over the hall, in which attempt Captain Bostock's ensign was slain; by the 
winning whereof they were in better security than before, and there were our 
colours placed; and because it was by this time night, Captain Slingsby (who was 
there with the President's company) was commanded to make it good till the morning; 
during which time, sometimes on either side, small shot played, but little or no harm 
done. About midnight, the constable, seeing no possibility to resist long, and no hope 
of mercy left, thought by the favour of the night to escape in a sally; but the guards 
were so vigilant that they slew him and some others. Nevertheless two escaped; the 
rest, who were not slain, returned to the castle, and the constables head was (as the 
President formerly had told him) put on a stake. Early in the morning the ward had
got into the tower of the castle, where there was no coming to them, but up a narrow
stair which was so straight that no more than one at once might ascend; and at the 
stair foot, a strong wooden door, which being burnt, the smoke in the stairs was such 
that for two hours there was no ascending without hazard o f stifling; when the 
extremity o f the smoke was past, one of the rebels presented himself and said, on 
behalf of himself and his fellows, that if their lives might be saved, they would 
surrender; but before any answer was made he voluntarily put himself into our 
hands. The smoke being vanished, a musketeer, and to his second a halberdier, then 
Captain Flower and Captain Slingsby; Lieutenant Power, Lieutenant to Sir Henry 
Power; Ensign Power, Sir Henry Power's Ensign; Lieutenant Nevill, Lieutenant to Sir 
Garrat Harvy, who was after killed in Connaught, seconded by others, ascended the 
stairs in file, where they found no resistance, nor yet in the upper rooms, for the 
rebels were all gone to the battlements of the castle, with the resolution to sell their
lives as dear as they could. Our men pursued the way to the battlements, whereunto
there was but one door; Captain Flower entered upon one hand, and Captain Slingsby
upon the other; the gutters were very narrow between the roof of the castle and the
battlements. In conclusion, some were slain in the place, and others leapt from the
top of the castle into the water underneath it, where our guards killed them. In this
service eleven soldiers were slain, whereof one was an ensign, and one and twenty 
hurt, of which number the Sergeant-major (who served admirably well) was one; he 
received three or four wounds, but none of them mortal; there were also the 
Lieutenants of the Earlof Thomond and of Sir Henry Power hurt; of the enmey (of all 
sorts) were slain eighty, or thereabouts, whereof twenty-three were natural-born
followers to the Knight of the Valley, in whom he reposed greatest confidence.

The reasons which moved the Knight thus obstinately to persist were partly the
strength of the castle, which he (ignorantly) thought defensible against the cannon, 
and also the manifold oaths and protestations made unto him by his fellow rebels that 
with their whole forces they would give relief, and raise the siege, but how much he 
failed in expectation of the one, and they in the protestation of the other, you have
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already heard; whereof if  the protestors had had any feeling (of their promised faith) 
the provocation they had was great; for they were eye-witnesses when the castle was 
assaulted and won. This castle is a place of great importance, and ever since the 
beginning of the rebellion on Anthony Arthur (a merchant of Limerick) lay in it, as 
a general factor for the city, to vend commodities to the rebels.'

(2) The Siege of Lough fiur. 1642
Recounted in 'The Siege of Lough Gur Castle', W H Welply, 1919, JCHAS 25, 79-81, from 
a manuscript in the Sloane Collection, British Museum (Sloane MSS 1008).
['or' = our]
Í'yt' = that]
[asterisks have been inserted to indicate sentence breaks]

'A declaratione of William Weekes steuard to the Right honerabele the lord of Baeth & 
Richard Harte o f Dunkipp both appointed to be Constabeles o f the Castele of Goegar by 
Sr William Saintleger lord president of Munster, of the Cariadge before & after 
begininge o f the seidge.

Imprimis about Candelmas last there gathered together o f the barronie Clewilliam & 
the barronie of the small Countie & the barronie of Connagh & other places the 
number o f 1500 * they march neire the Castele of Loegarr, the cheife Conmanders, 
Castele Cormell, Perce Walch, of tthe abbie of onie Mr. William Burck, the second 
sonne of the lord of Brettis mortoe Brian of Doeharroue. One o’ Kenidie o f the 
siliermiens, Knohar o' Clansie of Clenwilliam John Clansie of Limbrick, marchant his
brother, Tibbott Burck of Ballingard & two of his brothers, Doctor Daniell Higgins;
after this they sent to the Constabele of the said Castele to yeld upp the said Castele 
wch was denied * vpponn yt there was 2 letters sent to the said Constabele one by the 
lord of Brettis desiringe him to deliver to him otherwise it should be batterred doune 
the other Ire from Portewalch to the same effect wch two letters were sent by the 
Constabele to the lord president about a fortnight after * Richard Harte was desired 
by the lord of Castele Connell to come out: to them vpponn a parly to one Morrish
Raulies of Raulies toune, there Castele Connell Perce Walsh John Lacie of the Bruse,
Doctor Higgins Tibbott Burck of Ballingard Connor o' Clansie & diverse others pswaded 
him to goe unto mase & yt he should have his goods restored againe wch he denied to 
doe, neverthelesse yt if he would liue at his Castele of Dunkipp he should * the verie 
next morninge his said Castele o f Dunkipp was betraied & takene by one Edie Lacie of 
Brurie & others, & at yt same time the lord of Castele Connell & the rest pretenid great 
love to the lord of Baeth pmissed yt none of the Castell should be stir'd nor none
molested vppon the lands * after all this they laid three severrall Ambusses to cutt the
said ward of Contrarie to there oath & pmise * by gods divine hand they were 
prevented. The day after St. Patrick day or Iland was besieged & the Castele in 3 
quarters Castele Connell & Doctor Higgins of one quarter, Perce Walch & Morrish
Baggott o f Baggotts toune of another quarter the other quarter by the gentlemenn of
Clenwilliam Called themselus voluntears & they were to maintaine 60 menn. there 
Captane they appointed was one Patrick Breett of Clennogarr, aboutt a weeck afte we 
were beseiged Doctor Higgins brought a great boat from Limbrick & toock or Iland 
wth great force of menn & wole Packs to defend them from or shott * afterward they 
toock the brewhouse stable a pidgion house & one of or watch houses all wch was wth
in halfe muskeett shott o f the Casteles * about a sennight after they assaulted the
kitchin adioninge to the Castele & made a great breach yt two menn might enter, we 
beate them from yt & kild some of thear menn. they Continued there seidge against us
wth as great Extremitie as Could be vsed we haveing to the nomber of menn wemenn
& childrene two hundred and fortie or theere about, & not sufferinge vs to have one 
dropp of milck or springe watter wch we desired for wemenn yt laid sick nor suffer 
us to burie those yt died, withoutt, butt was inforced to burie the dead in the kitchin, 
vntill yt we toock the watch house from them & thenn we had the Command of the 
garden * after this they brought a Peace of or ordinance from Limbrick & planted it
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in the Iland, sent a menacinge letter if we would not deliuer the Castele they would 
not spare a mother's childe. they made 3 shofts at the Castele & Carried there Peace 
awaie againe * about the same time we were relieved by Captaine Bridges wth pouder 
* we tould him yt wee were not abell to houlde out a fortnight for want of victualls * 
he tould vs yt wee should be releaved wth in tenne days at the fardest * we Continued 
in the Castele 7 weecks yt we were driune into greate Extremitie * after this one 
Richard Harte one of the Constabbells of the ward haueing nothinge to releue him his 
wife & Childrenn desired a quarter to go to Limbrick, to git wha monnie was owinge 
him, two o f the besegers went a longe wth him * the agrement what munnies the said 
Richard Harte should pcure they should haue half of it * they were for yt to Convaie 
him & his familie to the English armie * Articeles were made & oaths past nottinge 
performed they receauinge of the said Richard Harte the some of 48£, & he pcured a 
Convaie from S' Chareles Bavisser, to receive him, they most falslie not pforminge 
articells nor oaethe kept them ther vntil Loegarr was yelded * after this the beseigers 
of the Castele desired tp parle wth the steuard * the Steuard beinge drivne to yt 
Extremitie for want o f victualls did yeald the said Castele vppon articells * one articele 
was the Convaieinge safe in boddie & goods to or arme he & the warde, the time wth or 
goods went out was in the Eveninge beinge pswaded to goe one 3 miles forward in or 
waie to one Morrish Baggetts one o f the beseigers yt verie night * all the besegers 
beinge with us we were rob'd of 7 load of or goods & as we conceiud the besegers were 
accersarie for there was no stirr made when the said loads were takene awaie, many 
were takene and affirmed by them to be authors of the robberie butt let goe againe 
after that, this wee Continued fooure dayes before we could goe yt the poore peopele 
were inforct to sell most of there goods for littell or nothing after we werre to goe 
unto Mitchells toune * we staid at Mr. Me Gibbins Castele called Ballihinch & there 
they beinge Conscious of there breach of quarter, desired the said Constabells to 
wrieght under there hands o f there faithfull pformance of there quarter pmised, 
wch they were enforced to wreight under there hands for the safe gard of there Hues
and goods & there Companie wth them, or liues & goods were in great danger after all
this if  we should relate the Cruelties duringe the time we were besieged wch was 24 
weecks * duringe yt time we had not any fresh meate butt 3 sheep and one beife all 
wch we toock from them, their Crueltie in Killinge of wemenn & Childrene
gatheringe of earbs & sorrell * we buried duringe the time of the seidge about some
foure scoare psonns, the goods at the time there armie approach the Castele wch was 
about Candlemas last past they toock of the lord of Baeth sheepes the nomber of 5000 
sheepe, 360 horses mares & Coultes beside they burnt two reecks of Corne o f his all 
wch was devided amonge them, the lord of Castle Connell the lord of Brettis Perce 
Walsh Mortoe Briann & the reste divided the stude & the sheepe, a list of the names of
the voluntears Tibbett Burck of Ballingard of Clenwilliam Thomas Burck of
Ballilehann of the foure barronies Walter Burck Walter Burck [sic] of Killonam,
Tibbett Burckes sonn of Carginlish viz., Richard Burck his Eldest sonne Pattrick 
Burck Tibbott Burck oge Knohar Clansie of Ballibricken Doniell o' hine of Carrellie & 
his Eldest sonne Doniell hine of Carellie Daniell o' Clansie of Ballievear John Fitch 
Edmund Burck of the skirt, Edmund Raulie of Ballingoelie Tibbott Burck unkle to 
Tibbott Burck o f Ballingard Captaine Foxe of Bulduegine of the small Countie Walter
Burck o f Luddunbegg in Clenwilliam Garrett Marshall & his eldest Sonne Miles Burck
of Ralph Jourdenn John Bourck the brother of the said Miles & his Eldest sonne
Walter Roe Burck of Rothes toune Tibbott Burck Fitch John his brother of
Ballinwilliam Pattrick Brett of Clemogarr there Captaine wth many others of
Clanwilliam wch we cannot well remembèr at this time.

Witnesse or hands at Youghall Willm Weekes
the 7th of Septe 1641 Richard Harte
{endorsed: -} A declaration of the seidge of Loeggar'

Q) The Siege o f Castle Mahon. 1642
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From the Limerick Depositions, manuscript in Trinity College, Dublin, MSS 829 
Number 161.

'Morrish Fitzgerald, late o f Mahoonagh, Barony of Connella in the County of Limerick 
and on behalf of John Fitzgerald [-] of Corke that on about the time of Shrove Tuesday 
last and about the beginning of this rebellion [— ] was robbed and forcibly disposed 
of his goods and chattels ... He also says that his [-] goods and household stuffe was
taken away by Thomas Mac Gibbon afforesaid with divers others of [ ................ ] of the
castle of Mahoonagh who took the castle upon Shrove Tuesday last by the treachery 
of Robert Casey of Mahoonagh [-] who early in the morning after he had given a 
whistle from the top of the castle went down from the upper rooms when all the 
people were asleep and went to the porter and asked him to let him go forth and 
wanting to go out and see whether the rebels thereabouts were close. [-] the rebels 
but being too strong for the porter [-] the door [-] by [-] strength and [-] the [--] a 
watch word. By his whistle to the rebels that [-] in ambush hard by who [—] and 
entered the castle and pillaged it and turned out all the English and wounded the 
porter called Thomas Everard in several places who kept the said English to a number 
of about one hundred men women and children in a stable which belonged to the 
castle for the space of four days being kept there without any food after which the 
said Thomas Gibbon gave them all pass to go safely towards Corke. Who as soon as they 
were gone a quarter of a mile from the castle they were all stripped by their convoy 
which were o f MacGibbon's followers. The names of those who were stripped were 
John Davis gen. and his wife and four children. John Estcot gent, his wife and sister 
and three children, Edward Beare luft his wife and five children, Daniell Jennings 
clerk [-] of Mahonnagh his wife and one son and one man and mayd servant and 
Thomas Everard aforesaid who also says that the day after the castle was taken five of 
the English were led away to the Grange two miles off the castle to be hanged at the 
windmill near Mayne Castle which was so done. The persons that were hanged were 
Thomas More Cowper and Steven Davis senior and Stephen Davis the younger 
Collyers. Humptry Nash Miller and also one Edward Greene cowper going to see 
within Poor's at Kilbullane with MacGibbon's pass was hanged by his followers. He 
also says that Josias Walker Constable of the said Castle with his wife and two children, 
before reputed protestants and since this rebellion turned papists and live among the 
rebels. Also Nicholas Bayly of the said castle and Thomas Cops of the [-] with his wife 
and five children before reputed protestants and since the rebellion found papists 
and John Butter of the said castle also Elizabeth his wife [ -] of Crome Castle [-] and 
Daniell Jennings the younger before Protestants and since gone to mass.

I wear cosa nov 8 gbris Mor. Fitzgerald
1642
Phil [-]
[--]

(4) The Siege of Kilfinnv. 1642
Recounted in Sir Richard Belling's History o f the Irish Confederation and the War in 
Ireland. 1641-43 & 1643-49. edited by Sir J T Gilbert, Volume 2, 1882, 69-73, from a 
manuscript in the Sloane Collection, British Museum (Sloane MSS 1008).

A word within {} brackets denotes a word omitted from original manuscript.

'Lady Dowdall's Narration of her Defence of Kilfeny Castle, Co Limerick, 1642

A true note of my severall carves [services] done in county of Limbrike at my casille 
of Kilfeni. In the forst [first] I was four score stroung, obtained at my ouen cost and 
charge. I was thirty hors [horse] and fiftie fot [foot], which I hired a sofesint 
[sufficient] soger [soldier] to tran and ecariz [exercise] for the Kinge's sarves 
[service], if  ned [need] had been, redy for the feld [field], the wares [wars] groing hot,
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and all the Inglismen's [Englishmens'] prays [preys] being daly tackin [taken] away.
A mounth afor Chrismas last, the Ingles coming with an outcri to me that the enemie 
had taken away ther cattell, I sent out twenty hors and thirty fot som fef [five] mile 
from my hous and resqued [rescued] the pray, the enemy being thre hondrid strong, 
tooke fore [four] prisners and peligid [pillaged] a toune [town] of the enemy, and 
forced the enemy to ron over the river of Mage to a castall of one Lues of Tolsen.

The second sarves [service] beeing o f som of my tenantes' cattell be tacken som three 
miles at a touen[town] caled Gragowenne. I sent out the sam [same] hors and fot
agane; a [I] found the tsad [the said] cattell, and I celed [killed] ten of the enemy, tock
[took] to [two] prisnars, drove to [two] hondred of the enemy off over the river again, 
tock [took] all the pray [prey] of the touen [town] , peligid [pillaged] the tone [town] 
and restored the Ingles ther catell.

The third sarves [service], which was within fife [five] dayes after the enimy cam,
coming with{in] sit [sight] of my castell with a cret [great] pray of the Inglesmen's 
catell. I sent out twenty hors and forty fot to persu [pursue] the enimy, who foloed 
[followed] them to [two] mile to a place called the Pole, where they met at lest [least] 
four hondred o f the enimy, which when they saw my fores com fercley upon them 
ron all away. My men kiled twenty of them, broft [brought] hom [home] seven 
presnar [prisoners], brought back the pray, and a hondred cous [cows] of the enemy, 
twenty horces and peledg [pillaged] the toun.

The fourth sar{vic]e, I resqued [rescued] thre mill [mile] of my hous, the Soferant's 
[sovereign's] o f Killmalo [Kilmallock] holl [whole] stock from the enimy, when the 
enimy was to [two] hondred stronge, and killed a gret many o f the enimy, retorned
his stocke, and drove the enimy over the river of the Mage and pelegd [pillaged] ther
houes. Three severell tyems [times], on [one] after another, I bet [beat] the enimy, 
when thay was to [two] and thre houndred, from beseiging the castell of Crom. On 
Neuers day [New Years Day] was Captan Francis Cortny sent by the Lord President of
Monster to be gouyned [joined] with my fores for the denfence of the county of
Limbricke, which I tried with me but on [one] fornit; but in that tyme we wer both 
ever day upon sarves [services], and kiled and hanged many o f the Rebels. The He 
Shre [High Sherrif] o f the county and pouer [poor] thought to have betraed Capt. 
Cortni and his compny; but by no mens [means] I wold [would] not let him met them 
but with my forces goyened [joined] to his company, which when the enimy saw to be 
to [too] hard for them, thay went away and left them, but confesed to myselfe sence 
[since] if my forces had not ben [been] with him they wold have kiled him and all his 
com pany.

After the departure of Captane Cortny, Ede Lace, of Browrey, cam [came] to besege me 
with a hondred men and tocke away all the cattell that wer onbaned [unbawned - out 
of the bawn] about my land; but I plaed [played] so thick with my moscater [musketry 
/ musketeers] opon him that I put him and his company to the run and kiled som of 
his men. Then did Richard Colim, of Balingori, and Robart Lacy, beseeg me and opon 
Candmes day [Candlemas Day] tok away all my flock of shepe and som ten milch coues 
[milk cows] that I had torned [turned] out of my ban [bawn] and orchards, and sent a 
mater [matter / group] of forty pore [poor] roges [rogues] to take the pray [prey], and 
layd fore [four] hondred in ambush for ous [us], thinking wee wold have isued out of 
the castell to have rescued them wherby thay might have cot [cut] us all off, which 
had not one of my scouts espied, we had ben [been] that day all cot [cut] off. The next 
day, I sent out twenty hors well armed and recovered another pray from the enimy, 
and the rest of my forces I devided and cept [kept] ten mosceters [musketeers] on the 
windmil, hel [held] the rest for the defence of the casell, wich opon the alarm given 
and the Lord Dowdall in person, wee iscued out and tock thirty horces laden with 
corne and tocke ther sackes, men and horces. The next day, I tocke som of my own 
tenenants that had stolen my stod [stud] of horces and caryed them to the Leftenant- 
Generall Porcel, and was steling [stealing] ther corne and goods of my land without
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paying rent. I tock their horces, corne, and goods, and hanged there [their? three?] 
men. Afther this the enimy cept a stronge garriason [garrison] opon me, to kepe 
[keep] me in that I cold [could] not stor [stir] out of my gates, but in danger to be shot. 
They got the posesion o f my windmell [windmill] and my barne [barn] and shot so 
thick in to my bane [bawn] that we dorst scars [scarse] store [stir] for fer [fear] of 
killing. My barne was foil [full] of corne. In the night, I sent out to [two] {of} my
sodgiers with granads [grenades] and fired my barne and come, and borned [burned]
som of the enimy in it, which the next day I got posesion of the windmill hill, which I
bet [beat] doun to the ground. I fired all my oun [own] toun [town] and scirmished
with the enimie twes [twice] or thres [thrice] a weeke, wherin I never lost a man 
during this bitterness {which} I styll continewed between me and the enimy {from} 
the 8th of Jan. to Gandelmas [Candlemas]. Yet in despit of the enimy, I cept [kept] 
above twenty horces in my stabell [stable], and fifty hed [head] of cattell in my bane 
[bawn], and feched [fetched] my hay in every day to mantane them.

The ninth of Ganary [January], the hishreve [High Sherrif] o f the county and all the 
pouer [poor] o f the contey [county] cam with thre tousand men to beseeage me. They 
brought to [two] soues [sows - engines of war] and therty scaling laders aganst me.
Thay rit [wrote] many atemting [attempting / tempting] leters [letters] to me to yeld to
them, wich I ancered with conte{mpt} and scorne. Thay wer thre weekes and four 
{days} besiging me befor thay cold bringe these soues to me, being belding [building] 
of them all that tym [time] opon my oun land, yet ever day and night in fit [fight] 
with me. The Thersday befor Aswneday [Ash Wednesday], the hi Shreuef, Richard 
Stivenson, came op in front o f the army, with his droms and pipers, but I sent him a 
shot in the hed [head] that mad [made] him bed [bid] the world god night [good-night], 
and routed the hole [whole] army, we shot so hot. The next day, (being Ashwensday) 
thay began to drag ther soues towards me, which war [were] so hevey [heavy] that 
sixten horses cold [could] hardly drag them. We had ben lick [like] to have ben [been] 
lost for want o f mach [match], but I tock opon me that trade to mach [match] the
enemy, and mack [make] good nioue [new] match with our hand we mad [made]
sconces that we hong [hung] in changs [chains] to give lit and fling light and 
standing lits. We mad [made] abondance of stra [straw] fagets [faggots], to borne 
[bum] ther sous [sows] bound op with dry woed [wood]. Then wee mad [made] 
feueworkes [fireworks] to fling into ther sous. On Thersday, thay drue [drew] ther 
soues [sows] nerer [nearer], and on Friday thay cam [came] an [on] at night with a foil 
[full] carear [crew?] and a gret [great] acclamacion of jooy [joy], even hard [heard?] 
to the castell. But I sent such a fre [free] welcom to them that torned [turned] ther 
merth [mirth] into moaning. I shot iarn [iron] bolets [bullets] that persed [pierced] 
thro ther soues, tho thay wer lined with iarn [iron] gridds and flock beds, and 
bolsters, {so} that I kiled ther pigs; and -by the enimy's confesion thet [that] night to 
[two] hondred o f ther men. The nex [next] nit [night] being Sattarday thay drue 
[drew] one of ther soues clos [close] to one of my flanckes; oneli [only] a littell [little] 
pese [piece] of a bancke [bank] hindred them. Thay forced one of ther men to dige 
[dig] it douen [down], which no soner [sooner] came to the worke but we kiled him. 
Then thay sent another, which we kiled allso, but fout [fought] all the hight with 
them; and by the report of the naibers [neighbours] that night wee kiled a hondred of 
them .

The next day, being the Sabath day, the 17 February, which I have allwas [always] 
reson to remember with thankesgiveing to God for our mity [mighty] deliverance, we 
borned [burned] both ther sous, and tocke away thirty scaling laders from them, 
which so discomfited the gret [great] army that tha [they] left ous [us] the nex [next] 
day, but left a garican [garrison] of a hondred moscaters [muskateers] to kipe [keep] 
us in to starve us and tired us out so wich a month's fright and waching [watching] 
that we all fell sicke and licke [like] to have died. I bored [buried] after this sege 
[siege] of the flix [flux] nine and thirty men, wimen, and children, and had licke 
[like] all to have ben [been] starved for wont [want] of fod [food], thay kept us in so 
clos for a holl [whole] quarter of a yer [year]. At last we bruek [broke] out and borned
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[burned] ther garican [garrison] over ther hed and mad [made] the enimy ron [run] 
away. After that, I cept [kept] the contry clear for sixtine [sixteen] {weeks}; no enimy 
dorst com within a mile near me; in wich tim [time] I bomed [burned] all the contry 
within to [two] miles round about me, and tocke all ther pray [prey], and wold [would] 
command the enemie that wer my nabours [neighbours] to pol [pull] douen [down] 
such houes [houses] as I did not licke [like] should stand; wich they did presently. I 
releved [relieved] the castell o f Crom fiffe [five] times; once with munisen [munition] 
and fouer [four] times with foode, or el ce [else] thay wold have starved. I laed [laid]
the Costabell [constable] of the castle in boults in his own garican [garrison] for
convaing [conveying] away the King's monesen [munition] and practicing to betray 
the garican to the enimy. Thus I held fight forty weeks with the enime [enemy], till 
{the} gret [great] army beseged {me} with ordinance. I fout [fought] with them four 
days before I wold [would] let them plant ther ordnance and kiled som of ther men. I 
indured four shot of ther ordnance and thay war [were] redy to give fiur [fire] 
agayne, which wold have throw [thrown] my hous over my hed [head]. I was forced to 
cry quarter but could not get it, but upon condicions that what presners [prisoners] 
war [were] for the Inglis [English] army shold be given to them to redem me; wich my 
Lord of Incequin most honarble ded [did] and sent a nobell convay [convoy] of 
cavelears, and thre hondred mosceters, to fetch me off, but the enimy tocke all that 
ever I had from me save my wering [wearing] linen. The rest of the castels in the 
county of Limerick aftur I was beten [beaten] doune [down], war [were] all tacken 
[taken] with paper bolets [bullets].

Elizabeth Dowdall.

Endorsed: The Lady Dowdall's narracion of her acts at and about Kilfinny, written
with her owne hand.- Kinsale, 6 Oct AD 1642.'
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1. Amogan (Gazetteer Site No. 1)
2. Ballinahinch (Gazetteer Site No. 7)
3. Ballingarry (Gazetteer Site No. 11)
4. Ballinoe (Gazetteer Site No. 12)
5. Ballinveala (Gazetteer Site No. 13)
6. Ballyallinan (Gazetteer Site No. 14)
7. Ballybricken (Gazetteer Site No. 15)
8. Ballyegnybeg (Gazetteer Site No. 19)
9. Ballygrennan (Gazetteer Site No. 21)
10. Ballyguilleataggle (Gazetteer Site No. 22)
11. Ballyvoghan (Gazetteer Site No. 29)
12. Beagh (Gazetteer Site No. 32)
13. Bolane (Gazetteer Site No. 34)
14. Bourchier's Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 35)
15. Bulgaden Eady (Gazetteer Site No. 40)
16. Caherelly West (Gazetteer Site No. 43)
17. Cappagh (Gazetteer Site No. 45)
18. Carriganea (Gazetteer Site No. 46)
19. Carrigareely (Gazetteer Site No. 47)
20. (a) Castle Garde (Gazetteer Site No. 54)

(b) Castle Matrix (Gazetteer Site No. 57)
(c) Castle Mahon (Gazetteer Site No. 56)

21. Castle Hewson (Gazetteer Site No. 55)
22. Castle Troy (Gazetteer Site No. 62)
23. Clogh East (Gazetteer Site No. 64)
24. Clonshire (Gazetteer Site No. 67)
25. Court (Gazetteer Site No. 70)
26. Cullam (Gazetteer Site No. 76)
27. Dunnaman (Gazetteer Site No. 84)
28. Dysert (Gazetteer Site No. 85)
29. Fanning's Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 86)
30. Fantstown (Gazetteer Site No. 88)
31. Finnitterstown (Gazetteer Site No. 92)
32. Garraunboy (Gazetteer Site No. 97)
33. Glenquin (Gazetteer Site No. 102) - courtesy of OPW
34. Gortnetubbrid (Gazetteer Site No. 105)
35. Grange (Gazetteer Site No. 106)
36. Holly Park (Gazetteer Site No. 108)
37. Kilbeheney (Gazetteer Site No. I l l )
38. Kilduff (Gazetteer Site No. 114)
39. Kilfinnane (Gazetteer Site No. 115)
40. Kilfinny (Gazetteer Site No. 116)
41. Killeedy (Gazetteer Site No. 118)
42. Kilmacow (Gazetteer Site No. 119)
43. King's Castle, Kilmallock (Gazetteer Site No. 120)
44. Knockainey, White Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 122)
45. Knocklong (Gazetteer Site No. 124)
46. Lickadoon (Gazetteer Site No. 129)
47. Lismakeery (Gazetteer Site No. 130)
48. Lisnacullia (Gazetteer Site No. 131)
49. Lissamota (Gazetteer Site No. 132)
50. Maidstown (Gazetteer Site No. 135)
51. Monymoyhill (Gazetteer Site No. 139)
52. Morgans (Gazetteer Site No. 140)
53. Newcastle Clanwilliam (Gazetteer Site No. 142)

LIST OF PLANS
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54. Oola (Gazetteer Site No. 144)
55. Portrinard (Gazetteer Site No. 145)
56. Raheen (Gazetteer Site No. 147)
57. Rathcannon (Gazetteer Site No. 149)
58. Rathmore (Gazetteer Site No. 151)
59. Rathnasaer (Gazetteer Site No. 152)
60. Rathurd (Gazetteer Site No. 153)
61. Robertstown (Gazetteer Site No. 155)
62. Rockstown (Gazetteer Site No. 156)
63. Shanpallas (Gazetteer Site No. 163)
64. Tomdeely (Gazetteer Site No. 169)
65. Tooreen (Gazetteer Site No. 170)
66. Tullovin (Gazetteer Site No. 173)
67. Williamstown (Gazetteer Site No. 175)
68. Woodstock (Gazetteer Site No. 176)
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KEY TO DETAILS ON PLANS

1. First phase of building activity
2. Second phase of building activity
3. Third phase of building activity
4. Damaged or demolished masonry
5. Damaged or demolished wall
6. Steps, or steps on a wall stair
7. Broken steps, or broken steps on a wall stair
8. A latrine exit point
9. Base batter
10. Murder hole
11. A hanging eye
12. A hanging pivot
13. A cupboard
14. A draw bar channel
15. A put-log hole
16. A stone corbel



1. AMOGANMORE (Site 1 )
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3. BALLINGARRY (Site



3. BALLINGARRY (SITE 11)



3. BALLINGARRY (SITE 11)

4th floor o f turret
e: Turret Parapet

c: Sketch Plan of Mezzanine Level. Not to Scale



4. BALLINOE (Site 12) 

a.- Grd



BALLINVEALA (Site 13)





Sketch plans (not to scale) 

b: 1st Floor

6. BALLYALLINAN (SITE 14)

c: 2nd Floor



BALLYBRICKEN (Site 15)



8. BALLYEGNYBEG (SITE 19)

a: Grd



9. BALLYGRENNAN (SITE 21)

a: Grd

(After Westropp,
1906-07, Plate 14)



masaæsssi

b: Sketch  plan of 1st. Floor (Not to Sca le)

10. B A LLY G U ILLE A T A G G LE  (Site 22)

a: Grd



11. BALLYVOGHAN (S ITE  29)



11. BALLYVOGHAN (SITE 29)
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12. BEAGH (SITE 32)



13. BOLANE (SITE 34)

a: Grd

b: Attic over Grd



14. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE (SITE 35)



14. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE (SITE 35)
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15. BULGADEN EADY (SITE 40)

a: Grd



CA H ERELLY  WEST (SITE 43)
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18. CARRIGANEA (SITE 46)

a: Grd

y



19. CARRIG AREELY  (SITE 47)

a: Grd

G rd  floor level of hall at a lower level than  the G rd  floor 
level in  the  tow er house.



19. CARRIGAREELY (SITE 47)

b: 1st



a: Ske tch  plan of Grd. floor at 

Castle  Garde (S IT E  54)

b: Sketch  plan of Grd. floor at 

Castle  Matrix (S IT E  57)

4  No sca le  '* " N No sca le
N

c: Castle  Mahon -  N. wall Grd. floor gun loop

(S IT E  56)

1:50 cm



21. CA ST LE  HEWSON (Site 55)

a: Grd
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24. CLONSHIRE (SITE 67)

a:



24. CLONSHIRE (SITE 67)

b: 1st

o



24. CLONSHIRE (SITE 67)

c: north-west face of stair tower (acting as gable end
wall for the mainblock)

Not to scale



25. COURT (SITE 70) 

a: Grd.



26. CULLAM (SITE 76)

c: S ke tch  plan of Typo log ica l Corpus

Group 1, Type D tower house -  no scale.



27. DUNNAMAN (SITE 84)

a: Grd

b: 1st



28. DYSERT (SITE 85)



29. FANNING'S CASTLE (SITE 86)

a: Grd



30. FANTSTOWN (SITE 88)

a: Grd



31. FINNITTERSTOWN (SITE 92) 

a: Grd



32. GARRAUNBOY (SITE 97)

a: Grd

N
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34. GORTNETUBBRID (SITE 105)



34. GORTNETUBBRID (SITE 105) 

c: 2nd





36. HOLLY PARK (SITE 108)

a: Grd floor of north-west flanker

b: Grd floor of south-east flanker



37. KILBEHENEY (SITE 111) 

a: Grd





39. KILFINNANE (SITE 115)



40.

a:





42. KILMACOW (SITE 119) 

a: Grd



43. KING'S CASTLE, KILMALLOCK (SITE 120)

a :  1 s t



c: 2nd floor, sketch plan 

(not to scale)

d. 3rd floor, sketch plan 

(not to scale)

44. KNOCKAINEY, WHITE CASTLE (SITE 122)

a: Grd



45. KNOCKLONG (SITE 124) 

a: Grd



46. LICKADOON (SITE 129)

a: Grd



47. LISMAKEERY (SITE 130) 

a: Grd



48. LISNACULLIA (SITE 131)



48. LISNACULLIA (SITE 131)

N



48.

d: The flanker - Grd

c: 1st floor, sketch plan (not to scale)

e: The flanker - 1st floor, 
sketch plan (not to scale)



49. LISSAMOTA (SITE 132)

b: 1st floor, sketch plan 

(not to scale)
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51. MONYMOYHILL (SITE 139) 

a: foundation courses

o
N



52. M ORGANS (SITE 140)

a: Grd floor of latrine turret located on bawn wall





54. OOLA (SITE 144)

a: Grd



55. PORTRINARD (SITE 145)

a: Grd



. RAHEEN (SITE 147) 
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RATHMORE (SITE 151)

c: 3 rd



c: 2nd floor, sketch plan  (not to scale)









62. ROCK STO W N  (SITE 156)







65. TOOREEN (SITE 170)

a: Grd



66. TULLOYIN (SITE 173)

a: G rd



67. WILLIAMS TOWN (SITE 175)

a: Grd



68. WOODSTOCK (SITE 176)

a: Grd

b: 1st

A : The f la t  SSCR
e m b ra su re  a t G rd  
floor level slopes 
u p w ard s  to a loop 
a t  1st floor level
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5. Ballinveala (Gazetteer Site No. 13)-
6. Ballycahane (Gazetteer Site No. 16)
7. Ballyegnybeg (Gazetteer Site No. 19)
8. Ballygrennan (Gazetteer Site No. 21)
9. Ballyguileataggle (Gazetteer Site No. 22)
10. Ballyvorneen (Gazetteer Site No. 30)
11. Beagh (Gazetteer Site No. 32)
12. Bolane (Gazetteer Site No. 34)
13. Bourchier's Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 35)
14. Bourchier's Castle - the south wall
15. Bourchier's Castle - the entrance with wooden door
16. Caherelly East (Gazetteer Site No. 42)
17. Caherelly West (Gazetteer Site No. 43)
18. Caherelly West - the south-east corner loop with motif
19. Carrigareely (Gazetteer Site No. 47)
20. Carrigareely - the arched doorway at the entrance
21. Castle Garde (Gazetteer Site No. 54)
22. Castle Hewson (Gazetteer Site No. 55)
23. Castle Matrix (Gazetteer Site No. 57)
24. Clonshire (Gazetteer Site No. 67)
25. Court (Gazetteer Site No. 70)
26. Cullam (Gazetteer Site No. 76)
27. Dunnaman (Gazetteer Site No. 84)
28. Dunnaman - detail of the decoration on the entrance doorway's north jamb
29. Dysert (Gazetteer Site No. 85)
30. Fantstown (Gazetteer Site No. 88)
31. Garraunboy (Gazetteer Site No. 97)
32. Glebe (Gazetteer Site No. 100)
33. Glenquin (Gazetteer Site No. 102)
34. Gortnetubbrid (Gazetteer Site No. 105)
35. Gortnetubbrid - symbols on west jamb of north wall window at second floor
36. Kilduff (Gazetteer Site No. 114)
37. Kilfinny (Gazetteer Site No. 116)
38. King’s Castle, Kilmallock - south face (Gazetteer Site No. 120)
39. King's Castle, Kilmallock - north face
40. Knockainey, White Castle (Gazetteer Site No. 122)
41. Lisnacullia (Gazetteer Site No. 131)
42. Lisnacullia - the squinch
43. Lissamota (Gazetteer Site No. 132)
44. Maidstown (Gazetteer Site No. 135)
45. Newcastle Clanwilliam (Gazetteer Site No. 142)
46. Oola (Gazetteer Site No. 144)
47. Oola - the entrance and doorway
48. Portrinard - triangular plane on the west wall (Gazetteer Site No. 145)
49. Portrinard - gun loop
50. Rathcannon (Gazetteer Site No. 149)
51. Rathmore (Gazetteer Site No. 151)
52. Rathnasaer (Gazetteer Site No. 152)
53. Rathurd (Gazetteer Site No. 153)
54. Rockstown (Gazetteer Site No. 156)
55. Rylaan's, The Turret - the curvilinear west gable (Gazetteer Site No. 157)
56. Tomdeely (Gazetteer Site No. 169)
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57. Tooreen (Gazetteer Site No. 170)
58. Tullovin - the east face (Gazetteer Site No. 173)
59. Tullovin - the west face
60. Williamstown (Gazetteer Site No. 175)
61. A peck decorated hanging eye from Lackeen (Appendix 6, T56)
62. A crude hanging eye from Court (Gazetteer Site No. 70)
63. Athenry Castle, Co Galway
64. Cullaun, The Black Castle (Appendix 6, T36)
65. Derryhivenny, Co Galway
66. Killaleigh (Appendix 6, T51)
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1. AMOGAN (Gazetteer Site No. 1): The north wall, containing 
the arched doorway which is lacking its west jamb.



2. BALLINAHINCH (Gazetteer Site No. 7): The west wall with 
double splayed romanesque-style window at ground floor 
level and the blocked hood moulded windows at 1st, 2nd and 
3rd floor levels.



3. BALLINGARRY (Gazetteer Site No. 11): The north-east side, 
with turret, showing the north-east wall of the main 
chamber block and the squinch between it and the south
east wall of the turret.



4. BALLINOE (Gazetteer Site No. 12): The old ruinous castle - 
note the rebuilt brick arched doorway in the south wall (to 
the left of the picture) and also the waste water track which 
was cut through the wall.



5. BALLINVEALA (Gazetteer Site No. 13): The west wall has 
nine rows of stone slabs - the through stones - designed to 
He the subsidiary chamber section into the (now 
dem olished) main block. Blocked communicating doorways 
can be seen at ground, 1st and 2nd floor levels, each with a 
light present in the blocking. The 3rd floor doorway 
rem ains unblocked.



6. BALLYCAHANE (Gazetteer Site No. 16): The north-west 
corner o f the two story structure. There are similarities in 
form with Athenry Castle's three story tower (see 
Photograph 63).



7. BALLYEGNYBEG (Gazetteer Site No. 19): A southward view 
of the tower house showing the damaged entrance in the 
north-east wall. Note the flat lintelled lights in the north
east and north-west walls at 1st floor level. The narrow light 
at 1st floor level, set over the entrance, denotes the location 
o f the mural chamber.



8. BALLYGRENNAN (Gazetteer Site No. 21): The north and east 
walls are shown. Note the mullioned windows at 2nd and 3rd 
floor levels and the two tall chimneys on the north wall at 
parapet level. The west gable is just visible. The square 
tourelle sits at the north-east corner.



9. BALLYGUILLEATAGGLE (Gazetteer Site No. 22): The south and east walls 
are shown. The east wall entrance has been rebuilt in concrete. The two 
openings on the east wall indicate the position of lights at first floor level 
on the spiral staircase and in the subsidiary chamber.

r

10 BALLYVORNEEN (Gazetteer Site No. 30): Tower house and vernacular 
architecture combine in this building. Note the small carved head midway 
along the north wall, situated just below the roof level.



11. BEAGH (Gazetteer Site No. 32): The east wall contains 
the entrance. Note the remains of the WWCV at second 
floor level. The narrow loop and two shot holes on the 
mural passage at 1st floor level are visible.



12. BOLANE (Gazetteer Site No. 34): The south wall and 
remains of the tower house from a distance.



13. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE (Gazetteer Site No. 35): The east 
and north walls with narrow flat lintelled lights in the 
north-east corner betraying the location of the spiral 
staircase within. The hood moulded windows in the east 
wall mark the location of the subsidiary chambers. The 
cap house at the north-east corner has been built with 
blocks - perhaps in the 1930s.



14. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE (Gazetteer Site No. 35): The divide 
between the two sections of the building can be seen on 
the south wall. The large opening at ground floor level in 
the main block is an inserted barn door. The 1st floor 
subsidiary chamber has an ogee headed light. The 2nd 
and 3rd floor subsidiary chambers have hood moulded 
and mullioned windows and the 4th floor subsidiary 
chamber has an ogee headed light. The main chamber 
has a double mullioned window at 2nd floor level and a 
renovated window at 3rd floor level.



15. BOURCHIER'S CASTLE (Gazetteer Site No. 35): The 
ground floor peck decorated arched and rebated doorway 
into the building, located in the east wall, displays a yett 
chain guide hole in the south jamb and an apex aperture. 
Note also the yett hinge in the north jamb and the round 
shot hole in the wooden door.



16. CAHERELLY EAST (Gazetteer Site No. 42): The ogee head 
removed from the demolished tower house and inserted 
into the wall of an out-house at a farm nearby the castle 
site .



17. CAHERELLY WEST (Gazetteer Site No. 43): The north 
wall. Note the flat lintelled lights on the north-west 
corner where the spiral staircase is located. There is a 
blocked window in the main chamber at 1st floor level. 
The 2nd floor level contains a blocked window and an 
inserted window. There is a double ogee headed mullioned 
and hood moulded window at 4th floor level and a corner 
m achicolation at the north-east corner. The square holes 
at parapet level allowed rainwater to drain away from the 
wall walk.



18. CAHERELLY WEST (Gazetteer Site No. 43): The south
east corner loop at 2nd floor level, with an interlace 
m otif carved on the windowhead.



19. CARRIGAREELY (Gazetteer Site No. 47): The north wall 
face has a narrow loop at ground floor level and 
destroyed lights at 1st and 2nd floor levels. The floor of a 
light can be seen at the ruined 3rd floor level.



20. CARRIGAREELY (Gazetteer Site No. 47): The rebated doorway in the south 
wall at ground floor level is set under a relieving arch and has a three 
piece lintel. The apex aperture is cut directly through the central lintel 
p ie c e .

21. CASTLE GARDE (Gazetteer Site No. 54): The south wall contains 19th 
century inserted windows. The 19th century crenellated wing lies to the 
east and the 19th century crenellated courtyard is in the foreground.



22. CASTLE HEWSON (Gazetteer Site No. 55): The tower house 
lies between the 18th century house and the stable range.
The doorway in the east wall is not original. The parapet
crenellations are o f the 18th century. The three narrow
lights at the upper level mark the location of the wall stair
which rus up to the parapet level.



23. CASTLE MATRIX (Gazetteer Site No. 57): The south and 
east walls with the later wing lying to the north. The 
narrow lights in the south-east corner marks the location 
of the spiral staircase. The large windows belong to the 
19th century renovations.



24. CLONSHIRE (Gazetteer Site No. 67): The south-west side of the castle. The 
stair turret is at the north-east end of the building. The sloping line of 
raggle on the turret's south-west face belongs to the roof o f the demolished 
lean-too structure. The south-east extension's gable is on the right o f the 
p h o t o g r a p h .

25. COURT (Gazetteer Site No. 70): The east wall, with 
damaged north-east corner and wall projection.



26. CULLAM (Gazetteer Site No. 76): the surviving north
east corner, standing to 3rd floor level. The freshly 
disturbed masonry can be seen at the bottom of the north 
wall .



27. DUNNAMAN (Gazetteer Site No. 84): The east and north walls. The east 
wall's 1st floor ogee headed light with the hood mould's ornamented 
endings can be seen. The 2nd floor example and the 'sheela-na-gig' are 
obscured by the ivy. The north wall's chimney is covered in ivy.

28. DUNNAMAN (Gazetteer Site No. 84): The 'punch work' (or peck 
decorated) ornamented jamb at the entrance in the east wall at ground 
floor level.



29. DYSERT (Gazetteer Site No. 85): The east and north walls 
with the base batter added to their ground floor levels.



30. FANTSTOWN (Gazetteer Site No. 88) The south wall shows 
the vertical divide between the main block and the 
subsidiary chamber block. Above 1st floor level there is a 
horizontal line indicating a change in masonry. At ground 
floor level there is a blocked light and latrine chute exit in 
the wall of the main block. At 2nd floor level the patch of 
ivy to the left of the photograph marks where a blocked 
window is located. The two other windows at this floor level 
have hood moulds. There are two blocked windows (with 
hood moulds stijl in situ) at 3rd floor level and the corner 
machicolation .with shot holes. The 4th floor has two hood 
moulded windows. At parapet level there are a series of 
rainwater chutes.



31. GARRAUNBOY (Gazetteer Site No. 97): The south-east 
front. The entrance area has been destroyed but the 
stairwell in the south corner survives and runs up to the 
(now demolished) 5th floor level. The zinc-sheeted 
doorway marks the entrance from the lobby into the main 
chamber at ground floor level.



32. GLEBE (Gazetteer Site No. 100): The base battered south
west corner. The west wall contains an inserted doorway. 
Note the rebuilt, brick-lined windows and the irregularly 
stepped gable.



33. GLENQUIN (Gazetteer Site No. 102): The south-east wall 
face. The narrow lights to the right of the photograph 
mark the location of the spiral staircase in the east corner 
which runs up to the cap house. The flat lintelled light at 
ground floor level has been inserted to replace a doorway 
cut through here in the 19th century. The parapet and cap 
house merlons are not stepped in traditional Irish Gothic 
style and are probable 19th-century rebuilds.



34. GORTNETUBBRID (Gazetteer Site No. 105): The south wall. 
Note the tourelles at the north-west and south-east corners 
at parapet level.



35. GORTNETUBBRID (Gazetteer Site No. 105): The symbols 
incised on the west jamb of the north wall's 2nd floor 
mullioned and transomed window.



36. KILDUFF (Gazetteer Site No. 114): The north-west wall. 
The damaged area at ground, 1st and 2nd floor levels 
originally held windows. The corner machicolation at the 
west corner is in poor preserve but the north corner 
tourelle at parapet level is in good condition.



37. KILFINNY (Gazetteer Site No. 116): The north-east wall. 
Midway along the wall is the semi-blocked original 
entrance. To the right o f it is a later doorway, inserted 
when the building was used as a barn. The tall ivy covered 
area to the right of the photograph contains the subsidiary 
cham bers.



38. KING'S CASTLE, KILMALLOCK (Gazetteer Site No. 120): 
The south face of the castle. Apart from the insertion of a 
hood moulded window at ground floor level and the 
removal of the parapet's cap house at the south-east 
corner, the building remains much the same as when 
Mulvany painted it circa 1800.



39. KINGS CASTLE, KILMALLOCK (Gazetteer Site No. 120): 
The north face, showing the north-east corner turret.



40. KNOCKAINEY, WHITE CASTLE (Gazetteer Site No. 122): 
The north and west sides o f the building. The north wall 
contains an inserted doorway at ground floor level. The 
west wall has a loop, shot hole and slop hole at 3rd floor 
level which mark the location of the corbel roofed mural 
passage.



41. LISNACULLIA (Gazetteer Site No. 131): The south-east 
side, with the original entrance in the wall o f the main 
block at ground floor level and the north-east tower.



42. LISNACULLIA (Gazetteer Site No. 131): The squinch 
contains the spiral staircase at 2nd floor level. It lies 
between the north-west wall o f the tower (to the left in the 
photograph) and the main block’s north-east wall (to the 
right in the photograph).



43. LISSAMOTA (Gazetteer Site No. 132): The west wall, with 
a blocked opening at 1st floor level and the inverted V- 
shaped roof raggle which marks where a house once stood 
against the wall face. The parapet's stepped Irish Gothic 
battlements have square shot holes in the centre of the 
m erlon s.



44. MAIDSTOWN (Gazetteer Site No. 135): The south wall. The 
derelict Georgian house is on the east side of the tower 
house. The tower's blocked semicircular arched doorway is 
at ground floor level. Three hood moulded windows are set 
above it. To the east of this line of windows is a second line 
of four blocked, hood moulded windows. The difference in 
levels between the two lines may be because the east line 
of windows were positioned on a (now demolished) spiral 
staircase. A second section, of similar architectural style, 
was added to the west of this block. Note also the heavy 
buttress added to stengthen the wall.



45. NEWCASTLE CLANWILLIAM (Gazetteer Site No. 142): The 
eastern end wall with gable.



46. OOLA (Gazetteer Site No. 144): the south-west wall. At 
ground floor level there is a damaged light, set to the left 
of the damaged opening for the latrine chute. Note the 
hood moulded and mullioned windows at 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
floor levels and the parapet's tourelles at the west and east 
corners. The chimneyed gables on the north-west and 
south-east walls are also in view.



47. OOLA (Gazetteer Site No. 144): The entrance in the 
south-east wall at ground floor level. The peck decorated, 
arched and rebated doorway has an apex aperture. The 
south-west jamb contains a yett chain guide hole, while 
the north-east jamb contains two hinge slots. The north
east lintel has a recess carved in the rebate to allow the 
yett to open outwards from the doorway unhindered. Above 
the doorway is a square niche or recess which would have 
held an heraldic emblem or a datestone.



48. PORTRINARD (Gazetteer Site No. 145): The triangular 
plane on the external face of the west wall with a shot hole 
at the apex of the plane.



49. RATHCANNON (Gazetteer Site No. 149): The west wall of 
the tower house. To the east is the tall east gable of the 
adjoining later house.



50. RATHMORE (Gazetteer Site No. 151): The ground floor of 
the north wall contains the original entrance into the 
tower house. The three narrow lights to the left of the 
photograph indicate the position of the spiral staircase in 
the north-east corner.



51. RATHNASAER (Gazetteer Site No. 152): The south-east 
wall with badly damaged ground floor entrance. Note the 
ogee headed cross-loop which lights the spiral staircase 
which is located in the south corner, and the ogee headed 
lights in the 1st and 2nd floor subsidiary chambers.



52. RATHURD (Gazetteer Site No. 153): The east entrance at 
ground floor level is not the original entrance into the 
round tower house. To the south/south-east is the 
farm h ou se .



53. ROCKSTOWN (Gazetteer Site No. 156): The south and east 
w alls.

54. RYLAAN'S (Gazetteer Site No. 157): The ’Dutch' or 
curvilinear west gable, displaying the dates '1683' and 
'1890'.



55. TOMDEELY (Gazetteer Site No. 169): The east and north 
walls. Note the chamfered north-east corner.

56. TOOREEN (Gazetteer Site No. 170): The north wall. Note 
the stone robbed corners and the damaged embrasure at 
ground floor level.



57. TULLOVIN (Gazetteer Site No. 173): The east wall 
containing the entrance at ground floor, protected by a 
machicolation box at parapet level.



58. TULLOVIN (Gazetteer Site No. 173): The west wall face 
with the damaged 'through stones’ which once bonded this 
section o f the tower house to the main chamber section. 
The doorway communicating between the two sections is 
blocked at 1st floor level. The feint inverted V-shaped line 
of roof raggle at second floor level shows where a later 
building replaced the original main chamber block at this 
side of the tower house.



59. WILLIAMSTOWN (Gazetteer Site No. 175): The west wall 
contains the entrance, protected by an assommoir. The 
parapet battlements and the cap house at the north-west 
corner date to the 19th-century renovations.



60. A peck decorated hanging eye. This example comes 
from the gateway into the bawn at Lackeen Castle, County 
Tipperary (Appendix 6, T56).

61. A crude hanging eye. This example comes from the 
entrance into the ground floor chamber at Court (Gazetteer 
Site No. 70).



62. A gunloop. This example comes from the west wall at 
Castle Mahon (Gazetteer Site No. 56). A pre-existing loop, 
modified for use with a hand gun. See also Plan 20c.





64. Cullaun, The Black Castle, County Tipperary (see 
Appendix 6, T36).



Killaleigh, County Tipperary (see Appendix 6, T51)

65. Derryhivenny, County Galway. Dating to 1643, this was 
one of the last tower houses to be built in Ireland.






